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Preface 

This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in pro- 
grams managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition 
(TDA). In space communications, radio navigation, radio science, and ground-based 
radio and radar astronomy, it reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) 
in planning, in supporting research and technology, in implementation, and in op- 
erations. Also included is standards activity at JPL for space data and information 
systems and reimbursable DSN work performed for other space agencies through 
NASA. The preceding work is all performed for NASA's Office of Space Operations 
(OSO). The TDA Office also peforms work funded by two other NASA program 
offices through and with the cooperation of the Office of Space Operations. These 
are the Orbital Debris Radar Program (with the Office of Space Station) and 21st 
Century Communication Studies (with the Office of Aeronautics and Exploration 
Technology). 

In the search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI), The TDA Progress Report 
reports on implementation and operations for searching the microwave spectrum. 
In solar system radar, it reports on the uses of the Goldstone Solar System Radar 
for scientific exploration of the planets, their rings and satellites, asteroids, and 
comets. In radio astronomy, the areas of support include spectroscopy, very long 
baseline interferometry, and astrometry. These three programs are performed for 
NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA), with the Office of Space 
Operations funding DSN operational support. 

Finally, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the 
Caltech President's Fund that involve the TDA Office are included. 

This and each succeeding issue of The TDA Progress Report will present ma- 
terial in some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories: 

OSO Tasks: 
DSN Advanced Systems 

Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation 
Communications, Spacecraft-Ground 
Station Control and System Technology 
Network Data Processing and Productivity 

DSN Systems Implementation 
Capabilities for Existing Projects 
Capabilities for New Projects 
New Initiatives 
Network Upgrade and Sustaining 

DSN Operations 
Network Operations and Operations Support 
Mission Interface and Support 
TDA Program Management and Analysis 

Ground Communications Implementation and Operations 
Data and Information Systems 
Flight-Ground Advanced Engineering 
Long-Range Program Planning 

OSO Cooperative Tasks: 
Orbital Debris Radar Program 
21st Century Communication Studies 

iii 



OSSA Tasks: 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence 
Goldstone Solar System Radar 
Radio Astronomy 

Discretionary Funded Tasks 
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Precise Orbit Determination of High-Earth Elliptical Orbiters 
Using Differenced Doppler and Range Measurements 

- 
J. A. Estefan 

Navigation Systems Section 

Recent advances in Deep Space Network station calibration methods have 
led to renewed interest in the use of differenced Doppler and range data types 
for interplanetary navigation. This article describes an orbit determination error 
analysis of the performance of these differenced data types when used with con- 
ventional two-way Doppler for precise navigation of High-Earth Orbiters. Three 
highly elliptical Earth orbits are investigated, with apogee heights on the order of 
20,000 km, 70,000 km, and 156,000 km. Results indicate that the most significant 
navigational accuracy improvements, relative to the performance obtained from two- 
way Doppler alone, are achieved for the lowest altitude orbit by using differenced 
Doppler measurements with two-way Doppler (assuming that spacecraft onboard 
downlink antennas have no ground footprint limitation in the near-apogee regime). 
In the case of the two higher altitude orbits, accuracy improvements over Doppler- 
only performance, although less dramatic, are also achieved when differenced range 
measurements are combined with two-way Doppler. 

I .  Introduction A host of tracking techniques and data types have 

As NASA's commitment to supporting national and in- 
ternational High-Earth Orbiter (HEO) missions continues 
to evolve, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the 
NASAIJPL Deep Space Network (DSN) will be tasked 
with providing tracking and navigational support, partic- 
ularly for the orbiting radio astronomy platforms planned 
for launch as early as 1995. The DSN is proceeding with 
the implementation of a dedicated HE0 subnetwork of 
10-m antennas for this purpose.1 

- 
been investigated for possible use in HE0 mission sup- 
port. The most common data types that are expected 
to receive widespread use are two-way Doppler and two- 
way range. High-accuracy interferometric and differen- 
tial techniques, such as very long-baseline interferometry 
(VLBI) and AVLBI, as well as Global Positioning System 
(GPS)-based tracking have also received much attention 
[1,2]. One technique that has been suggested is a differ- 
enced one-way range (DOR) by multiple frequency phase 
measurements, which modulates the transmission of the 
spacecraft so that cycle ambiguities can be eliminated and 

J. Ovnick, "Orbiting VLBI Subnet C/D Review," Presentation 
Viewgraphs, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, which measures the phase differences [31 (not be 
April 3, 1991. confused with ADOR, in which an observation of an ex- 



tragalactic radio source is also used). It has also been sug- 
gested that postprocessed VLBl science data be used to 
improve the accuracy of the orbit [4], but this would only 
be possible for radio astronomy platforms and is not likely 
to benefit the orbit determination process unless real time, 
or at least, near-real-time correlation is possible. Other, 
more esoteric methods have been investigated, including 
the use of satellite laser ranging systems and onboard 
microaccelerometers. The advantages and disadvantages 
of these tracking methods have been discussed in greater 
detail in [5]. 

A data type that is geometrically equivalent to DOR, 
yet somewhat less cumbersome to implement operation- 
ally, is two-way minus three-way range (differenced range). 
Analogously, two-way minus three-way Doppler (differ- 
enced Doppler) can also be employed. These data types 
are usually referred to as "quasi-VLBI" data because they 
provide information about the spacecraft position and ve- 
locity similar to that provided by VLBI. Although less 
accuracy can be achieved than with VLBI, differenced 
Doppler or range data can be made available for navi- 
gational purposes faster than data from the DSN VLBI 
system. Until recently, differenced range was not thought 
to provide adequate accuracy for orbit determination due 
to large systematic errors associated with the data, in par- 
ticular, clock offsets between co-observing stations. How- 
ever, this method is becoming more attractive as better 
calibration systems become available. A recent analy- 
sis has shown that improvements in DSN ranging sys- 
tem calibration accuracies, together with clock offset and 
other calibration data derived from the GPS, could theo- 
retically determine spacecraft angular coordinates to 30- 
'90 nrad accuracy [6]. A similar investigation of the use 
of differenced Doppler for orbit determination, based on 
analysis of the 8.4-GHz (X-band) data acquired from the 
Magellan spacecraft, showed that differenced Doppler 
might deliver 50-100 nrad spacecraft angular accuracy, ex- 
cept for spacecraft within about 10 deg of the celestial 
equator [7]. Results from these analyses are encouraging 
enough to warrant investigation of these data types for use 
in HE0 mission support. 

This article presents an orbit determination accuracy 
assessment for an HE0 mission set by using two-way 
range, differenced Doppler, and differenced range mea- , 
surements together with conventional two-way Doppler. 
Three different HE0 missions are studied, each of which 
is taken from the orbiting-VLBI (OVLBI) radio astronomy 
platform set: the Japanese VLBI Space Observatory Pro- 
gram (VSOP); the Soviet RADIOASTRON Project; and 
the International VLBI Satellite (IVS). Orbital character- 
istics for each mission are defined, with associated ground 

tracks and DSN view periods provided. An array of numer- 
ical error covariance analyses are performed to evaluate or- 
bit determination accuracies achievable with different data 
strategies. A detailed description of the assumptions used 
for tracking data simulation and error modeling is also 
provided, along with a discussion of observable formulation 
and downlink footprint limitations, as well as a description 
of the orbit determination error-modeling parameters. In 
summary, a performance assessment is provided for each 
mission based on the numerical results generated during 
the study. 

I!. Mission Orbital Characteristics 
A set of sample orbit parameters for VSOP and 

RADIOASTRON are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 (ini- 
tial spacecraft ephemerides are referenced to Earth mean 
eqGator and equinox of date). Based on these orbital char- 
acteristics, each orbiter will trace repeatable ground tracks 
and VSOP will experience a nodal regression and apsidal 
rotation of roughly 180 deg per year due to Earth oblate- 
ness. The RADIOASTRON orbit will maintain a "fixed" 
perigee since its orbital inclination is taken to be near the 
critical value of 63.4 deg; the ground track required to 
remain constant with about a 24hr period. A ground- 
track profile and DSN view periods for VSOP are shown 
in Figs. l(a) and l(b) for a typical 24hr p e r i ~ d . ~  

The sample RADIOASTRON orbit optimizes ground 
coverage over the Soviet Union, but has limited visibil- 
ity from the DSN, with the exception of Madrid. To use 
differenced data types, at least two ground stations must 
simultaneously "view" the spacecraft for some interval of 
time, but the nominal orbital geometry does not permit a 
view period overlap for any DSN intercontinental baseline. 
Therefore, for this analysis, the longitude of the ascend- 
ing node is shifted westward to 145 deg, which enables an 
overlap between Madrid and Goldstone. The correspond- 
ing ground track and DSN view periods for this shifted 
orbit are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). 

In the case of the IVS, mission design remains in the 
early stages of development; a "nominal" orbit has yet 
to be clearly defined. There does exist an array of sug- 
gested orbital geometries ranging from a moderate-altitude 
(-25,000 km) to a high-altitude (-40,000 km) orbit, even 
an "ultra-high" altitude (-150,000 km) orbit has been sug- 
gested. A set of four orbit phases was selected in an ear- 

- 

*The labels DSCC 10, DSCC 40, and DSCC 60 in this and sub 
sequent figures represent the Deep Space Communications Com- 
plexes (DSCCs) at Goldstone, California; near Canberra, Aus- 
tralia; and near Madrid, Spain, respectively. 



lier IVS orbit determination study [8], but only the ultra- Constructing an observable for differenced Doppler/ 
high altitude phase is considered here since the moderate- range amounts to differencing a two-way and a three-way 
and high-altitude orbit cases are similar geometrically to measurement. The resulting observable is a by-product 
VSOP and RADIOASTRON. The orbital parameters are of differencing the downlink signals of each participating 
summarized in Table 3, with the corresponding ground- Earth-based tracking station over a common view period 
track and DSN view periods shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). (see Fig. 4). Mathematically, this can be expressed as 

H I .  Assumptions for Numerical Error 2-way measurement 3-way measurement 

Covariance Analysis 
(2) 

A. Observable Development 

The general model for the range observable used in the where 
Orbit Analysis and Simulation Software (OASIS) package 
is defined by plu(plu) = uplink Dopplerlrange measurement from 

DSN station 1 to the spacecraft 

(1) pld(pld) = downlink Doppler/range measurement 
from the spacecraft to DSN station 1 

where 
r = distance between the spacecraft and Earth-based 

tracking station3 

TT = delay due to troposphere 

1-1 = delay due to ionosphere 

TC = delay due to clock offset calibration errors 

A detailed mathematical description of observable mod- 
els and their associated partial derivatives (partials) is pro- 
vided in OASIS Mathematical D e ~ c r i p t i o n . ~  The range 
rate, which is proportional to the Doppler observable, is 
determined by taking the time derivative of the range 
observable given in Eq. (1). The studies presented here 
for two-way measurements assume that appropriate linear 
combinations of the one-way measurements described by 
Eq. (1) can be formed for purposes of conducting error 
analyses. These assumptions apply to observable formula- 
tion and computation of the partials; moreover, round-trip 
light time corrections are omitted in the formulation of 
the observations and partials (even though this capability 
does exist) since these corrections are normally reserved 
for interplanetary studies. Partials for ionospheric refrac- 
tion are omitted in this analysis since it is expected that 
the sensitivity due to tropospheric path delay will be the 
major propagation media effect due to the high operating 
frequencies proposed for OVLBI (i.e., 8-15 GHz). 

* S. C. Wu, W. I. Bertiger, J. S. Border, S. M. Lichten, R. F. Sunseri, 
B. G. Williams, P. J. WoH, and J. T. Wu, OASIS Mathematical 
Description, V. 10,  JPL D-3139 (internal document), Jet Propul- 
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 1, 1986. 

p2d(~2d)  = downlink Doppler/range measurement 
from the spacecraft to DSN station 2 

B. Tracking Data Simulation 

For the error analyses, two-way 8.4GHz (X-band) 
Doppler data were taken to be the primary data type and 
were collected continuously from two Deep Space Stations 
(DSSs), at different intervals, throughout the course of a 
single orbit arc.5 The two stations were chosen so that a 
region of overlap existed in which differenced Doppler and 
range measurements could also be acquired. 

To account for data noise, the Doppler was weighted 
with a 1-a measurement uncertainty of 0.1 mm/sec over a 
60-sec integration time. The data weight (l/a2) was ad- 
justed according to the minimum elevation at the station, 
and data points below 10-deg local horizon were omitted. 
In certain cases, two-way 2.3-GHz (S-band) range data 
were acquired continuously along with Doppler but sam- 
pled at a rate of one point every 240 seconds. These data 
were also weighted for minimum elevation, and the 1-a 
measurement uncertainty was taken to be 15 cm. As with 
Doppler, range data were collected only when the space- 
craft was considered in-view-when the station elevation 
angle is greater than 10 deg. 

Differenced Doppler and range measurements were col- 
lected (assuming a three-way link) only in the near- 

It is expected that the VSOP mission will use a 15-GHz link; the 
analysis in this article is meant as an illustrative case using the 
VSOP orbit, not as a specific application for the mission. 



apoapsis region of the orbit. Differenced Doppler measure- 
ments were sampled over a 60-sec integration time with 
elevation corrections. The 1-a measurement uncertainty 
was assumed to be 0.15 rnrn/sec-50 percent more noisy 
than two-way Doppler data. Differenced range measure- 
ments were weighted (also according to minimum eleva- 
tion) with 1-a measurement uncertainty of 22.5 cm, and 
with a data point acquired every 2 m i n ~ t e s . ~  

Four data strategies were assumed for each OVLBI mis- 
sion: two-way Doppler only, two-way Doppler plus two- 
way range, two-way Doppler plus differenced Doppler, and 
two-way Doppler plus differenced range. 

An important caveat to note is that it may not be 
possible to construct differenced Dopplerlrange measure- 
ments due to the limited ground signature (footprint) of 
the parabolic downlink antenna designs expected for the 
OVLBI. This could be a major obstacle if these data types 
are sought to be employed operationally, especially for the 
large intercontinental baselines of the DSN and with high 
link frequencies. Table 4 shows a small sample of an- 
tenna footprints (computed from beamwidth = frequency/ 
diameter) that assume a parabolic downlink antenna op- 
erating at 8.4 GHz (X-band). (Note that the Goldstone- 
Madrid baseline is roughly 8,600 km in length, while the 
Goldstone-Canberra baseline is about 10,600 km.) 

It is clear from the table that the expected slant ranges 
for the VSOP are not nearly large enough to facilitate 
the acquisition of three-way data for any DSN interconti- 
nental baseline; not to mention the fact that the 15-GHz 
link further reduces the size of the ground footprint. For 
RADIOASTRON, it may be possible to acquire three- 
way data from a Goldstone-Madrid baseline if a small 
(-0.25-m diameter) downlink antenna is employed and if 
data are collected near the apoapsis regions of the orbit. 
Of the three orbits considered in this study, the ultr%high 
altitude IVS orbit clearly would be most suitable for the 
acquisition of three-way data. Perhaps for future HE0 
missions, a variety of antenna-link designs and configu- 
rations (e.g., multiple, independently pointable antennas) 
will be considered. 

'These may be slightly more 'Lconservative" estimates of the 
measurement uncertainty; if independent and random measure- 
ments were assumed for the differenced data types investigated 
here, one could argue that the measurement uncertainty for 
differenced Dopplerfrange could be determined oAb(uAp) = 
do+ (&up). In this case, the one-sigma uncertainties for dif- 
ferenced Doppler/range would be approximately 0.14 mmfsec and 
21.2 cm, respectively. 

6. Orbit Determination Modeling Errors7 

The modeling of error sources was performed in essen- 
tially the same manner for all three OVLBI missions and 
was based on the current and expected future performance 
of the spacecraft and the DSN. The fundamental error- 
modeling assumptions used in this analysis were based on 
Konopliv's earlier work: but were somewhat modified and 
expanded for completeness. 

The error-modeling parameters are broken down into 
two categories: estimated and considered. The random 
data noise characteristics addressed in Section 1II.B are 
summarized in Table 5, along with the estimated parame- 
ters, considered parameters, and associated sigmas. 

1. Estimated Parameters. The estimated param- 
eters were chosen to account for mismodeling of space- 
craft nongravitational accelerations and calibration errors 
for certain data types. Random accelerations due to so- 
lar radiation pressure (SRP) and gas leaks were treated 
as stochastic processes and were estimated along with the 
spacecraft trajectory. 

For the VSOP, RADIOASTRON, and the IVS space- 
craft, the area-to-mass ratios were taken to be 0.04, 0.03, 
and 0.10 m2kg-l, respectively. (The small area-to-mass 
ratio for VSOP occurs because the onboard VLBI an- 
tenna is expected to be nearly 80 percent transmissive, 
whereas the the small ratio for RADIOASTRON results 
from the large mass, 4,000 kg, of the spacecraft). The 
SRP specular and diffuse reflectivity coefficients were des- 
ignated stochastic variables, and the stochastic model for 
process noise was taken to be a first-order Markov colored 
noise model (exponentially correlated process) with steady 
state sigmas equivalent to 10 percent of the maximum at- 
tainable a priori values. Time constants were chosen to 
be roughly equivalent to the orbital period in each case 
(114 day for the VSOP, 1 day for RADIOASTRON, and 
3 days for the IVS). A batch-sequential, factorized Kalman 
filter was used in the estimation process, with batch sizes 
for each of the aforementioned missions of 1 hr, 3 hr, and 
6 hr, respectively. 

Gas leak accelerations (in each spacecraft body-fixed 
axis) were estimated stochastically with steady state sig- 

A quick semantic note: The words error and uncertainty are used 
interchangeably throughout the text and, as such, they are in- 
tended to be synonymous; moreover, an error, in this context, is 
intended to imply uncertainty in measurement, not a mistake or 
blunder. 
A. Konopliv, "Preliminary Orbit Determination Analysis for the 
VSOP Mission," JPL Interoffice Memoranda 314.4648 and 
314.4667 (internal documents), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California, February 9 and July 20, 1989. 



mas of 10-l2 km/sec2, and time constants were assumed to 
be 1 day for the VSOP and RADIOASTRON and 3 days 
for the IVS. The batch sizes were taken to be equivalent 
to the SRP batch sizes. 

To account for the effects of station-frequency offset- 
calibration errors on differenced Doppler data, a bias pa- 
ramete; was added to these measurements. The bias pa- 
rameter was estimated as a constant parameter with l-a 
uncertainty of the total a priori offset calibration value of 
0.02 mrn/sec. In the case of two-way range, a bias param- 
eter was added for each DSS receiver to account for clock 
offsets and signal path delays. Similarly, for differenced 
range, a clock offset or signal path delay bias parameter 
was added. The 1-u uncertainty of the total a priori off- 
set calibration value was taken to be 300 cm ( ~ 2 0  nsec). 
These uncertainties are representative of present-day ca- 
pabilities. In the future, it is expected that GPS-based 
calibration methods will substantially reduce these uncer- 
tainties. 

2. Considered Parameters. A consider parameter 
is treated by the filter as an unmodeled systematic er- 
ror and may significantly affect the error statistics of the 
estimated parameter set. The total error covariance ac- 
counts for the consider variances as well as the variances 
computed by the filter, so as not to understate the pre- 
dicted navigational performance. The considered parame- 
ters used in this study accounted for systematic errors in 
station locations, offset in the geocenter, gravity modeling, 
and tropospheric path delay. 

Station uncertainties include both a relative compo- 
nent and an absolute (geocentric) component. The rela- 
tive component refers to DSN-site-DSN-site uncertainty 
(measured accurately by VLBI); the geocentric compo- 
nent refers to a common error in locating the DSN sites 
with respect to the Earth mass center (VLBI is insensitive 
to this component). Conservative equatorial station loca- 
tion errors of 50-75 cm were a s s ~ m e d ; ~  the relative error 
(station-station) being about 30 cm. For the z-direction, 
10-cm relative and 1-m geocentric errors were assumed. 
Analysis indicates that the expected accuracy of the geo- 

each data type. This special case is further described in 
the next section. 

Gravity-error modeling included the Earth's Newtonian 
gravitational parameter (GM) and an 8 x 8 reduced-order 
GEM-T2 gravity field obtained from NASA-Goddard 
Space Flight Center's 50x50 field [lo]. Uncertainty of the 
GM was taken to be 1 part in 10" while the formal sig- 
mas for the GEM-T2 gravity field harmonics were used 
and assumed to be uncorrelated.1° 

The wet and dry components of error contribution due 
to tropospheric path delay were considered with zenith 
uncertainties of 4 cm and 1 cm, respectively (based on 
present-day values from a seasonal model). 

Atmospheric drag and Earth albedo (radiation pres- 
sure reflected from Earth) were omitted from the error- 
modeling process because their effects were shown to con- 
tribute less than 1 cm to the total orbit determination 
error in an earlier analysis [8]. 

IV. Performance Assessment 
The orbit determination accuracy results described 

here are expressed in terms of uncertainty in spacecraft po- 
sition and velocity. All stated results represent root-mean- 
square (rms) or 1-u performance statistics, since the batch- 
sequential filter in this analysis used linear unbiased es- 
timation methods. The filter-generated computed covari- 
ance was combined with consider parameter sensitivities to 
construct the total or full consider covariance, which was 
then mapped forward in time to produce a time history of 
propagating error sources and navigational performance 
for four data strategies (Doppler only, Doppler plus two- 
way range, Doppler plus differenced Doppler, and Doppler 
plus differenced range). The covariance was mapped ahead 
for a duration of 24 hr in the case of the VSOP and RA- 
DIOASTRON orbits, and 72 hr in the case of the IVS 
orbit. 

A. VSOP Orbit 
center can be determined to better than 10 cm by using 

The accuracy statistics for VSOP position and veloc- 
GPS-based measurements [9]. The majority of this analy- ity uncertainties are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). These 
sis assumes that no such calibrations were available, again, figures represent the total uncertainty over time, in a 
for conservatism; the only exception being one special case root-sum-square (rss) sense, of all vector components, 
in which GPS-based measurements were indeed assumed 
for calibrating the limiting error sources associated with 

Another, and perhaps more common, approach to gravity field mis- 
modeling is to assume a "lumped sum" uncertainty of a fraction 

T. Moyer, "Station Location Sets Referred to the Radio Frame," (say 50 percent) of two dif ferenced gravity fields (e.g., GEM-10 
JPL Interoffice Memorandum 314.5-1334 (internal document), Jet and GEM-L2). This is usually the method of choice when compu- 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, February 24, 1989. tational disk space and processing time are at a premium. 



i.e., radial (altitude), transverse (down-track) , and nor- 
mal (cross-track), which account for the computed - plus 
consider errors. 

Two-way Doppler and range were collected only dur- 
ing the first passes at Madrid (00:17 to 03:57 hr) and 
Goldstone (06:16 to 09:04 hr), a little over 7 hr in all; 
no other stations were used for data acquisition. To 
construct differenced Doppler and differenced range mea- 
surements, a 90-min three-way link between 07:34 and 
09:04 hr was assumed for a Madrid-Goldstone baseline 
(baseline slant ranges: -18,000-24,000 km). The perfor- 
mance of the Doppler-only and Doppler-plus-range solu- 
tions was very similar throughout the reconstruction and 
prediction phases of the propagation cycle. By augment- 
ing the Doppler-only data set with a relatively short pass 
of differenced Doppler or differenced range data, a dra- 
matic improvement in orbit determination performance re- 
sulted, which suggests that, by using differenced Doppler 
data over the data arc, there is about a 59-percent im- 
provement in position performance and about a ?$-percent 
improvement in velocity performance. When differenced 
range data are used, there is about a 43-percent improve- 
ment in position determination and about a 63-percent 
improvement in velocity performance. 

Figure 6 represents a "snapshot" of performance statis- 
tics for position and velocity taken at the initial apogee 
crossing and at the first perigee passage, respectively. The 
total uncertainty is broken down into the orthogonal com- 
ponents of radial, transverse, and normal error. Again, the 
Doppler-only and Doppler-plus-range measurements yield 
similar characteristics, while the differenced measurements 
improve results more dramatically. It is especially inter- 
esting to note that the Doppler plus differenced-Doppler 
measurements were significantly better able to determine 
the out-of-plane (normal) component than the other data 
strategies investigated. 

For the same snapshot event, a breakdown of individ- 
ual error sources is provided (see Fig. 7). The computed 
statistics represent the estimated or formal filter results 
and are frequently referred to as data noise contributions. 
The differenced Doppler measuremeats appear to yield the 
best performance with respect to each error source. The 
important observation, however, is that, by augmenting 
the two-way Doppler data with either differenced Doppler 
or differenced range data, the effect of the tropospheric 
uncertainty, which is the dominant error source here, is 
substantially reduced. This behavior occurs because line- 
of-sight data types, such as two-way Doppler and range, 
are very sensitive to tropospheric zenith-delay calibration 
errors, whereas differenced Doppler and range data types 

are relatively less sensitive to  the-calibration errors. An- 
other important observation is the power of the differenced 
data types for reducing velocity uncertainty in the near- 
perigee regime, again, with the tropospheric uncertainty 
contribution being dramatically reduced. 

B. WABIOASTRBN Orbit 

In some respects, the covariance results for the 
RADIOASTRON position uncertainty resemble those of 
the VSOP, despite different orbital characteristics. How- 
ever, this is not true in the case of velocity uncertainty. 
Results for velocity performance are omitted due to the 
less than 10-percent difference among all four data strate- 
gies investigated (see Table 6 for a summary of all results). 
Accuracy statistics for position uncertainty are provided 
and summarized in Fig. 8. 

* ~ w o - w a ~  Doppler and range data were collected from 
Goldstone and Madrid between 00:34 and 13:43 hr and 
14:OO to 23:34 hr, respectively. This amounted to nearly 
a 23-hr data arcsubstantial coverage, indeed. Differ- 
enced Doppler and differenced range measurements were 
constructed for a 4-hr Goldstone-Madrid baseline between 
09:42 and 13:42 hr (baseline slant ranges: -71,000- 
74,000 km). The results indicate about a 6-percent im- 
provement in position determination when range data are 
included with the Doppler; this is clearly evident in the 
region f 6 hr of apoapsis. The augmented differenced 
Doppler case yields about a 7-percent improvement, but 
begins to degrade late in the day. Measuring Doppler plus 
differenced range data appears to be the best strategy in 
terms of orbit determination performance throughout the 
entire data arc. Results indicate about a 13-percent im- 
provement over Doppler-only solutions. 

Performance statistics taken at  the initial apogee cross- 
ing in terms of orthogonal components and individual er- 
ror sources are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), respectively. 
Here, all four data strategies yield similar performances in 
terms of the radial and transverse components, with the 
exception of the normal component, which was better de- 
termined by using differenced Doppler or differenced range 
data. 

From the error-breakdown chart, Fig. 8(c), the domi- 
nant error sources appear to be data noise, station loca- 
tions, and troposphere. The differenced data strategies, 
particularly differenced range, seem to reduce the uncer- 
tainty in the troposphere, whereas for the VSOP orbit, 
the differenced Doppler helped to  reduce the uncertainty 
in the troposphere better than the other data types. This 
phenomenon reflects the fact that there is greater infor- 
mation content in the differenced Doppler measurements 



for the lower altitude, highly elliptical orbiters, since the 
data are very sensitive to the spacecraft's orbital motion. 
The differenced range information content is greater for 
the higher altitude elliptical orbiters because the data are 
more sensitive to orbital geometry than dynamics. 

C. IVS Orbit 

The IVS ultra-high altitude orbit case (67-hr orbit) of- 
fers an interesting problem in terms of scheduling track- 
ing passes. For this study, the argument of perigee and 
longitude of ascending node were "optimized" to provide 
substantial data coverage, particularly for the northern 
hemisphere stations. As in the RADIOASTRON cases, 
the covariance results for velocity uncertainty amounted 
to less than a 15-percent difference for all four data strate- 
gies, which translates to only -0.13 mm/sec improvement 
at best; therefore, these statistics are not shown. The 
position uncertainty is certainly dependent upon the as- 
sumed data strategy, and accuracy statistics are provided 
in Fig. 9. 

Several long passes of two-way Doppler and range data 
can be obtained from Madrid and Goldstone for this or- 
bit. The tracking schedule is taken to be: 00:38 to 
14:46 hr (Madrid) and 15:OO to 23:06 hr (Goldstone) 
for the first day; 04:56 to 01:44 hr (Goldstone) for the 
second-to-third day; and 02:OO to 17:48 hr (Madrid) for 
the third day, a total of -59 hr. Ten hours of three- 
way data were acquired for a Madrid-Goldstone base- 
line f 5 hr either side of apogee (baseline slant ranges: 
-148,000-151,000 km). The results show that the Dop- 
pler-plus-range strategy yields the best performance dur- 
ing the early part of the orbit arc (i.e., for the first day), 
but then begins to degrade at the start of the second day. 
For this case, about a 13-percent improvement in perfor- 
mance resulted between Po + 6 hours and PI - 6 hours, 
where Po represents the initial perigee point (at epoch) 
and Pl represents the first perigee passage (end of the orbit 
arc). When differenced Doppler and differenced range data 
are used, better performance clearly results throughout 
most of the reconstruction phase, with differenced range 
data yielding the best results, about a 20-percent improve- 
ment in performance, while differenced Doppler provided 
only about a 14-percent improvement. 

Figures 9(b) and 9(c) give the accuracy statistics for 
all four data strategies in terms of orthogonal components 
and error characteristics. As with the RADIOASTRON 
cases, the radial component is determined about equally 
as well for the four data strategies, and only slightly bet- 
ter for Doppler-plus-range data. However, unlike RA- 
DIOASTRON, the transverse component is better deter- 

mined with the augmented data. The normal component 
is, again, best determined with the differenced data types. 

Limiting error sources for this case are seen to be 
data noise and station location uncertainties, with the 
data noise component for the two-way Doppler-only case 
dominating all other error sources. This should not be 
surprising because of the long data arcs used in this 
case. Effects of gravity mismodeling are, as expected, 
negligible because of the high-altitude phase of this orbit 
(-150,000 km). Unlike the VSOP and RADIOASTRON, 
the data strategy of Doppler plus range appears to be most 
sensitive to tropospheric calibration errors. 

To gain insight into what orbit determination accura- 
cies can be achieved by using these radiometric data types 
together with GPS-based ground observations for measur- 
ing and calibrating the major systematic error sources, a 
second set of numerical covariance analysis runs was made 
for IVS. Results are shown in Fig. 10, again with velocity 
omitted because of the relatively insignificant difference in 
performance among data strategies (23-percent improve- 
ment at best, which translates to -0.16 mm/sec). 

For this study, a tighter error budget was assumed with 
respect to the observing platform and propagation media 
errors, as well as the biases associated with each data type. 
Specifically, relative station location uncertainties were re- 
duced to 7 cm (each component), the wet zenith tropo- 
sphere delay to 2 cm, and the geocenter offset to 10 cm. 
These values are still considered to be rather conservative, 
especially for a mid-to-late 1990s time frame." The a pri- 
ori frequency bias was then taken to be 0.003 mrn/sec (1 
part in 1014), while a priori biases due to clock offset and 
signal path delays were taken to be 2 nsec (60 cm). 

The same tracking passes were assumed in the ear- 
lier case. The Doppler-only solution is improved over 
the original Doppler-only solution, and the augmented 
data strategies also yield better performance than in the 
original case: about 29-percent improvement for Doppler 
plus range data, 32-percent improvement for Doppler plus 
differenced-Doppler data, and 39-percent improvement for 
Doppler plus differenced-range data. 

, In terms of orthogonal components, the radial error 
component is again about the same for all strategies, 
but transverse and normal components were significantly 
better determined by using the augmented data types. 
Clearly, when used in concert with the augmented data 

l1 S. Lichten, private communication, Tracking Systems and Appli- 
cation Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. 



types assumed in this analysis, the GPS-based ground 
observations reduced the major systematic error sources 
substantially enough, see Fig. 10(c), that performance be- 
comes limited only by the quality of the data. Similar 
performance improvements were evident in earlier orbit de- 
termination analyses of the actual VSOP and RADIOAS- 
TRO N missions .I2 9 l3 

These results are very encouraging because they sug- 
gest that radiometric data types, such as two-way Doppler, 
can deliver precise, orbit determination accuracies when 
augmented with differenced data types and GPS-based 
ground-calibration data. It is hoped that such a ground- 
calibration system will become operational not only for 
support of future HE0 missions, but also for deep-space 
missions. 

Table 6 gives a summary chart of orbit determination 
accuracy results (rss total uncertainty in position and ve- 
locity) for all the different data strategies and missions 
investigated. A range of statistics is displayed which indi- 
cates the rms or 1-u orbit determination accuracy results 
accumulated over the reconstruction phases (data arcs) 
of a single orbit arc for each mission. For this analysis, 
the relative improvement is difficult to quantify because it 
varies over different phases of the orbit, and knowledge at 
some points may be more important than at others. Ta- 
ble 6 attempts to quantify the improvement in two ways, 
giving both the range in uncertainties and the average 
(percentage) improvement over the data arcs. The actual 
values used to produce the percentages of improvement 
were computed by integrating each error curve over the 
data arc to obtain the total area relative to the total area 
of the reference data strategy of two-way Doppler only. 

V. Remarks 
In this analysis, long two-way Doppler passes were used, 

which amounted to obtaining all possible data available 
from two ground telemetry sites. This, of course, may not 
be realizable in an operational setting without a dedicated 
ground network of antennas. Nevertheless, by utilizing 
all the Doppler data available and comparing the result- 
ing performance with that obtained from relatively short 
passes of differenced data, one can ascertain the true power 

of the differenced data types. The results suggest that the 
more two-way data available, the less the influence of the 
differenced data on the resulting orbit determination ac- 
curacy. However, it is not yet clear if the improvement is 
strictly a function of the orbital motion/geometry or due to 
the relative lengths of the data arcs; most likely, it is a com- 
bination of both (recall that the VSOP orbit determination 
results using differenced Dopplerlrange yielded the most 
dramatic results). This makes intuitive sense since the 
VSOP maintained a lower altitude than its counterparts, 
RADIOASTRON and IVS, and the lower the altitude, the 
greater the parallax between the co-observing stations; 
hence, information content of the data is increased. It 
could be that if substantial coverage (i.e., two-way Doppler 
data) cannot be obtained due to other antenna demands, 
use of even a limited amount of differenced data would 
provide increased orbit determination accuracy. The avail- 
ability of GPS calibrations may assume greater significance 
if the data quantities are limited. 

It is also important to note that only east-west base- 
lines were investigated for this study. This was not inten- 
tional, but was a result of the fact that the orbital charac- 
teristics of the cases examined were simply better suited 
for east-west baselines. It is not yet clear whether better 
performance can be achieved with north-south baselines. 

The downlink antenna footprint limitation can be of 
serious consequence operationally, especially if high link 
frequencies (-8 GHz and higher) are to be used. There- 
fore, future missions may require the use of two downlink 
antennas to obtain the possible performance improvements 
seen here. 

An orbit determination analysis was performed for a set 
of three different orbits being considered as orbiting radio 
astronomy (OVLBI) platforms to investigate the utility of 
differenced Doppler and range measurements. The orbital 
characteristics were described along with a discussion of 
the assumptions used for numerical error covariance calcu- 
lations. The covariance analyses were performed by using 
a factorized Kalman filter to estimate a set of governing 
parameters and to compute the sensitivity of the estimated 

' 
parameters to a set of unmodeled considered parameters 

I2C. S. Christensen and J. A. Estefan, "Orbit Determination Ca- 
pability for VSOP using DSN Doppler Tracking," JPL Inter- that were treated as systematic error sources. Orbit deter- 
office Memorandum 314.5-1424 (internal document), Jet Propul- mination accuracy statistics were calculated for all three 
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, March 15, 1990. orbits with an additional case reflecting the use of GPS- " - - 

l 3  C. S. Christensen and J. A. Estefan, "Orbit Determination Capa- based ground observations for calibrating all radiometric 
b i t y  for Radioastron Using DSN Doppler Tracking," JPL Inter- 
office Memorandum 314.5-1448 (internal document). Jet Pro- data types investigated (two-way Doppler/fange and dif- 
pulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, ~aiifornia, June 4, 1996: ferenced Doppler/range) . 



Results indicate that for the VSOP orbit, an accuracy 
improvement of up to 59 percent was achieved by using 
two-way Doppler plus differenced Doppler for position de- 
termination, and up t6  78-percent improvement in veloc- 
ity determination by using the same data strategy. These 
were, by far, the most dramatic results seen in the analy- 
sis. For the RADIOASTRON and the IVS orbits, the rela- 
tive improvement in velocity by using two-way range mea- 
surements or even differenced measurements was rather 
insignificant. However, up to 20-percent improvement in 
position determination was evident when differenced range 
measurements were used to augment the two-way Doppler 
measurements. The power of the differenced data types 
was even more evident when GPS-based ground calibra- 
tions were assumed to measure and calibrate the limiting 

systematic error sources. In the case of the IVS orbit, orbit 
determination accuracy improved by roughly 39 percent in 
position and 23 percent in velocity. 

In exploring potential tracking methods for highly pre- 
cise (submeter) orbit determination, earlier orbit determi- 
nation analyses [8] focused on exploiting conventional two- 
way Doppler tracking together with GPS-based tracking 
methods, which included ground-based calibration data as 
well as onboard flight receivers. The results suggested that 
the two tracking techniques complemented each other ex- 
tremely we11 throughout the orbit arcs, and it would be in- 
teresting to investigate what accuracies might be achieved 
when differenced Doppler and differenced range measure- 
ments are used in the tracking processes as well. 
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Table 1. Sample orbit parameters for the Japanese Very Long 
Baseline Interferometry Space Observatory 

Parameter Value 

Epoch 
Date 

Time 

Initial spacecraft ephemeris 

Semi-major axis 

Eccentricity 

Inclination 

Argument of perigee 

Longitude of ascending node 

Mean anomaly 

Additional parameters 

Perigee height 

Apogee height 

Orbit period 

January 1, 1995 
0Oh :Om :00" .0000 UTC 

Table 2. Sample orbit parameters for the Soviet 
RADIOASTRON Project 

Parameter Value 

Epoch 
Date August 1, 1993 

Time OOh:OOm:OOs .0000 UTC 

Initial spacecraft ephemeris 

Semi-major axis 42,378 Ian 
Eccentricity 0.802303 

Inclination 65.0' 

Argument of perigee 285.0' 

Longitude of ascending node 200.0° 
Mean anomaly 0.0' 

Additional parameters 

Perigee height 2,000 km 

Apogee height 70,000 k m  
Orbit period 24.10 hr 

Table 3. Orbit parameters for ultra-high altitude International 
VLBI Satellite Orbit 

Parameter Value 

Epoch 
Date 

Time 

Initial spacecraft ephemeris 

Semi-major axis 

Eccentricity 

Inclination 

Argument of perigee 

Longitude of ascending node 

Mean anomaly 

Additional parameters 

Perigee height 

Apogee height 

Orbit period 

January 1, 1999 

Ooh :OOm:OOS .0000 UTC 

Table 4. Approximate parabolic antenna footprint, km, for 
8.4-GHz (X-band) downlink 

Antenna diameter, m 
Slant Range, km 



Table 5. Orblt determination error model parameters 
- 

Parsmeter Uncertainty, la 

Fbndom data noise 
Two-way Doppler 

Two-way range 

Differenced Doppler 

Differenced range 

Estimated parameters (a priori) 

Spacecraft 
Position 1,000 m 

Velocity 1 krn/sec 

Stochastic accelerations 
Solar radiation pressure 10% of max 

Gas leaks m/sec2 

Biases 

Frequency offset 0.02 mmlsec 
Clock offsetjsignal path delay 300 c m  (20 nsec) 

Considered parameters 

Gravity 

Earth's GM 

Harmonics 

GMXIO-a 

8x 8 field (GEM-T2) 

DSN station coordinates 

Crust fixed 
Spin radius and longitude 50-75 cm 

Z-height 10 cm 

Geocenter-Z 1 m 

Zenith troposphere delay 

Wet 

Dry 



Table 6. la orbit determination accuracy comparison for different data strategies 

RSS Position Uncertainty, m, and 
Relative Percentage Improvement 

Data Strategy 

VSOP RADIOASTRON IVS IVS + 
GPS Calibrations 

Doppler-only versus 6.0-18.1 2.8-11.8 3.1-13.5 2.3-10.6 

Doppler + range 5.6-16.8 2.5-11.0 2.8-11.9 1.8-7.5 
6% 6% 13% 29% 

Doppler + A Doppler 2.3-7.0 2.5-11.0 3.0-11.8 2.2-8.4 
59% 7% 14% 32% 

Doppler + A range 3.1-9.9 2.4-10.3 3.0-11.5 2.2-8.2 
43% 13% 20% 39% 

RSS Velocity Uncertainty, cm/sec, and 
Relative Percentage Improvement 

Data Strategy 

VSOP RADIOASTRON IVS IVS + 
GPS Calibrations 

Doppler-only versus 0.184.85 0.030-0.33 0.020-0.24 0.015-0.21 

Doppler + range 0.17-0.78 0.030-0.30 0.016-0.21 0.011-0.17 
7% 6% 13% 22% 

Doppler + A Doppler 0.04-0.18 0.030-0.32 0.015-0.24 0.011-0.21 
78% 5% 10% 20% 

Doppler + A range 0.06-0.24 0.028-0.31 0.014-0.23 0.010-0.20 
63% 10% 15% 23% 
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Fig. 1. DSN visibility profile for the VSOP sample orbit: (a) spacecraft ground track (I-min spacing); 
(b) ground network view periods (spacecraft riselset times). 
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Fig. 2. DSN visibility profile for the RADIOASTRON shifted orbit: (a) spacecraft ground track (1-min 
spacing); (b) ground network vlew periods (spacecraft riselset times). 
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Fig. 3. DSN visibility profile for the ultra-high altitude IVS orbit: (a) spacecraft ground track (5-min 
spacing); (b) ground network view periods (spacecraft riselset times). 
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Fig. 4. Differenced Dopplerlrange acquisition scheme. 
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Fig. 5. VSOP 1-o orbit determination accuracy statistics for: 
(a) expected RSS total position uncertainty; (b) expected RSS to- 
tal velocity uncertainty. 
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Fig. 6. VSOP l-a orbit determination accuracy statistics for: 
(a) expected position uncertainty at initial apogee crossing in 
terms of orthogonal components; (b) expected velocity uncer- 
tainty at first perigee passage (6 hr past epoch) in terms of or- 
thogonal components. 
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The algorithms used in the JPL-IDEAS antenna-structure-design-optimization 
program are furnished here. The algorithms are based upon the operational re- 
search method of optimality criteria and the structural analysis method of virtual 
work. Examples of the nat ural-frequency-constrained design of an antenna tripod 
structure are included. 

I. Introduction 
The JPL-IDEAS program [I] is a finite-element struc- 

ture-design-optimization program with minimum struc- 
ture weight as the design objective. In addition to the 
more conventional constraints, such as those on stresses 
and displacements, structures can be subject to constraints 
on antenna microwave performance parameters [2]. The 
program can also accept minimum structural natural fre- 
quency [3] for any specified vibration mode as a constraint. 
The design variables are the areas of rod members or the 
thicknesses of shear, triangular, or quadrilat era1 membrane 
plates. The design approach employs the Optimality Cri- 
teria Method [4] in which Lagrangian multipliers [5,6] are 
used to determine the sizes of the design variables, and a 
virtual work formulation is used to determine the sensitiv- 
ities of the design variables. 

Details of the natural-frequency design algorithm used 
in an earlier version of the JPL-IDEAS program are de- 
scribed in [3]. As explained there, depending upon de- 
tails of formulation of the optimization problem, it was 
necessary to use the artifice of scaling the final design to 

' obtain the minimum weight design that met the natural- 
frequency constraints. In other research that also concen- 
trates on the natural-frequency design case [7,8,9], it is 

also necessary to resort to scaling or recursion to obtain 
the final design. More recently, the JPL-IDEAS natural- 
frequency design algorithm has been improved to elirni- 
nate the need for scaling the design. Scaling is especially 
objectionable if members are to be selected from tables 
of commercially available structural shapes. The current 
algorithm provides an explicit equation for computation 
of the Lagrangian multiplier in the case of a single-mode 
natural-frequency constraint, and it can be extended to 
deal with constraints on multiple-mode frequencies. This 
algorithm is described here. 

I I .  Sensitivity Coefficient 
To arrive at the sensitivity of natural frequency to 

the design variables, the natural-frequency eigenvalue of 
a particular vibration mode is expressed in terms of the 
Rayleigh quotient as 

in which is the mode-shape eigenvector, K is the as- 
sembled structure stiffness matrix, M is the assembled 



structure lumped (diagonal) mass matrix, w is the nat- static loading. In contrast to Eq. (6), this virtual work is 
ural circular frequency, and w 2  is the eigenvalue. Taking expressed by a displacement-method formulation for plate 
the partial derivative of the eigenvalue with respect to a members and by a force-met hod formulation for bar mem- 
particular design variable ai (such as a rod area or plate bers as follows: 
thickness, either as an individual member or linked mem- 
ber group) and also using the customary definitions of gen- 
eralized modal mass Mand generalized modal stiffness K, 6 = 4 & 1 k i 4 ~  = (8) 
e-g ., 

the partial derivative can be expressed as 

in which the subscript R denotes a real external loading 
(2) and D denotes a virtual external loading, mR represents 

the corresponding real displacement vector, and q5r, rep- 
(3) resents the virtual loading displacement vector. For a bar 

element, CR and CD represent real loading and virtual 
loading stress resultants, while l ,  a,  and E represent the 
corresponding length, area, and modulus of elasticity. To 
simplify the exposition, the remaining discussion will em- 

dw2 1 d K  d M  phasize the treatment for bar members. Minor modifi- % = 3 [m'z4 - 4t%4w2] cations appropriate to treat plate members can be found 
in [3]. 

in which the partial derivatives of the assembled stiffness 
and mass matrices can be expressed in terms of element In the case of bar members, it can be seen that the 

member stiffness ki and mass mi matrices for the ith mem- virtual work for the natural-frequency design can have the 

ber as identical form of that in Eq. (8) for the static-loading de- 
sign when using the second equality of this equation, pro- 

aw2 1 
vided that CR is interpreted as the stress resultant corre- 

-=-  [4~~ka .4  - 4 t m i 4 w 2 ]  (5) sponding to the displacements of the eigenvector, and CD 
dai !%hi (dropping the subscript i) is computed as 

In the right side of the above equation, the first term in 
the brackets represents the virtual work and the second aE 

CD = CR - ~ ~ 4 ~ r n 4 -  
term the virtual kinetic energy for this element in this C ~ R  (9) 

vibration mode. Note that each of the bracketed terms 
involves only the small subset of the eigenvector associated firthermore, if, as in [GI, a combined stress coefficient term 
with the connectivity of the element. The bracketed term FIJI  is defined as 
is replaced by the symbol V;:, which will be considered as 
an expression of vibratory virtual work, as modified by a 
subtractive kinetic energy term, e.g., CD FIJ'  = CR- 

E (10) 

= [q5tkiq5 - +trni4w2] the virtual work for the ith element (again dropping the 
subscript) can be expressed as 

Consequently, the partial derivative of the eigenvalue with 
respect to the ith member design variable is given by 

= (F) (11) 

dw2 K 2 

-=- 
dai !%hi (7) ' 

Consequently, the sensitivity of the eigenvalue to the it11 - 
bar design variable is given by 

It is convenient to design for structural natural frequency 
as much as possible within the code that is already in 
place for static loading design. The JPL-IDEAS program 
uses the virtual work of each design variable to design for (12) 



At this point, it is convenient to replace FIJI with Pi. L&grangian Multiplier 

FIJI 
FIJ = - M 

so that the sensitivity equation becomes 

Using the sensitivity expression and summing over all 
the members, Aw2 (the change in eigenvalue) can be esti- 

(13) mated as follows: 

dw2 FIJC 
-= (?) (14) Writing the right side of the above equation as the differ- 
dai i ence of two summations, the following is obtained: 

118. Qptimality Criterion 
F I Jlii FIJC 

Let w* be the minimum requirement for the natural 
frequency; the following constraint inequality then applies: By reexamining Eqs. (6), (8), and (10) and with some 

algebra, it can be shown that the second summation in 
Eq. (20) can be written as 

w * ~  - w2 < 0 (15) 

The object is to minimize the structural weight, which, for 
bar members with a weight-density parameter y, is given 
by in which MF is the portion of the generalized mass matrix 

contributed by the nonstructural (parasitic) masses. That 
is, the generalized mass can be considered as the sum of 

objective = min (x(lCO)i) (16) the contributions from the structural-design variables Ms 
and the contribution of the fixed masses, MF; e.g., 

* 
Forming the Lagrangian L in the conventional way, with M= Ms + MF (22) 

X as the yet-to-be-determined Lagrangian multiplier, pro- 
vides Solving the constraint equation as an equality provides 

The first summation on the right side of Eq. (20) can be 
Setting the partial derivative of the expression with respect written as the sum of two terms; one term depends upon 
to each design variable equal to zero and using Eq. (14) free design variables that can be determined according to 
provides the explicit expression for the optimum value of the optimality criteria; the second term has bounds ab for 
the design variable i& as follows: the design variables, such as a side constraint or a move 

limit. Therefore, this term can be written as 

The above equation defines the optimality criterion for 
each of the design variables. The remaining requirement 
is to determine A .  

+ bounded C 



Finally, some algebra based upon using Eqs. (20), (21), 
(22), (23), and (24) provides an explicit expression to eval- 
uate the Lagrangian multiplier as follows: 

bounded 
a2 

Consequently, Eq. (18) in conjunction with Eq. (25) consti- 
tutes the solution to the natural-frequency design problem 
for a particular natural mode. The foregoing developments 
could also be extended to provide the solution for simul- 
taneous constraints on the frequencies of several modes. 
These equations are applied iteratively in a sequence of 
design cycles with move limits. Move limits compensate 
for linearizations inherent to the foregoing formulations. 

V. Design Examples 
A hypothetical test problem is chosen to demonstrate 

design optimization. The structure considered is a mod- 
ification of the actual DSN DSS 13 antenna-reflector tri- 
pod structure. Figure 1 shows the antenna and tripod 
assembly just after completion in the summer of 1990. 
Figure 2 shows the layout and geometry of the isolated 
tripod structure component, which is designed with con- 
straints on minimum natural frequency. The analytical 
model contains about 350 individual structural trusswork 
rod and plate members, which are linked into 40 distinct 
design variable groups. There are about 200 nodes and 450 
unrestrained degrees of freedom. In these examples, mem- 
bers were selected from a continuous spectrum of available 
sizes. In practice, there is a program option that causes 
members to be selected from discrete tables of commer- 
cially available structural shapes. 

The frequency constraints for the first three natural 
modes were postulated to be 2.5, 5.2, and 5.8 Hz. The 
starting design consisted of about 4.8 kilopounds (kips) of 
structure weight plus 4.5 kips of parasitic, nonstructure 
weight. All three frequencies at the start were each about 
20 percent less than the constraint. 

Figure 3(a) shows the frequencies achieved for indepen- 
dent designs for each of these modes. The designs of the 
second and third modes approximately satisfied the first 
mode constraint. The design for the second mode did not 
satisfy the third mode constraint, nor did the third mode 
design satisfy the second mode constraint. The first mode 
design did not satisfy either of the other two constraints. 
The structure weights achieved during these designs are 
shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that both the sec- 
ond and third mode designs entailed substantial weight 
increases. Nevertheless, the first mode design resulted in 
a weight reduction while providing the desired increase in 
natural frequency. 

In another example, all three constraints were applied 
simultaneously by using an envelope method as an ap- 
proximation to a multiple-constraint design. This method 
treats the constraints sequentially and maintains the val- 
ues of the design variables at a level no less than the values 
determined for previously treated constraints. Although 
not strictly an optimal procedure, it has often been found 
to work well in practice, especially for stress and displace- 
ment constraints. The history of the simultaneous designs 
and the structure weight is shown in Fig. 4. All the con- 
straints are essentially satisfied at the ninth design cycle, 
and the structure weight is less than 3 percent greater than 
that of the isolated design for the third mode. 

VI. Conclusion 
The algorithm used to design for minimum natural 

frequency and in the JPL-IDEAS structural optimiza- 
tion computer program has been described and demon- 
strated by an example. The optimality criteria method, 
which is simple in concept and in execution, is employed. 
This method provides an explicit algorithm-almost triv- 
ial to invoke-to size the design variables. Determination 
of the Lagrangian multiplier, which is used in the algo- 
rithm, requires most of the computational effort. The al- 
gorithm is based on the well-known virtual work, dummy- 
load concept. The final design to meet the constraints is 
achieved directly and avoids the artifice of uniform scaling 
of computer-derived results. 
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This article describes the results of applying pattern-recognition techniques to 
diagnose fault conditions in the pointing system of one of the Deep Space Net- 
work's large antennas, the DSS 13 34-m structure. A previous article described an 
experiment whereby a neural network technique was used to identify fault classes 
by using data obtained from a simulation model of the DSN 70-m antenna system. 
This article describes the extension of these classification techniques to the analysis 
of real data from the field. The general architecture and philosophy of an au- 
tonomous monitoring paradigm is described and classification results are discussed 
and analyzed in this context. Key features of this approach include a probabilistic 
time-varying context model, the effective integration of signal processing and sys- 
tem identification techniques with pattern-recognition algorithms, and the ability 
to calibrate the system given limited amounts of training data. The article reports 
recognition accuracies in the 97-98-percent range for the particular fault classes 
included in the e<periments. 

1. introduction ' ics such as classifier design, detection of change in a time 
series, etc. This article is intended as an overview of recent research 

on how to design a health-monitoring system for the DSN 
antennas. In particular, a systems perspective is provided The article develops as follows: First, the background 
on how a pattern-recognition component may be embed- to the problem is outlined. This is followed by a general 
ded within a more standard monitoring architecture. Not discussion of fault diagnosis, with a description of what has 
included are particular aspects of related technical top- become an evolving design for the autonomous monitoring 



system. The conditions for the experiment are described, 
as well as how the data were collected and why the faults 
were chosen. The final section is a discussion of the ex- 
perimental results and the various algorithms that were 
run. 

11. Background and Motivation 
The facilities of the DSN, such as the large antenna 

structures at the Goldstone, Madrid, and Canberra sites, 
represent a significant capital investment by NASA and 
JPL. These antenna structures are critical to the perfor- 
mance of the DSN, as they are potential single points of 
failure in end-to-end network operation. Traditionally, rel- 
atively low rates of data loss over the years have occurred 
due to the efforts of JPL engineering and operations per- 
sonnel to ensure that problems have been identified and 
corrected quickly. As long as critical missions such as 
planetary encounters were of short duration and relatively 
sparse on the calendar, such labor-intensive approaches 
were feasible. However, the nature of JPL planetary mis- 
sions is already changing to involve longer duration plane- 
tary encounters such as the Magellan project. In this con- 
text, round-the-clock manual supervision of the various an- 
tenna structures will not be feasible or economical, hence, 
the risk of science data loss will be significantly increased. 
Notwithstanding this change in the DSN operational en- 
vironment, two other factors independently combine to 
strongly support the argument in favor of autonomous 
monitoring of DSN antennas. The first factor is the age 
of the 70-m antenna systems. The initial projected opera- 
tional lifetime of these antennas has long been passed, and 
one can reasonably expect that system components will 
become more failure-prone as time progresses. The sec- 
ond factor is the planned shift in operational frequencies 
from X-band (8.45 GHz) to Ka-band (32 GHz); from an 
antenna-pointing standpoint, this necessitates much more 
precise pointing accuracies than are currently feasible. In 
this context, an antenna-monitoring system can, in prin- 
ciple, provide much more information than simply setting 
off alarms when faults occur. In particular, the monitoring 
system can complement existing controllers by providing 
on-line information about pointing-system components. 

The above arguments in favor of autonomous health 
monitoring may be convincing in themselves. However, it 
should further be noted that recent advances in both hard- 
ware and algorithms are what really make an autonomous 
system feasible. Until recently, the computational capabil- 
ities required for real-time data acquisition, signal process- 
ing, and pattern recognition for this type of problem would 
have required large computers at  significant cost. A major 

goal is to produce a system that can be implemented at low 
cost (perhaps on a single board) using conventional soft- 
ware such as C. This makes for higher reliability and lower 
cost maintenance from an implementation standpoint. In 
addition to the recent hardware advances, there has been 
a resurgence of interest in pattern-recognition techniques 
and applications for autonomous systems over the last few 
years, driven largely by the promise of neural network ap- 
proaches to the problem. From a development point of 
view this is advantageous, as the significant amount of the- 
oretical and applications-oriented work being carried out 
in other research institutions can be leveraged. 

Ill. Problem Description: Detecting Failures 
in Antenna-Control Assemblies 

A. Are Antenna Faults a Problem in the DSN? 

The importance of the antennas in terms of DSN op- 
eration was decribed in the introduction. One question 
that must be asked, however, is whether antenna subsys- 
tems are prone to failure. Direct evidence is difficult to 
acquire since there is no DSN database that tracks equip- 
ment outages at  the component level. The easiest informa- 
tion to obtain is that based on discrepancy reports. There 
are limitations on what can be inferred from these data. 
In particular, the data outages reported are only a lower 
bound on the length of time a particular subsystem (and 
thus a whole antenna) is not available to support tracking. 
Other inaccuracies can be caused by the reporting mech- 
anism where reports written against the antenna system 
are due to problems such as wind and snow or procedural 
errors, which are of no relevance in determining antenna 
system hardware reliability, although they are relevant for 
availability. 

Nevertheless, one can look at the relative magnitudes of 
data outages caused by the different subsystems in a DSN 
ground station. Over the period January 1986 to March 
1991, 21.9 percent of the total data outage hours (as mea- 
sured during scheduled tracks) for the DSN as a whole 
were written against the antenna mechanical subsystem 
(ANT). The antenna system was the second most likely 
culprit in this regard after the DSCC Telemetry Subsys- 
tem (DTM), which accounted for 28.2 percent of lost data 
,hours, with radio frequency interference (RFI) in third 
place at 16.3 percent. The top five subsystems account 
for over 87.7 percent of the total data hours lost. Data 
outage information is summarized in Fig. 1. In absolute 
terms, 0.67 percent of all scheduled data hours over the 
past 5 years was lost because of problems written against 
the antenna mechanical subsystem. From these data, it 
seems reasonable to infer that antenna system problems 



are a significant contributor to DSN downtime. More de- where novel faults may be expected to occur, the technol- 
tailed information of this nature needs to be acquired, ogy is not yet mature enough for application (see [2] for a 
such as outage rates for specific antennas, component-level more detailed discussion). 
maintenance information, and so on. 

The third general approach is based on pattern recogni- 
6. Fault Detection and Diagnosis at Present tion or machine-learning ideas. The idea is simple enough: 

in the DSN Design an algorithm that can learn a model directly from 

Typically, a faulty component will manifest itself in 
the antenna-pointing system indirectly via a change in 
the characteristics of observed sensor points in the control 
loop. Because of the nonlinearity and feedback present, di- 
rect causal relationships between fault conditions and ob- 
served symptoms are difficult to establish. This can make 
manual fault diagnosis a time-consuming and inefficient 
process. In addition, if a pointing problem occurs while 
a spacecraft is being tracked, that antenna is often shut 
down and the track is handed over to another antenna, 
if possible. Hence, at  present, diagnosis often occurs af- 
ter the fact, where the original fault conditions may be 
difficult to replicate. 

IV. Design of a Fault-Diagnosis System 

A. Fault-Diagnosis Techniques 

There are a variety of technical approaches for build- 
ing a fault-diagnosis system. Three such approaches are 
considered here: control theory, artificial intelligence, and 
pattern recognition. Willsky [I] described some classic 
control-theoretic techniques for on-line diagnosis. In gen- 
eral, this approach requires a detailed observer model or 
filter for each type of postulated fault. This presents a 
problem, because constructing the observer models is quite 
difficult due to the high order and nonlinearity of the an- 
tenna drive system. In addition, the technique should 
be adaptive and able to recognize when new faults occur. 
These capabilities are difficult to incorporate into the con- 
ventional observer models. However, the problems are not 
insurmountable, and the control-theory techniques may of- 
fer the most straightforward solution for certain classes of 
easily identifiable faults. 

Artificial-intelligence techniques for fault diagnosis can 
be classified into two categories. The first is rule-based ex- 
pert systems. As pointed out in [2], systems with temporal 
behavior are poorly modeled by the rule-based paradigm. 
In addition, there is little in the way of experiential knowl- 
edge with which to build a rule base for the problem. The 
second category is that of model-based reasoning, where 
a high-level qualitative model is built to enable problems 
to be solved in a manner similar to reasoning from basic 
principles. While this approach holds promise, especially 

observing system behavior. A learning approach precludes 
the necessity for considerable prior domain knowledge, 
which is a characteristic of both the other approaches men- 
tioned above. Hence, the system can in some sense be 
"bootstrapped" into operation. It is a well-known fact in 
pattern recognition, however, that providing the appro- 
priate domain knowledge to the learning algorithm (say, 
in the form of preprocessing the data) can considerably 
improve its performance. Initial investigations bear this 
point out, and it appears that a hybrid system, which 
uses components of all three approaches described here, 
is the m a t  practical and promising avenue. Initial work 
has been with the pattern-recognition component of the 
model, which is the primary focus of the remainder of this 
article. 

6. System Design Issues 

The approach taken in system health monitoring can be 
considered to be a rough engineering analogy to  passive 
human sensory and perception capabilities. In particu- 
lar, there is a hierarchical pattern of information Aow, as 
the raw time-series data are transformed and abstracted 
by various specialized modules, mapped into a categori- 
cal representation of variables of interest (such as fault 
classes), and finally integrated over time to enable reliable 
and robust decision making. This architecture is quite 
generic to systems that must passively sense and perceive 
their environment in real time, and is a natural choice 
based on purely engineering considerations. 

Figure 2 shows a diagrammatic representation of infor- 
mation flow in the present system. The lower level modules 
perform dedicated signal-processing tasks to reduce the 
effective dimensionality of the incoming data. The next 
level of processing consists of pattern classification oper- 
ating at  a much slower rate in a lower dimensional space. 
In pattern-recognition terms, there is a feature-extraction 
,stage followed by a probabilistic classifier operating in 
a continuous real-time mode. Experiments have striven 
to represent the class information by using probabilities 
rather than the less informative l-of-N label information. 
In this sense, the output of the pattern-recognition compo- 
nent can be viewed as a probabilistic state vector that rep- 
resents the system's best estimate of the state of the sys- 
tem at time t .  The decision making component is isolated 



to another level of processing after the pattern-recognition 
component. Note that unlike many applications where de- 
cision making and pattern recognition are combined via 
the use of loss functions, it better serves the purpose here 
to defer decision making. The separation of probability es- 
timation and decision function allows each component to 
be modified independently. This is a very important prac- 
tical design consideration, which allows the decision func- 
tion to be changed without having to relearn the pattern- 
recognition component. 

Vm The DSS 13 34-m Beam-Waveguide 
Antenna Experimentation Testbed 

A. Rationale for Experiment 

Having reported initial successes on fault classification 
by using data from a simulation model [3], the natural 
next step was to see if similar success could be achieved 

' by using actual data from the field. Obtaining real fault 
data presents something of a problem, since faults by their 
nature are unpredictable. Fortunately, with access to the 
new 34-m beam-waveguide (BWG) antenna at DSS 13, 
the somewhat bold step of creating faults in the antenna- 
pointing system in a controlled manner could be taken. 
One realizes immediately the limitations of this approach: 

(1) The procedure cannot readily be repeated on oper- 
ational antennas, in particular the 70-m antennas. 

(2) Only known faults can be simulated, while in a real 
system, faults of the unknown variety are of great 
interest. 

These limitations are discussed in greater detail later. 
At this point, it is sufficient to note that despite the limita- 
tions, the experiment represents a critical test in demon- 
strating that pattern-recognition technology can make a 
real contribution to solving the problems of fault diagno- 
sis. 

B. The System Under Study: The 34-m BWG Antenna 
Elevation Axis Drive Assembly 

The antenna elevation axis drive assembly is a closed- 
loop control system that consists of two 7.5-HP DC mo- 
tors, servo amplifiers, cycloid gear reducers, tachometers, 
and electronics for signaI conditioning and servo compen- 
sation. A simplified block diagram of this system is shown 
in Fig. 3. A brief description of the system is provided 
here. Greater detail is provided in f4}. 

There are two inputs of intefest in the antenna drive 
assembly: the rate command 0 and the bias command 

vbias. In Fig. 3, the rate command e is applied by the 
antenna servo controller (ASC). (The ASC is the com- 
puter that controls the pointing of the antenna.) The rate 
command is filtered by the reconstruction filter Gc, then 
applied to the two subsystems labeled Go. The term Go 
represents two similar sets of amplifiers, motors, gear re- 
ducers, tachometers, and compensation electronics, and 
Go is itself a closed-loop system referred to as the rate 
loop. Together, these two subsystems drive the antenna 
structure. 

The remaining block in Fig. 3 is the torque sharelbias 
regulator Get. This is a regulator circuit that has two 
functions. The first is to share the torque between the 
two motors and reduce the effect of parameter variations 
between them. The second function is to provide a torque 
bias between the two motors. The torque bias is very im- 
portant in reducing the nonlinearities and improving gear 
reducer stiffness. The torque bias removes backlash and 
shifts the operating point of the cycloid gear reducers into 
a near-linear, high-stiffness region. The magnitude of the 
bias is controlled by the bias command. 

C. Description of Measured Faults 

Five faults were introduced into the antenna drive as- 
sembly, all in the drive electronics. The drive electronics 
were identified as the safest, most easily controlled, and 
least disruptive location to introduce faults into the drive 
assembly. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of one motor, 
amplifier, and gearbox set. Four of the faults were in- 
troduced into the rate-loop compensation and tachometer 
feedback, and the remaining fault was introduced into the 
torque share/bias feedback loop. During the measurement 
process, an additional fault appeared in the encoder. Since 
this was a real fault, it was included as an additional class. 
The six classes of failure are described below. 

(1) The first fault was a noisy tachometer. A uniformly 
distributed, white-noise process was introduced into 
the tachometer feedback path of one rate loop, as 
shown in Fig. 4. This simulates the wear of the com- 
mutator or the tachometer bearings, and is a failure 
that commonly occurs in the DSN and degrades an- 
tenna pointing. 

(2) The second fault was the total loss of one tachome- 
ter. A failure such as this is masked during normal 
operation because of the interaction of the two rate 
loops through the torque sharelbias loop, and be- 
cause the closed position loop remains stable. 

(3) The third fault was the loss of the torque sharelbias 
feedback to one of the motors. This was imple- 
mented by eliminating the signal labeled va in one 
of the summing junctions shown in Fig. 4. 



(4) The fourth fault was the elimination of the integrator 
in the rate-loop compensation, block GI in Fig. 4. 
This effectively changed the rate loop from a Type 1 
servo to a Type 0 servo. 

(5) The fifth fault was the short circuit of the rate-loop 
compensation. Referring to Fig. 4, this was equiva- 
lent to setting II ,  = 1, and rz = TS = 0. 

(6) The sixth fault was a real encoder failure. The fail- 
ure manifests itself as sudden jumps in the measured 
elevation angle. The magnitude of the jumps was 10 
to 20 mdeg. It is hypothesized that the failure is due 
to binding in the encoder mechanism due to unfore- 
seen radial loading. 

Closer analysis of the data revealed that the encoder 
failure fault was intermittent in nature. Detection and 
classification of this fault is not difficult when using a 
standard statistical model based on monitoring encoder 
deviations from the mean expected value. However, this 
article focuses mainly on the pattern-recognition aspect of 
the problem. Hence, from this point onwards, only the 
persistent classes of faults are discussed. 

D. Data Acquisition at DSS 43 

Instrumentation was set up at DSS 13 to measure se- 
lected digital and analog signals from the elevation axis 
antenna drive assembly. These signals were the eleva- 
tion encoder, current in each DC motor, bias command, 
rate command, the tachometers for each rate loop, and 
an average tachometer signal. Also monitored were two 
anemometers providing wind speed and direction informa- 

.tion. Since wind is a nonstationary disturbance, it is im- 
portant to include this measurement. This provides the 
environmental context within which nominal performance 
must be judged. For example, the antenna pointing perfor- 
mance that must be considered nominal subject to a gusty 
30-mph wind could be the same as the performance during 
a calm day with degradation due to a drive fault. On all 
three days of data acquisition described below, the mea- 
sured wind speed was less than 5 mph. 

Data were collected on three days in January and 
February 1991. Nominal performance data were collected 
during antenna calibrations performed on January 25. The 
data were logged while the antenna was boresighting a ra- 
dio source. This implies that while the antenna was track- 
ing the radio source, step offsets in elevation and cross- 
elevation were periodically introduced. 

Data were collected under nominal and induced fault 
conditions on February 11 and 22. The data of February 11 
were collected during a simulated high-elevation track. A 

rate offset of -1 mdeg per sec was introduced. The faults 
were introduced independently. All the data were collected 
at elevation angles greater than 60 deg. At elevation angles 
less than 60 deg, the encoder failure (described above as 
fault 6) occurred. This precluded the possibility of making 
any low-elevation measurements. 

The data of February 22 were collected while tracking 
a rising radio source. Again, the faults were introduced in- 
dependently. Boresighting did not occur during the mea- 
surement period. All the data were collected at elevation 
angles less than 30 deg. Note that all data channels were 
sampled at 50 Hz to a resolution of 16 bits. 

Vk Results sf Pattern-Recognition 
Experiments 

The focus of this article is primarily on the pattern- 
recognition component of the monitoring system design. 
As outlined earlier, this component is but part of an overall 
hierarchical strategy for autonomous monitoring. 

A. Choice of Pattern-Recognition Technique 

Statistical pattern-recognition techniques have been 
studied since the early 1960s when the availability of com- 
puter hardware made it possible to implement computa- 
tionally demanding classifier design algorithms. A classi- 
fier can be thought of as being very similar to a regres- 
sion equation model, except that instead of trying to pre- 
dict a real-valued variable, one instead seeks to predict a 
categorical variable, where the categories are the class la- 
bels. Typically one has a feature space of IC variables; 
the general idea is to label or partition the K-dimensional 
feature-space in such a way that an unlabeled feature vec- 
tor or measurement can be assigned a class label. The 
standard procedure is to be given a training set of labeled 
sample data, namely N feature vectors or measurements 
which have class labels attached to them. From the la- 
beled training data, one must infer a general relationship 
between the IC features and the class labels: this relation- 
ship forms a decision rule or classifier. Let the class labels 
be ca, 1 5 i 5 m, where m is the number of classes. If 
the classifier is to return a class label, ci, without any in- 
dication as to confidence of the classifier in this decision, 
then this is a discrimination problem. Denote the I(-fold 
feature vector by the vector random variable X. If the 
classifier is to produce the output p(ci(g) for each class 
and any particular feature g, then this is an estimation 
problem that involves multivariate estimation of the class- 
feature conditional probability density. 



Classifier design techniques for the discrimination and 
estimation problems fall into two broad categories: para- 
metric and nonparametric. The parametric approach usu- 
ally involves an assumption that the class-conditional fea- 
ture densities can be modeled as multivariate Gaussian. 
Under this assumption the optimal decision boundaries 
can be found as a function of the means and covariance 
matrix. The problem with this approach is that Gaus- 
sian distributions are often not a good model, and accu- 
rate estimation of the components of the covariance ma- 
trix requires a large amount of data. The nonparametric 
approach does not seek a direct parametric form for the 
conditional densities. Nearest-neighbor techniques, for ex- 
ample, seek to approximate the local value of the density 
function as a function of the "neighbors" of that point with 
a given class label. Parzen windows use the same notion 
of local estimates where the class-probability estimate is 
based on the weighted contribution of other data points 
of the same class label, by using various kernel functions. 
Decision-tree techniques seek the decision boundaries by 
partitioning the feature space using hyperplanes parallel 
to the feature axis in a hierarchical manner. All these 
techniques suffer some drawbacks, such as implementation 
complexity (nearest neighbor), poor scaling performance 
as a function of feature dimensionality (Parzen windows), 
and limited expressive capability (decision trees). 

A recent technique that has attracted considerable in- 
terest for application to classification problems is that of 
feed-forward multilayer neural networks. Internal details 
of such models were outlined in a previous article [3] and 
some of the details of a particular three-layer network are 
reproduced in Appendix A. The network implements a set 
of nonlinear equations that models the relationship be- 
tween the features and each of the output classes. The net- 
work weights play the role of coefficients in the nonlinear 
equations, and one can view the internal nodes of the net- 
work as implementing basis functions. Miller, Goodman, 
and Smyth [5] have shown how the objective function (used 
as an error metric to find the optimal set of weights) relates 
to maximum-likelihood and maximum a posteriori estima- 
tion. Similarly, Gish [6] provides a useful discussion about 
maximum-likelihood properties of network-training algo- 
rithms and relates network models to standard multivari- 
ate logistic regression models. Among the useful properties 
of networks are their universal approximation capabilities. 
Cybenko [7] and Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White [8] have 
shown that a network with a single hidden layer (a layer 
of nodes between the input and output) can approximate 
any continuous function to any desired degree of accuracy. 
This result is more of theoretical interest than of prac- 
tical use since it does not prescribe how to find such a 
network; nonetheless, it demonstrates the important point 

that network models are a very powerful and flexible basis 
for approximation. 

The problem of network design is then to find a suit- 
able architecture (the number of layers in the model, the 
type of nonlinearity used) and a good set of weights for 
the network. The architecture selection problem is still 
largely done in a fairly ad hoc manner. Typically, a net- 
work with a single hidden layer is used with roughly twice 
as many hidden units (nodes in the hidden layer) as there 
are classes. Empirical results indicate that network perfor- 
mance is often relatively insensitive to the number of hid- 
den units used (provided that one has a reasonable amount 
of training data and the number of units is not too small), 
which indicates a robustness relative to architecture. The 
number of input units and output units is set equal to the 
number of features and classes, respectively. Typically, the 
node "basis functions" are chosen as sigmoid functions (see 
Appendix A), but any smooth differentiable function can 
be used as far as the backpropagation training algorithm 
is concerned. 

One of the key contributions to the resurgent interest 
in neural network models in recent years is the backpropa- 
gation algorithm [9], which provides an iterative method 
for finding a set of network weights that corresponds to a 
local maximum of the objective function. The algorithm 
is really nothing more than the application of the chain 
rule for derivatives applied to a graph structure, coupled 
with the notion of gradient descent in weight-space. While 
no tractable techniques are known to exist that guarantee 
that an optimal or near-optimal solution will be found, 
practical experience with the algorithm has by and large 
been remarkably successful. Indeed, while the field of neu- 
ral networks in general involves a wide variety of biologi- 
cally inspired computational models, most of the engineer- 
ing applications of neural networks (and especially the suc- 
cessful ones) hinge on the ability of the backpropagation 
algorithm to find powerful nonlinear models from data [lo- 
121. For the experiments described here, an enhancement 
to the basic gradient descent technique for finding a good 
set of weights was used, namely, conjugate-gradient opti- 
mization, which accelerates the convergence to a solution. 
More details on this algorithm are presented in [3]. 

Neural network models offer a powerful new technique 
for finding classification and prediction models from data. 
Comparative studies in the literature have consistently 
shown that network models are as good as, or outperform, 
other standard pattern-recognition algorithms [13,14], so 
that network models are now often the model of choice for 
nonparametric pattern-recognition problems. The signifi- 
cant advantages of a network model are its low complexity 



and speed if implemented in hardware, which is important 
in a real-time application such as this. It is worth noting 
that multilayer feed-forward network models for classifi- 
cation are finding their way into a myriad of applications 
in a manner independent of the original biological motiva- 
tions for the model. In other words, as an engineering tool, 
network models have established themselves in their own 
right. The application of these models to antenna fault 
classification is decribed below. 

B. Feature Selection and Generation 
As described earlier, each data set consists of 12 chan- 

nels of 16-bit data, sampled at 50 Hz for roughly 5 min for 
each fault. Hence, for each fault, in pattern-recognition 
terminology, there are 15,000 12-tuple feature vectors. 
While this might seem like a large data sample, in ac- 
tual fact it is really only a very brief snapshot of antenna 
system data. 

Using the raw time-series data directly as input to the 
classifier is obviously not the best approach to' the problem. 
A hint can be taken from the way a human would discrim- 
inate among the classes by using gross structural features 
of the waveform to characterize it. With this in mind, 
it was decided that some simple useful features could be 
extracted directly from the time-series data. (Such "time- 
domain" features were succesfully used in discriminating 
fault data from a simulation model of a 70-m antenna 131). 
Generation of these features first involved segmenting each 
channel of the time-series data into windows. The win- 
dow size was chosen to  be of 4sec duration (200 samples) 
to give reasonably accurate estimates of the various fea- 
tures. The features consisted of order statistics (such as 
the range) and moments (such as the variance) of partic- 
ular sensor channels. A set of seven features was selected 
which were judged likely to have good predictive power for 
the problem: motor current range and variance, counter- 
torque range and variance, the range and variance of the 
average-tachometer sensor, and the variance of the differ- 
ence between the two tachometer sensors. Even though 
some of these features are highly correlated, the redun- 
dancy is useful to combat any uncorrelated noise that may 
be present. 

The plots in Figs. 5(a) and (b), 6(a) and (b), and 8 
all follow the same convention, where the various param- 
eters of interest are plotted versus a window index that 
corresponds to 4sec time increments. One can imagine 
the horizontal axis to be a function of time. The cor- 
respondence among the faults and various regions of the 
axis works as follows: noisy tachometer (1-75), tachome- 
ter failure (76-150), bias loss (151-225), integrator short 

circuit (226-300), compensation short (301-375), and nor- 
mal (376-450). The entire width of the horizontal axis 
corresponds to 30 min worth of data. 

Figures 5(a) and (b) show plots of the discrimination 
capability of two of these features on data from "day2" 
(February 22): the variance of the average tachometer sen- 
sor and the motor current variance. Notice that each fea- 
ture has the ability to discriminate some of the classes and 
not the others. For example, motor current variance can 
discriminate the tachometer faults in windows 1 to 150 
from the other faults but not from each other, and it can 
also discriminate the compensation short fault. Notice also 
that in the variance of the average tachometer sensor there 
are noise spikes in the data. The motivation for not seek- 
ing a completely minimal set of discriminatory features is 
to retain some redundancy and, hence, robustness in the 
presence of such noise. 

An autoregressive (AR) modeling technique was ap- 
plied to the motor current sensor. In particular, a vari- 
ation of autoregression referred to as ARX was used [15], 
where the "X" refers to an exogenous input variable to the 
system. The system is modeled by using 

where y(t) is the motor current, u(t) is the system input 
(in this case, the rate command sensor), e(t) is an ad- 
ditive white-noise process, and ai and bi are the model 
coefficients. A model with p = 5 and q = 3 was chosen 
since it provided the best trade-off between goodness-of-fit 
and model complexity. Note that the more traditional AR 
model assumes that the system is driven by a white-noise 
process, i.e., the input u(t) would be replaced by a noise 
term in an AR model. A 4-sec window was used to seg- 
ment the data and the ARX coefficients were estimated 
on a block-by-block basis. For on-line implementation, 
a standard recursive estimation scheme can be used. Fig- 
ures 6(a) and (b) show the discriminatory capability of the 
first and second ARX coefficients as plotted for day2 data. 
Here it is seen that the first coefficient alone is almost suf- 
ficient to linearly discriminate among the classes; however, 
there is some overlap between the tachometer faults, and 
again between tachometer failure and normal conditions. 
It is not surprising that the ARX coefficients are useful 
discriminants since under appropriate conditions they are 
a sufficient statistic for the data, i.e., they represent all 



the information in the data. Consequently, one can expect 
them to provide more useful information than the simpler 
time-domain features. 

Analysis of the data revealed that the bias loss and in- 
tegrator short-circuit faults were completely indistinguish- 
able from the normal case. It was expected that some 
variation would be discernible given these faults; however, 
it appears that the system is robust enough to withstand 
such failures. Hence, the data for these two faults were 
relabeled as normal. 

C. Multiple-Netwopk Architecture 

Experiments were carried out using a hierarchical set of 
networks. Specifically, two networks were trained: one on 
the time domain, the other on the ARX model features. 
Then the outputs of these two networks were fed into a 
third 'Ijudge" network, which is again trained using the 
same class labels as the original data. Figure 7 shows the 

. overall model. The intuitive notion behind this multiple- 
network architecture is that the "judge" network can learn 
to discriminate which of the first two specialist networks 
are reliable on which classes. In particular, it learns how 
to weigh the estimates provided by the first two networks. 
A useful analogy might be a manager who has some tech- 
nical experts on staff and needs to weigh their opinions 
on particular issues, taking care to note the strengths and 
weaknesses of each. This approach can be seen as a ver- 
sion of the mixture models proposed by Jacobs, Jordan, 
Nowlan, and Hinton [16]. One can expect this task de- 
composition approach to work in situations where little 
gain can be expected from directly combining the features 
in the two sets. In another sense this can be viewed as 
one large network where subsets of the feature space are 
not combined in the early layers to reduce the effect of 
wasting network resources. This is a more effective and ef- 
ficient method than simply combining all the features into 
a single, large, fully connected (between the layers) net- 
work, as has been found in numerous large-scale network 
applications [17-201. 

D. Classification Results 

As described earlier, the data were collected at DSS 13 
on January 25, February 11, and February 22, 1991. This 
section focuses on the data sets obtained on February 11 
and 22, referred to as "dayl" and "day2," respectively (no 
faults were induced on January 25). The goal of the classi- 
fication experiment was to see if data from each day could 
be used to predict conditions on the other day. Hence, 
the methodology can be considered a simple two-way val- 
idation test. The results are shown in detail in Table 1. 
The results for testing on dayl and day2 imply that the 

models were trained on data from day2 and dayl, respec- 
tively. Each component network was a three-layer model. 
The number of hidden units was fixed at  8 for each of the 
time-domain and ARX networks, at  10 for the network us- 
ing both sets of features, and the "judge" component of 
the multiple-network architecture had 8 hidden units. 

On average, the multiple network did better than the 
other models, but the difference is slight. Clearly, most 
of the useful discrimination ability is in the ARX coeffi- 
cients rat her than the time-domain features, there being an 
8-percent difference in mean classification accuracy be- 
tween these two schemes. These results are quite good 
if one takes into account that no time correlation is used, 
i.e., each classification decision is made independently of 
the other. Clearly, it is preferable to have the scheme cor- 
relate its decisions in some manner. In effect, one wishes to 
model the prior belief that faults are persistent over time 
and are not likely to change from one 4sec window to the 
next. A scheme to do this time-dependent decision making 
is described in the next section. Note that a popular ap- 
proach in sequential pattern-recognition problems of this 
nature is to try and estimate the time dependency from 
the data. This is usually achieved by providing as inputs 
to the model (a network in this case) not only feature and 
class labels at the present time, but also the labels and pos- 
sibly the features from some window into the past. Such a 
scheme is viewed as unnecessary in this application since 
it would make the model much more complicated. Fur- 
thermore, the time dependence can be modeled directly. 
This reinforces the earlier claim that separation of estima- 
tion and decision making has beneficial consequences for 
applications of this nature. 

Figure 8 shows a plot of the accuracy of the various 
models as a function of the sample size. For a fixed sam- 
ple size 1, 50 5 L 5 400; for each model a subsample of 
size k was randomly selected from the total sample of size 
450 from dayl. For each L, this sampling was repeated 10 
times, the classifiers were trained on the random sample, 
and their performance was evaluated on the independent 
data from day2 (all 450 samples). Each point on the graph 
shows the mean accuracy over 10 such runs. A fixed-size 
network architecture was maintained for each of the sam- 
ple sizes since little variation in performance was evident 
from changing the number of units or layers. The fact 
that the estimates show little variation as the sample size 
varies is encouraging, since it shows that the classifier de- 
sign technique is robust as a function of the amount of 
training data available. Note also that the time-domain 
classifier is consistently poorer than the others. Indeed, 
the ARX model outperforms the single large network for 
sample sizes greater than 250, indicating that the large 



network may be overfitting the noise in the data due to its 
many degrees of freedom. The multiple-network architec- 
ture is consistently better than the other models. 

E. Time-Averaged Classification Results 

While the ARX model exploits local correlation infor- 
mation at the time-series level, it has already been men- 
tioned that it would be desirable to incorporate correlation 
information on a more global scale, based on the belief that 
faults are more likely to persist from one Csec window to 
the next than they are to change. 

A relatively simple delayed-decision component was im- 
plemented which takes the product of network outputs for 
each class over the current and some past number of out- 
puts, i.e., 

where pn(ca) is the estimated probability of class i at time 
n, or is the network output at node i at time n, M is the 
"memory," and C is a constant independent of the class 
i .  Normalized probability estimates can be obtained by 
setting 

where m is the number of classes. Appendix B gives a sim- 
ple analysis of the behavior of this estimator, in particu- 
lar its robustness to random errors with respect to making 
classification decisions. Not surprisingly, making the mem- 
ory M longer reduces the probability of an incorrect deci- 
sion or false alarm due to random noise effects. Figure 9 
shows the smoothing effect of using time-correlated infor- 
mation in this manner on a test data set, using a memory 
of size 5. In the graph at the bottom, the time-correlation 
technique results in far less noise in the classification de- 
cision than in the other graphs where no memory is used. 
In the case of the two multiple networks described in the ' 

last section (using no information about time correlation), 

with 8.22-percent and 6.44percent error rates, the post- 
processing to take time-correlation into account reduces 
the error to 2.33 percent and 1.78 percent, respectively. 

There is a trade-off in increasing the memory M,  in 
the sense that a longer memory will lead to longer de- 
lays in detecting a transition to a new fault. In fact, in 
Fig. 9, most of the errors occur just after fault-transition 
boundaries (windows 75, 150, 300, and 375) due to the 
effective lag in detecting change. More sophisticated deci- 
sion strategies using context-dependent memory, Markov 
models, and information from non-neural detectors (such 
as monitoring the autoregression error sequence to detect 
change) are also being investigated. 

Table 2 shows the actual error rates for the various ar- 
chijectures using a memory of size 5. There is a universal 
improvement in performance except for one run with the 
time-domain features, where the smoothing actually made 
the results worse as compared with no smoothing. The 
other models achieve error rates between 2 and 3 percent. 
Table 3 shows the confusion matrix corresponding to the 
1.78-percent error rate for the first multiple network in 
Table 2. Some tachometer failures are misclassified as 
tachometer noise problems. Also there are some false 
alarms, two bursts of 8 sec each during the 15 min of 
normal data. On closer inspection, both of these 8-sec 
bursts occurred on the "fault" boundaries, when the true 
class changed from a non-normal to a normal fault, and 
as such are artifacts of the 20-sec memory scheme. Such 
false alarms during transitions are not nearly as serious as 
those that might occur during continuous normal condi- 
tions. No such false alarms occurred in the tests described 
here. 

VII. Conclusion 
This article describes an application of neural network 

techniques to  pattern classification for a real-world fault- 
diagnosis task. In particular, the advantages of employing 
a modular architecture for this problem have been demon- 
strated, where domain knowledge is brought to bear in de- 
signing the lower-level signal-processing modules and the 
higher-level decision process, and where the task of map- 
ping feature values to class labels is assigned to the neural 
network model. The initial model proposed was success- 
fully validated on field data. 
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Table 1. Classification rates on test data sets for classifiers with no time-correlation 
information 

Percentage correct 
Type of network 

Test on day2 Test on day1 Mean 

Multiple network 91.78 

Single large network 90.22 

ARX model features 91.11 

Time-domain features 80.00 

Table 2. Classification rates on test data sets for classifiers using time-correlation 
Information, with memory set to 5 (20 sec) 

Type of network 
Percentage error 

Test on day2 Test on day1 Mean 

Multiple network 1.78 2.33 2.06 

Single large network 3.33 2.33 2.83 

ARX model features 3.22 2.33 2.78 

Time-domain features 33.44 4.22 18.83 

Table 3. Confusion matrix obtained when testing on dayl data set using 
time-correlation information, with memory set to 5 (20 sec) 

Estimated class 

True class 
Tachometer Tachometer Compensation 

Normal 
noise failure loss 

Tachometer noise 75 0 0 0 

Tachometer failure 6 69 0 0 

Compensation loss 0 0 73 2 

Normal 0 2 2 221 



DMC: DSCC MONITOR AND CONTROL 
TXR: TRANSMITER 
FAG: DSCC TECHNICAL FACILITIES 
RFI: RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE 
DSCC: DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIONS COMPLEX 

Fig. 1. Telemetry data outages during scheduled tracks, Jan- 
uary 1,1986 to July 31,1990, by DSN subsystem, expressed as a 
percentage of total hours lost. (Total hours lost was 3.08% of the 
scheduled support time.) 
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(day2 data). 
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Appendix A 

Neural Network Model Description 

The following description of an example of a popular 
feed-forward multilayer neural network model will famil- 
iarize the reader with the general notation and concepts. 
This appendix is essentially a repetition of the Appendix 
in [3] and is included in order to make the report self- 
contained. 

Figure A-1 shows an example of a network. The input 
nodes are labeled ni, 1 _< i 5 K + 1; the hidden nodes 
are labeled hj, 1 _< j _< H; and the output layers are la- 
beled ok, 1 _< k _< m. In general, there are K + 1 input 
units, where IC is the number of features. The extra node 
is always in the "on" state, providing a threshold capabil- 
ity. Similarly, there are m output nodes, where m is the 
number of classes. 

The number of hidden units H in the model is chosen 
based on rules of thumb and empirical experience. Thesize 
of this hidden layer can influence the classifier performance 
in the following manner: Too many hidden units, and the 
network overfits the data (i.e., the estimation error will be 
large); too few hidden units, and the network is left with 
insufficient representational power (i.e., the approximation 
error term is large). 

Each input unit i is connected to each hidden unit j by 
a link with weight wij, and each hidden unit j is connected 
to each output unit k by a weighted link wjk. Each hid- 
den unit calculates a weighted sum and passes the result 
through a nonlinear function F ( ) ,  i.e., 

where ak is the activation of the kth output node. The 
function G(z) can be chosen as either a linear (e.g., G(z) = 
z) or a nonlinear function. For example, for a classification 
problem such as that described in this article, the sigmoid 
function is used to restrict the range of the output activa- 
tions to the range [0, 11. 

A classification decision is made by choosing the output 
unit with the largest activation for a given set of inputs 
(feature values); i.e., choose class k such that 

The network design problem is then to find the best 
set of weights such that a particular objective function is 
minimized on the N training data samples. The training 
data are in the form of input-output pairs {a, yi), 1 5 
i 5 N, where gi is a feature vector and yi is the desired 
output (for simplicity of notation, assume that there is 
just a single output model). Let Qi(G?, a )  be the network 
output for a particular set of weights R and input vector 
gi. The objective function is typically some metric on 
yi and yi, whose mean value is estimated on the training 
data. Such commonly used objective functions include the 
mean-squared error 

where a(ni) is the activation of input unit i. Typically, 
this is just a linear (scaled) function of the input feature. and the cross-entropy error 
A commonly used nonlinear function in the hidden unit 
nodes F(z) is the so-called sigmoid function, defined as 

From a maximum-likelihood standpoint, the mean- 
Output unit k calculates a similar weighted sum using squared-error approach assumes that the training data are 

the weights wjk between the j th hidden unit and the kth perturbed by additive Gaussian noise, while the cross- 
output unit, i.e., entropy function assumes a multinomial distribution on 



the class labels. Despite these differences, for classification general family of functions that can be proven to asymp- 
problems there appears to be little significant difference totically produce consistent probability estimates. For the 
between these objective functions; in fact, as shown in [5], experiments reported in this article the mean-squared er- 
these two error functidns are the simplest functions in the ror objective function was used. 





Appendix B 

Error Probability as a Function of Memory Length 

A simple model is proposed to determine the effects 
of memory length on probability of error when using the 
product of output activations over time as a classification 
metric. Let n be the number of terms in the product and 
n = M + 1, where M is the memory length referred to 
in the text. Assume a 2-class problem: this is a worst 
case since the multiclass case can be reduced to a 2-class 
problem where the noise is malicious in the sense that all 
misclassification errors occur in the form of one other par- 
ticular class. Let 01 be the classifier's output when class 1 
is actually the true class, and let S1 be the output of the 
classifier when a noise hit occurs, i.e., the output for class 2 
is larger than for class 1, even though class 1 is the true 
class. Such noise hits are likely, given the noisy environ- 
ment in which the sensors operate. Outputs 02  and 62 
are defined in a similar manner; for example, one might 
have 01 = 0.8, 0 2  = 0.1, 61 = 0.4, and 62 = 0.5. Typi- 
cally the network produces output activations where it is 
much more confident in its correct decisions than it is in its 
mistakes. Note that the simplifying assumption has been 
made that the outputs 01, etc., are constant with respect 
to time. This makes the model simpler to analyze and 
gives a general idea of what is happening. A more sophis- 
ticated approach might be to assume that 01 is the mean 
value of the activation which varies with some deviation 
01. 

In the case where class 1 is the true class, for a product 
of size n,  if k noise hits occur, then the probability estimate 
for class 1 will only be greater than class 2 if 

where 

62 01 y = log ,/log - 
01 02 

Hence the "error-correction" capability of a memory-based 
classifier depends on this parameter y, which typically is 
quite small, perhaps about 0.1 in many cases, i.e., the 
classifier is 10 times more confident in its decisions when 
it is correct than when it is incorrect. A value of y = 1.0 
means that there is no difference, and the error-correction 
capability is effectively reduced to n/2 for a product of 
size n. 

Now let p be the probability of such a noise hit. This 
parameter p measures the reliability of the classifier and 
the robustness of the features to withstand noise in the 
data. Assuming that these noise hits are not correlated 
(which may not be a realistic assumption in practice, but 
the model should be kept simple), then the error probabil- 
ity is given by the total number of ways in which at least 
n / ( l +  y) errors can occur in a window of size n. This is 
simply the sum of binomial terms: 

1 1 
rf << 1, = n SO that 

1 1 
C l o g - + C l o g -  > C l o g -  + C l o g -  

01 k 61 ,,-k 0 2  62 n- k 

i.e., the error falls off exponentially as a function of mem- 
ory. 
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The design details and measurement results for a cooled L-band (1 to 2 GHz) bal- 
anced high-electron-mobility-transistor (HEMT) amplifier are presented here. The 
amplifier uses commercially available packaged HEMT devices (F'ujitsu FHR02FH). 
At a physical temperature of 12 K the amplifier achieves noise temperatures be- 
tween 3 and 6 K over the 1- to 2-GHz band. The associated gain is approximately 
20 dB. 

1. introduction cent of the total receiver noise. A bandwidth of 500 MHz is 
barely sufficient for observations of sources with high ve- Cryogenically cooled high-electron-mobility-transistor 
locity dispersion and it limits the capability of systems (HEMT) amplifiers have realized noise temperatures as 
to observe several molecular transitions simultaneously. low as the (in GHz) of the Increasing the receiver bandwidth by using a higher fie- 

up to 43 GHz [1,2]. These amplifiers have now become quency IF amplifier is not acceptable because this would the standard for radio astronomy applications. Cooled increase the IF noise contribution and therefore degrade 
HEMT amplifiers are also used as the first intermediate 

the sensitivity of the system. The authors' approach to frequency (IF) stage in millimeter-wave superconductor- 
insulator-superconductor (SIS) and Schottky mixer sys- this problem has been to develop a 1-GHz bandwidth 

terns. In these receivers the noise performance of the IF L-band cooled HEMT amplifier, while retaining < 6-K 
noise temperature. amplifier is very important because the mixer is usually 

lossy. 

Most millimeter-wave receiver systems built for radio 
astronomy use an L-band (1 to 2 GHz) IF amplifier with a - 
bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz and a noise temper- 
ature of approximately 4 K [3,4]. In a typical 115-GHz SIS 
receiver the IF amplifier contributes approximately 30 per- 

' This project was partly supported by the Caltech President's Fund. 

A significant problem in the design of a wideband 
cooled amplifier is obtaining scattering parameters 
(s-parameters). and noise parameters for transistors at 
cryogenic temperatures. For this work, no facilities were 
available for measuring low-temperature s-parameters, but 
the HEMT noise parameters were measured at a physical 
temperature of 12 K. The absence of s-parameter informa- 
tion precluded the design of a feedback amplifier, so a bal- 



anced configuration was adopted. This has the advantage 
of providing a good input match even though the amplifiers 
in the two arms of the b,alanced circuit are poorly matched. 
However, there are disadvantages. The loss of the input 
hybrid degrades the noise temperature, and coupling er- 
rors in the hybrids and differences between the amplifiers 
reduce the gain and result in a noise contribution from the 
input load. In the amplifier described here these effects 
degrade the noise temperature by less than 1 K. 

I!. Noise in a Balanced Amplifier 
The noise contributions in a balanced amplifier are ex- 

plored in Fig. 1. Each hybrid directs a fraction c of the 
input power to the 0-deg port and the remaining power 
to the 90-deg port. The deviation from quadrature at the 
outputs is 0. To simplify the analysis, the amplifiers are 

affects only the overall gain (and hence the noise contribu- 
tion of the next stage). With an input hybrid loss L, the 
noise temperature of the balanced amplifier is 

where T, is given by Eq. (3). As an example of what might 
be achieved, a balanced circuit containing amplifiers with 
Ta = 4 K, 4 = 5 deg, hybrids with coupling errors of 1 dB 
(c = 0.40), and excess loss of 0.1 dB would have a noise 
temperature of 5.09 K at a physical temperature of 12 K. 
If the input load were at 4 K instead of 12 K, the noise 
temperature would be 4.73 K. 

198. HEMT Device Noise Parameters 
assumed to have similar gains but different transfer func- Device noise parameters for this work were obtained 
tion phases. In practice, this &uation can be approached from measurements of the noise temperatures of several 

. by selecting similar devices and by adjusting the bias. single-ended amplifiers each with a different input- 
matching network. The same HEMT device was used for 

  he power gain of the balanced amplifier (with the in- the entire set of measurements. Previous work with GaAs 
~ u t  terminated in a matched source and the output ter- field effect transistors (FETs) at L-band provided an esti- 
minated in a matched load) is mate of the optimum source impedance so that it was nec- 

essary to explore only a small part of the source impedance 
G = 2gc(l- c)(l + cos 4) (1) plane in order to determine the HEMT noise parameters 

PI.  
where g is the Power gain of each in the Different source impedances were provided using a cryo- 
structure and d is the phase difference between the ampli- genically coolable test fixture. ~h~ input con- 
fier transfer functions. The output noise temperature with sisted of a microstrip transformer realized on 60-mil thick 
the input terminated in a matched source at 0 K is RT/Duroid 6002~ (e, = 2.94) and a series chip induc- 

Tout = gTo [(2c2 - 2c + 1) - 2 4 1  - C) cos $1 + gT, (2) 

where To is the physical temperature of the input hybrid 
termination and Ta is the input equivalent noise temper- 
ature of each amplifier. The first term is the contribution 
from the input hybrid termination and the second term 
represents the noise generated by the amplifiers. Note that 
the noise from the two amplifiers is uncorrelated. The in- 
put noise temperature of the balanced amplifier is 

Tout Tn = - 
G 

T0[(2c2 - 2c + 1) - 2 4 1  - c) cos $1 + T, 
Tn = 

2 4 1  - c)(l + cos 4 )  (3) 

The loss of the input hybrid can be modeled as an at- 
tenuator at the amplifier input. Loss in the output hybrid 

tort close to the HEMT package. The output section was 
a 50-Cl microstrip line of the same substrate type. Connec- 
tions to the HEMT device were simple pressure contacts 
which allowed easy removal of the input-matching network 
assembly. The input substrates were transferred to a dif- 
ferent fixture fitted with sub-miniature series A (SMA) 
connectors to allow measurement of the source impedance 
presented to the HEMT. 

Noise temperature measurements were made using the 
arrangement of Fig. 2. A cooled 20-dB attenuator at the 
amplifier input provides a cold load, and signals enter and 
leave the cryostat via low-loss coaxial lines. The losses of 
.the lines, connectors, input bias network, and the 20-dB 
attenuator were measured at 12 K. These data along with 
measurements of the noise temperature of the receiver in 

RT/Duroid 6d02 manufactured by Rogers Corporation, Microwave 
Materials Division, 100 S. Roosevelt Ave., Chandler, Arizona. 
Surface mount inductor series 1008CS manufactured by Coilcraft, 
1102 Silver Lake Rd., Cary, Illinois. 



Fig. 2 were used to calculate the noise temperature of the Since the gain shows only a gentle slope across the band, 
amplifier from measurements of the system noise temper- no attempt was made to adjust the output match. 
ature at the cryostat input. A solid-state noise source 
calibrated against liquid nitrogen and ambient loads was The 90-deg hybrids in the balanced amplifier are 
used for the measurements. 6-finger Lange couplers [9]. These are realized on the same 

60-mil RT/Duroid 6002 substrate as used for the match- 
The amplifier noise temperature is related to the source ing networks. At room temperature, the rmasured coupler 

impedance, R +  j X ,  by insertion loss is approximately 0.2 dB, the coupling error 
is < 0.5 dB, and the deviation from phase quadrature is 

I where Rapt + jXopt is the optimum source impedance, g, 
I is the noise conductance, and Tmi, is the minimum noise 

temperature [6]. The noise parameters {Rapt , Xopt , gn , 
1 

Tmi,) were obtained from the results of ten measurements 
of T with different source impedances using a least-squares 

, fit to Eq. (5). Although the final amplifier was constructed 
using Fujitsu FHRO2FH (200 pm x 0.25 pm) devices, the 

. noise parameters were measured for a General Electric 
(GE) (300 pm x 0.25 pm) AlGaAs/GaAs HEMT in a stan- 
dard 70-mil package [7]. Recent work with FHRO2FH chips 
indicates that the packaged GE and packaged Fujitsu de- 
vices have very similar Rapt and Xopt values at  L-band 
[8]. The measured noise parameters for the GE HEMT 
are summarized in Table 1. FHR02FH devices have g, 
values approximately equal to 0.03 millisiemens (mS) and 
are therefore less sensitive than the GE device to devia- 
tions from the optimum source impedance. 

IV. Amplifier Design 
The input-matching circuit for each arm of the bal- 

anced amplifier consists of a 71-S1 line (X/4 at 1.5 GHz) 
and a 10-nH series inductor. This gives a good noise 
match over the 1- to 2-GHz band and is reasonably com- 
pact and low loss. The impedance of the transformer 
and the value of the inductor were chosen to minimize 
[(R - R,pt)2 + (X - ~ ~ ~ t ) ~ ]  over the 1- to 2-GHz band. 
Figure 3 shows measurements of the impedance presented 
by the matching circuit along with the optimum source 
impedance from Table 1. The calculated increase in noise 
temperature due to  deviation of the source impedance 
from optimum is approximately 1 K. A single-ended am- 
plifier was constructed with the input-matching circuit de- 
scribed above and a 50-S1 load at  the output. The perfor- 
mance is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the noise temper- 
ature increases by approximately 1 K at the band edges. 

< 2 deg. 

A schematic of the complete bdanced amplifier is shown 
in Fig. 5 and the construction details are indicated in 
Fig. 6. To ensure good thermal coupling to the box, 
the HEMT devices are clamped to posts which protrude 
through the circuit board. The bias circuits are configured 
to allow independent biasing of the two HEMTs, although 
in practice this has not been necessary. 

V. Results 
Two prototype balanced amplifiers were constructed 

with Fujitsu FRHO2FH HEMTs, and the noise temper- 
atures and gains at a physical temperature of 12 K are 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Both amplifiers have noise tem- 
peratures in the range of 3 to 6 K. For these measurements 
the bias of both HEMT devices was adjusted to minimize 
the noise temperature. In Figs. 7 and 8, both transistors 
have the same bias. No other tuning was done, so the 
results indicate t ~ ~ i c a l  performance for a production am- - - 
plifier. Some improvement in noise temperature might be 
obtained by adjusting the values of the inductors in the 
matching networks. 

Input and output return losses were measured for one 
amplifier at 12 K and these data are shown in Fig. 9. The 
worst-case input return loss is 13 dB, but over most of the 
band the return loss is better than 15 dB. All the results 
were obtained with no illumination of the HEMTs. 

VI. Conclusions 
This article was a description of a 1- to 2-GHz cooled 

balanced HEMT amplifier. At a physical temperature of 
12 K the amplifier has a noise temperature in the range of 
3 to 6 K and a gain of approximately 20 dB. The ampli- 
fier was designed primarily as a wideband IF amplifier for 
millimeter-wave radio astronomy, but it also has applica- 
tions in wideband L-band receiver systems. 
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Table 1. Noise parameters for the GE HEMT 

Frequency, R o p t  , X o p t  r gn r Tmin, 

GHz s2 R mS K 



Fig. 1. Voltages in a balanced amplifier. The italicized terms indicate voltages due to input vi. The other terms 
indicate noise voltages due to the input hybrid termination. The time dependent and delay terms have been 
omitted. 
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Fig. 2. Noise temperature measurement system. 
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Fig. 3. Measured impedance of the amplifier input-matching cir- 
cuit at 100-MHz intervals (solid circles) and the optimum source 
impedance from Table 1 (dashed circles). The size of the dashed 
circles indicates the uncertainty in the optimum source impe- 
dance measurements. 
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This article reports successful fabrication of a five-pole interdigital stripline filter 
made of the 93-K superconductor (YlBa2Cu30y) coated on a silver substrate, with 
center frequency of 8.5 GHz and an extremely high rejection ratio of 80 dB. The 
lowest insertion loss measured was 0.1 dB at  12 K, with a return loss of better 
than 16 dB, representing a significant improvement over a similar copper filter, and 
is comparable to low critical-temperature filters. The insertion loss appears to be 
limited by extrinsic factors, such as tuning mismatch and joint losses, and not by 
the superconducting material losses. 

Recent results of the intrinsic microwave properties of 
high-quality single crystals [l] and thin films [2] of the high 
critical-temperature (T,) superconductors raise tremen- 
dous prospects for the applications of these materials in 
microwave devices. These results of the surface resis- 
tance imply significantly improved performance as com- 
pared with devices using conventional materials, such as 
copper. It is clear, however, that significant problems need , 

to be solved in order to translate the results on small scale 
samples into realistic structures necessary for actual de- 
vices. 

A bandpass filter is of great utility in systems limited 
in performance by radio frequency interference (RFI) at 
the input. This is particularly important in space com- 

munications, where the front-end amplifier is a delicate 
high-electron mobility transistor (HEMT) or maser am- 
plifier with a very low noise temperature. The effect of 
incident RFI is primarily determined by the level and fre- 
quency of the RFI. Both in-band and out-of-band RFI can 
result in significant gain compression, noise temperature 
increase, and, in the case of the maser, spurious output 
signals. For example, a 0.1-dB increase in insertion loss 
can result in a 0.4K increase in noise temperature, which 
can be serious in low noise systems. Therefore, a usable 
(out-of-band) RFI filter should have stringent specifica- 
tions: a narrow bandpass, a high out-of-band rejection 
ratio (at least 80 dB), and an extremely low insertion loss 
(-0.1 dB) to avoid in-band signal attenuation and added 
noise. 



This article describes the fabrication and performance 
of an 8.5-GHz bandpass filter made of silver and coated 
with Y1Ba2Cu307-, (YBCO). An interdigital tunable 
stripline resonator structure was selected over a microstrip 
filter as the optimal design due to its favorable perfor- 
mance characteristics [3], and its potential ability to meet 
the design criteria specified above. This structure is com- 
pact and, with the exception of waveguide filters, it has 
the highest unloaded resonator (Q) among the commonly 
used structure [4]. The filter, shown in Fig. 1, consists 
of five transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode stripline 
resonators. Each resonator is approximately one-quarter 
wavelength long at  the midband frequency and is short- 
circuited at one end and open-circuited at the other. These 
resonators are placed between two ground plates which are 
attached to the filter body by as many screws as possible 
in order to reduce losses at the joints. Bandpass tuning is 
accomplished by varying the capacitance of the resonators 
with the five adjustable screws opposite each of the five 
fingers. This particular filter was designed with the aid 
of the low-pass prototype synthesis methods outlined in 
[4]. It is a 0.05-dB equal-ripple bandpass filter with an 
equal-ripple bandwidth of 0.15 GHz centered at 8.5 GHz. 

Three different fabrication methods were considered: 
(-1) making the entire filter out of bulk T, superconduc- 
tor; (2) coating a silver-plated copper filter with a thick 
YBCO film; and (3) coating a pure silver filter with a thick 
superconducting film. Despite experience with bulk high 
T, structures [5], the first method, after some initial tri- 
als, was abandoned due to the complexity of the structure 
(many sharp edges, screw holes, threads, etc.). Some of 
the edges tended to chip, and the drilling of so many holes 
weakened.or even destroyed the structure. In the second 
approach a copper filter was machined and silver-plated 
with a 500-pm thick film. This filter was subsequently 
coated with a thick YBCO film. The resultant film looked 
dark gray and was not superconducting. This process was 
repeated with a number of test pieces without the desired 
success. A possible explanation of this may be that the 
silver buffer layer degraded at high temperatures and the 
copper substrate reduced the thick YBCO film. The same 
result was obtained even when the sintering temperature 
was reduced from 920 deg C to 900 deg C. Finally, the third 
method attempted was very successful. It  involved ma- 
chining the filter out of 99.9 percent pure silver, and subse- 
quently coating the filter with a thick YBCO film, as in the 
previous method. The resulting films looked black and ex- 
hibited sharp superconducting transitions with T, -92 K. 
By using this last method, three different filters were fabri- 
cated and tested, making appropriate improvements each 
time. 

The YBCO compound was prepared via a solid state 
reaction by using yttrium oxide, barium carbonate, and 
copper oxide. Stochiometric amounts of the constituent 
materials were mixed and ballmilled in methanol for 16 hr. 
The slurry was dried and vacuum calcined [6] at 800 deg C 
for 4 hr in an oxygen pressure of 2.7 x lo2 Pa. Thick 
films were fabricated by mixing the YBCO powder with 
an organic solvent, and a dispersant was added to improve 
the rheological properties. The suspension was applied to 
the silver filter substrate and dried at 80 deg C for about 
2 hr. The film was then sintered at 920 deg C for 4 hr 
in an oxygen partial pressure (PO2) of 1.1 x lo4 Pa and 
annealed at 450 deg C for 16 hr in 1 atmosphere of oxygen. 
Sintering in low PO2 enhances [7] the sintering kinetics of 
YBCO. In addition, the melting point of silver is slightly 
higher in reduced POz. The resulting coating thickness 
was on the order of 50 pm. 

An 8510B Hewlett Paekard Network Analyzer with an 
S-parameter test set was used to precisely tune the fil- 
ter and perform both the return and insertion loss mea- 
surements. The filter was originally tuned at  room tem- 
perature to better than 20 dB of return loss across the 
frequency band of interest and subsequently cooled down 
to 12 K by using a closed-cycle refrigerator (CCR). Its 
temperature was monitored by two separate sensors at- 
tached to its body and the temperature-dependent data 
were taken as the filter was allowed to warm up slowly. 
The insertion loss of the coaxial lines inside the CCR are 
substrated from the data presented. These lines were sep- 
arately characterized as a function of temperature for the 
frequency band of interest. 

For an equal-ripple Chebyshev filter, the insertion loss 
(L,) at  rnidband is given by the expression: 

L, (dB) = 8.686(Cn/WQu) (I) 

where Q, is the unloaded resonator Q, W is the fractional 
bandwidth, and C, is a coefficient determined by the filter 
order and its band ripple [2]. 

From Eq. (I), since Q, cc I/&,, it is readily seen that 
the insertion loss of a filter is proportional to the surface 

.resistance of the material it is made of. For conventional 
superconductors like Pb (T, = 7.2 K) and NbTi (T, = 
9.8 K) at  4.2 K and at X-band frequencies, the surface 
resistance is known to be as much as three orders of mag- 
nitude lower than that of copper. The expected insertion 
loss for an ideal filter like the one considered here is there- 
fore on the order of dB. From the results on the sur- 
face resistance of polycrystalline and single crystal YBCO 



materials [I], the authors expect insertion losses on the 
order of 0.25 dB for the polycrystalline and no more than 

dB for an ideal single-crystal filter. 

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the in- 
sertion loss of the three different silver and YBCO filters as 
a function of temperature. All the data were taken at an 
input continuous wave (cw) power level of 38 pW. Qual- 
itatively, all the curves look similar. A sharp transition 
at 93 K is observed as the film becomes superconducting. 
The insertion loss then tails off at about 70 K, at which 
point it starts decreasing linearly to 12 K. The lowest value 
reached is 0.69 dB, and if extrapolated down to 4.2 K, the 
insertion loss would be 0.61 dB, as compared with 0.55 dB 
for a similar copper filter. At lower values of input power, 
the filter exhibits losses lower than that of copper, as dis- 
cussed later. 

The data of Fig. 2 for the three filters that were con- 
structed reveal an important feature, namely that the 
differences in performance among the three trials were 
not due to material properties (i.e., R,), but rather due 
to nonoptimization of the final devices. This is evident 
if one superposes the three curves by subtracting con- 
stant (temperature-independent) offsets, whence the three 
curves become identical. Thus, in practice, the insertion 
loss is represented by L,(T) = L,(T) + Lo, where Lo is 
temperature-independent and arises from connector mis- 
match, tuning, etc. When this was realized, it was possible 
to achieve the best results with filter 3 by improving the 
ground-plane contacts, and by carefully assembling and 
tuning the filter at room temperature to the lowest inser- 
tion loss achievable. 

Earlier work [3] with NbTi (T, = 9.8 K) filters sub- 
stantiates the above conclusions for the high T, filter. In 
the NbTi filter, it was discovered that poor ground-plane 
contacts can contribute as much as 0.5 dB to the insertion 
loss at cryogenic temperatures and could be minimized by 
using knife edges at the joints. The ultimate residual loss 
achieved with the NbTi filter was 0.10 dB, and it was con- 
cluded that this represented the loss due to the connectors. 

Thermal cycling strongly affects the L, data. For fil- 
ter 3, L, was found to increase afterthe first thermal cycle 
and following the filter assembly. After the first thermal 
cycle, L, increased by 0.7 dB at  room temperature, and ' 

the subsequent cool-down data showed an increase by the 
same amount. Following the final cryogenic measurement, 
it was found that room temperature disassembly and re- 
assembly of the filter increased its loss by 3.0 dB. Thus, for 
future designs, care must be taken to reduce warping and 
dimensional changes in the structure due to the high tem- 
peratures involved in the fabrication process. In addition, 

engineering design changes will have to be incorporated to 
eliminate the contact losses at the ground planes. 

The surface resistance of samples prepared in the exact 
same way as the filter was also measured as a function of 
temperature down to 77 K by using a 14GHz microwave 
cavity, with the sample disk as an end plate. The R, data 
showed the same qualitative temperature dependence that 
was observed for the insertion loss measurements. 

As mentioned earlier, the insertion loss L, was found 
to exhibit a strong input power dependence, even at very 
low input powers. Figure 3 shows L, as a function of 
input power which was varied from 38 pW to 40 pW. For 
the first cool down and very low input cw power levels 
(> 1 nW) the filter loss approached very low values of 
about 0.05 dB. As indicated in Fig. 3, the maximum error 
a% the low power levels and for very low values of L, is 
about 0.3 dB, which represents a very conservative upper 
bound on the measurement. 

Such strong dependence on the input power is some- 
what puzzling, since the incident magnetic fields on the 
superconducting film are too weak to account for such an 
effect. A thermal gradient could, however, exist in the 
YBCO material at the ground-plane contacts. Although 
the silver surface was machined flat to within 0.001 in., 
irregularities caused by firing and uneven film thickness 
prevented perfect mechanical contact at the interface, and 
hence led to poor electrical and thermal performance. It 
is likely that power levels above 38 nW could be sufficient 
to locally heat the YBCO material at the shorted base of 
the resonators a few kelvin above the rest of the mate- 
rial. It should be recalled that the radio frequency current 
densities are highest at the shorted base of the resonators. 
This is consistent also with the observed thermal cycling 
degradation, since the stainless steel screws would have 
a slightly different coefficient of expansion than the silver 
body, leading to weaker contact force and hence higher 
losses. 

Note several features of the device reported here that 
bear on comparisons with thin-film microstrip filters. As 
part of its design, the waveguide should possess the low- 
est losses achievable, in comparison with microstrip fil- 
ter structures, which have higher losses. The five element 
configuration also provides a high out-of-band rejection 
(-80 dB), which is difficult to achieve with thin-film mi- 
crostrip filters. Connectorization should, in principle, be 
easier here because of the metallic substrate. It was also 
noted that the very low insertion loss of the filter has forced 
careful evaluation of the procedures for measuring L,, and 
indeed it is clear that even better performance will re- 
quire more exact procedures. It should also be noted that 



at least in space communications, signal power levels are 
usually very low (N nanowatts), which is the level at  which 
this filter exhibits its lowest insertion loss (see Fig. 3). 

The authors have also tested the filter in an actual sys- 
tem configuration designed to measure system noise tem- 
perature with a HEMT front-end amplifier. Details of the 
measurement will be presented elsewhere. At a physical 
system temperature of T, = 20 K, and with the amplifier 
noise temperature of TL = 20 K, the experiments yielded 
a noise temperature contribution of 4.6 K, which agrees 
well with that inferred from the measured insertion loss 
data. 

In conclusion, a stripline high Tc superconducting mi- 
crowave bandpass filter was successfully fabricated and 

tested. The lowest insertion loss measured was 0.05 dB, 
with an input return loss of better than 16 dB across the 
passband. The filter provides significant improvements 
over a comparable copper filter and is at present limited 
not by the superconducting material, but rather by design 
limitations possibly originating at  the time of fabrication. 
Even at present, the filter is comparable to low Tc super- 
conducting devices (with a distinct advantage over the lat- 
ter in that operation is possible at  elevated temperatures 
which are cost effective), and meets design criteria for the 
very low-noise communication systems of deep space ap- 
plications. 

Work at Northeastern University was supported by the 
Caltech President's Fund and by the Northeastern Center 
for Electromagnetics Research. 
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Fig. 1. The superconducting YBCOIAg filter. 
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Fig. 2. Insertion loss (Ls) versus physical temperature (T) for three separate filters. The measurements 
were taken at an input power of 38 pW. 
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Fig. 3. Insertion loss measured at various power levels at 12 K 
for the YBCOIAg filter, and similar Cu and NbTi filters. 
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Equivalent Circuit Model of Traveling-Wave Maser 
Slow-Wave Structures 

J. Shell 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section 

An approach is presented for deriving transmission line equivalent circuits that 
can approximately model the S-parameter response of traveling-wave maser slow- 
wave structures. The technique is illustrated by computing the S-parameter re- 
sponses of an X-band and S-band maser slow-wave structure and comparing these 
with experimental measurements. 

1. introduction lay. The computational time required to analyze a given 

Since the early days of maser development, the travel- 
ing-wave maser (TWM) has been widely used because of 
its small size and its potential for relatively large instanta- 
neous bandwidth, as compared with cavity masers. Several 
different slow-wave structure (SWS) geometries have been 
used, including meander lines, quarter-wavelength reso- 
nant lines, and half-wavelength resonant lines. One feature 
they all have in common is the use of predominantly trans- 
verse electromagnetic (TEM) resonators placed parallel to 
one another and coupled by their mutual capacitance and 
inductance. 

Further developments in this area, including new reso- 
nant conductor geometries and impedance-matching net- 
works that transition between the SWS and conventional 
transmission lines, would be enhanced by the use of an 
approximate equivalent circuit model for the SWS. The 
purpose of this article is to present one approach to ar- 
riving at such approximate equivalent circuits. Equiva- 
lent circuits provide a nice physical picture of the SWS 
and describe well its "filter" behavior: such properties as 
the upper and lower cutoff frequencies and the group de- 

structure is generally on the order of minutes, rather than 
hours or days, as required by many numerical procedures 
that compute the electromagnetic fields. Predicting the 
filter properties from an equivalent circuit is a logical first 
step in the design process. Ultimately, the electromagnetic 
fields must be calculated to ascertain other properties of 
the maser, such as the polarization of the signal and pump 
radio frequency (RF) magnetic fields inside the structure. 
However, this is best done when the choice of SWS ge- 
ometries has already been narrowed from consideration of 
their filter behavior. 

This article is organized into eight sectibns. Following 
the Introduction, Section I1 discusses what is required to 
predict the behavior of coupled-line circuits. Section I11 
describes the SWS geometries that one can consider and 
some assumptions used in deriving an equivalent circuit. 
Section IV discusses the solution of the electrostatic field 
problem, which is necessary to calculate the capacitance 
matrix. Section V discusses the estimation of the effec- 
tive dielectric constant, line lengths, and phase velocity. 
Section VI discusses one way of estimating the terminat- 



ing line capacitances. Section VII presents two exam- 
ples of the analysis: the current JPL X-band (8.45 GHz) 
half-wavelength comb SWS (Block IIA) and an S-band 
(2.3 GHz) quarter-wavelength comb SWS partially loaded 
with ruby. Part VIII presents some discussion and conclu- 
sions. Appendix A presents a few other equivalent circuits 
for representing coupled lines. Appendix B contains a list- 
ing of the TOUCHSTONE programs used for the examples 
in Section VII. 

Is. Coupled-Line Circuit Theory 
Distributed elements, such as transmission lines, obey 

equations similar to ordinary reactances under certain cir- 
cumstances. This requires the introduction of a new fre- 
quency variable S = j tan(nf/(2fo)). If fo is the fre- 
quency at which the line is a quarter-wavelength long, then 
n f /(2 fa) is the electrical length of the line. 

Consider the input impedance at one end of a trans- 
mission line, with the other end short-circuited. The input 
impedance is given by 

Zi, = jZo tan0 (1) 

where 0 is the electrical length of the line. Rewritten in 

The impedance of a TEM transmission line is uniquely 
given by its static capacitance/unit length as 

377 ohms 
ZO = l/(TJpCstatic) = 

&Cstat ic /~~ 
(5) 

where TJp is the phase velocity, 377 ohms is the impedance 
of free space, ep  is the relative dielectric constant, and 
€0 is the permittivity of free space. The static capacitance 
network provides the connection between the field solution 
and the conductor geometry. It is not an equivalent circuit. 
The equivalent circuit is obtained by applying the relevant 
boundary conditions to the admittance or impedance ma- 
trix description of the coupled lines. This results in a set 
of equations that relate the static capacitance values to 
the L's, C's, and unit elements of the equivalent circuit. 
Again, the L's are a shorthand notation for shorted trans- 
mission lines and the C's are a shorthand notation for 
open-circuited lengths of transmission line. 

When the problem is generalized to coupled lines, the 
voltage and current become two component vectors. They 
are related by 

terms of the variable S, this equation is simply 
where L and C are 2-by-2 matrices. C is given by 

The analogy with the impedance of a conventional induc- 
tor, Z = jwL, leads one to associate L with Zo, and S 
with jw.  Here, Cm is the mutual capacitance/unit length between 

the lines, and Cl is the self capacitancelunit length be- 
If the other end of the line is terminated in an open tween line and the ground. Since a TEM line has a 

circuit, the input impedance is given by unique propagation velocity, the matrix product LC is di- 
agonal, where the diagonal elements are just the square 

Zi, = - jZo cot ~9 (3) of the phase velocity. Therefore, the capacitances and the 
phase velocity are all one needs to know to describe the 
coupled lines. 

Rewritten in terms of the variable S, this equation is sim- 
P ~ Y  ' Since the distributed capacitancelunit length between 

a line and its ground plane (and the phase velocity) can de- 

zin = Zo/S scribe a TEM transmission line, it seems reasonable that 
(4) the distributed mutual capacitance/unit length between 

two lines might also describe a transmission line. This ap- 
The analogy with the impedance of a conventional capaci- proach has been developed and yields the three-line equiv- 
tor, Z = l/(jwC) leads one to associate C with l/Zo, and alent circuit for coupled TEM lines, shown in Fig. 1, as 
S with jw.  described by Seviora [I]. 



This article uses a different equivalent circuit to repre- 
sent the coupled lines. (A few more alternative equivalent 
circuits are given in Appendix A.) The equivalent circuit 
chosen for this article was originally developed by Sato 
and Cristal [2]. (See Fig. 2; the bottom portion of the fig- 
ure is the shorthand notation used in this article. Shorted 
lengths of transmission line are written as inductors, and 
the ground planes or return conductors are omitted.) The 
reader may notice that the transmission lines running di- 
agonally have negative impedance. The S parameters of 
a negative characteristic impedance line are the complex 
conjugate of those of the positive impedance line. As long 
as the network analysis program correctly accounts for 
this, such negative impedances are not a problem. 

In this article, all the "inductors" are shorted lengths 
of transmission line. Some of the "capacitors" here are 
capacitances/unit length and represent a distributed cou- 
pling that is modeled as a transmission line. However, 
the fringing capacitances discussed here are of the ordi- 
nary, lumped variety, and this mixture of capacitor types 
should be kept in mind by the reader. 

To summarize, the static capacitance matrix is central 
to the theoretical description of microwave filters using 
parallel coupled lines. It serves a dual purpose. From 
the microwave viewpoint, the capacitance represents the 
distributed coupling between two lines, or between a line 
and a ground plane. A proper network description of this 
coupling requires familiarity with Richard's transforma- 
tion and the Kuroda transformations. This article will 
not derive the network-equivalent circuit but will take it 
as given. From the physical viewpoint, the capacitances 
represent the usual capacitance found by solving the elec- 
trostatic field problem. The physical basis of the dual 
function of the static capacitance is a somewhat subtle 
idea, which involves the use of complex potentials [3], and 
will not be explored further here. 

The original derivation of the impedance matrix for 
coupled lines was done by Jones and Bolljahn [4]. Ri- 
blet [3] put the admittance description on firm theoreti- 
cal ground. An important set of papers by Wenzel [5-81 
provides a good introduction to capacitance matrices and 
coupled-line theory. 

Ill. Possible SWS Transverse Geometries 
and Assumptions 

The range of SWS transverse (the cross-sectional view 
normal to the lengths of the lines) geometries that can 
be analyzed is large, if the program which calculates the 

capacitance matrix is of sufficient generality. The recent 
availability of software (hereafter denoted by MPMCTL) 
developed by workers at  Syracuse University [9] enables 
a wide range of geometries to be considered. MPMCTL 
is written explicitly to handle the transverse geometries 
shown in Fig. 3. These include (a) infinitely thin coupled 
microstrips, (b) finite thickness coupled microstrips, (c) 
coupled suspended substrate striplines, (d) coupled rect- 
angular conductors, (e) coupled striplines, (f) broadside 
coupled lines, and (g) a coplanar waveguide. However, 
user-defined geometries are also available. Multiple dielec- 
tric layers are allowed if the dielectric interfaces are parallel 
to the ground planes. 

Since the analytic description is based on a two- 
dimensional static capacitance matrix, it implicitly as- 
sumes TEM-mode propagation. If the conductors are par- 
allel to the ground planes and embedded in a material with 
a uniform dielectric constant, then it is a good assumption 
that the waves excited on the lines are TEM waves. If the 
dielectric loading is not homogeneous, the fields are not 
pure TEM. However, in that case, this article will calculate 
an effective homogeneous dielectric constant and continue 
to assume TEM-mode propagation. 

Besides a homogeneous dielectric constant, the largest 
cross-sectional dimension of the line must be small, as com- 
pared with a wavelength, so that the axial components will 
be small, as compared with the transverse components, 
and the wave essentially TEM. If the lines are close to- 
gether, as compared with a wavelength, one may neglect 
retardation effects as well. 

The approach taken in the analysis is the following. 
The impedances of all the transmission lines in the equiva- 
lent circuit are determined from the static capacitance ma- 
trix (calculated using MPMCTL) for that line geometry. 
The electrical length of the lines is determined from the 
known physical length and the effective dielectric constant. 
The terminating reactances are calculated separately. For 
fringing capacitances, the author uses the published results 
of Getsinger [lo]. The S-parameters of the final equivalent 
circuit are calculated with a microwave computer-aided de- 
sign (CAD) program called TOUCHSTONE [ll]. 

IV. Solution of the Electrostatic Field 
Problem 

The static capacitance matrix discussed in Section I11 
is obtained by solving the two-dimensional Laplace equa- 
tion for the static electric field for the given arrangement 
of conductors (assuming that the conductors are infinite 



in length). There are several approaches to solving such 
boundary value problems. The approaches will not be dis- 
cussed in detail, because they are covered extensively in 
the literature. Nevertheless, a few remarks are in order. 

Conformal mapping has been used to obtain exact re- 
sults when there are two conductors symmetrically placed 
between ground planes [12]. If they are unsymmetrically 
placed, the analysis becomes very unwieldy. The numeri- 
cal approaches are able to handle a larger number of con- 
ductors than the analytical approaches. This is especially 
important if next-nearest-neighbor coupling is significant. 
The finite difference-equation approach has been exten- 
sively used [13], but it requires more computer time than 
other techniques and, unless a very fine mesh is used, is 
generally not extremely accurate. Its primary advantage 
is the simplicity of the algorithm. 

The most accurate results, especially for edge-coupled 
.striplines, have been obtained by using a Green's function 
integral equation moment method. This moment method 
can give accuracies of a few tenths of a percent [14]. The 
calculation of the capacitance matrix using such a method 
was carried out by Kammler [15]. This approach is general 
enough to handle any number of conductors; however, it 
is restricted to very thin conductors that are parallel to 
the ground planes and embedded in a homogeneous di- 
electric medium. The current JPL X-band masers (Block 
IIA) satisfy these restrictions quite well. A FORTRAN 
program based on Kammler's algorithm was written and 
used by the author to model the X-band maser prior to 
the appearance of MPMCTL. 

The MPMCTL software uses a free-space Green's func- 
tion integral equation formalism [16]. The dielectric is 
replaced by the equivalent bound charge densities. The 
equations are solved by using a moment method that gives 
good agreement with the author's program in the geome- 
tries common to both. MPMCTL also gives the charge 
densities on each pulse. MPMCTL is general enough to 
handle losses, although that capability is not used for this 
article. Further improvements to the model will include 
this. 

V. Effective Dielectric Constant, Relative 
Velocity, and Line Length 
The effective relative dielectric constant can be re- 

garded as the ratio of the charges on a given conductor 
with partial dielectric loading to the ratio of the charges 
on the same conductor when there is no dielectric, pro- 
vided that the potentials of the conductor are the same in 

both cases. Since the capacitance is the charge per unit 
voltage, if one assumes always a voltage of 1 V, the ele- 
ments of the capacitance matrix give the charges on the 
conductors. That is, Cij is the charge on conductor i if 
conductor j is at a potential of 1 V and all other conduc- 
tors are grounded. 

It is particularly easy to determine the effective dielec- 
tric constant at the lower cutoff frequency, the midband 
frequency, and the upper cutoff frequency, since the volt- 
age distribution on the conductors is simple. At the lower 
cutoff frequency, all the conductors are at the same poten- 
tial (for example, 1 V). At rnidband, the voltage progresses 
from finger to finger as +1 V, 0 V, -1 V, 0 V, +1 V, etc. 
At the upper cutoff frequency the voltage progresses as 
+1V, -1 V, +1 V, -1 V, etc. (See Fig. 4.) 

Consider the following example. If one has three con- 
ductors, as shown in Fig. 4(a), then the charge on conduc- 
tor 2 (i.e., Q2) equals C2l plus C22 plus C23. Note that 
CZl and CZ3 are negative, that is, a 1-V potential on fin- 
gers 1 and 3 induces a negative charge on finger 2. A 1-V 
potential on finger 2 induces a positive charge on finger 2. 
The total charge on finger 2 is the algebraic sum of the 
charges. 

If the three conductors are at midband, Fig. 4(b), then 
the charge on finger 2 is given by CZ2 alone, because fingers 
1 and 3 at  0 V do not induce any charge on finger 2. 
Therefore, 9 2  equals CZ2. 

If the three conductors are at  the upper cutoff fre- 
quency, Fig. 4(c), then the negative potential of fingers 
1 and 3 induces a positive charge on finger 2, which adds 
to the positive charge induced by finger 2 being at 1 V. 
Therefore, Q2 equals ICzll plus C22 plus IC231. 

This is repeated for the partially loaded geometry, and 
the effective relative dielectric constant is given by the ra- 
tio of Q2 in the loaded and unloaded cases. That is, ~ , f f  

equals Qz(loaded)/Q2(empty). 

Once the effective dielectric constant is known, the 
phase velocity is equal to c / G ,  where c is the speed 
of light in a vacuum. An estimate for the electrical length 
of the fingers in degrees can now be found from 

where f is the frequency, 2, is the physical length, and 
& is the phase velocity in the medium of propagation. 
Determining this line length is necessary for the equivalent 



circuits. The physical length is known from the geometry capacitances for use in the equivalent circuits. Further re- 
of the structure. finements would include more exact calculations, as well 

as the frequency dependance. 

VI. Terminating Reactances 
The masers built at  JPL generally use a capacitive load- 

ing on one or both ends of the fingers. The capacitances 
used in practice are very small, on the order of tenths of 
picofarads. Although these capacitances are small, they 
play a vital role. One might guess that a finger a full half- 
wavelength long, with no terminating capacitance, could 
also serve as a possible SWS geometry. However, in this 
case, the capacitive coupling between the lines exactly bal- 
ances the magnetic coupling, and there is no propagation 
down the SWS. The capacitive loading at the ends of the 
fingers is necessary to upset the balance. 

Another way to see this is to examine the Poynting vet- 

. tor. The transverse E and H fields account for the prop- 
agation of energy back and forth along the finger. They 
do not lead to energy propagation from finger to finger 
down the SWS. The component of the fringing electric 
field along the length of the finger (see Fig. 5) and the 
magnetic field perpendicular to the length of the finger 
cause a component of the Poynting vector to be directed 
down the structure. 

To model SWS's, one must estimate the capacitive load- 
ing from the fingertips to the surrounding copper walls. 
This capacitance is generally some combination of paral- 
lel plate capacitance and fringing capacitance. (A fringing 
capacitance accounts for the electric field lines that are not 
straight and uniform between the conductors, but rather. 
tend to bulge near the ends.) There are two fingertip load- 
ing capacitances that must be estimated; they are shown 
in Fig. 6. The first, designated Cf , is the capacitance from 
the end af the finger to the surrounding walls. The sec- 
ond, designated Cx, is the capacitance from the end of one 
finger to the end of an adjacent finger. 

It should be mentioned that these capacitances will de- 
pend on the frequency within the passband of the SWS. 
For example, at the lower cutoff frequency, all the fingers 
are at the same potential. The electric field has no nor- 
mal component at the plane midway between the fingers. ' 

Therefore, C, must be zero at the lower cutoff frequency. 
At the upper cutoff frequency, adjacent fingers are at op- 
posite potential, and the electric field has only a normal 
component at the plane midway between the fingers. Here 
C, must be maximum. This article assumes that C j  and 
C, are independent of the frequency. The purpose of this 
section is to show how to obtain ballpark estimates of the 

The values of the fringing capacitances can be esti- 
mated with the results obtained by Getsinger for rectan- 
gular conductors centered between ground planes. The ca- 
pacitances that Getsinger calculates are shown in Fig. 7. 
The odd-mode fringing capacitance, C;,, is the capaci- 
tance per unit length to ground (this includes the top and 
bottom ground planes, as well as the end wall) from one 
corner and half the associated vertical wall in the cou- 
pling region for a bar with odd-mode excitation. The 
even-mode-fringing capacitance, C;,, is the capacitance 
per unit length to ground (in this case, only the top and 
bottom planes) from one corner and half the associated 
vertical wall in the coupling region of a bar with even- 
Lode excitation. Getsinger determined the capacitances 
by using a conformal mapping technique. The results are 
exact for bars extending in width infinitely far from the 
coupling region between the conductors. (Future CAD 
work may benefit from expressions derived by Perlow [17], 
which provide relatively simple algebraic expressions for 
the coupling capacitances, in place of Getsinger's charts.) 

In order to estimate Cj, use Getsinger's values of 
C;,(s/b,t/b), where s is twice the gap (g) between the end 
of the finger and the opposing ground plane. See Fig. 8. 
Since the capacitances are per unit length, multiply by 
the width w of the conductor. Since Getsinger's charts 
are for centered conductors, estimate Cj by adding the 
capacitances for the two cases of different b. (The capaci- 
tances are added because each one gives the contribution 
from only half of the vertical wall at  the end of the finger.) 
This gives the fringing capacitance from a horizontal edge 
as 

where E, equal to €0 E,, is the dielectric permittivity of the 
medium. Here €0, equal to 0.0886 pF/cm, is the permittiv- 
ity of free space, and E ,  is the relative dielectric constant. 

The finger-to-finger fringing capacitance C, can be es- 
timated from Getsinger's charts if one uses C;, and the 
geometry of Fig. 9. Now the spacing between the ground 
planes is the pitch p of the slow-wave structure. The width 
of the fingers w (as used above) now plays the role of 
Getsinger's t and vice versa. Thus, one obtains 



There is no factor of 2 here because in the equivalent 
circuits one has two capacitors C, leaving each fingertip. 
The values obtained in this way can be used as starting 
values for the models. 

VII. Examples 

A. X-Band Half-Wavelength Comb 

The geometry of the current X-band Block IIA SWS is 
shown in Fig. 10. If one starts with the equivalent circuit 

of Sato and Cristal, this will model the coupling between 
the fingers. The nodes at the ends of the transmission 
lines in the equivalent circuit correspond to the ends of 
the fingers. The 12-mil gap between the ends of the fingers 
and the copper cavity (ground) is represented by a fringing 
capacitance Cf . The electric field between the ends of the 
fingers is represented by a fringing capacitance, C,. 

The capacitance matrix for an array of five conductors 
with the geometry of Fig. 10(a) can be calculated with 
MPMCTL and is given by 

The self and mutual capacitances of the parallel con- 
ductors are easily derived from the capacitance matrix. 
Cself is given by 

The line admittances are given by 

= 1.80 x mhos (13) 

(3 x 10" (42.27 x 10-12) 
Ymut = ,m = 4.05 x mhos 

(14) 

The line lengths are easily determined because the di- 
electric filling is assumed to be uniform. For the X-band 
maser, the finger length of 0.196 in., see Fig. 10(b), corre- 
sponds to an electrical length of 150 deg at 8 GHz. 

Finally, the fringing capacitances are determined. Us- 
ing values of g equal to 0.012 in., s equal to 0.024 in., b1 
equal to 0.080 in., b2 equal to 0.220 in., t equal to 0.002 in., 
€0 equal to 0.0886 pF/cm, w equal to 0.040, 6, = 9.8, and 
Getsinger's charts, one calculates Cf equal to 0.19 pF. By 
using g equal to 0.012 in., p equal to 0.080 in., t equal to 
0.040 in., w equal to 0.002 in., €0 equal to 0.0886 pF/cm, 
c, equal to 9.8, and Getsinger's charts, one calculates C, 
equal to 0.01 pF. 

The equivalent circuit for five fingers is shown in Fig. 11. 
The author finds that better agreement with measured 
data is obtained if Cf is decreased slightly to 0.1 pF, and 
C, is changed to -0.005 pF. A calculation of S21 for this 
circuit with the new values using TOUCHSTONE is given 
in Fig. 12. The measured behavior of S21 for a comb with 
44 fingers is shown in Fig. 13. The predicted group delay 
for five fingers is shown in Fig. 14. At midband, the delay 
is about 1 nsec. Therefore, for 44 fingers one would expect 
about 8.8 nsec. The measured group delay is shown in 
fig. 15 and is about 9 nsec at  midband. 



B. S-Band Quarter-Wavelength Comb The capacitance matrix for the section of the structure 
with partial filling requires more work. The user-defined 

In this example, the basic approach used above can be 
generalized to handle more complicated structures. The geometry portion of MPMCTL must be used. The 136 

nodes used for the moment method calculation are shown 
example chosen is an S-band quarter-wavelength comb in Fig. 18. 
structure with ruby loading on one side of the fingers, and 
no dielectric on the other side. The dielectric does not ex- 
tend along the entire length of the finger. The geometry is The capacitance matrix for three fingers is calculated 
shown in Fig. 16. A similar geometry is being considered to be 
for a Ka-band (32-GHz) traveling-wave maser. 

The problem naturally lends itself to a two-part anal- 
ysis.   he first part begins at the bottom of the cavity, 
where the fingers are shorted, and extends to the point [C] = I -25.02 117.1 -25.00 pF/m (16) I 
on the fingers where the dielectric stops. The second part 
begins at the top of the dielectric and extends to the cover. -0.800 -24.98 107.6 1 

The first part can be thought of as a conventional comb 
structure, with the additional complication of partial di- Therefore, the effective dielectric constants at lower, 

rnidband, and upper cutoffs are given by electric loading. The first task is to derive an equivalent 
circuit for the comb structure by starting from the basic 
circuit of Sato and Cristal. Then the capacitance matrix 
is calculated as before, by using MPMCTL. The capaci- 
tance matrix will also be calculated for the empty comb, 
which is necessary in order to model the unloaded portion 
of the comb, as well as to calculate the effective dielectric 
constant. The line admittances will be derived from the 
elements of the first capacitance matrix as before, except 
that the velocity of propagation will depend on the value 
of the effective dielectric constant. The effective electrical 
length of the lines in degrees also depends on this effec- 
tive dielectric constant. The second part of the circuit will 
be represented by a Sato/Cristal pair of lines. One set of 
nodes coincides with the nodes at the top of the dielectric, 
the other set of nodes is located at the tops of the fingers. 
As before, the electric field from the fingertips to ground 
and from fingertip to fingertip is represented by Cf and 
C, , respectively. 

67.08 
ceR(lower cutoff) = - - - 3.70 

18.13 ) 

167'12 - 2.95 ) ceE(upper cutoff) = - - 
56.7 

The line impedances for the empty portion of the comb 
are determined as before, 

Starting with the equivalent circuit for a pair of coupled 
lines, a somewhat simpler circuit results if one end of all Kelf = (3 x 10') (18.14 x lo-'') 
the conductors is grounded. The resulting circuit is shown 
in Fig. 17. One is left with an equivalent circuit composed = 5.44 x mhos 

only of S-plane inductors (i.e., shorted transmission lines). 
Zself = 1/Xelf = 184 ohms 

The capacitance matrix for the finger geometry without 
any dielectric is obtained by using MPMCTL. The result 
for three fingers is 

I 
33.76 -9.64 -0.259 

[C] = -9.64 37.42 -9.64 pF/m (15) 1 
1-0.259 -9.64 33.76 1 Similarly, for the partially filled portion of the comb, 



Y,,lf - Ymut = 7.1341 x rnhos (25) 

The line lengths are also required. For the unloaded 
portion of the line, 6 equals 16.5 deg at 2 GHz. For the 
loaded portion, 0 equals 47.5 deg. 

The fringing capacitances are determined as before. Us- 
ing t = 0.050 in., s = 0.140 in., b = 0.280 in., w = 0.050 in., 
one finds that Cj  = 0.0214 pF. For the finger-to-finger 
fringing capacitance, one uses t = 0.050 in., s = 0.140 in., 
b = 0.125 in., and w = 0.050 in. One then finds that 
C, = 0.01 pF. 

The equivalent circuit for five fingers is shown in Fig. 19. 
Better agreement with the measured data is obtained if 
C, is increased to 0.065 pF and the electrical length of 
the loaded portion of the fingers is increased to 56 deg. A 
TOUCHSTONE analysis of this circuit is shown in Fig. 20. 
The measured data are shown in Fig. 21. The calculated 
group delay for five fingers is shown in Fig. 22; at mid- 
band this is about 2 nsec. Therefore, 48 fingers would be 
expected to have a group delay of about 19.2 nsec. The 
measured data are shown in Fig. 23. The group delay is 
about 20 nsec at midband. 

VIII. Discussion and Further Improvements 
A summary of the the two examples worked out in Sec- 

tion VII is given in Table 1. The first three rows of the 
table compare the calculated and measured values of the 
upper and lower cutoff frequencies (at approximately the 

-3-dB points) and the group delay at  the center of the 
bandpass. The calculated values are for a five-resonator 
structure. (The group delay is multiplied by the appro- 
priate factor to make the number of resonators the same 
in the calculated and measured cases.) The values of the 
parameters used in the equivalent circuits are shown in the 
last eight rows of the table. If those values are different 
from those calculated in Section VII from purely geomet- 
rical considerations, the calculated value is given in paren- 
theses next to the value used in the TOUCHSTONE pro- 
gram. Some flexibility was allowed because the theoreti- 
cal filter response can be a very sensitive function of some 
parameters whose values are hard to calculate precisely. 
For example, the bandwidth is a very sensitive function 
of C,; if one judged the model solely on the basis of the 
prediction by using the estimated value for C,, one might 
conclude that the overall model is a poor one, when in fact 
the problem lies in the estimation of C,. 

The values for the line impedances were never adjusted, 
and only the electrical length for the partially filled portion 
of the S-band structure was adjusted. The value of 56 deg 
corresponds to a dielectric constant of about 4.3, which 
is not too different from the estimated effective dielectric 
constant of 3.7 at  the lower cutoff. Nevertheless, this may 
be hinting that a more accurate model is really necessary, 
one which takes into account the quasi-TEM nature of the 
propagation. 

Among the more interesting surprises was the need 
for a negative finger-to-finger fringing capacitance for the 
X-band model. The reason for this is still unclear. A posi- 
tive value here can also give approximately the right band- 
width, but it was found that the negative value matches 
more nearly the observed overall shape of the group delay 
response. In particular, the greater slowing at the upper 
cutoff is predicted with a negative coupling capacitance, 
whereas a positive capacitance predicts a greater slowing 
at  the lower cutoff. 

Parallel coupled strip lines and rectangular conductors 
in a geometry useful for maser slow-wave structures can be 
approximately modeled. The models require calculation 
of the static capacitance matrix of the two-dimensional 
array of transmission lines, as well as any (reactive) ter- 
finations on the ends of the lines. From a knowledge of 
the capacitance matrix, transmission-line equivalent cir- 
cuits for the coupled lines can be found. The (reactive) 
terminations are modeled as lumped elements. Approxi- 
mate estimates of these terminations may be obtained by 
using published data, such as Getsinger's [lo]. Once the 
circuit is obtained, the S-parameters can be obtained with 
a commercially available CAD program, such as TOUCH- 



STONE. All the S-parameters can be calculated, as well these capacitances with frequency For the inhomogeneous 
as the group delay. structures, a four-transmission-line equivalent circuit (as 

is shown in Appendix A) should give better results than 
Further work in this area would include better calcula- the "equivalent dielectric constant" approach used in this 

tion of the fringing capacitances, especially the variation of article. 
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Table 1. Summary of X- and S-band SWS parameters 

Measured Calculated Measured Calculated 

flower, GHz 7.3 7.2 2.41 2.44 

fupper, GHz 8.4 8.54 2.86 2.90 

Delay, nsec 9.0 8.8 20.0 19.2 



Fig. 1. Three-line equivalent circuit for coupled 
TEM lines. 

Fig. 2. Six-line equivalent circuit for coupled TEM lines. 



Fig. 5. Electric and magnetic field lines for a half-wavelength 
finger inside a cavity. 

Fig. 3. Transverse geometries that can be handled by MPMCTL. 

Fig. 6. The fringing capacitances from the ends of the fingers to 
ground (Cf) and between fingertips (Cx). 

Fig. 7. The even-mode (Cf*) and odd-mode (Cia) fringing capaci- 
tances considered by Getsinger. 

Fig. 4. Voltage distribution along the fingers for various circum- 
stances: (a) at the lower cutoff frequency; (b) at the midband 
frequency; and (c) at the upper cutoff frequency. 



Fig. 8. Geometry used to calculate the fringing capacitance from 
the ends of the fingers to ground. 

Fig, 9. Geometry used to calculate the fringing capacitance from 
fingertip to fingertip. 
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Fig. 10. Geometry of the X-band (Block IIA) slow-wave structure for five fingers: 

(a) transverse view, and (b) side view. 



Fig. 11. Equivalent circuit used to model the X-band slow-wave structure of Fig. 10. 

FREQUENCY, GHz 

Fig. 12. Calculated response for the circuit of Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 14. Calculated group delay for the circuit of Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 13. Measured el response for the Block IIA slow-wave structure, which contains 
44 fingers. 
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Fig. 16. Geometry of the partially loaded S-band slow-wave structure for five fingers: 
(a) transverse view, and (b) side view. 



Fig. 17. Equivalent circuit for the homogeneous comb structure. 

Fig. 18. Location of the nodes used to calculate the capacitance matrix and effective dielectric constant of the partially loaded 
comb structure. 



Fig. 19. Equivalent circuit used to model the S-band slow-wave structure of Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 20. Calculated response.for the circuit of Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 21. Measured response tor the S-band slow-wave structure, which contains 
48 fingers. 
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Fig. 22. Calculated group delay for the circuit of Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 23. Measured group delay for the S-band slow-wave structure. 



Appendix A 

Additional Equivalent Circuits 

Several different equivalent circuits for coupled limes 
using transmission lines have been derived by other re- 
searchers. The circuits of Seviora and Sato and Cristal 
have already been mentioned. The circuit of Seviora can 
be modified by using the capacitance matrix transforma- 
tion to yield another circuit, which is discussed by Mal- 
herbe [18]. The circuit is shown in Fig. A-l, and in it, The problem of modeling coupled-line networks in an inho- 

mogeneous dielectric medium has also been investigated. 
The counterpart of the Jones and Bolljahn study (symmet- 
ric conductors and homogeneous dielectric material) for 
the case of inhomogeneous dielectric material (symmetric 
conductors) was performed by Zysman and Johnson [19]. 

Cheng and Edwards [20] have shown that the three- 
transmission-line network of Seviora, if extended to in- 
clude quasi-TEM coupling, becomes the four-transmission 
network shown in Fig. A-2. This circuit is being given 
to improve the modeling of the partially loaded geometry, 
such as the S-band example considered in this article. 

Fig. A-1. Equivalent circult of Malherbe for 
coupled lines. 

Fig. A-2. Equivalent circuit of Cheng and Edwards to model 
quasi-TEM coupled lines. 



Appendix B 

TOUCHSTONE Files 

The TOUCHSTONE files used for the X-band and S-band examples described in Section VII are shown in Figs. B-1 
and B-2 for reference. 
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Spectral Filters for Laser Communications 
K. Shaik 

Communications Systems Research Section 

Optical communication systems must perform reliably under strong background 
light interference. Since the transmitting lasers operate within a narrow spectral 
band, high signal-to-noise ratios can be achieved when narrowband spectral optical 

, filters can be used to reject out-of-band light. This article develops a set of general 
requirements for such filters and provides an overview of suitable spectral filter 
technologies for optical communication systems. 

I. Introduction 
Optical communication systems will be required to 

function under diverse, sometimes hostile, channel-noise 
conditions. Various techniques and technologies will be 
employed to reject background light (optical noise), while, 
at the same time, providing maximum possible signal 
throughput efficiency. Spectral optical filters (SOFs) in 
this regard will play an important role in determining the 
system sensitivity. 

An SOF is usually designed for a given center wave- 
length, A,, at which the filter provides maximum through- 
put efficiency, 7. The throughput efficiency decreases as 
the incident wavelength moves away from A,. Wavelengths 
A,& AX/2, where the filter efficiency drops to 0.5 of its peak 
efficiency, defines the filter bandwidth, AX. These charac- 
teristics are critical to the performance of the SOF. The 
bandwidth of the filter determines how well it blocks out- 
of-band radiation from reaching the detector. The spec- 
tral bandwidth of the SOF should be as small as possible, 
especially if the detection process is limited by the back- 
ground optical noise. Fortunately, spectral bandwidths of 
lasers, which are to be used as transmitters in optical com- 
munication systems, are extremely narrow. Narrowband 
SOFs tuned to the central frequency of the transmitter 

laser can provide the necessary signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
under high-background conditions. However, due to pos- 
sibly large, relative velocities between the receiver and the 
transmitter, Doppler shifts as large as 0.1 nm are possi- 
ble. Hence, the narrowband SOFs must have the ability 
to tune their center frequency over this range. 

Narrowband SOFs usually come with high insertion 
loss, which makes them unsuitable when noise background 
is low. For example, deep-space optical communication 
systems operating during the nighttime will be signal lim- 
ited. Under such channel conditions, it will be important 
to obtain the highest possible signal throughput efficien- 
cies, even at the expense of increasing the passband. As 
the bandwidth of the SOF is increased, the requirement on 
its tunability to counter Doppler shift becomes less critical. 

Field of view (FOV) of an SOF is also an important 
parameter. For most filter systems the center wavelength 
shifts away from the design value with the angle of arrival 
of the signal beam at  the filter. This results in a decrease in 
the filter throughput efficiency as the field angle increases. 
Other important properties of SOFs include clear aperture 
size and stability. Restrictions on both parameters arise 
from limitations on availability of suitable materials and 
manufacturability. 



As stated earlier, optical noise can be very severe when 
the communication system has to operate within a few de- 
grees of the sun (daytime), or relatively benign when oper- 
ating during the nighttime. It is not expected that a single 
SOF system will be able to cover the whole range of pos- 
sible channel noise conditions to provide optimal SNR for 
optical communication applications. Instead, several SOF 
systems, each optimized for a set of typical channel condi- 
tions will most likely have to be developed. The need for a 
narrowband SOF for use under high-background, optical- 
noise conditions, and a relatively broad bandwidth SOF 
with low insertion loss for use under dark background con- 
ditions has been identified. 

To summarize, the fundamental requirements for these 
SOFs for optical communications will include the follow- 
ing: 

(1) The narrowband SOFs for operation under intense 
background optical noise shall have 

(a) a passband of less than 0.05 nm 

(b) an overall transmission efficiency higher than 0.2 

(c) central wavelength tunability over 0.2 nm 

(d) central wavelength stability within 10 percent of 
the filter bandwidth 

(2) The wideband SOFs for operation under low-back- 
ground, optical-noise conditions shall have 

(a) a passband between 0.1 to 1 nm 

(b) a transmission efficiency of about 0.7 

(c) central wavelength tunability, as appropriate, to 
eliminate transmission loss due to Doppler shift 

(d) . central wavelength stability within 10 percent of 
the filter bandwidth 

(3) The field of view shall be as large as the design value 
for the receiver optics to minimize off-axis insertion 
loss and change in the center frequency. 

(4) The clear aperture shall be as large as the design 
beam diameter for the optical communication instru- 
ment. 

(5) The center wavelength of the SOFs shall match the 
center wavelength of the transmitter laser. 

(6) Filter surfaces shall have negligible contribution to 
the system blur diameter. 

Section I1 provides an overview of atomic resonance, 
birefringent, Fabry-Perot, Faraday, and other SOF tech- 
nologies as well as information on manufacturability of 
such filters. In Section 111, available SOF technologies and 
their relative merits for use with optical communication 
systems are discussed. 

II. SOF Technologies 
Several SOF technologies have been developed which 

may be suitable for optical communication systems. A dis- 
cussion of such technologies and their capabilities is given 
below. 

A. Atomic Resonance Filters 

+ An atomic resonance filter (ARF) consists of an atomic 
vapor cell sandwiched between two conventional high- 
efficiency optical bandpass filters [l-61. The input band- 
pass filter is centered at the input signal wavelength from 
the laser transmitter Ac(i). Light at this wavelength passes 
into the vapor cell and is absorbed. The atoms re-emit 
light at  a shifted wavelength Ac(o). The output bandpass 
filter centered at Ac(o) allows the light to pass through, 
where it is then detected by a photodetector. If Ac(i) and 
Ac(o) differ from each other by several nanometers, rel- 
atively common SOFs can be used as input and output 
filters that have high throughput efficiencies and nonover- 
lapping passbands. Hence, the effective ARF bandwidth, 
which is essentially determined by the Doppler line width 
of the atomic absorption, is extremely narrow. 

ARFs are based on atomic transitions and as such are 
insensitive to temperature fluctuations. Also, the vapor 
cells are insensitive to the angle of arrival of the signal 
light, i.e., ARFs possess a 2r-steradian FOV. The presence 
of input and output bandpass filters, however, will restrict 
the acceptance angle of the filter system to a few degrees. 

ARFs operate at numerous discrete wavelengths. Ta- 
ble 1 lists some of the developed ARFs, with their operat- 
ing wavelengths in the visible region [I]. 

The response time of an ARF is an important consid- 
' eration, as it will determine the upper limit on the infor- 
mation rate. Typical rapid spontaneous emission times 
are -30 nsec, which will allow an information through- 
put of about 30 MHz. However, it is possible to introduce 
a quenching gas, usually a noble gas, to decrease the re- 
sponse time, but at  the expense of an increased passband. 
With this procedure, information rates in the gigahertz 
range are possible. 



Filter conversion efficiency for the ARFs is defined as 

where No is the number of re-emitted photons at Xc(o) and 
Ni is the number of incident photons at  X,(i). It can be 
as high as 95 percent, as in the case of the Ca resonance 
filter at 432 nm [2]. For the Rb resonance filter operat- 
ing at frequency-doubled Nd:YAG wavelength (532 nm), 
qc = 0.16. However, with a vapor-cell design that traps 
532-nm photons inside, 17, for the Rb filter can be increased 
to 0.28 [5]. For a complete Rb ARF filter system, which 
will include the input and output bandpass filters, the 
overall throughput efficiency, q, will drop to about 0.15. 

The minimum ARF bandwidth is determined by the 
Doppler line width of the atomic absorption. Typically, 
this bandwidth is about 0.001 nm, which corresponds to 
about 1 GHz in the visible. However, optical communi- 
cation systems may experience Doppler shifts as high as 
50 GHz, due to relative motion between the receiver and 
the transmitter. This problem can be solved by intro- 
ducing an inert buffer gas into the chamber. Collisions 
between the atomic vapors and the buffer gas can be used 
to broaden the passband of the filter beyond the Doppler 
shift. Also, the central absorbing wavelength changes with 
the buffer gas pressure, providing a mechanism for tuning 
the ARFs [3]. 

B. Birefringent Filters 

Lyot-Ohman and Solc filters, two of the most com- 
monly used birefringent filters, use an array of birefringent 
crystals and polarizers to select a narrow passband [7-111. 
Typical materials employed for such filters are quartz and 
calcite. 

A Lyot-Ohman filter consists of several crystal plates 
whose thicknesses vary geometrically, each twice as thick 
as its predecessor. The plates are separated by polariz- 
ing elements. Each birefringent crystal has a transmission 
spectrum given by 

elements. The bandwidth of the Lyot-Ohman filter at full- 
width-half-maximum (FWHM) is 

and the free spectral range (FSR), i.e., the spectral dis- 
tance between adjacent transmission maxima is approxi- 
mately 

FSR 2 x:/(A~ do) (4) 

where N is the number of crystal elements, do is the thick- 
ness of the thinnest element, and Xc is the central wave- 
length. 

A Solc, or lossless, birefringent filter varies the angu- 
lar orientation of the crystals rather than their thickness 
to achieve narrowband filtering. It consists of a series of 
birefringent plates of equal thickness between a single pair 
of polarizers. For an N-element filter, the orientation of 
the kth plate is given by 

with reference to the input polarizer axis where p = 
45/N deg. The transmission spectrum for this design is 
given by 

C O S ~  tanp I 
where cosj? = cosp cos(rAnd/X). 

More recent designs based on Solc filters are rugged, 
simpler to build, and have greater spectral versatility. 
These filters have the ability to place the passband at 
an arbitrary wavelength and can be tuned over a broad 
range. The transmission profile and the bandwidth can 
also be engineered with greater control. Rotating wave- 
plate tuning has been used on a space-qualified, 0.005-nm 
bandwidth filter, which can be tuned to an accuracy of 
.about 0.0005 nm [7]. 

T = cos2[rAn d/X] (2) C. Fabry-Perot Filters 

The Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) consists of two 
where An is the birefringence of the element, d is the thick- parallel, flat, and transparent plates coated for high re- 
ness of the crystal, and X is the wavelength. The overall flectivity and made of low-absorption materials1 [ll-171. 
transmission spectrum of the filter is obtained by mul- 
tiplying the transmission spectrum of each of the crystal l Product Eterature, Barr Associates. 



The space between the two plates forms a cavity that is 
resonant at specific wavelengths determined by the optical 
thickness of the gap. The FPI transmits a narrow spectral 
band at each of a series of wavelengths A, which are given 
by 

where m is the order of interference, n is the refractive 
index of the medium in the gap, d is the thickness of the 
gap, and is the angle of incidence within the cavity. The 
transmission of an FPI is given by 

transmission efficiency for a 1-nm bandwidth interference 
filter is about 0.7. 

FPFs with a thick solid cavity, instead of interfer- 
ence filters, can be manufactured for passbands less than 
0.1 nm. The reflecting layers are deposited on either side 
of a transparent substrate, usually made from a highly 
polished fused silica disk. Optical thickness of the sub- 
strate must be uniform to better-than-X/100. Silica disks 
of thicknesses between 50 and 1000 pm, corresponding to 
a range of passbands between 0.1 and 0.005 nm, respec- 
tively, can be manufactured. The thicker disks are easier 
to manufacture. FPFs with bandwidth AX = 0.03 nm, 
diameter D = 75 mrn, and transmission efficiency r = 0.7 
have been reported [14]. ]8owever, an input passband fil- 
ter is required to remove adjacent transmission channels, 
which reduces the overall system efficiency to about 0.5. 

where T and R are the intensity transmission and reflec- To obtain still narrower bandwidths, two solid etalons 
tion coefficients, respectively, of the coatings, which are must be used in series. The second cavity is necessary to 
assumed to be identical. suppress the transmission channels adjacent to the desired 

A,, which are allowed to pass through the primary etalon. 
The total usable, angular field 24 of an FPI is deter- With this technique, it is possible to construct 0.005-nm 

mined by the allowable shift SX in the central transmission filters with 7 E 0.2, which employ two solid etalons and 
wavelength across the field. It is given by a conventional interference filter. By using a combination 

of tilt and temperature control, such a filter can be tuned 

4 = [26X/~]'/~ (9) 
over a range of 3 nm. 

D. Faraday and Other Types of Filters 
measured in radians. If the allowable shift in center wave- 
length is SX = 0.025 nm, and if X = 532 nm, the resulting The Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filter 

FOV of the FPI is found to be about 20 mrad. , (FADOF) has been discovered recently [18-191. FADOFs 
are based entirely on the resonant Faraday effect. With 

~h~ FPI can be tuned over a wide range by tilting it the Faraday effect, the polarization of the incident light 

with respect to the incoming beam. For a tilt rotates as it passes through an active medium in the pres- 

of magnitude 64, the shift in the central wavelength is ence of a magnetic field. The relation between the angle a 

SX = -(2nd/m)sin4 64. of polarization rotation and the applied magnetic field H 
is 

Dielectric, thin film interference filters are the most 
abundant form of Fabry-Perot filters (FPFs). Multilayers 
of dielectric materials, such as cryolite and zinc sulfide, 
with differing refractive indices are deposited alternately 
on a substrate, usually glass. Thicknesses and the num- 
ber of the alternating thin layers are engineered to allow 
peak transmission at  the desired central wavelength A, and 
bandwidth AA. The passband range for interference filters 
is 0.2 to 50 nm. Interference filters with narrower band- 
widths are possible by depositing increasingly larger num- 
bers of dielectric layers. This makes such filters difficult 
to manufacture and quite fragile. Studies of narrowband 
interference filters have shown that the peak transmission 
wavelength drifts unpredictably to shorter wavelengths in 
time due to thermal and radiation shock [16]. Typical 

where V is the Verdet constant for the active medium, 1 is 
the interaction length through the medium, and ll, is the 
angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the 
direction of propagation of the light beam. 

The filter system consists of a vapor cell sandwiched 
between two crossed polarizers. When the applied mag- 
netic field, the vapor density, and the length of the cell are 
properly adjusted, the polarization of only a narrow band 
of frequencies is rotated by 90 deg. This narrow band of 
frequencies is then transmitted by the output polarizer. 



Unlike the ARF, the FADOF is an imaging filter, i.e., it 
does not change the spatial distribution of incident energy. 

The bandwidth for the FADOF is limited by the 
Doppler line width of the atomic vapor, which is about 
0.001 nm in the visible. The response time is also limited 
essentially by the Fourier transform of the Doppler band- 
width, which is about 1 nsec for the visible region. The 
FADOF, like the ARF, has a wide FOV. 

In a laboratory setup the peak throughput efficiency of 
the FADOF system, which consists of an Rb vapor cell 
and two crossed polarizers tuned to a center frequency 
A, = 780 nm, has been shown to be about 0.63. Theo- 
retical models predict throughput efficiencies higher than 
0.9. The ability to track Doppler shifts in the signal due to 
relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver 
is being investigated. 

A number of unconventional concepts in optical 
spectral filters using photorefractive, acousto-optic, and 
electro-optic effects are currently under investigation. 
However, the technology for such filters has been unable 
to produce narrowband SOFs with reasonable efficiency or 
is simply not yet mature enough for use with the optical 
communication systems. 

Ill. Discussion 
For comparison and ready reference, various filter ca- 

pabilities have been summarized in Table 2. It is as- 
sumed that the center frequency for the compared filters 
is 532 nm, except for the FADOF, for which the results for 
a 780-nm filter are listed. The bandwidth, efficiency, and 
clear aperture columns in the table show typical values. 
The filter efficiencies shown here are typical of a complete 
SOF system. For example, the efficiency of a single cav- 
ity FPF can be as high as 0.7, but for a complete system, 
which must include a bandpass filter to reject adjacent 
transmission bands, the transmission efficiency drops to 
about 0.5. The FOV is calculated for a shift in the center 
frequency equal to half the listed bandwidth for each of 
the filters at 532 nm. 

Typical dielectric interference filters can provide 0.2-nm 
bandwidths with throughput efficiency q E 0.7. To obtain 
bandwidths AX 5 0.1 nm, solid cavity FPFs are used. 
Such filters must be placed in a temperature-controlled en- 
vironment. This temperature-controlled environment can, 

however, be used to tune the central wavelength of the 
passband at a typical rate of 0.02 nm/deg C in the vis- 
ible range. With active temperature control, FPFs with 
a single cavity can provide bandpass as small as 0.05 nm 
in the visible, with q ~li 0.5. The peak throughput effi- 
ciency for double cavity FPFs, however, falls to about 0.2 
for bandwidths as small as 0.005 nm. Another important 
limitation on the double cavity FPFs relates to the FOV, 
which is on the order of a few rnrad. Currently 0.05-,O.2-, 
and 1-nm bandpass filters can be routinely fabricated up 
to dimensions of 3, 5, and 15 cm, respectively [17]. Larger 
sizes are available by custom processing. 

Birefringent filters provide an attractive alternative 
when narrow bandpass filters are required. Such filters, 
with bandpasses between 0.04 to 0.3 nm, are possible with 
0.25-transmission efficiency. Aperture sizes of 7 cm can be 
fabricated. 

The ARFs provide extremely narrow passbands with 
reasonable efficiencies, and, unlike the FPFs and the bi- 
refringent filters, they do not have a strong restriction 
on the FOV. The ARFs provide greatly improved perfor- 
mance, but only for background-limited detection. Hence, 
this is the only case that warrants the additional complex- 
ity associated with ARF use, as compared with conven- 
tional optical filters. 

The newly discovered FADOF has wide FOV and nar- 
row bandwidth comparable to the ARF. The FADOF 
throughput efficiency is expected to be much higher. Also, 
the FADOF can be used in applications where the preser- 
vation of the incident image field is necessary. 

Figure 1 graphically shows the relationship between the 
bandwidth, AX, and the overall throughput efficiency, q, 
for the various filters discussed above. Figure 2 shows the 
relationship between AX and the filter system FOV. In 
either of the two figures, a good candidate SOF for opti- 
cal communications will lie in the upper left quadrant. It 
seems that the FADOF can potentially be an important 
addition to the SOF technologies for optical communica- 
tions. However, more work needs to be done to resolve 
questions on its tunability and to develop a viable and ro- 
bust filter. The double cavity FPFs may not be able to 
provide the necessary FOV, and may have to be dropped 
in favor of the ARFs when the signal is limited by the 
background noise. Cheaper single cavity FPFs, birefrin- 
gent filters, or interference filters may become useful when 
wider bandwidths can be tolerated or are desired. 
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Table 1. Operating wavelengths tor developed ARFs 

Atom A c z  (.) , n m  M o ) ,  nm Pumping Source 

Ca 465, 459 452, 894 Passive 
Rb Over 20 between 487-776 420 Diode laser 

(including doubled Nd:YAG) 
Mg 516, 517, 518 383 Optical 
T1 535 378 Photochemical, 

(doubled Nd:BEL) thermal 

Table 2. Filter characteristics comparison chart 

Bandwidth, FOV, Clear Aperture, 
Efficiency 

nm rad cm Tunability Stability Complexity Coverage 

Atomic resonance 
filter 0.001 0.15 0.3 Large Low High High UV to visible 

Birefringent 
filter 0.04 0.25 0.02 7 High High Moderate UV to near IR 
Fabry-Perot 
filters: 

Interference 1 0.7 0.1 15 High Low Low UV to IR 
Single cavity 0.05 0.5 0.02 5 High High Moderate UV to IR 
Double cavity 0.005 0.25 0.01 3 High High Moderate UV to IR 

Faraday anomalous 
dispersion optical 0.001 0.63 0.3 Large 
filter 

Moderate UV to IR 
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Design and Testing of an Active Quenching Circuit for an 
Avalanche Photodiode Photon Detector 

D. Arbel 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section 

J. A. Schwartz 
Communications Systems Research Section 

The photon-detection capabilities of avalanche photodiodes (APDs) operating 
above their theoretical breakdown voltages are described, with particular attention 
given to the needs for and methods of quenching an avalanche once breakdown has 
occurred. A brief background on the motives of and previous work with this mode of 
operation is presented. Finally, a description of the design and testing of an active 
quenching circuit is given. Although the active quenching circuit did not perform as 
expected, knowledge was gained as to the signal amplitudes necessary for quenching 
and the need for a better model for the above-breakdown circuit characteristics of 
the Geiger-mode APD. 

1. Introduction a need for higher quantum efficiency, high-gain optical de- 

For deep-space optical communications, received data 
signals will consist of a few photons per bit of received 
information. One of the enabling technologies for the im- 
plementation of optical communicatibns in the deep-space 
environment is the development of detectors with sufficient 

tectors, the JPL Optical ~ommunications-G~OU; in 1984 
began to seek out alternative detectors. This work was 
undertaken to  develop optical-wavelength detectors that 
would be suitable for use in DSN-type communications 
applications. 

sensitivity and gain to operate in a single-photon detection , 

mode. To a degree, conventional photomultiplier tubes Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are photosensitive 
(PMTs) are suitable for this purpose, when they are used diodes that are operated under a large reverse bias. In- 
in ground-based receivers. The signal gain for photomul- cident photons that cause ionization (the creation of hole- 
tiplier tubes can be 10"or the spectral region of interest electron pairs) within the diode's depletion region, as 
(0.5-1.1 pm). But in this range, the quantum efficiency of well as thermally generated carriers, can, with a certain 
conventional photomultiplier tubes is limited to -2 per- probability, under the influence of a high electric field 
cent at 0.5 pm and less than 1 percent at  1 pm. Out of (-3x105 V/cm), start a chain reaction of ionizing colli- 



sions that result in the diode breaking down, or avalanch- 
ing, and conducting current. Additionally, charge carri- 
ers trapped within the depletion region during a previous 
avalanche can also "detrap" and cause another avalanche. 
In any event, if the reverse bias is less than the breakdown 
voltage, such a chain reaction is not self-sustaining, and 
the APD quickly reassumes its nonconducting state until 
the next ionizing event causes another avalanche. As the 
reverse bias is increased, both the probability of an ioniz- 
ing event causing an avalanche and the amount of current 
resulting from the avalanche, i.e., the gain, increase. 

In the early 19809, researchers at  RCA-Canada began 
experimenting with operating APDs beyond their break- 
down voltage to realize photon detectors with signal gains 
comparable to those of photomultiplier tubes, but with the 
higher quantum efficiencies associated with APDs [1,2]. 

If an APD is biased beyond its reverse breakdown volt- 
age, it will suffer avalanche breakdown and begin to con- 
duct current. Unless the current is limited by external 
circuitry, the breakdown current will increase and destroy 
the diode. But it is important to note that breakdown 
results from free minority carriers transiting the diode's 
depletion region. If such carriers are made unavailable, 
breakdown cannot be spontaneously initiated, even if the 
bias is above the nominal breakdown voltage. In fact, 
the availability of free carriers can be greatly reduced by 
cooling the diode. For example, RCA-type C30902 silicon 
APDs can be operated at  -6 V over breakdown, produc- 
ing 510 dark counts (avalanches) per sec when cooled to 
200 K [3]. An avalanche can now be triggered as a re- 
sult of a single incident photon generating a hole-electron 
pair in the depletion region. Such an avalanche, which has 
a probability of ~ 0 . 4  of occurring under the above condi- 
tions, can achieve a current gain of lo8 to lo9. As a result, 
when used in this mode, a single photon can be detected 
with conventional amplifying techniques. This yields a 
solid-state detector whose gain is comparable to that of a 
PMT, but whose photon detection probability is 3 4  times 
higher. This mode of overbiased operation is referred to as 
the Geiger mode. The rate at which incident photons can 
be counted depends on how quickly the external circuitry, 
preparing the APD for the next photon event, can detect 
and quench the avalanche. 

Deep-space optical communications will likely imple- 
ment pulse position modulation (PPM) data transmission 
formats. An optical PPM format requires distinguishing 
a particular time slot that contains a few signal photons 
plus some noise photons from a time slot with only noise 
photons. Increasing the signal-to-noise ratio is achieved 
by shortening the slot times, thus reducing the number 

of noise photons per slot. But using currently available 
lasers and modulators, PPM slot times of 10 nsec are re- 
alizable. Implementing this technology requires detectors 
capable of timing resolutions of a few nanoseconds. Be- 
ginning in 1984, the Optical Communications Group at  
JPL worked on using APDs in the Geiger-mode as high- 
gain, high-quantum-efficiency optical communication de- 
tectors [3-51. Initially, the APD avalanche was detected 
and quenched by using the passive network shown in 
Fig. 1. This circuit was capable of quenching the APD 
in -6 psec [4]. Clearly, quenching times of at least three 
orders of magnitude shorter than those obtainable with 
the passive quenching circuit are necessary in order to im- 
plement PPM with time slots on the order of 10 nsec. 
C.-C. Chen has shown that receiver error rates degrade 
rapidly with increasing dead times [6]. Figure 2 shows the 
transmitted power penalty incurred by a communications 
system as a function of the detector dead-time when used 
in a binary PPM system. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that 
the power penalty incurred to hold to a particular prob- 
ability of a bit error (PBE) begins to grow rapidly when 
the detector dead time exceeds one tenth of the PPM slot 
width (T,). Quenching circuits that use high-speed ac- 
tive elements have been developed by several groups [7-91, 
with 20-30-MHz operation being reported. An evaluation 
of available electronics indicated that 10-nsec quenching 
times were feasible. Given this, requirements were gath- 
ered for an active quenching circuit with a 10-nsec recovery 
time capable of operating an APD in the Geiger mode up 
to 5 V over breakdown. 

11. Active Quenching Circuit for 
Geiger-Mode APD 
An active circuit was designed as a joint effort of the 

Optical Communications Group in the Communications 
Systems Research Section and the New Products Devel- 
opment Group in the Radio Frequency and Microwave 
Subsystems Section. A schematic of the design is shown 
in Fig. 3. The design employs high-speed GaAs compo- 
nents. The purpose of the circuit is to detect and quench 
an avalanche as quickly as possible, thus minimizing the 
detector's dead time and maximizing the photon count 
rate. The assumptions used in the design were that the 
overbias range would be 3-5 V and that the quenching 
pulse should pull the APD bias just below the breakdown 
voltage. A replaceable delay line was used to add flexi- 
bility in establishing the optimal length of the quenching 
pulse. 

A small bias voltage VN is applied to one end of the 
resistor R1. This voltage determines the steady-state out- 
put voltage of the transimpedance amplifier U1. The other 



end of R1 is the crucial node in the circuit that con- description of the tests and measurements conducted on 
nects to the cathode of the APD and to the output of the active quenching circuit. 
the quenching pulse switch. When the -4.5-V quenching 
pulse is applied, the Schottky barrier diode 21 isolates A. initial Circuit Characterization 
this node from the input of the transimpedance amplifier. 
The APD, D l ,  is biased beyond breakdown (-175 V at 
200 K) by applying a negative voltage to the anode. At 
steady state, the diode is an open circuit. At the onset of 
an avalanche, the diode begins to conduct current, which 
is subtracted from the (internal) feedback resistor of U1 
and which causes the output voltage to decrease in ampli- 
tude (but increase in absolute value, since it is negative). 
The output of the transimpedance amplifier is connected 
to the negative input of the comparator, U2, through R2. 
The positive input of U2 is connected through R3 to a 
variable voltage reference, which is set 30-100 mV above 
the nominal value of the negative input. R2 and R3 help 
reduce oscillations of the comparator that result from the 
fact that the two inputs have similar values. The compara- 
tor has two outputs: an inverted output used to monitor 
the state of the circuit (pulse out) and a direct output 
which goes low when an avalanche is detected, and which 
stays low while the quenching pulse is applied to the APD. 
The negative edge of the comparator output clocks a flip- 
flop, U4, applying "ON" voltages to the switch, U5, which 
applies the quenching pulse. The comparator output, de- 
layed by a fixed 20-nse~ delay line, U3, presets the flip-flop, 
which turns off the switch and ends the quenching pulse. 
The Zener diodes, 2 2  and 23,  are used to offset the logic 
level, as required for the switch control signals. When the 
quenching pulse ends, steady state is resumed, the com- 
parator output goes high, and the circuit is ready to detect 
another avalanche. 

Ill. Test Results 
The active quenching circuit was tested in stages in or- 

der to effectively assess its performance separately from 
the effects of the avalanche diode. Results indicate that 
the temporal characteristics of the diode are different from 
the assumptions used in the quenching circuit design. 
First, the avalanche current does not increase quickly and 
smoothly. It takes a few nanoseconds rather than sub- 
nanoseconds to build up, and the current may not build 
monotonically. This was deduced by observing the cir- . 
cuit's output characteristics since the diode current could 
not be observed directly without affecting its response. 
In addition, for the Geiger mode of operation, a 3-5-V 
quenching pulse appears to be insufficient for terminating 
the triggered avalanche current. The above results indi- 
cate that new requirements are needed for a future active 
quenching circuit design. The following is a more detailed 

The active quenching circuit was first assembled in an 
open-loop configuration to test the signal-propagation de- 
lay and rise time. U2 and U4 were disconnected from each 
other, and D l  was left out. U4 was driven by an external 
clock from a signal generator. The delay and the pulse rise 
time at the output of the switch were measured with the 
following results: (1) The delay from comparator output to 
the switch output was 2.4 nsec and (2) the quenching pulse 
rise time (to 90 percent of peak value) measured without 
D l  was 6 nsec, and with D l ,  it was 10 nsec. The rise time 
with D l  is longer because the comparator input must re- 
turn to within a few tens of millivolts of its steady-state 
value. The capacitive reactance of D l  effectively slows the 
return of the comparator input to its nominal value. 

Next, the loop was closed (again without Dl) ,  and a 
small signal square wave was superimposed on VN to sim- 
ulate avalanche events. When the circuit proved to work as 
a closed loop, i.e., the pulses superimposed at VN caused 
quenching pulses to be generated at U5, it was connected 
properly, as shown in Fig. 3, with D l  included and acti- 
vated. Output pulse widths measured at the inverted out- 
put of U2 were quite long-100 nsec for a fixed delay line 
of 20 nsec (see Fig. 4). That is, the circuit took 80 nsec to 
respond to the reset signal, an order of magnitude slower 
than with the APD absent. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, there was a delay of approxi- 
mately 80 nsec from the rising edge of the quenching pulse 
(upper trace) to the falling edge of pulse out (lower trace). 
This was the circuit reset time with the APD present. 

When the oscilloscope was triggered on the falling edge 
of pulse out, a quenching pulse immediately preceding it 
was observed. Figure 5 shows pulse out, the lower trace, 
and the quenching pulse at the control input of U5, the 
upper trace. This suggests that a second, later quenching 
pulse is required to actually reset D l ,  although the occur- 
rence of this later quenching pulse would be the result of 
noise. 

B. Test Configuration 1 

In order to characterize the circuit response time, the 
quenching circuit was connected as shown in Fig. 6. A sig- 
nal was injected into a spare compara.t.or, using it to gen- 
erate fast-rising square waves to clock the flip-flop. The 
flip-flop generated quenching pulses that caused the cir- 
cuit comparator to change output states. The APD was 



connected to the quenching node, but it was biased below 
breakdown so that no self-sustaining avalanches occurred. 
This test enabled the authors to measure the time required 
for the comparator to respond to the drop in current (sim- 
ulating an avalanche event), as well as the time required 
to restore the circuit to its quiescent state following the 
end of the quenching pulse. 

Figure 7 shows the comparator's negative input (top) 
and its output, pulse out (bottom). Since the negative 
input falls gradually, adjusting the reference voltage (at 
the input of U2) will time-shift the inputs' crossover point 
and, hence, affect the width of the output pulse. By rais- 
ing this threshold voltage, the comparator's output pulse 
width can be decreased to 10 nsec. The increase in the 
threshold would mean that the diode current will rise to 
a higher value before an avalanche is detected. If the 
threshold is increased, the circuit response time is but a 
few nanoseconds (even with the APD attached and biased 

. below breakdown). Yet, in normal overbiased operation, 
pulse widths are much longer. This implies that the APD 
is not capable of being quenched within the quenching 
pulse width possibly because the quenching pulse is not 
of sufficient amplitude to take the APD far enough below 
breakdown to quench an avalanche. Unfortunately, the 
use of the GaAs circuitry, which enabled the generation of 
ahort propagation-delay signals, restricts pulse amplitudes 
to 4-5 V. 

the APD avalanched, the observed oscillations suggest that 
the APD's current increase is relatively slow and possibly 
jittery as well. The recharging of the APD plus the com- 
parator response time contributed about 12 nsec to the to- 
tal circuit reset time as observed at pulse out. The GaAs 
single-pole single-throw switch, a Gigabit Logic S0030, has 
0.5-nsec switching time for a 4.5-V pulse when properly 
terminated with 50 ohms. In the original circuit, however, 
the switch is terminated in the quenching node, which 
consists of the APD, another diode, and a resistor. This 
impedance mismatch slows down the pulse response. 

Test Configuration 2 is shown in Fig. 10. The switch, 
the transimpedance amplifier, and the Schottky barrier 
diode were eliminated. The quenching pulse was reduced 
to an amplitude of 2 V, by using proper termination. 
There was less amplification of avalanche current so the 
comparator operated close to the threshold. 

As can be seen from Fig. 11, pulses of about 40-nsec 
duration can be obtained on pulse out (lower trace). The 
20-nsec quenching pulse (upper trace) appears square at 
the flip-flop output. However, the comparator shows 
500-MHz oscillations around the rising edge. 

IV. Summary 
A high-speed circuit to quench avalanche breakdowns 

resulting from photons incident upon an avalanche pho- 
Figure 8 shows the quenching pulse when the switch is 

todiode has been designed, fabricated, and tested. The 
driving only the 500-ohm oscilloscope probe. Under this active quenching circuit takes 2.4 nsec following the de- 
condition, the switch is able to provide a clean, sharp tran- tection of an avalanche breakdown of the Geiger-mode 
sition. In the circuit, however, the switch is driving a cai APD to initiate a quenching pulse. Approximately 12 nsec 
pacitive load (the The trace of Fig' 

are required for the APD to recharge and for the 
that the quenching pulse when driving the APD is neither parator to reset following termination of a quenching 

nor which that the APD may pulse. In order to minimize response time, the circuit was 
not be quenched by any given quenching pulse. The bot- 

designed for a maximum quenching pulse amplitude of 
trace of Fig' records the pulse out produced the 4.5 V, which proved insufficient for reliably quenching ac- quenching circuit when driving the APD. 

tual avalanches. Pulse amplitudes of 10-25 V have been 

C. Test Configuration 2 
used by other groups [7]. Testing showed that the active 
quenching circuit would eventually quench and reset the 

Test Configuration 2 was a modification of the orig- over-biased APD after approximately 80 nsec, but that 
inal circuit, designed to clarify the following problem the quenching probably resulted from noise. Future devel- 
observed in Test Configuration 1: The GaAs compara- opment of active quenching circuits will involve different 
tor requires a subnanosecond monctonically rising edge, requirements, such as larger quenching pulses at a matched 
or it will oscillate. The comparator responded to sub- impedance node and a subnanosecond, highly sensitive 
nanosecond test signals without oscillations. Yet, when comparator. 
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Fig. 1. Passive quenching circuit. Dead time of the 
avalanche photodiodes using this circuit is 6 psec. 
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Fig. 2. Power penalty due to detector dead time for a binary 
pulse position modulation receiver at different background inten- 
sities. 
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Fig. 3. Active quenching circuit for avalanche photodiodes using GaAs technology. 
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Fig. 4. Triggering the scope on the rising edge of the quenching Fig. 5. Triggering the scope on the falling edge of pulse out 
pulse control signal (upper trace) shows the delay to pulse out (bottom trace) shows that a quenching pulse preceded it (upper 
reset (lower trace) is 80 nsec. trace). 
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Fig. 6. Test configuration: quenching pulses occur, but no avalanche. 
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Fig. 7. Comparator input (top trace) versus output (bottom trace) 
shows that pulse width depends on the threshold. 

Fig. 9. Top trace: quenching pulse driving the APD; bottom trace: 
pulse out. 

Fig. 8. Quenching pulse, RL = 500 ohms. 
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Fig. 10. Test configuratlon: eliminating switch, transimpedance amplifier, and Schottky diode. 
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Analysis of a Multiple Reception Model for Processing 
Images From the Solid-State Imaging Camera 

T.-Y Yan 
Communications Systems Research Section 

This article describes a detection model to identify the presence of Galileo optical 
comrnunications from an Earth-based Transmitter (GOPEX) signal by processing 
multiple signal receptions extracted from the camera images. The model decom- 
poses a multi-signal reception camera image into a set of images so that the loca- 
tion of the pixel being illuminated is known a priori and the laser can illuminate 
only one pixel at each reception instance. Numerical results show that if effects 
on the pointing error due to atmospheric refraction can be controlled to between 
20-30 p a d ,  the beam divergence of the GOPEX laser should be adjusted to be 
between 30-40 p a d  when the spacecraft is 30,000,000 km away from Earth. Fur- 
thermore, increasing beyond five the number of receptions for processing will not 
produce a significant detection probability advantage. 

I. Introduction quate signal to noise levels, even when the spacecraft is 
30,000,000 km away. However, pointing errors will signi- The trajectory ofthe Galilee spacecraft after the second 
ficantly degrade the signal strength at the spacecraft and 

Earth flyby in December 1992 allows Galileo optical corn- subsequently reduce the probability of detecting a laser 
munications an Earth-based Transmitter pulse by the solid-stateimaging (SSI) camera. Detection demonstration against a dark-Earth background (11- Fur- of the laser signal is of particular because, as the 
thermore, as the spacecraft rises to an elevation as high spacecraft recedes from Earth, the signal strength at the 
as 55 deg, the deleterious effects of refraction associated 

camera, decreases. Different for pmcessing the 
with the laser transmissions through the atmosphere will must therefore be used to whether the 
be reduced substantially. Because of these two factors, the laser signal was detected by the camera. 
Earth-2 flyby has always been regarded as a prime oppor- 
tunity for the GOPEX demonstration. 

The strategy for laser transmissions to Galileo will dif- 
Against a dark-Earth background, the GOPEX laser fer over the proposed 28-day course of experiments. Close 

strength received at  the spacecraft will produce ade- to Earth, the camera shutter will remain open for only a 



few tens of milliseconds to prevent lateral blooming of the 
camera pixels imaging the bright Earth onto those pixels 
containing the laser transmissions against a dark-Earth 
background. At the 30-Hz maximum laser-transmission 
rate, only one or two transmitted pulses are expected to 
be captured in a single camera frame. However, as the 
spacecraft recedes, the Earth will subtend fewer pixels in 
the focal plane of the SSI, and the camera shutter could 
be kept open for a longer period (approximately 400 msec) 
before lateral blooming affects the laser-illuminated pixels. 
Figure 1 shows a sample image of the GOPEX laser trans- 
mission. 

It is expected that for a given set of input condi- 
tions, the probability of detecting the laser transmission 
increases with the number of received laser pulses avail- 
able for processing in a given frame. Thus, at the longer 
ranges, where the laser signal is reduced, scanning the 
camera across the image of the Earth to illuminate sev- 

. eral pixels with the laser transmission will serve not only 
to augment the deep-space communication demonstration, 
but also as a tool in processing the returned data to en- 
hance the probability of identifying the transmitted laser 
signal. 

This article describes a mathematical model to analyze 
the detection probability for the case of several laser pulses 
on a single frame. This analysis addresses the transmission 
and detection strategies for the longer ranges when the SSI 
camera is to be scanned across the image of the Earth. 
In particular, numerical examples are given for when the 
spacecraft is 30,000,000 km away from the Earth. 

The multiple independent reception analysis presented 
here extends the single reception-detection model in [I]. 
It is the second step in the development of a comprehen- 
sive model to analyze the probability of detecting the laser 
transmission under actual conditions expected during the 
Earth-2 flyby. In the current analysis, the effects of Earth 
rotation and the relative velocity between the spacecraft 
and Earth are ignored, and it is assumed that the GOPEX 
laser pulse illuminates a single pixel with a known location. 

so that they can be considered to be independent of one 
another. Let ri be the received number of photoelectrons 
at the ith reception. Under the two hypotheses, then 

Hi : rj = sj + e; + n; 

Ho : r ; = e j + n i ,  i = I ,  ..., N (1) 

where si is a Gaussian random variable representing the 
number of photoelectrons due to the GOPEX laser with 
mean ps and variance a, ; ej is a Gaussian random variable 
representing the number of received photoelectrons due 
to earthshine with mean p, and variance a,; and n is a 
Gaussian random variable representing other disturbances 
with zero mean and variance a,. The random variables 
sj, ej, and ni are uncorrelated relative to one another. 

Define A(r) to be the likelihood ratio of the two hy- 
potheses where r = (rl , r 2 , .  . . , rN) is the received random 
vector. Then 

where a: = a: + a: + a: and a: = a: + a: 

Under the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the probability 
of detection can be maximized by setting the detection 
threshold y to the log likelihood ratio for a given proba- 
bility of false alarm. From Eq. (2), setting L(r) = In A(r), 
the optimal detection processor is given by 

II. Mathematical Model 
The analysis begins with the hypothesis that when the The processor will declare the existence of the GOPEX 

GOPEX laser pulse is transmitted, it is called HI, and laser pulse if Eq. (3) exceeds the threshold y. In Eq. (3), 
when the laser pulse is not transmitted, it is called Ho. A the optimal processor is the difference of two quadratic 
total of N receptions are assumed to be available for pro- forms. Each of the summations in Eq. (3) has a non- 
cessing. The detection processor will not determine which central X2 distphution. Although the probability density 
hypothesis is true until all N receptions are processed. function of the random variable L (the log likelihood ratio) 
Further, the receptions are assumed to be sufficiently apart can be computed numerically, the approximation provided 



by using the moment-generating function is much simpler 
and intuitive. It is generally adequate to predict the per- 
formance of the optimal detector. 

Define Pfa to be the probability of false alarm (i.e., the 
laser is transmitted when it is not) and define Pd to be 
the probability of detection (i.e., the laser is transmitted 
when it is). From [2], the probability of false alarm and 
the probability of detection can be approximated by 

and 

where [(s), i(s), and <(s) are given in Appendix A, and 

The approximations in Eqs. (4) and (5) will give ex- 
act solutions for cases of equal variances, i.e., a 1  = 00. 
This corresponds to the case of deterministic GOPEX laser 
transmission of p,. For example, by setting a1 = uo and 
N = 1, this model reduces to the previous model reported 
in [I]. Since the approximation makes use of the Law of 
Large numbers, results presented here represent a tight ap- 
proximation to the exact solutions for N 2 3. In general, 
for any given probability of false alarm, a corresponding 
sf can be computed by using Eq. (A-8). Substituting the 
resulting sf in Eq. (A-6) gives the threshold y. The result- 
ing detection probability is then given by Eq. ( 5 ) ,  which 
uses the same sf. 

Ill. Numerical Results 
This section presents results of the multiple reception- 

detection analysis. In these calculations, a laser out- 
put energy of 0.25.J at the 0.532-pm wavelength is as- 
sumed. Since the GOPEX demonstration will be con- 
ducted against a dark-Earth background, a nominal photo- 
electron count of 600 photon background noise is assumed 
when the camera shutter remains open for half a second. 
This count is approximately 10 percent of the background 
earthshine used for the Earth-1 analysis. 

Figures 2 and 3 show some of the computation results. 
Without loss of generality, the probability of false alarm 
is taken to be no more than 1 x The noise vari- 
ance of the GOPEX laser is extracted fiom [2]. Fig- 
ure 2 plots the detection probability as a function of 
the beam divergence of the GOPEX laser pulse when 
the spacecraft is 30,000,000 km away from Earth. The 
curves are parametrized by the number of receptions avail- 
able for processing. The pointing error is assumed to be 
25 p a d  for the computation. It can be seen that the 
maximum probability of detection increases with the num- 
ber of processed receptions. However, processing more 
than four receptions will result in only minor improve- 
ments of the detection probability. In all four cases, 
the maximum probability of detection occurs between 25- 
40 p a d  laser-beam divergence. 

Figure 3 shows the probability of detection when the 
spacecraft is again 30,000,000 km away from Earth, with 
three processing receptions. The plots are parametrized 
by pointing errors of 20, 25, and 30 p a d .  When the beam 
divergence is small, as compared with the pointing error, 
the probability of detecting the presence of the GOPEX 
laser pulse degenerates to the probability of searching for 
the GOPEX laser pulse within the space spanned by the 
pointing error. Consequently, the detection probability de- 
creases as the beam divergence is reduced. On the other 
hand, since the intensity of the GOPEX laser pulse de- 
creases with increasing beam divergence, the detection 
probability will decrease as the beam diverges. It can be 
seen that for all three cases, the maximum detection prob- 
ability is achieved when the beam divergence is between 
30-40 p a d .  

These figures indicate that if the pointing error of the 
GOPEX laser pulse is confined to between 20-30 prad, 
the beam divergence should be maintained between 30- 
40 p a d  to maximize the detection probability when the 
spacecraft is 30,000,000 km fiom Earth. Furthermore, the 
detection probability can be enl~anced by processing mul- 
tiple receptions within the range of interest. 

IV. Summary 
. This article describes a detection model to identify 
GOPEX laser transmissions by processing multiple recep- 
tions extracted from the camera image. The approach 
presented here is valid for N > 3, even if the distributions 
of si, ei, and ni are non-Gaussian. Numerical results show 
that if effects of the pointing error due to atmospheric re- 
fraction can be controlled between 20-30 prad, the beam 
divergence of the GOPEX laser should be adjusted to be- 



tween 3040 p a d  when the spacecraft is 30,000,000 km tion of the pixel being illuminated is known and that the 
from Earth. Increasing the number of receptions for pro- laser illuminates only one pixel at  each reception instance. 
cessing beyond four will have diminishing returns. Effects of any disturbance due to Earth rotation and the 

jitter of the spacecraft dynamics are not considered. Fur- 
There are several assumptions made to reach these con- ther effort will be required to include these effects and will 

clusions. First, the model assumes a priori that the loca- be reported later. 
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Fig. 1. A sample of GOPEX laser transmission. 

Fig. 2. Effect of increasing number of receptions on the detection probability. 
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Fig. 3. Degradation of the detection probability due to laser pointing errors. 



Appendix A 

The Approximation of Pt, and Pd 

The probability density functions of the received vector 
r under the two hypotheses are given respectively by 

and 

N 
1 - ( r i - ~ . - ~ a ) ~ / 2 o :  (A-1) The second derivative of E(s) is given by 

i=l 

<(s) = {( 
u; - uf 

2 su; + (1 - s)a: 

where = a: + ug + uz and ~ 0 2  = 6: 4- 

Let 

From [3], the probability of false alarm is 

(A-3) 
and the probability of detection is given by 

be the moment-generating function of the log likelihood 
ratio .e(r) under Ho. Then, substituting Eqs. (A-1) and Pd M e ~ ( ~ 1 + ( ~ - ~ ) 8 ( ~ 1 + ~ ( ~ - l ) a / 2 1 ~ ( a )  . Q - s)fi) 
(A-2) in Eq. (A-3) gives 

(A-9) 

The corresponding threshold can be determined as 

Y = E(s) 
1 1" d r i )  (A-4) 

The function Q(x) is given by 

After some algebraic manipulations, the integral is 
given by 

It should be noted that i(s)  must be positive in both 
Eqs. (A-8) and (A-9) for all values of s. The first term on 
the right-hand side ?f Eq. (A-7) is always positive. A suf- 

(A-5) . ficient condition for ((s) to be positive is that the denom- 
inator of the second term remains positive for all values 
of s. Hence, the variable s is restricted by the following 

Differentiating Eq. (A-5) with respect to s ,  one has inequality, 
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The Advanced Receiver II Telemetry Test 
Results at Goldstone 

R. Sadr, R. Bevan, and S. Hinedi 
Communications Systems Research Section 

This article describes the telemetry performance of the Advanced Receiver I1 
(Am-11) in tracking and demodulating signals from various deep space missions. 
The tests were performed at Goldstone, and the spacecraft; tracked were Pioneer 10, 
Pioneer 11, Voyager 2, Magellan, and the International Cometary Explorer (ICE). 
These missions present a broad range of operating conditions to test the ARX-I1 in 
terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the symbol rate of the received signal. 

I. Introduction 
The Advanced Receiver I1 (ARX-11) is an all-digital re- 

ceiver capable of performing various tasks [I]. Its Doppler 
extractor has been tested at Goldstone [2], and its teleme- 
try performance was measured in Compatibility Test 
Area 21 (CTA21) [3]. 

In late November 1990, the received signal from Pio- 
neer 11 exhibited unpredictable behavior. The ARX-I1 
was sent to Goldstone to try to acquire and lock onto the 
received signal and demodulate the symbols. There was 
strong evidence that the onboard oscillator of the space- 
craft was malfunctioning and that a one-way link would 
not be possible. Data are presented for both the one- 
way mode, in which the ARX-I1 was not able to maintain 
lock and did not demodulate the symbols, and the three- 
way mode, in which the symbols were detected. While at 

' Goldstone, other spacecraft were tracked, including Voy- 
ager 2, Pioneer 10, Magellan, and International Cometary 
Explorer (ICE). The ARX-11 logged data from all these 

signals, and some segments are presented in this article. 
In Section 11, the ARX-I1 configuration in SPC-10 and the 
various spacecraft signals are discussed. The measured 
parameters are presented and discussed in Section 111, fol- 
lowed by the conclusion in Section IV. 

II. ARX-II Configuration and Spacecraft 
Parameters 
The ARX-I1 was placed in SPC-10 and connected to 

the Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) downcon- 
verter (D/C), as shown in Fig. 1. The output of the VLBI 
D/C provided an intermediate frequency (IF) signal in the 
neighborhood of 300 MHz. The signal was further down- 
converted by the ARX-11, digitized, and processed to ob- 
tain carrier lock and symbol detection. In a parallel effort, 
the received signal was also processed by the Block IV 
(Blk-IV) receiver/Baseband Assembly (BBA) combina- 
tion or by the Block I11 (Blk-111) receiverlsubcarrier De- 
modulation Assembly/Syrnbol Synchronization Assembly 



(SDA/SSA) combination. Depending on the spacecraft, 
either the Blk-IV/BBA or the Blk-III/SDA/SSA combi- 
nation was used by the station operators. Due to the 
urgency of the assignment, no arrangements were made 
to obtain data from the station receivers, and as a result, 
no performance comparison of the various demodulators is 
attempted in this article. A complete set of tests was per- 
formed in CTA2l for performance comparison; [3] contains 
the results. 

As mentioned earlier, several spacecraft were tracked 
with various signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and symbol 
rates. Table 1 summarizes the key signal parameters 
from each spacecraft, such as received carrier power-to- 
noise ratio (Pc/No), subcarrier frequency (F,,a), symbol 
rate (Rsy, = l/Ts where T, denotes the symbol period), 
and symbol signal-to-noise-ratio (SSNR). The parameters 
shown are the predicts and are typically close to their 
measured values. Pioneer 10 represents the weakest re- 
ceived signal, with Pc/No = 12 dB-Hz, a symbol rate of 
32 symbols per second (sps), and SSNR = 1.0 dB. On the 
other hand, Magellan transmits the signal with the high- 
est data rate, at 537.6 ksps, and with SSNR = 1.5 dB. 
Actually, both channels of Magellan were tracked with the 
lowest data rate at  80 sps and a 17.0-dB SSNR. Voyager 2 
and ICE signals represent intermediate symbol rates at 
1200 sps and 256 sps, respectively. 

Ill. Measured Performance 
In all the figures to follow, the parameter sets shown 

are the ones that the ARX-I1 used for tracking the re- 
ceived signal from the spacecraft: the loop type indicating 
the order of the carrier digital phase-lock-loop filter, the 
bandwidth of the loop B, the update period of the loop Tu, 
the estimation period of the logged data points T,, and the 
Doppler period Td. In the figures, the steady-state phase 
error dsS, the symbol SNR, and the frequency deviation 
for each case are shown. 

Pioneer 11 data are presented first, for both one-way 
and three-way links. In the one-way mode, an attempt 
was made to lock onto the received carrier on DOY 293. 
The numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) of the ARX-I1 
was swept at the predicted Doppler rate Fd of 0.2 Hz/sec. 

10 sec. Open-loop data were also obtained using the ARX- 
11. In this case, the frequency was swept at  0.2 Hz/sec, and 
a fast Fourier transform (FFT), size = 512, rate = 200 Hz, 
was performed using 10-rnin data segments. For an ideal 
tone with a fixed frequency, one expects to observe a peak 
at the frequency offset. In Fig. 2(c), the peak is depicted 
versus time. The mean of the frequency offset was about 
18 Hz, with about 40-Hz root-mean-squared (RMS) fre- 
quency excursions. Figure 2(d) depicts a histogram of the 
offset frequency, which is a crude estimate of the proba- 
bility density function of the offset frequency. From these 
tests, it was concluded that the signal is experiencing fre- 
quency changes on the spacecraft transponder, with a fre- 
quency deviation of about 40 Hz. 

In Fig. 3, the estimated Pc/No (in dB-Hz) is shown 
in the three-way mode for Pioneer 11. In this case, the 
ARX-I1 was able to maintain lock and demodulate the 
symbols. The corresponding symbol SNR, steady-state 
phase error, and received frequency estimates are shown 
in Fig. 4. The receiver was employing a type-111 loop with 
a 1-Hz bandwidth. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the estimates 
of the carrier power-to-spectral level for the other space- 
craft, namely Voyager 2, Pioneer 10, ICE, and both data 
channels of Magellan. Pioneer 10 has the lowest received 
Pc/No at 11 dB-Hz, and Magellan has the highest at about 
43 dB-Hz (low data rate channel). 

The Magellan data are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, with 
the low data channel in Fig. 5 and the high data channel 
in Fig. 6. In both cases, a type-I11 loop was used, result- 
ing in zero steady-state phase errors, with a carrier loop 
bandwidth around 25 Hz. 

Signals with medium data rates were tracked, namely 
those of Voyager 2 and ICE. The data are presented in 
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The estimated symbol SNR 
from ICE was about 1 dB, and from Voyager 2 it was 
about 2.5 dB. Pioneer 10 was also tracked with roughly a 
0-dB symbol SNR. It has the lowest symbol rate at 32 sps, 
and the estimated parameters are shown in Fig. 9. A type- 
I1 loop was used resulting in a nonzero steady-state phase 
error. 

The estimated Pc/No and the corresponding steady-state ' 

phase error d,, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec- 
IV. Conclusion 

tively. Loss of carrier lock was frequently encountered, The ARX-I1 successfully tracked the signals and de- 
which was also experienced by the monitor and control at  modulated the symbols from Pioneer 10, Pioneer ll, Voy- 
SCP-10. When in lock, the Pc/No was estimated to be ager 2, ICE, and Magellan. The overall carrier-to-noise 
about 16 dB-Hz with a 10-deg steady-state phase error. spectral level and symbol SNR estimates in each case were 
The period of dropping lock was roughly about once every consistent with the predicted values. 
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Table 1. ARX-II and spacecraft parameters 

Spacecraft PcINo, Fsub, Rsvm, SSNR, 
DSS dB-Hz kHz SPS dB 

ICE 14 20 1.024 256 1 .O 

Voyager 2 15 26 369 1200 2.5 

Magellan 
Low rate 15 33 960 537,600 1.5 

High rate 15 43 22.5 80 17.0 

Pioneer 10 14 12 32.768 32 1 .O 

Pioneer 11 14 17 32.768 128 2 .O 



DSS 14 

DSS 15 I 

DOWNCONVERTER 

' U  I I 

RECEIVER I4 SDA 4 SSA 

Fig. 1. SPC-10 test configuration with ARX-II. 
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Fig. 3. Summary of test results for carrier-to-noise power ( P = / N ~  for various 
spacecraft; DOY 293,299). 
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Fig. 4. Pioneer 11 test results on DOY 299: (a) 4ss; (b) SSNR; and (c) AF. 
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Fig. 5. Magellan low data rate test results on DOY 293: (a) +ss; (b) SSNR; 
and (c) AF. 
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Fig. 6. Magellan high data rate test results on DOY 293: (a) 4,; (b) SSNR; 
and (c) AF. 
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Fig. 7. Voyager 2 test results on DOY 293: (a) &; (b) SSNR; and (c) AF. 
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Fig. 8. ICE test results on DOY 293: (a) 4,; (b) SSNR; and (c) AF. 
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Fig. 9. Pioneer 10 test results on DOY 299: (a) c$~,; (b) SSNR; and (c) AF. 
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Symbol Lock Detection in the ARX II and Block V Receivers 
M. Shihabi and S. Hinedi 

Communications Systems Research Section 

B. Shah 
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section 

The performances of five symbol-lock detectors are compared in this article. 
These detectors are the square-law detector with overlapping (SQOD) and nonover- 
lapping integrators, the absolute-value detectors with overlapping and nonoverlap- 
ping integrators, and the signal-power estimator detector (SPED). The analysis 
considers various scenarios in which the observation interval is much larger than or 
equal to the symbol-synchronizer loop bandwidth, and which have not been con- 
sidered in previous analyses. Also, the case of threshold setting in the absence of 
signal is considered. 

I t  is shown that the SQOD outperforms all others when the threshold is set in 
the presence of a signal, independent of the relationship between loop bandwidth 
and observation period. On the other hand, the SPED outperforms all others when 
the threshold is set in the presence of noise only. 

I .  Introduction 
The Advanced Receiver I1 (ARX 11) and Block V Re- 

ceiver currently under development [I] use phase-locked 
loops (PLL's) to track the carrier, subcarrier, and sym- 
bol phase. Like most coherent receivers, the ARX I1 and 
Block V rely on lock detectors to provide the lock status . 
of its PLL's. Since carrier, subcarrier, and symbol syn- 
chronization need to be achieved before any "meaningful7' 
symbol detection can be initiated, lock detectors play a 
vital role in the final decision of accepting or rejecting the 
detected symbols. During operation, a loop is assumed to 
be locked when its lock indicator consistently has a posi- 
tive status. The carrier and subcarrier lock detectors used 

in the ARX I1 and Block V Receiver have already been an- 
alyzed [2,3]. This article analyzes five candidate symbol- 
lock detectors for these receivers. 

The detectors considered in this article are divided into 
two groups. The detectors in the first group process the 
outputs of two overlapping integrators, whereas those in 
the second group use two contiguous outputs of a single 
integrator. The first class contains two well-known lock 
detectors that use either squaring or absolute-value oper- 
ations on the integrator outputs. The second class con- 
sists of three lock detectors, two of which use the same 
mathematical operations as those in the first class, while 



the third detector functions as a signal power estimator. 
The five schemes are compared based on the lock-detection 
probability as a function of the symbol SNR for a given 
false-alarm probability and a fixed observation interval. 

Although symbol-lock detection has been addressed be- 
fore [4,5], the analyses have neglected the interdependence 
between symbol synchronizer bandwidth and lock detec- 
tor bandwidth. The symbol synchronizer bandwidth refers 
to the one-sided loop noise bandwidth BL of the digital 
data-transition tracking loop [6] used in the ARX I1 and 
Block V. The lock detector bandwidth is defined as the 
frequency at  which the lock detector provides a status, 
being in- or out-of-lock. For example, the lock detectors 
considered here indicate loop status once every M sym- 
bols. Consequently, the bandwidth of these detectors is 
l/(MT), where T is the symbol duration. The probability 
of false alarm Pf, is defined in two ways. In the classical 
sense, it is defined as the probability of declaring a signal 
(or target, as in radar applications) to be present when 
it is not present. In deep space applications, however, it 
is more appropriate to define Pfa as the probability of 
declaring a loop to be in-lock when it is out-of-lock. That 
is, Pja is the probability of declaring the timing error to 
be "zero" (in-lock) when the loop is slipping cycles and 
operating with a nonzero timing error (out-of-lock). 

In Section IV, the false alarm rate is shown to be dras- 
tically different, depending on the definition used. In addi- 
tion, when the loop is slipping cycles, the false alarm rate is 
shown to depend strongly on the ratio of the lock detector 
bandwidth to the symbol loop bandwidth. For example, 
when the loop is slipping and l /BL << MT, the lock de- 
tectors operate with acceptable false alarm rates because 
there are several uncorrelated samples of the timing error 
r within the MT-sec decision interval. On the other hand, 
when l /BL >> MT, the false alarm rates are unacceptable 
because the timing error is constant over several decision 
intervals (see Section IV). Note that a good rule of thumb 
is to assume that the loop provides uncorrelated phase es- 
timates every l/BL sec. As a result, the symbol timing 
error at time ti is uncorrelated with the symbol timing er- 
ror at time t j  , when Iti -tj I > l/BL. This article considers 
the special cases of l /BL = M T  and l/BL = T.  The first 
case is analyzed and simulated, whereas the second case 
is simulated, but not analyzed. When the threshold is ad- 
justed in the presence of noise only, the performance can 
be derived from the previous analysis by setting the signal 
amplitude to zero. 

The description of the various lock detectors is pre- 
sented in Section 11. The general analysis and summary 
of the theoretical results are presented in Section 111. The 

discussion of the theoretical, as well as the simulated, re- 
sults is carried out in Section IV, followed by the conclu- 
sion in Section V. In Appendices A through F,  some of the 
mathematical details are provided. 

II. Description of the Lock Detectors 
Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the signal process- 

ing functions common to the lock detectors surveyed in 
this article. The received signal is assumed to have been 
mixed with perfect carrier and subcarrier references so that 
the input to the lock detectors is a baseband signal of the 
form 

where A is the signal amplitude and A2 is the received 
data power with 

and where n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise pro- 
cess with a single-sided power spectral density (PSD) No 
(watt/Hz). The data symbol dk takes on the value f 1 
equally likely, and p(t) is the received pulse shape of dura- 
tion T sec. For comparison purposes, only the nonreturn- 
to-zero pulse is considered in the analysis, but the results 
can be extended to  any pulse shape. The receiver is as- 
sumed to have perfect knowledge of T, but not the syrn- 
bol epoch-i.e., the receiver has perfectly estimated the 
symbol rate, but not necessarily the start and end of the 
symbols. 

The signal processing functions for the "lock detector" 
block in Fig. 1 depend on the detector being implemented. 
Its output Xk is at the symbol rate and, typically, many 
samples of X s  are averaged to obtain the decision statistic 
Y. If Y is greater than the threshold 6, the loop is declared 
to be in-lock, otherwise it is declared to be out-of-lock. 

The parameter r in Fig. 1 is the phase error between 
the symbol phase and the phase estimate provided by the 
symbol synchronizer. The in-lock case is analyzed by set- 
ting the timing error r to zero. In practice, the error is not 
identically zero, but it is a very small value. When there is 
a signal present, the out-of-lock model for T depends on the 
relation between BL and l/(MT). When BL = l/(MT), 
r is modelled as an unknown constant over a decision inter- 
val (MT sec), but one that is independent and uniformly 



distributed from one decision interval to the next. Alter- 
natively, when BL = 1/T, the timing error is modelled as 
a constant over a symbol interval ( T  sec), but one that 
is independent and uniformly distributed from symbol to 
symbol. In this case, if the decision time M T  >> T (as it 
usually is), each decision statistic encompasses the entire 
range of T .  When there is no signal present, the model 
of T is irrelevant because the out-of-lock performance is 
independent of T.  

The detectors considered in this article are the square- 
law detector with overlapping (SQOD) and nonoverlap- 
ping (SQNOD) integrators, the absolute-value detectors 
with overlapping (AVOD) and nonoverlapping (AVNOD) 
integrators, and the signal-power estimator detector 
(SPED). The SQOD is depicted in Fig. 2(a). The input 
signal r(t) is integrated over two symbol periods: one in- 
phase with the estimated symbol interval and the other 
staggered by half a symbol duration. The resulting in- 
phase and quadraphase samples Ik and Qk are correlated 
due to the overlapping intervals. The AVOD detector re- 
places the squaring operations in Fig. 2(a) with absolute- 
value operations. Hence, its I and Q samples are also 
correlated. The SQNOD detector processes two contigu- 
ous outputs of a single integrator, as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
As before, replacing the squaring operations with absolute 
values yields the detector's counterpart, the AVNOD. The 
integrator outputs in this case are uncorrelated because 
the intervals are disjointed. The SPED detector is shown 
in Fig. 2(c). The SPED detector is considered because it 
is already part of the split-symbol moments' symbol-to- 
noise-ratio (SNR) estimator [7], the SNR estimator used 
in the ARX I1 and Block V. The inphase and quadraphase 
outputs of the SPED are obtained, respectively, by inte- 
grating the received signal over the first and second halves 
of a symbol. Since the noise in the first and second halves 
are independent, taking the product of I and Q and av- 
eraging over many symbols provides an estimate propor- 
tional to signal power. 

Ill. Performance Analysis 
The in-lock and out-of-lock performances of the lock 

detectors are derived in this section. The in-lock perfor- 
mance is measured in terms of the probability of declaring 
the loop to be locked when there is no timing error-that 
is, the probability that the decision statistic Y in Fig. 1 is 
greater than the threshold 5 when T = 0. Note that T = 0 
or no phase-tracking error is equivalent to setting the sym- 
bol synchronizer loop SNR to infinity. The degradation in 
detection probability due to timing jitter (a noninfinite 
loop SNR) is minimal and has been addressed in the case 

of carrier lock detectors [2]. The out-of-lock performance 
is measured by the probability of false alarm-the prob- 
ability of declaring the loop to be locked when it is not 
locked. The out-of-lock performance in the presence of a 
signal is analyzed for the case BL = l/(MT). The sim- 
ulation results for BL = 1/T are presented in the next 
section. 

Note that when BL = 1/T, the timing error is inde- 
pendent from one symbol to the other, and the decision 
is made after averaging many, say M,  symbols. On the 
other hand, when BL = l/(MT), T is an unknown con- 
stant during a decision interval, and is independent from 
one decision to the next. Setting M = 1 in the latter 
case would imply a decision for every symbol, which is 
fundamentally different from the case where BL = 1/T 
and the decision is made by using M symbols. Hence, the 
p'erformance when BL = 1/T cannot be derived from the 
case of BL = l / (MT) simply by setting M = 1. The 
out-of-lock performance when there is no signal present is 
also analyzed. Only the final equations are shown with 
the derivations detailed in the various appendices. In all 
cases, the decision statistic can be expressed as 

where the random variable Xk is peculiar to each detector. 
When the timing offset T = 0, the adjacent samples Xk and 
Xk+l are correlated in the first two detectors. Whereas for 
the remaining three detectors, they are uncorrelated. In 
all cases, the random variable Xk is not Gaussian due to 
the nonlinear operations on Ik and Q k .  For large values 
of M, the random variable Y is modelled as Gaussian due 
to the central limit theorem (CLT). The theorem applies 
to the sum of correlated random variables when none of 
the variables being summed dominates over the others [8]. 
This model for Y is justified by simulation results. 

The probability of lock detection is the probability that 
the Gaussian random variable Y surpasses the threshold 
5. Hence, it is given by 

where py and a; are the mean and variance of Y when T is 
exactly zero. By using the definition of the error function 



one has The next five subsections derive the in-lock and out-of- 
lock mean and variance for all five schemes. 

(6) A. Square-Law Lock Detector With Overlapping 
Intervals (SQOD) 

The SQOD detector is shown in Fig. 2(a). For the input 
given by Eq. (I), the inphase integrator output is given by 

1 1  
(k+l)T+~ 

r(t)dt 

where SNRD denotes the detector SNR defined by 

- - dkA(T - T) + d k + l A ~  + Nl(k) + N2(k) (13) 

(8) and the quadraphase integrator output is given by 

The threshold 6 is chosen to maintain a fixed proba- Qk = J(k+#)T+~ 
bility of false alarm. The probability of false alarm is the r(t)dt 
probability that the out-of-lock decision statistics do not (k+ ~ ) T + T  

surpass the threshold. Hence, it is given by 

I dkA ($ - 7) + dk+lA ($ + 7) 

(9) +N2(k) + N I ( ~  + 1) o ~ T < $  
- - 

where fo(y) is the out-of-lock density of Y. The threshold 
6 is computed by solving Eq. (9) for a fixed PI,. When ( +N2(k) + N I ( ~  + 1) ~ < T < T  2 - 
there is a signal present and BL = l/(MT), the statistic 
Y is no longer Gaussian and fo(y) must be obtained nu- (14) 
merically or by simulation, as shown in Section IV. When 
there is no signal present, the CLT can be invoked and the where ,- is limited to the interval [o, T ] ,  and where 
out-of-lock decision statistic can be modelled as Gaussian. 
This model is verified by simulations in Section IV. In this 
case, Eq. (9) can be written as n(t)dt (15) 

(lo) and 

where py0 and ayo are the out-of-lock mean and variance 
of the decision statistic Y. The threshold 6 is given by 

6 = f iay0y  + Pro (11) Since n(t) is a white Gaussian process with one-sided PSD 
No, the Ni's are independent Gaussian random variables 

where 7 = erf-'(1 - 2Pja). Substituting Eq. (11) into with a mean of zero and a variance of u: :, ( N ~ T ) / ~ .  
Eq. (6) relates the probability of detection to the no-signal Summing M of the Xk = I: - 8: yields mom 

(classical) false alarm rate, namely, Appendix A, the in-lock mean and variance of Y are given 
by 



and and 

The out-of-lock mean and variance, when there is a sig- 
nal present and T is an unknown constant over a decision 
interval BL = l / (MT) ,  are given by 

where 77, denotes the symbol signal-to-noise ratio and is 
defined as 

Setting A = 0 in Eq. (21) and substituting the result in 
Eqs. (19) and (20) yields the out-of-lock mean and variance 
in the no-signal case. Hence, the nesignal mean is zero, 
but the no-signal variance is given by 

B. Absolute-Value Lock Detector With Overlapping 
Intervals (AVOD) 

For the AVOD detector, Fig. 2(a) with absolute values 
instead of squares, the expressions for Ik and Qk given by ' 

Eqs. (13) and (14) are still valid, but now X k  = 141- IQkl.  

From Appendix B ,  the in-lock mean and variance are given 

by 

where 

and 

The out-of-lock mean and variance, when there is a signal 
and r is constant over M symbols, are given by 

and 

where 



The noises N l ( k )  and N 2 ( k )  are given by Eqs. (15) and 
+$[I?3(qS) + G3(qS)  + H 4 ( 8 )  - G4(qs )  - Ha(%) (16) after changing the integration limits to those in 

Eqs. (33)  and (34) .  As a result, they are independent 
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 

- 3 ~ 1 ( q s )  - Gl( t ) , )  - 2G2(qs) - 2 ~ 2 ( 8 ) ] }  (30)  0: = ( N o T ) / 4 .  The sample X k  is the difference of the 
2 squares (i.e., Xk = 1; - Q:). From Appendix Dl the in- 

lock mean and variance of Y are given by 

- 2G4(r)s) - 2H5(qJ)] for j 2 2 ( 3 1 )  
and 

The functions Fi, Gi, and Hi in Eqs. (28)  through (31)  are 
defined in Appendix B and plotted versus % in Fig. B-1. by 2 - - ( N : T 2 )  - ()): + 2% + 1 6 )  
Setting r), = 0 in Eqs. (28)  through (31) yields the out-of- M 64 (36) 

lock statistics in the no-signal case. The no-signal mean is 
zero, but the variance is given by For the case of false lock with the signal present and where 

r is an unknown constant over M symbols, one obtains 

and 
C. Square-Law Lock Detector With Nonoverlapping 

Intervals (SQNOD) 

The SQNOD detector is shown in Fig. 2(b) .  For the 
input of Eq. ( I ) ,  The inphase and quadraphase integrator 
outputs are given by 

dk 9 + Nl ( k )  O < T < %  

(33)  

T < r < $  + d k + l A ( T -  5) + N l ( k )  4 - 

and 

L T+T 
Qk = J ( ' + ~ )  r( t )d t  

( k -  ~ ) T + T  

When there is no signal present, the out-of-lock mean is 
zero and the variance is given by setting q, = 0 in E q .  (38) .  
Consequently, the no-signal out-of-lock variance is 

D. Absolute-Value Lock Detector With Disjoint 
Intervals (AVNOD) 

This detector is the same as the SQNOD with the 
squaring operations replaced by absolute value operations. 
Hence, Eqs. (33)  and (34)  for 4 and Qk are valid, but now 



Xk = l I k  1 - lQlc I. From Appendix E, the in-lock statistics where the function Z is defined in Appendix E and plotted 
for Y are given by in Fig. B-2. For the out-of-lock case with no signal, the 

mean is zero and the variance is obtained by setting 17, = 0 
in Eqs. (43) through (45). Hence, the out-of-lock variance 
is given by 

+ serf 2 (m] (40) 

2 
uyo(17s = 0) = - (46) 

and E. Signal-Power Estimator Lock Detector (SPED) 

NOT This detector is shown in Fig. 2(c). Denote the inte- 
r$= ( M )  {%+-- -  2 I 8, I [l+5exP(-qs) grations over the first half of the assumed symbol interval 

as I k  and the second half as Qk. Then, the Ik and Qk 

+2 exp (- $1 ] - F e r f  32, (m samples are given by 

The out-of-lock mean and variance when there is a signal Qr = dkA (: - T) + &+,AT + N2(k) (48) 
present and T is an unknown constant over M T  sec are 
given by 

and Xk = IkQk. From Appendix F,  the in-lock mean and 

(42) 
variance of Y are 

py, = 0.0 

and 

1 
u $ ~  = -[M Varo(Xt) + M(M - 1) C0~~(Xk,xk+1)]  

and 
M2 

(43) 
(50) 

1 3  Varo(Xk) = (NOT) - + - - - ~xP(-%) [z 2 4, The out-of-lock case with signal present has a mean and 
variance, when T is constant over M symbols, given by 

-erf2 (&) (F) - exp (- F) 71, NOT 
pro = - 8 (51) 

1 

As before, the out-of-lock variance in the no-signal case is 
(45) given by 



2 was obtained via numerical integration, as well as simula- 
uy, (rls = 0) = - ( N . )  (&) (53) tion. Both methods are seen to agree very well. The nu- 

IV. Discussion and Simulation Results 
Digital simulation was used to verify the foregoing anal- 

ysis. The first part of this section presents the results for 
the long-time constant case or BL = l/(MT). Simula- 
tion results for the short-time constant case or BL = 1/T 
are presented in Subsection 1V.B. The last subsection dis- 
cusses the no-signal case. 

A. Long-Time Constant, 56 = 1I(MT) 

In the out-of-lock state, the symbol timing error r is 
modelled as a constant over a decision interval ( M T  sec), 
but it is independent and uniformly distributed over the 
collection of all decision intervals. The timing error in the 
in-lock state is modelled as being zero. Although the spe- 

. cial case where r is constant over M symbols was analyzed 
for performance comparison purposes, it is not advisable 
to operate a practical system under these conditions due 
to unacceptable false alarm rates. This case has higher 
than usual false alarm rates because the decision statis- 
tic for small values of r is not significantly different from 
the statistic for r = 0. As a result, the out-of-lock states 
corresponding to small values of r are frequently declared 
to be in-lock because they are mistaken for the case when 
r = 0. This problem can be ameliorated by lengthening 
the observation time relative to the time constant of r (i.e., 
shortening the time constant of 7). In practice, it is rec- 
ommended that the observation time be a t  least ten times 
longer than the time constant of r. 

As noted in Section 11, the out-of-lock density function 
for Y in this case is not Gaussian. Consider the decision 
statistic Y when the loop is out-of-lock and r is constant 
over M symbols. In general, it can be written as 

where (in all five cases) the signal term sk is random and 
uniformly distributed because r is a uniformly distributed 
random variable. The density of the noise nk depends on 
the detector being implemented. Summing M samples of 
Xk (where Xk is at the symbol rate in all cases) yields 
the decision variable Y. Since r is constant over the sum, 
at a high SNR (i.e., for strong signal levels) the density 
function of Y approaches a uniform distribution as shown 
in Fig. 3(a). However, at a low SNR the noise term domi- 
nates and the density of Y is Gaussian due to the central 
limit theorem, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The density in Fig. 3 

merical method computed the density function of Y and 
f (y), by averaging over r the conditional probability den- 
sity function f (ylr). The latter is Gaussian with mean 
and variance where both are functions of T. The simula- 
tion method computed the histogram of Y and then set 
f (y) = [P(y - A 5 Y _< y + A)]/A, where A is the size of 
a histogram bin. The histograms were generated by using 
1,000,000 symbols, which corresponds to 10,000 decisions 
(Y's), since there are 100 symbols/decision. 

Figure 4 compares the probability of detection perfor- 
mance for all five detectors for M = 100 and Pfa = 0.25. 
Note that the overlapping detectors SQOD and AVOD, 
which are identical except for the squaring and absolute 
value operations, have nearly identical performances. As 
expected, the AVOD is slightly better at a high SNR, 
whereas the SQOD is slightly better at a low SNR. The 
nonoverlapping detectors SQNOD and AVNOD also have 
nearly equal performance. Once again, the absolute value 
operation yields better results at higher SNR's. The SPED 
is better than the nonoverlapping detectors, but worse 
than the overlapping detectors. The probability of de- 
tection results in Fig. 4 change when Pfa or M change. 
For example, increasing the observation interval increases 
the detection probability because it increases the detector 
SNR (,u$/u$). Accepting a higher false alarm rate in- 
creases the probability of detection because it lowers the 
threshold 5. In generating these curves, 50,000 symbols 
were simulated for each value of SNR. Since there are 
100 symbols/decision, the detection probability for a given 
SNR is based on 500 decisions. 

B. Short-f ime Constant, e)g_ = 1/T 

Here, for the out-of-lock state, the symbol timing error 
r is modelled as a uniformly distributed random variable 
that changes independently from symbol to symbol. For 
this case, the probabilities of detection for all five detectors 
are computed by simulation for M = 100 and Sf, = 
and the threshold 6 is set according to Eq. (11). The false 
alarm rate was verified by simulation. The results are 
plotted versus the symbol energy-to-noise ratio rl, in Fig. 5. 
In these computer simulations, the detection probability 
for a given SNR is based on 40,000 decisions. 

The results show that the AVOD performs slightly bet- 
ter than SQOD at a high SNR, whereas the AVOD and 
SQOD seem to perform identically at a low SNR. The 
nonoverlapping detectors SQNOD and AVNOD also have 
nearly equal performance at a low SNR, but AVNOD per- 
forms about 1 dB better for values of the symbol SNR 



higher than -4 dB. The SPED performs about 2 dB worse 
than the overlapping detectors and 3 dB better than the 
other two nonoverlapping detectors. 

Also by simulation, the false-alarm rate that was used 
in setting the threshold was verified. 

C. No-Signal Case 

This scenario distinguishes between the case when there 
is no signal and when there is a signal and T = 0. 
Clearly, the out-of-lock statistic is Gaussian with a zero 
mean, and the in-lock statistic is Gaussian with a nonzero 
mean. Probability of detection results are compared in 
Fig. 6. Interestingly, the performances of the overlapping 
and nonoverlapping schemes are grouped together, but the 
SPED now has the best performance. The interdepen- 
dence among PD , Pf,, and M is the same as in the other 
two cases. 

The performances of five symbol lock detectors are com- 
pared in this article. These detectors are the square-law 
detector with overlapping and nonoverlapping integrators, 
the absolute value detectors with overlapping and nonover- 
lapping integrators, and the signal-power estimator detec- 
tor. The analysis considered various scenarios in which 
the observation interval is much larger than or equal to  
the symbol synchronizer loop bandwidth, and which have 
not been considered in previous analyses. Also, the case of 
threshold setting in the absence of signal was considered. 

It  is shown that the SQOD outperforms all others when 
the threshold is set in the presence of signal, independent 
of the relationship between loop bandwidth and observa- 
tion period. On the other hand, the SPED outperforms 
all others when the threshold is set in the presence of noise 
only. 
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(SYMBOL TIMING ERROR, z) 

Fig. 1. Signal-processing functions common to all five lock 
detectors. 

Fig. 2. Three of the detectors: (a) the SQOD, replacing O2 with 11 yields the absolute-value detector AVOD), (b) the SQNOD, 
replacing ( )2 with 11 yields the absoluteyalue detector AVNOD, and (c) the SPED. 
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Fig. 3. The probability density function of Y for the 
SQOD, when the loop is out of lock, has a: (a) high 
SNR = 5 dB and (b) low SNR = -5 dB. 
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Fig. 5. The probability of detection versus SNR when T is uni- 
formly distributed and charging from symbol to.symbo1. 

SNR, dB 

Fig. 6. The probability of detection versus SNR when the false 
alarm rate is computed in the absence of a signal. 

Fig. 4. The probability of detection versus SNR when T is an 
unknown constant over a decision interval. 



Appendix A 

Derivation of the Mean and Variance of the SQQD 

The inphase and quadraphase integrator outputs are given by Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively. The output of the 
lock detector Xk = I; - Qz. Consequently, 

The covariance of X k  with Xk+j is 

When the loop is in lock, Eqs. (A-1) through (A-3) are evaluated with T set to zero in Eqs. (A-10) through (A-18). 
Hence, the in-lock moments of X k  are given by 

and 

and for j 2 2, this can be shown to be 

When the loop is out-of-lock, T is modelled as a uniform random variable. Using this model for T in Eqs. (A-10) 
through (A-18) and substituting the results into Eqs. (A-1) through (A-3) give the out-of-lock moments of X k .  Namely, 
(where the additional subscript o denotes out-of-lock), 

and for j 2 2, this can be shown to be 



The following equations were used to compute the variance of XI ,  and covariance of X k  with Xk+l: 

£{I:} = A 2 ( ~ 2  - 2T£{r )  + 2E{r2))  + 2 4  (A-  10) 

(A- 11) 

(A- 12) 

+ A ~ C ;  (6T2E1{1) + 2451 (7 ' ) )  + 1 2 ~ : ~ 1 { 1 )  o ~ T < $  

E{&4k) = (A- 13) 
A ~ ( % E ~ { I }  - 32T3E2{r) + 4 8 ~ ~ £ 2 { ~ ~ )  - 32T£2{r3) + 8E2{r4)) 

I +A2ai  (2T2E1 ( 1 )  + 8E1 { r 2 ) )  + 4 ~ ~ £ 1 { 1 }  o < T < $  

£{&EQZ+15 = (A- 16) 
A ~ ( T E ~ { I )  - 20T3E2{r) + 26T2&{r2} - 16TE2{r3} + q ~ 2 { + ) )  



( An($& ( 1 )  - T3£1 { r )  + 3 ~ ~ k  { r 2 }  - 4 ~ ~ 1  { r3)  + 4 h  { r 4 } )  

+A2~;(3T2E1 ( 1 )  - 4 T £ 1 { ~ )  + ~ E ~ { T ~ } )  + 4 ~ i £ 1 { 1 )  o < T < $  

W , " Q ; + l >  = (A- 17) 
A ~ ( F £ ~ { ~ )  - 9 T 3 E 2 { ~ )  + 1 5 ~ ~ . f 2 { r ~ )  - 12TE2{r3) + 4E2{r4)) 

+A2c; (ST2& (1)  - 2TE1 { T )  + 481 {?})  + 6 ~ ~ £ 1 { l )  O L T < $  
& { I , " + I Q ~  = (A- 18) 

A 4 ( F £ 2 { l )  - T & { T )  + F £ 2 { r 2 )  - 15T£2{r3} + 5 Z 2 { r 4 ) )  

where, in the above equations 

S { f  P lT f ( ~ ) ~ ( r ) d r  (A- 19) 

where p(r) is the probabilty density function of the variable T. 



Appendix B 

Derivation of the Mean and Variance of the AVOD 

Note that the calculations in this appendix incorportate the results of Appendix C. The inphase and quadraphase 
outputs are given, respectively, by Eqs. (13) and (14) .  The lock detector output X k  = JIk l -  JQkl. Let ,uk = E{lIk l-1Qkl). 
Then, 

and 

The following equations were used to compute the variance of X k  and the covariance of X k  with X k + l :  

[ E ~ { J [ A T  + N I ( ~ )  + N Z ( ~ ) ] [ A T  + N2(k) + Nl(k  + 1)111 
E{lIk&kl} = / +Ez{I[AT + N I  ( k )  + Nz(k)][2AT - + N2(k) + N I ( ~  + 1)III 

1  
E{lIkIk+ll} = , [ E 2 { l ~ ~ +  h ( k )  + N2(k)l} 

+ E{J[AT - 2A7 + Nl ( k )  + N:!(k)][AT - 2Ar  + Ni(k  + 1)  + N2(k + 1)]1) 

+ 2£{lAT + N l ( k )  + Nz(k) l )E{JAT - 2 A r  + N l ( k  + 1) + Nz(k + 1)1)] (B-5) 



I +El { ( [ A T  - 2A.r + Ni (k  + 1 )  + Nz(k + l)I[AT + Ni (k  + 1 )  + N2(k)11} 

where El and E2 are defined in Appendix A. The following functions were defined to obtain the results in Subsection 
1II.A of the main text. 



. where c 2 1/(2fi) ,  the n;'s are normal independent random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and u is a 
uniform random variable in the range [0, 11. In Fig. B-1, one plots these functions versus v,. These functions have been 
computed as follows: In the F functions, the expectation with respect to u is carried over the entire region [0, 11, while 
in G and H functions, the expectation is carried over [O, 1/21 and [1/2, 11, respectively. 



SYMBOL SNR, dB 

Fig. 8-2. Z function versus symbol SNR. 

SYMBOL SNR, dB 

Fig. B-1. Function versus symbol SNR for: (a) F functions, 
(b) G functions, and (c) H functions. 



Appendix C 

Derivation of the Mean for the Random Variable In + br + c( 

Let n be a normal random variable with zero mean and variance a2, r a uniform random variable over (0, T),  and e 
any constant. Then, 

The above integral can be easily evaluated by breaking it into two integrals over the two regions (-m, -c) and (-c, m) 
to obtain 

For a fixed r, one can write 

(br + cI2 b r + c  
£{In + b r  + 4) = g e x p  (- 2a2 ) + (br + (rn) 

Unconditioning over r yields 

which, after integration by parts, leads to 

By applying the above expression, one gets 

1 1 
&{\AT - 2Ar + N1+ NzI} = [-erf(fi) + f i e r f ( m  4 + - 4J?F exp(-tlS) 1 

Also, by simple manipulation, it can be shown that 

E1{lAT - 2Ar + N I  + N2I} = Ei{lAT - 2Ar + NI + N21} 



Appendix D 

Derivation of the Mean and Variance of the SQNQD 

The samples Ik and Qk are given by Eqs. (33) and (34). The moments of Xk are given by Eqs. (A-1) through (A-3). 
Using Eqs. (D-7) through (D-10) with T = 0 and Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) yields the in-lock variance. Namely, 

The covariance can be shown to be, for j 2 1, 

Similarly, with T modelled as uniform over [0, T/2] in Eqs. (D-7) through (D-lo), the out-of-lock moments are found. 
Hence, 

The out-of-lock covariance can be shown to be, for j 2 1, 

The following equations are used in computing the variance of Xk: 



Appendix E 

Derivation of the Mean and Variance of the AVNOD 

By following the same procedure as in Appendix B and by using 

and 

one obtains Eqs. (40) through (45) after using the results of Appendix C and lengthy manipulations. The function Z in 
Eq. (45) is defined as 

where c 1 / ( 2 6 ) ,  the ni7s are normal independent random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and u is a 
uniform random variable in the range (0, 1). In 2, the expectation with respect to u is over the range [O, 1/41 and the 
function is plotted in Fig. B-2 versus the symbol SNR ( r ] , ) .  



Appendix F 

Derivation of the Mean and Variance of the SPED 

The samples Ik and Qk are given by Eqs. (47) and (48). The output of the lock detector is zk = IkQk. It is 
straightforward to show that 

and 

q ~ a r ( r )  r - u(0, $) and j 2 I 
Cov(xk , xk+j) = 

Equations (49) and (50) follow after letting r = 0 in Eqs. (F-1) through (F-3). Equations (51) and (52) follow by letting 
T be uniform over [0, T/2]. 
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Design and Status of the RF-Digitizer Integrated Circuit 
B. Rayhrer, B. Lam, L. E. Young, J. M. Srinivasan, and J. B. Thomas 

Tracking Systems and Applications Section 

An integrated circuit currently under development samples a bandpass-lim'ted 
signal at  a radio frequency (RF) in quadrature and then performs a simple sum-and- 
dump operation in order to filter and lower the rate of the samples. Downconversion 
to baseband is carried out by the sampling step itself through the aliasing effect of 
an appropriately selected "subharmonic" sampling frequency. Two complete RF 
digitizer circuits with these functions will be implemented with analog and digital 
elements on one GaAs substrate. An input signal, with a carrier frequency as high 
as 8 GHz, can be sampled at a rate as high as 600 Msamples/sec for each quadrature 
component. The initial version of the chip will sign-sample (I-bit) the input RF 
signal. The chip will contain a synthesizer to generate a sample frequency that is a 
selectable integer multiple of an input reference frequency. In addition to the usual 
advantages of compactness and reliability associated with integrated circuits, the 
single chip will replace several steps required by standard analog downconversion. 
Furthermore, when a very high initial sample rate is selected, the presampling 
analog filters can be given very large bandwidths, thereby greatly reducing phase 
and delay instabilities typically introduced by such filters, as well as phase and delay 
variations due to Doppler changes. 

1. Introduction tage can be realized. If the sample rate can be made very 

Conventional digital systems for processing RF signals 
sample the signal after it has been downconverted from RF 
to lower frequencies by means of analog mixers and filters. 
Analog downconversion and its required steps and compo- 
nents can be eliminated by simply sampling the signal at 
RF, after appropriate bandpass filtering, at  a sample rate 
that is commensurate with the signal carrier. This pro- 
cess, sometimes called subharmonic sampling, aliases the 

- 
large, the phase and delay instabilities due to the analog 
filters preceding sampling can be made very small by in- 
creasing the bandwidths of the filters. For example, with 
a presampling bandwidth of 600 MHz, the filter delay can 
be reduced to the order of two nanoseconds in magnitude 
and a fraction of a nanosecond in instability. In addition, 
a larger analog bandwidth can greatly reduce phase and 
delay sensitivity to Doppler variation in the carrier. 

signal directly to baseband. 
This article outlines the design and status of a GaAs 

In addition to the elimination of a number of analog integrated circuit (IC) that is designed to sample an RF- 
components and the usual advantages of compactness and bandpass signal at  a rate as high as 1200 Msamples/sec 
reliability provided by digital processing, another advan- (600 Msamples/sec per quadrature component) when the 



carrier frequency is as high as 8 GHz. The IC, which will 
be referred to as the RF digitizer (RFD), will contain a 
synthesizer that will generate a sample frequency that is a 
selectable integer multiple of an input reference frequency. 
This capability has been included in the IC in order to 
satisfy the stringent stability requirements set by RF sam- 
pling. A digital filter consisting of a simple sum-and-dump 
operation has been included in the IC in order to allow the 
user the option of reducing an initial high sample rate to 
a lower value that can be easily processed by subsequent 
digital circuitry. 

Initial use of the RFD chip is planned for the Global 
Positioning Satellite (GPS) receiver portion of the media 
calibration subassembly at the Deep Space Network (DSN) 
antennas. The current chip design contains a pair of RF 
digitizers with matched synthesizers and samplers. This 
design greatly improves the differential stability in phase 
and delay between the two GPS frequency bands (L1 and 

. L2), thereby improving ionospheric calibration. 

II. Subharmonic Sampling 
The technique of subharmonic sampling is based on the 

aliasing that occurs when a signal is sampled at a given 
rate. If a signal component at  frequency f, is sampled at 
the rate f,/n, where n is an integer, that component will be 
aliased to zero frequency. Signal components with nearby 
frequencies are aliased to baseband as though they had 
been downconverted using a mixing signal with frequency 
f,. A more sophisticated downconversion process can be 
carried out with "half-subharmonic" sampling [1,2,3], in 
which the sample rate becomes f, = (4j.)/(2n+1), where 
n is a non-negative integer and f, is again the frequency 
component to be downconverted to zero frequency. The 
advantage of half-subharmonic sampling is that a single 
sampler at RF, driven by one sample clock, directly pro- 
duces both quadrature components at basebandswith exact 
quadrature separation. More specifically stated, the sam- 
pling process directly produces interleaved cosine (C) and 
sine (S) samples at baseband in the sequence C, S, -C, 
-S, C, S, -C, -S, - ... The indicated sign reversals on 
alternate C samples (and S samples) are removed by sub- 
sequent IC logic. Because the half-subharmonic approach 
very simply produces both C and S baseband samples with 
very exact quadrature separation, this approach has been 
used on the IC. 

Ill. Functional Description 
A functional block diagram of the RFD is shown in 

Fig. 1. It is assumed that the input RF signal, which can 

have a carrier as high as 8 GHz, is filtered to satisfy the 
Nyquist criterion as applied to bandpass sampling. That 
is, if the initial sample rate is f, (0.5 f, on C and S sepa- 
rately), the sampled signal should have a bandwidth equal 
to or less than 0.5 f,. For example, if the initial sample rate 
is set at the maximum value of 1200 Msampleslsec (Msls), 
then the separate C and S rates will be 600 Ms/s and the 
maximum input bandwidth can be as high as 600 MHz. 
The selectable sample rate can range between 4 Ms/s and 
1200 Msls. Although the initial version of the RFD sign 
samples (1-bit) the input signal, a second-generation de- 
sign is planned with 6-bit sampling. 

As explained above, half-subharmonic sampling pro- 
duces interleaved C and S samples with alternating sign re- 
versals. In the IC, the C and S samples are demultiplexed 
into separate streams and a sign correction is applied to 
alternate samples of each stream. Each stream is then sub- 
jected to a sum-and-dump operation in order to filter the 
signal and lower the data rate. The sum interval is user 
selectable, with suggested values of N, = 1,2,4,6,8, . . . , 
or 30. After summing, the 5-bit sum values can be re- 
quantized to three levels (-1, 0, and +I), at the user's 
option. The resulting values and associated clock signal 
are then output from the IC at a rate of (0.5f,)/N3 for 
each quadrature component. 

IV. Detailed Description 
Two RFD's, each incorporating both analog and digital 

components, will be placed on one GaAs substrate. GaAs 
was chosen since it is expected to satisfy the stringent 
speed requirement necessitated by RF sampling. The most 
critical components of the IC are the frequency synthe- 
sizer, an ultra-fast sample-and-hold circuit, and the analog 
comparator for analog-to-digital (AID) conversion. The 
IC will have a complexity equivalent to about 2000 gates, 
including two matched RFD's, and consume about 10 W. 
The die will be abcut 4 mm x 4 rnrn in size, and will be 
packaged in a 149-pin grid array. 

The sample-rate "clock," which is generated on-chip 
by a phase-locked loop synthesizer, is a selectable integer 
multiple of an input reference frequency between 1 and 
200 MHz. The user-selectable multiplier value is equal to 
4Nm, where 4Nm = 4,8,12, - .  . , 1024. Jitter introduced 
by the synthesizer is expected to be less than 10 psec. 

The sampler circuit will consist of two samplers (pri- 
mary and secondary). The primary sampler, a Schottky 
diode bridge, satisfies the high-speed requirement and will 
be constructed with the shortest possible sampling win- 
dow (about 20 psec). Placed between the primary and 



secondary samplers is an amplifier with a gain of 10 dB 
and a settling time less than 400 psec. This amplifier in- 
creases the signal strength to a level (1 V) that is ade- 
quate for the secondary sampler and the AID converter. 
The purpose of the secondary sampler is to hold the out- 
put voltage of the primary sampler at  a stable level for 
an entire clock period (llf,), thereby allowing the sub- 
sequent AID conversion circuit ample time to settle. The 
secondary sampler consists of a diode circuit similar to the 
primary sampler. 

The A/D converter translates the signal output by the 
secondary sampler to a 1-bit signal representing the sign. 
It consists of a voltage comparator, with a reference volt- 
age of zero and a conversion time of less than 800 psec, 
operating at a rate of up to 1.2 GHz. 

After demultiplexing and sign correction, each sam- 
ple stream is subjected to a sum-and-dump operation to 

. lower the data rate. To achieve the necessary speed, the 
sum operation is divided into two successive operations: 
a two-sample sum (1-bit adder) followed by an N-sample 
sum (5-bit adder). Note that this sum-and-dump design 
leads to total sum intervals that are even integers. The 
sum interval is user selectable with recommended values 
of N, = 2,4,6,8, . . . , or 30. (Values as high as 510 can 
be selected, but adder overflow may result.) The user can 
also elect to bypass the sum and output the initial 1-bit 
samples at the full initial rate. 

The sum values produced by the sum-and-dump oper- 
ation are effectively 5-bit integers that exit the sum oper- 
ation in parallel on 5 output pins. (Since the least signifi- 
cant bit, LSB, is always 0, no pin is provided for that bit.) 
The full, allowable range for the output integers is -30 to 
+30, including the phantom LSB. 

To allow the user to significantly decrease the bit out- 
put rate, the user is given the option of commanding the 
IC to requantize the sum-and-dump integers from 5 bits to 
2 bits, where the two-bit option represents -1, 0, and +l. 
In this requantization, integer discriminator levels are set 
so that the sum values of -1, 0, and +l are converted to 
0, the values of -2 and lower to -1, and the values of +2 
or greater to +l. These discriminator levels minimize the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss caused by the requantiza- 
tion when the sum length is about 20, correlation between 
initial samples is small, and the single-sample SNR is much 
less than one. 

Data output by the IC can be passed in parallel form 
or converted to serial form, at the option of the user. The 
serial output can be made compatible with single-ended 
emitter-coupled logic. 

V. Status and Plans 
Most of the design, simulation, and layout for the IC 

have been completed and the IC is in the review process. 
To obtain estimates for IC characteristics (such as para- 
sitic capacitance) that are needed for critical additional 
simulations of chip design, a test fabrication of a partial 
chip was submitted during the first quarter of calendar 
1991. This partial chip is to be tested during the sec- 
ond quarter of 1991. The fabrication run for the complete 
1-bit RFD will be submitted during the third quarter. Af- 
ter low-speed tests have confirmed the basic functionality 
of the IC, the high-frequency limits will be determined. 
Detailed measurements of SNR, phase, and delay perfor- 
mance will be carried out using the digital baseband pro- 
cessor of the Rogue GPS receiver [4]. 

The first implementation of the RFD is planned for the 
Rogue receiver installed at DSN sites to provide both iono- 
spheric calibrations and precise orbit determination for low 
Earth satellites. The RFD will provide greater relative st* 
bility between signals measured at the two GPS frequen- 
cies. The flexible design of the RFD will also allow its 
use in other applications of high-speed digital processing, 
such as digital spacecraft transponders and high-accuracy 
radiometric receivers. 

Further improvements are possible for future RFD chip 
implementations. A laser diode driver would allow the 
use of a fiber optic cable for transmission of time-tagged 
digital data. Improving the RF sampling from 1-bit to 
6-bit quantization would make the RFD more suitable for 
low SNR applications such as future very long baseline 
interferometry receivers and advanced telemetry receivers. 
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Channel Assignments and Array Gain Bounds for the 
Ka-Band Array Feed Compensation System 

V. A. Vilnrotter 
Communications Systems Research Section 

The performance of a real-time digital combining system for use with array feeds 
has been considered in previous articles. The purpose of the combining operation 
is to recover signal-tenoise ratio (SNR) losses due to antenna deformations and 
atmospheric effects. Previously, arbitrary signal powers and noise variances were 
assumed, but no attempt was made to match the receiver channels to the available 
signal powers. Here it is shown that for any signal power and noise variance dis- 
tribution, a "best" channel assignment exists that maximizes the combined SNR 
in the limit of vanishingly small combining losses. This limit can be approached 
in practice by observing sufficiently many samples. Specific signal power and noise 
variance distributions are considered, and it is shown that even relatively "noisy" 
channels can be used effectively to recover SNR losses resulting from signals diverted 
out of a "high-quality" channel by antenna deformations. 

I. Introduction 

The potential benefits of array feed combining for re- 
covering losses due to mechanical antenna distortions at 
high frequencies (32 GHz or higher) have been described 
in [1,2]. A conceptual block diagram of the real-time com- 
bining system considered here is shown in Fig. 1, where 
the dashed curve near the primary reflector represents me- 
chanical distortions, while near the feed array it indicates 
the spreading of the signal field distribution induced by 
reflector distortions. The feedhorn outputs are downcon- 
verted to baseband, sampled at  the Nyquist rate, and the 

samples are processed digitally to obtain the combined 
complex baseband samples. The objective of the com- 
bining operation is to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) of the combined samples, thus recovering some of 
.the losses induced by the distorted antenna. The seven- 
element feed array geometry is of particular interest, as it 
has been shown in [3] that most of the losses incurred by 
large Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas can be recov- 
ered by seven elements arranged in a maximally compact 
pattern, as in Fig. 1. However, the analysis and results ap- 
ply for arbitrary I<-element arrays, regardless of the array 
geometry. 



A functional block diagram of the real-time compensa- 
tion system is given in Fig. 2. The observables consist of I< 
complex sample-streams, corrupted by independent com- 
plex noise samples in each channel. The corrupted samples 
are input to a parameter estimator, which estimates the 
complex weights that should be applied to each stream in 
order to maximize the SNR of the combined samples. 

I I .  System Description 
An exact expression for the signal-to-noise ratio PML 

of the combined sample-stream has been derived in [2] 
for arbitrary SNR in each channel, assuming use of a 
"maximum-likelihood" (ML) parameter estimator to ob- 
tain the combining weights. The combined SNR was found 
to depend on the number of channels K ,  the total num- 
ber of observed samples L, the ratio of data to estimation 
stream bandwidths q, the modulation index 5, the sum of 
the channel SNRs, and the sum of squares of the channel 

SNRs. The complex weights that maximize the combined 
SNR are 

., v; 
Wk = - 

2 4  

in which case the combined SNR is given by 

where vk is the complex voltage due to signal, and 26; 
is the variance of the complex noise in the kth channel. 
However, in the presence of noise one must rely on esti- 
mates of the combining weights, with inadvertent errors. 
If maximum-likelihood estimates are employed, the com- 
bined SNR becomes 

Note that the combined SNR with maximum-likelihood 
weights is always less than p, approaching that limit 
as L approaches infinity. This is reasonable, since the 
maximum-likelihood weight estimates approach the true 
weights as the number of observed samples approaches in- 
finity (the estimator is "consistent"). Note that for L < 4, 
this expression is not defined, since not enough samples 
have been observed to make all of the required estimates. 

It is reasonable to define the "combining loss" y as the 
inverse of the ratio of the actual SNR to its limiting value: 

All losses due to imperfect weight estimates can be at- 
tributed to y, where its inverse y-l is simply the variance 
of the combined signal normalized by p. This quantity can 
be decomposed into loss components due to signal ys and 
noise yn , 

where 

The behavior of the combining loss as a function of L 
is examined in Section V. 

I l l .  Receiver Channel Assignment 
' Suppose the total signal power captured by the array is 
PT watts, with the kt11 horn contributing Pk watts to the 
total, Pk = IVkI2, so that 



Assume the ordering PI 2 P2 >_ - 0 .  2 PK, SO that horn 
number 1 contributes the greatest signal component, horn 
number 2 the second greatest, and so on. For want of a 
better term, this can be called a "standard ordering" of the 
array feeds (in case of equalities, ordering becomes irrele- This pairwise exchange of a lower index channel with 
vant). Suppose that each receiver channel adds indepen- a higher index channel shall be termed an "unsorting ex- 
dent noise components to the signal, with the kth channel change," for reasons that will soon become apparent. A 
contributing variance 2az. If receiver channels could be comparison of the initial and exchanged pairs shows that 
assigned to array elements in any order, how should the the sum of the SNRs in Eq. (8b) is less than that in Eq. (8a) 
receivers be assigned to the feeds in order to maximize the by an amount 
SNR of the combined signal pML? TO answer this ques- 
tion, one first maximizes the ideal SNR p. 

A. Channel Assignment to Maximize p 
Index the receiver channels according to the variance 

of the noise in that channel, with the least noisy channel 
called channel number 1, the second "quietest" channel 
number 2, etc., so that a? < ug 5 .. . < uk .  Assigning 
the receiver channels to the array feeds according to this 
indexing scheme leads to the sum p, which is called "stan- 
dard channel assignment" to be consistent with the above 
terminology. Then 

Because a pairwise exchange does not affect the rest 
of the channel assignments, it follows that the total SNR 
also decreases by exactly this amount as a result of the 
exchange. 

Next, allow an arbitrary channel assignment (that is, 
not the "standard assignment" defined above), and per- 
form an unsorting exchange on this configuration. This 
again leads to a decrease in the sum, now by an amount 

where m and n, m < n, are the indices of the exchanged 
( 6 )  channels (as before, i and j are the indices of the horns, in 

order of decreasing signal power). Thus, regardless of the 
state of the system, an unsorting exchange always leads to 
a decrease in the achievable combined SNR. If it can be 

Here the last equality focuses on the ifdl and jth than- &own that any channel assignment can be reached from 
nels. With i < j, let the standard assignment by performing only unsorting ex- 

changes, then it will have been proven that the standard 

u j  = U ? + A , ,  Aij >_ 0 (ya) assignment achieves the highest possible combined SNR 
for the given set of signal powers and noise variances. 

Pi = P j + S i j ,  S i j > 0  (7b) This property can be shown in an interesting way, using 
the following (rather inefficient) sorting concept. The al- - .  - 
gorithm sorts a sequence of numbers by sequentially com- 

the sum of the and jth channel SNRs may be paring nearest neighbors, starting at the left end of the 
written as sequence, and performing a pairwise "sorting" exchange if 

and only if the value of a given element exceeds that of 

Pi (Pi-Sij) its neighbor to the right (thus, for this algorithm, the in- 

($+$ = -+ u: (uz + Aij) 
(8a) dices i, j, and rn, n are always consecutive integers). After 

each exchange, the algorithm restarts at the beginning of 
the sequence and continues to compare each element to its 

Exchange the ith and jth channels, assigning the j th rightmost neighbor until no further exchanges are possible. 
channel to the ith horn and the ith channel to the j th At this point, the sequence is sorted with the smallest ele- 
horn, obtaining in place of Eq. (8a) ment appearing at the left. Retracing the exchange path 



from the sorted sequence to its initial state shows that the 
"unsorting" operation requires only unsorting exchanges. 
The following example illustrates the procedure. Consider 
a 7-horn array with standard ordering, and let the channel 
assignment be denoted by some arbitrary index sequence, 
say 

(that is, the channel with the third lowest noise variance 
assigned to horn number 1, with the greatest noise to horn 
number 2, and so on). Applying the above sorting algo- 
rithm to this sequence yields 

where the downward pointing arrows indicate the pair- 
wise "sorting" exchanges performed by the algorithm to 
arrive at the standard channel assignment. When these ex- 
changes are applied in reverse, as indicated by the upward 
pointing arrows, it is clear that only unsorting exchanges 
were used to unsort the standard assignment (hence the 
terminology). Since the above algorithm sorts any se- 
quence, it follows that one can arrive at any channel as- 
signment by performing only unsorting exchanges on the 
receiver channels. Since each such exchange decreases the 
resulting combined SNR, it follows that the standard chan- 
nel assignment achieves the highest combined SNR possi- 

ble with any set of signal power and noise variances distri- 
butions. 

B. Channel Assignment to Maximize p ~ b  

The standard ordering does not always maximize P M L .  

This is demonstrated by the following example. Suppose 
that q = 1000, S = 60 deg, K = 7, and L = 4, so that the 
smallest number of samples is observed for which Eq. (I) 
is valid. Further suppose that the power levels in the first, 
second, . . ., seventh horns are 

while the corresponding noise variance distribution is 

which implies a standard channel assignment. Direct sub- 
stitution into Eq. (lb) and Eq. (2) yields 

Exchanging channel 1 with channel 2 yields the noise 
variance distribution 

Recomputing Eq. (lb) and Eq. (2), one obtains 

which shows that P M L  increased while p decreased as a re- 
sult of the exchange. Observe that this is not a preferred 
region of operation, since the combining losses are unac- 
ceptably high for such small L. However, the standard 
ordering does maximize P M L  in the limit as the number of 
observed samples grows without bound. 

IV. Some Special Cases of Interest 
Next, consider situations where the signal or noise dis- 

tributions, or. both, obey simple rules due to symmetries 
in the underlying model, namely: 

(1) the noise variance is identical in (K - 1) of IC chan- 
nels (constrained channel noise model) 



(2) the signal power is identical in (Ii' - 1) of Ii' channels 
(constrained signal distribution model) 

(3) both the channel noise and the signal distribution 
are constrained according to (1) and (2) in the same 
(K - 1) channels (jointly constrained model) 

The above conditions might not be strictly satisfied in 
practice, but the simplicity of the model may nevertheless 
provide useful approximations to actual operating condi- 
tions. 

It will be assumed that independent estimates are made 
of the required parameters in each channel, without tak- 
ing advantage of the special relations that exist when the 
above models hold. This is equivalent to admitting that 
the above special conditions are not known to exist a pri- 
ori. If these conditions were known to exist a priori, the 
estimation algorithms could be matched to the unusually 
favorable distributions, resulting in improved performance. 
However, rather than pursue that idea, this article focuses 
instead on the performance of the "unmatched" indepen- 
dent channel estimators described in [I] and [2]. 

A. Constrained Channel Noise Model 

Consider a model where the noise variance in one of the 
channels is considerably less than in the surrounding chan- 
nels, all of which have the same (higher) noise variance. 
This situation could arise, for example, when a low-noise 
cooled maser is employed for reception and is surrounded 
by a ring of higher noise high-electron-mobility transistor 
(HEMT) low-noise amplifier (LNA) channels for possible 
gain improvement. The outer channels are intended for 
use at extreme antenna elevation angles, where mechani- 
cal distortions tend to spread the signal power in the focal 
plane. 

Ignoring minor noise variations among the outer chan- 
nels, the difference in channel noise variances can be ac- 
counted for by specifying the ratio of "low" to "high" noise 
temperatures: call this ratio a and let 0 < a < 1. Thus, 
the central channel is modeled as having the lowest noise 
temperature, while the surrounding channels are modeled 
as having the same higher noise temperature, each a fac- . 
tor ( l /a)  times that of the central channel. The two-sided 
spectral level of the thermal noise in the Kth channel can 
be obtained from the corresponding noise temperature Tk 
as 

so that for T-sec sample averaging, the sample variance 
becomes 

(here K is Boltzmann7s constant). This model is sufficiently 
accurate to provide insight into the expected behavior of 
the combining system. 

Although the central channel may have significantly less 
noise than the outer channels, it does not follow that only 
the central channel should be observed: there could be sit- 
uations where the outer channels contain significant signal 
components that, when properly combined, could improve 
the overall SNR of the system. This situation may be 
due to distortions of the main reflector induced by gravity, 
wind gusts, defocusing of the subreflector, or even a simple 
pointing error. In each case, signal collected by the outer 
channels may improve the system SNR, as well as provide 
real-time pointing error information to the system. 

Denote the sum of the channel SNRs by p, as before, 
and let < denote the sum of squares of channel SNRs. 
Thus, for the special case under consideration, 

Letting Qk denote the square of the Kth signal power 
and QT denote their sum, Eqs. (12a) and (12b) can be 
rewritten as 

which shows that p is a weighted average of PI and PT. 
Thus, the effective SNR ranges from P1/2o: as a ap- 
proaches zero (i.e., as the outer channels become infinitely 
noisy), to pT/2af as a approaches 1. 



B. Constrained Signal Distribution Model 

Next, consider the signal distribution model. Let /3 be 
the fraction of the totalreceived signal power intercepted 
by the central horn, 0 < p < 1, and let the remaining For the jointly constrained problem, there is only one 
signal power be distributed uniformly among the outer nontrivial switching operation. It is instructive to exam- 
(Ii' - 1) horns. Thus, if the total signal power intercepted ine the behavior of p and PML for standard and switched 
by the array is PT watts, and if the central horn is des- channel assignments in this case: let the subscript s w  de- 
ignated horn number 1 while the outer horns are labeled note switched channel assignments. The behavior of these 
number 2-number Ii', the power in the central horn PI is quantities, as well as their unswitched counterparts, is 

shown in Fig. 3, for the signal power distribution 

while the power in any of the outer horns is 
and noise variance distribution 

This model assumes a symmetrical signal distribution, 
which is generally valid for a focusing error, and may of- 
ten be used to approximate the effects of gravity-induced 
mechanical distortions as well. 

For this type of signal distribution (with arbitrary noise 
in each channel), one obtains 

The first term in Eq. (15a) is simply the SNR of 
the central channel. The combined SNR is augmented 

with Ii' = 7 , q  = 1000, and S = 80 deg. Clearly, PT = 160, 
P = 10116, and a = 0.5. Both PML and s v r p ~ ~  approach 
their limiting values for large L, but drop off rapidly be- 
low some critical number which, in this case, appears to 
be between 100 and 1000 samples. For even lower val- 
ues of L, note that J w ~ ~ ~  > PML, indicating that the 
switching operation actually improves the combined SNR 
in this region. This behavior is attributed to the fact that 
in this region the switching operation generates so large a 
decrease in C that the value of the denominator in Eq. (2) 
decreases more than p, resulting in a net increase in PML. 

Although this unusual behavior is not expected to occur 
during normal operating conditions, it does point out a 
need to verify the optimality of the standard assignment 
in practice. The combining loss y as a function of L corre- 
sponding to the standard assignment in the above example 
is displayed in Fig. 4. For L > 1000, the combining loss 
rapidly becomes negligibly small, reaching a value of less 
than 0.1 dB when about 3500 samples are observed. 

by an equivalent second channel with total signal power 

and effective noise variance 
V. Array Gain 

Finally, consider the potential gain in SNR that could 

C. Jointly Constrained Model 

be achieved over a single feed horn by using an array of 
feeds in the focal plane. Using the notation of Eqs. (1) 
and (2), the array gain GA is defined as the ratio of the 

When the above constraints on the noise variance and combined SNR PML divided by the SNR in channel num- 

the signal distribution are simultaneously satisfied over the ber 1: 

same channels, the expressions for p and C can be put into 
a particularly simple form: GA e PML/ (P1/24;) =  PI/^^;) (l7) 

Since the combining loss y is never less than 1, the array 
gain can be bounded with the ratio 



GU, P/ (PI/~U?) (18) effective area of a single feed, a ~ ~ d  when similar quality 
channels are used to recover the signal. However, note - 
also that considerable improvements are possible even in which is recognized as the theoretical maximum of the ar- 
intermediate cases, for example, when a = p = 112. This ray gain and achieved only with perfect weight estimates. 
assignment refers to a situation where half the received The array gain and its upper bound may be expressed in 
signal power is diverted out of the central feed into the decibels as 
outer ring, while the noise variance in the central chan- 
nel is half that of the outer channels (approximating the 

GA(dB) = p(dB) - model for a hybrid maser/HEMT system operating with a 
distorted DSN antenna). The resulting array gain is seen 
to be close to 2 dB, which clearly justifies the use of an 

= G> (dB) - y (dB) (19) array combining system. 

This expression shows that if the gain bound and the com- 
bining loss are known, the actual array gain can always be 
determined. To illustrate this point, the array gain, its up- 
per bound, and the associated combining loss are shown in 
Fig. 5, for the example treated in Figs. 3 and 4. Although 
this example shows the behavior of GA, G I ,  and y with 
increasing L, it corresponds to but a single point in (alp) 
space. Greater appreciation for the benefits of array-feed 
combining may be obtained by examining the array gain 
as a function of the fractional signal power P for various 
noise temperature ratios a. This behavior is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. Since for large L the array gain approaches the gain 
bound G>, only the gain bound is examined here, keep- 
ing in mind that the actual gain can always be obtained 
from these bounds by computing the combining loss and 
applying it to Eq. (19). 

It  is immediately apparent from Fig. 6 that Gz in- 
creases with decreasing P, which simply means that the 

' importance of the outer ring increases as more signal power 
is diverted to it. It is also clear that for any P, the array 
gain increases with increasing a; that is, as the relative 
noise temperature of the outer ring decreases. This be- 
havior is consistent with intuition, reaffirming that array 
feed combining is most effective when the signal power is 
spread over an area that is large as compared with the 

VI. Conclusions 
-The generalized results presented in [1,2] have been ex- 

tended by allowing an additional maximization over the 
signal power and noise variance distributions in an array- 
feed combining system. It was shown that for any given 
signal power and noise variance distributions, a unique 
channel assignment exists that achieves the greatest com- 
bined SNR in the limit of vanishingly small combining 
losses, and that this limit can be approached in practice 
by observing a sufficient number of samples. Some special 
signal and noise distributions were examined, which ap- 
proximated the signal power distribution characteristic of 
distorted antennas, observed by a low-noise channel aug- 
mented by a ring of higher noise receivers. It was shown 
that considerable gain improvements are possible by using 
such a "hybrid" arrangement. For example, even if half of 
the received signal power (3 dB) is diverted out of the low- 
noise channel into the outer ring, as much as 2 dB of SNR 
may be recovered by using receiver channels with twice the 
noise temperature of the low-noise receiver. This approach 
may prove to be a cost-effective way to improve the perfor- 
mance of low-noise (hence, high-cost) receivers degraded 
by distorted antennas operating at Ka-band (32 GHz) or 
higher carrier frequencies. 
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Coding Gains and Error Rates From the 
Big Viterbi Decoder 

I. M. Onyszchuk 
Communications Systems Research Section 

A prototype hardware Big Viterbi Decoder (BVD) has been completed for an 
experiment with the Gaiileo spacecraft. This decoder resulted from six years of 
research and development by many members of the Communications Systems Re- 
search Section. Searches for new convolutional codes, studies of Viterbi decoder 
hardware designs and architectures, mathematical formulations and decompositions 
of the deBruijn graph into identical and hierarchical subgraphs, and VLSI chip de- 
sign are just a few examples of tasks completed for this project. In this article, BVD 
bit error rates, measured from hardware and software simulations, are plotted as 
a function of bit signal-to-noise ratio EbINo on the additive white Gaussian noise 
channel. Using the constraint length 15, rate 1/4, experimental convolutional code 
for the Galileo mission, the BVD gains 1.5 dB over the NASA standard (7,1/2) 
Maximum-Likelihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD) at  a bit error rate (BER) of 
0.005. At this BER, the same gain results when the (255,223) NASA standard Reed- 
Solomon decoder is used, which yields a word error rate of 2.1 x 10-8 and a BER 
of 1.4 x 10-9. The (15,1/6) code to be used by the CRAF/Cassini missions yields 
1.7 dB of coding gain. These gains are measured with respect to symbols input to 
the BVD and increase with decreasing BER. Also, 8-bit input symbol quantization 
makes the BVD resistant to demodulated signal-level variations which may cause 
0.1-dB or more loss for the MCD. Since the new rate 1/4 or rate 1/6 codes require 
higher bandwidth than the NASA (7,1/2) code, these gains are offset by about 
0.1 dB of expected additional receiver losses. Coding gains of several decibels are 
possible by compressing all spacecraft data. 

I. Introduction 116 [7]. Recently, a prototype hardware unit was com- 
pleted with an 8.5 MHz system clock and tested at 400,000 

The Big Viterbi Decoder (BVD) is a programmable, or more decoded bits/second. Implementation versions of 
error-correcting machine for convolutional codes with con- this decoder will be installed at DSN stations to support 
straint length from 2 to 15 and rate 1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5, or the Galileo, CRAFICassini, and future missions. Searches 



for new convolutional codes having constraint length 13 
to 15 demonstrated that 1.5 to 2.0 dB of coding gain is 
possible [3,4]. A novel hardware design was completed for 
a constraint length 15, parallel Viterbi decoder 171. The 
arithmetic core contains 8192 simple processing units, in- 
terconnected according to a hierarchical decomposition of 
the deBruijn graph into identical subblocks [8]. 

The (15,114) code described in [4] achieves a 1.5-dB 
coding gain over the (7,112) Maximum-Likelihood Con- 
volutional Decoder (MCD), at a decoded bit error rate 
(BER) of 0.005, which corresponds to an outer NASA 
(255,223) Reed-Solomon decoder word error rate of 
2.1 x and BER of 1.4 x The gain is 1.45 dB at a 
Reed-Solomon BER of The (15,116) code described 
in [3] will be used by the CRAFICassini missions for a 
1.7-dB gain over the MCD. These gains compare well with 
the 1.9-dB gain resulting from the upgrade of all three 
64-m DSN antennas to 70 m, with surface shaping and 

. improved maser. Also, the coding gains apply for all an- 
tennas utilized. On the other hand, compressing all space- 
craft data 3:1, perhaps noiselessly, would yield a 4.77-dB 
gain, less 0.25 dB for increased Reed-Solomon error cor- 
rection to counteract error propagation. 

This article contains bit error rates for the BVD ob- 
tained by software simulations of the decoder hardware 
which were verified by running the BVD hardware on 
pseudo-random data with added Gaussian noise. Frame 
error rates for the NASA (255,223) Reed-Solomon decoder 
with inner BVD are given in another article [9]. All Reed- 
Solomon error rates given in this article are calculated as- 
suming that symbols from many (i.e., 5 or 8) different 
codewords are interleaved prior to convolutional encoding. 
This ensures that symbol errors, which are caused by chan- 
nel noise, within any particular codeword are statistically 
independent. For all simulations, decoder "node synchro- 
nization" was assumed, meaning that groups of n incoming 
symbols (where l l n  is the code rate) are aligned with the 
code trellis. This is realistic for the operating EalNo range 
and error rates of interest. Algorithms are now being de- 
veloped to acquire and track node synchronization (i.e., to 
lock the BVD onto the incoming symbol stream) at BERs 
up to 0.1. The simulations are described in Section I1 of 
this article. Coding gains with respect to the (7,112) MCD 
are discussed in Section 111. In Section IV these results are 
shown to be accurate to within 0.03 dB. 

[I. Decoder Simulations 
Bit error rates as a function of information-bit signal- 

to-noise ratio Ea/No were obtained from software simula- 
tions of the actual BVD hardware. The software program 

is similar to those used to actually debug and test the 
BVD. An encoded pseudo-random information sequence 
with added, precisely controlled, wideband Gaussian noise 
was decoded. A linear feedback shift register with period 
g31 -1 was used to generate 5 million to 60 million data bits 
for these tests. Each bit yielded n channel symbols out- 
put by a convolutional encoder, where 1/71 is the code rate. 
Symbols 0 and 1 were mapped to demodulated signal levels 
of +0.84 V and -0.84 V, respectively. Analog, wideband 
Gaussian noise was then added to these channel symbols. 
Exactly as in the baseband assembly (BBA) or symbol syn- 
chronizer assembly (SSA), demodulated channel symbols 
(which include noise) were truncated to &5 V and then 
quantized to 8 bits by using a step size of 0.0390625 V. 
The above procedure of adding noise to constant channel 
symbols corresponds to optimal SSAIBBA operation. In 
the BVD hardware simulations, noise samples were quan- 
tized before addition to channel symbols, a reversal of op- 
erations which makes no significant impact on the Viterbi 
decoder. 

The noise source is based upon a standard multiplica- 
tive linear congruential generator for random uniform de- 
viates [6]: 

xn+l = 1 6 , 8 0 7 ~ ~  (mod 231 - 1) n 2 0 

xo = 1099 for initial seed 

The sequence of U,'S is uniformly distributed on the open 
interval (-1, +I). If u, and un+l, n odd, both lie within 
the unit circle, then a Box-Muller transformation yields 
two independent, normal (Gaussian) random deviates 121, 
which are multiplied by the desired standard deviation of 
the additive white Gaussian noise to produce two noise 
samples for addition with encoded symbols. Although the 
resulting noise spectrum has nearly flat magnitude, there 
are significant variations, perhaps because samples output 
by the linear congruential generator are weakly correlated 
[5]. Using a 4096-entry shuffling array on samples output 
by the linear congruential generator flattened the noise 
spectrum and increased BER, but only in the third sig- 
nificant digit-probably because encoded channel symbols 
were random and because Viterbi decoders are robust with 
respect to input signal plus noise. Nonetheless, careful se- 
lection of a wideband Gaussian noise source ensured accu- 
rate BER measurements. The effect on Viterbi decoding 
of filtering in the receiver may be analyzed in the future. 



Il l .  BVD Coding Gain Over the (7,112) MCD 
Software BVD bit error rates for several convolutional 

codes are in Fig. 1, where straight lines connect raw data 
points. BVD hardware runs, using 5 million bits of re- 
peating pseudo-random data with period 65,535, are also 
in Fig. 1, and they match the software data to within 
0.05 dB. For the hardware tests, Eb/No values were calcu- 
lated from the 8-bit quantized noise samples added to the 
encoded symbol stream. 

The nominal operating point of a Viterbi decoder in 
the DSN receiving stations is BER equal to 0.005. At this 
error rate, coding gains of 1.5 and 1.7 dB are achieved 
by the BVD with a (15,114) or (15,116) code, respec- 
tively, over the (7,112) MCD. These same gains occur when 
an outer (255,223) Reed-Solomon code is used [9]. The 
BVD uses all 8 bits of input symbols, instead of only the 
3-bit quantization used by the MCD. This feature results 
in a 0.16-dB gain for the (7,112) BVD over the (7,112) 
MCD. It  also makes the BVD resistant to variations in 
the mean absolute symbol level, which is controlled by the 
BBAISSA. Such variations may cause a loss of 0.1 dB or 
more for the MCD. Notice in Fig. 1 that the BVD cod- 
ing gains increase with decreasing BER. For example, at  
BER = the BVD gains 1.7 dB by using the (15,114) 
code and 1.9 dB by using the (15,116) code. The corre- 
sponding (255,223) Reed-Solomon decoder BER is 10-19. 

An (11,116) decoder is implemented with one processor 
board and a 552-wire connector, instead of 16 boards con- 
nected by a 28-layer, 4416-wire printed circuit backplane 
in the full BVD for (15,116) codes. The BER curves for 
an (11,116) code show that there is less than 0.09 dB of 
gain possible for each increase by 1 in encoder constraint 
length (which doubles the amount of decoder hardware) 
from 11 to 15 or higher, at which point the gain saturates 
rapidly. However, all hardware complexity in the BVD 
may be justified by the economics of upgrading antennas. 

The formula1 

BER % exp(9.807 - 14.064EblNo) 

was used for BVD bit error rates for the (15,116) code from 
Eb/No = -0.1 to 0.5 dB. (But the formula requires Eb/No . 
to  be an arithmetic ratio, not in logarithmic decibel units.) 
This approximation yields a curve right on top of the one 
for hardware (15,116) BERs in Fig. 1. The formula 

S. Dolinar, "Empirical Formula for the Performance of the Rec- 
ommended (15,116) Convolutional Code," Interoffice Memoran- 
dum 331-90.2-060 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California, October 12, 1990. 

BER % exp(l0.11- 13.68EblNo) 

was obtained by curve-fitting the BVD (15,114) code soft- 
ware simulation data in Fig. 1. Similarly, the formula 

BER % exp(4.55 - 6.23EblNo) 

was obtained from the BVD (7,112) code software simu- 
lation data. The last two formulas both match the corre- 
sponding software data curves in Fig. 1. All approxima- 
tions above require that Eb/No be expressed as an arith- 
metic ratio instead of in logarithmic decibel units. 

IV. Accuracy of the Results 
Errors from a Viterbi decoder occur in bursts of output 

bits, during which each decoded bit is correct with a prob- 
ability of nearly 112. The error statistics of the (7,112) and 
(7,113) MCD have been analyzed in great detail [I]. That 
report contains an estimate of the uncertainty in BER 
measured from simulations. Let CBER denote the variance 
in BER caused by different possible noise sequences and 
by a limited number of error bursts during a simulation. 
Then from [I], 

where nbursts is the number of error bursts and a is a 
small constant that depends upon Eb/No and the code. 
Simulations for the (7,1/2), (15,1/4), and (15,116) codes 
verified that the factor a is a constant less than 1.4, and 
decreases to 1.0 at high Eb/No. Hence, a = 1.4 will be 
used herein and the ratio a/J- will be called the 
relative BER error. For a fixed number of decoded bits, 
the largest relative BER error will occur at  the highest 
Eb/No, when there will be fewest error bursts. 

The formulas given in Section I11 may be used to con- 
vert relative BER error into uncertainty in Eb/No for a 
given, fixed BER. For the BVD (7,112) software simula- 
tions, the relative BER error was a maximum of 0.022, 
which occurred at  Eb/No = 3.0 dB. By using the approx- 
imation formula, this error corresponds to uncertainty in 
Eb/No of 0.015 dB. At Eb/No = 1.0 dB, the relative BER 
error was 0.01115, which corresponds to an uncertainty in 
Eb/No of 0.013 dB. For the (15,116) and (15,114) code 
software simulations, the Ea/No uncertainty was typically 
0.03 dB and at  most 0.05 dB. 
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Testing Interconnected VLSI Circuits in the 
Big Viterbi Decoder 

I. M. Onyszchuk 
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The Big Viterbi Decoder (BVD) is a powerful new error-correcting hardware 
device for the Deep Space Network (DSN), in support of  the Galileo and CRAF/ 
Cassini missions. Recently, a prototype was completed and run successfully at 
400,000 or more decoded bits per second. This prototype is a complex digital system 
whose core arithmetic unit consists of  256 identical very large scale integration 
(VLSI) gate-array chips, 16 on each o f  16 identical boards which are connected 
through a 28-layer, printed-circuit backplane using 4416 wires. Special techniques 
were developed for debugging, testing, and locating faults inside individual chips, 
on boards, and within the entire decoder. The methods are based upon hierarchical 
structure in the decoder, and require that chips or boards be wired themselves as 
Viterbi decoders. The basic procedure consists o f  sending a small set o f  known, 
very noisy channel symbols though a decoder, and matching observables against 
values computed by a software simulation. Also, tests were devised for finding open 
and short-circuited wires which connect VLSI chips on the boards and through the 
backplane. 

A new "single-board" BVD is being constructed now for implementation in DSN 
stations. The design is based upon a new VLSI chip which contains 65,536 bits 
o f  static RAM and circuitry now located on boards and in 4 gate arrays. Sixty- 
four o f  these new chips will be mounted on a single board and interconnected with 
5120 wires. Experience gained from the prototype actually led to special circuitry 
designed inside the chips for simpler and better checking o f  these wires. Further- 
more, each chip also operates independently as a complete, constraint length 9, 
rate 1/6-(9,1/6) Viterbi decoder, for testing within the single-board BVD. Like 
the prototype BVD, the new decoder can also be programmed to decode convo- 
lutional codes having constraint length 2 to 15 and rate 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, or 
1/6. 



I,  Introduction II. Butterflies 
A Viterbi decoder is a probabilistic device which may 

be ultimately verified by measuring bit error rates over 
a range of channel noise levels [3]. However, such a test 
requires considerable work for a simple pass/fail result, 
and no information about the source of error is obtained 
when the decoder fails. Therefore, other techniques were 
required to test the Big Viterbi Decoder (BVD), and to 
pinpoint sources of error when the decoder stops work- 
ing. It was discovered that running the decoder with a 
small number of known, very noisy channel symbols was 
extremely effective for testing and isolating faults within 
the BVD. Furthermore, the modular construction of the 
BVD enabled independent checking of individual chips and 
boards as smaller Viterbi decoders prior to their installa- 
tion in the BVD. 

The problems addressed in this article are testing, fault 
location inside, and debugging of the BVD. The problems 
also include checking of "metric connections"-not con- - 
trol signals-between very large scale integration (VLSI) 
chips. A connection is defined as a chip output driver, 
the "metric" wire it drives to another chip, and the corre- 
sponding input driver on the other chip. There are 4416 
such connections in the prototype BVD. Unique software 
programs were required to verify connections on boards 
and in backplanes. These procedures were used to debug 
the BVD prototype and are now part of the system soft- 
ware. 

The basic idea is to  connect one or more chips in or- 
der to implement the arithmetic core of a parallel Viterbi 
decoder. The hierarchical decomposition of the (15,1/6) 
BVD into identical sub-blocks [2] makes this approach pos- 
sible. For example, one gate array may be wired as the 
arithmetic part of a (7,116) decoder. Similarly, each of 
the 16 boards in the prototype BVD, which contain 16 
gate arrays, may be tested independently as the core of a 
(11,116) decoder. Thus, chips and boards may themselves 
be individually and effectively tested as smaller Viterbi 
decoders before they are integrated into the BVD. 

This article is organized as follows. Basic arithmetic 
processors called "butterflies," and their interconnection in 
the BVD, are described in Section 11. Procedures for test- 
ing the VLSI chips are explained in Section 111. Techniques 
are described in Section IV for locating short-circuited and 
open-circuited metric wires on boards and in the back- 
plane. The single-board BVD is described in Section V. 
Based upon experience with the 16-board prototype, a 
plan is outlined for independently testing new VLSI chips 
and connections in the single-board BVD. 

The fundamental arithmetic unit in the BVD, a "but- 
terfly," is described in this section from a purely opera- 
tional viewpoint. The following explanation should be suf- 
ficient for understanding the remainder of this article. The 
basic theory underlying the use of butterflies in Viterbi d e  
coders appears in previous articles [1,2]. 

The "butterfly" shown below is the basic arithmetic 
unit in the BVD [1,2]: 

Previous Label ACS number 
ACS XXXXXX (encoder state) 

B = 2K-2  butterflies may be connected to form the arith- 
metic core of a parallel, rate l l n ,  constraint-length I<, 
Viterbi decoder [2]. For example, 32 butterflies are wired 
in Fig. 3 to form the arithmetic part of a I< = 7 decoder. 
Each butterfly in the decoder is identified by a number, i, 
in the range 0 to B-1 inclusive. Butterfly i has two proces- 
sors, called Add-Compare-Select (ACS) units for reasons 
that will become evident when the ACS function is de- 
scribed later. The ACS units are marked Oi and li for the 
encoder states to which they correspond [I]. An ACS unit 
in the decoder and the corresponding encoder state will 
be referred to interchangeably. After the hardware com- 
prising a butterfly is reset, but before the butterfly starts 
operating, a 6-bit "label" is loaded into a register inside 
the butterfly. This label is computed using the butterfly's 
number (i) and 6 encoder generator polynomials [I]. If 
the code has less than 6 generator polynomials, because 
the code rate is not 116, then zero polynomials are added. 

A decoder cycle will denote the basic unit of processing 
time for a Viterbi decoder. During each decoder cycle, but- 
terfly i receives two 16-bit numbers, called state metrics, 
bit-serially (least significant bit first): one from the output 
of ACS iO in butterfly 2i (mod B) and the other from ACS 
i l  in butterfly 2i + 1 (mod B). The state metrics, stored 
inside ACS units, are all set to a common value such as 
0 when the butterflies are reset. During each decoder cy- 
cle, all butterflies also receive a common set of six 8-bit 
quantized, demodulated channel symbols. These are used 
with the label inside each butterfly to compute a number 
(branch metric) for each of the 4 branches. Now for each of 
the two inconling branches, each ACS unit adds the branch 



metrics to the corresponding state metric. Each ACS unit array which implements two semi-custom chips, for a total 
keeps only the smaller of the two resulting numbers, for of 32 butterflies. 
transmission as a state metric input to a butterfly during 
the next decoder cycle, and writes into a random-access 
memory (RAM) the least significant bit of the ACS/state 
whose metric led to the smallest number. The bits written 
to RAM are called traceback bits because during later de- 
coder cycles, a process traces backwards through the RAM 
to extract the decoded bits to be output by the Viterbi de- 
coder. During every decoder cycle, each one of the 2B ACS 
units writes a 0 or 1 into a particular location in traceback 
memory (Fig. 1). The location is indexed by two num- 
bers: a state number which is the ACS unit number, and 
a column number which is the same for all ACS units and 
depends only on the decoder cycle. After each decoder 
cycle, one column of traceback RAM is written. Start- 
ing from reset, columns 0 to 509 are written sequentially, 
but, thereafter, a column is overwritten immediately after 
a traceback process has used it. 

In this article, "testing" a chip, board, or decoder 
means verifying that no manufacturing or assembly defects 
exist. "Fault isolation" means precisely locating sources of 
error when the hardware stops operating correctly. "De- 
bugging" means finding and fixing errors in logic design 
and timing. Techniques based upon software simulations 
using known channel symbols, corresponding to an infor- 
mation bit signal-to-noise ratio Eb/No of 0 dB, were in- 
strumental during all phases of BVD testing, debugging, 
and fault isolation. 

For purposes of testing a butterfly, the controllables 
are a &bit label which is loaded once after reset, and 
then groups of six 8-bit symbols. The only observables 
are traceback bits written from the butterflies into RAM. 
However, during the debugging of chips and boards, a logic 
analyzer was required to observe state metrics. 

Ill. Testing VLSI Chips 
Before encapsulation inside packages with pins, VLSI 

chips are tested by applying a sequence of binary patterns 
called "test vectors" to input pads during successive clock 
cycles. The test vectors are designed to exercise all cir- 
cuitry inside the chip and expose any faults created during 
fabrication. The resulting vectors of bits at chip output 
pads are compared with expected, correct vectors obtained 
from a software simulation, like one used to verify logic and 
timing within the chip. Two different VLSI chips were de- 
signed for the BVD: a semi-custom, military-specified chip 
containing 16 identical butterflies, circuitry for processing 
control signals, and circuits for organizing traceback bits 
before they are written to memory; and a commercial gate 

The first VLSI testing for the BVD involved the semi- 
custom chips. Every flip-flop inside these chips, except 
those in the middle of serial registers, has a two-input 
multiplexor at the data input. All of these multiplexors 
are controlled by a common TEST signal. When TEST 
is active, each multiplexor selects the output of another 
flip-flop, instead of a combinational circuit output as it 
would during normal operating mode. Thus, all flip-flops 
inside the chip may be chained together in order to load 
or read bit patterns. In order to test a chip, the procedure 
described below is repeated once for each pattern in a very 
carefully designed set. 

A pattern is loaded bit-serially into flip-flops while the 
TEST signal is active. The chip is then clocked for one or 
more cycles while TEST is inactive. Next, the contents of 
all flip-flops are read out as a serial bit stream while TEST 
is active, and compared with a known correct pattern in 
order to detect faults. The total number of clock cycles 
needed for each bit pattern is a few more than twice the 
number of flip-flops in the chip. However, the number of 
test vectors required to implement all bit patterns in the 
designed set can be very large, particularly if there is only 
one serial chain path which connects all flip-flops in the 
chip, instead of many parallel chains-for example, one 
for each butterfly. There is only one serial chain path in 
the semi-custom chips, and it joins all 1776 flip-flops in 
the chip. Furthermore, the chip requires two clock cycles 
per test vector. Hence, at least 7106 test vectors are re- 
quired for each bit pattern. However, integrated circuit 
test equipment for both the semi-custom and gate array 
BVD chips could process at most 16,384 different test vec- 
tors. Furthermore, any testing of chips individually will 
not expose potential problems when several identical chips 
are wired together. When 512 semi-custom chips are in- 
stalled in the BVD, fault isolation using bit patterns which 
are serially loaded and unloaded may take a long time and 
require complex software for analyzing output bits. 

The semi-custom chips were tested by the manufacturer 
using a set of test vectors created by a software simulation 
of a single butterfly. The 4 metric inputs and outputs for 
each butterfly inside these chips are wired directly to pins. 
All 16 butterflies were tested in parallel, using the same 
label, noisy symbols, and input metrics. However, it was 
not certain, for reasons explained below, that the chips 
could be connected as the ACS part of a Viterbi decoder. 
Hence, the 32 butterflies in two semi-custom chips were 
interconnected as shown in Fig. 3. 

A software simulation was run for the two intercon- 
nected chips. The program evolved from one used to gen- 



erate test vectors for the gate arrays. Pseudo-random data 
were sent through a (7,116) convolutional encoder and the 
0/1 bits output were mapped to k21, which represent 
quantized, demodulated channel symbols when there is no 
channel noise. Then 8-bit quantized, zero-mean, white 
Gaussian noise was added to these symbols. The noise 
variance was set for a bit signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB, 
an extremely difficult operating point for a (7,116) Viterbi 
decoder. Groups of 6 noisy symbols were processed by the 
software simulator, and test vectors were generated. The 
pair of semi-custom chips passed the test vectors (herein 
called the zero-dB check) only after the test vectors were 
modified as described below. Due to timing of signals at 
chip pins, every state metric became hex 4000 instead of 
0000 after reset. This anomaly does not affect traceback 
bits, so it merely resulted in a simple change to the soft- 
ware simulation. A few other problems found were com- 
pensated for outside the chips. These small discrepancies 
could not be exposed by the original set of test vectors, 
but understanding the anomalies turned out to be crucial 
during later BVD testing. 

The zero-dB check demonstrated that two semi-custom 
chips could work as the ACS part of a (7,116) Viterbi de- 
coder. The results in [2] showed that 2K-6 properly inter- 
connected chips would form a (K,1/6) decoder, for K > 6. 
These facts inspired confidence that 32 semi-custom chips 
on a board could be tested as the ACS part of an (11,1/6) 
decoder, and that 16 boards connected through a back- 
plane would implement the ACS section of the (15,116) 
BVD. 

A batch of gate-array chips was tested at 25 MHz by the 
manufacturer using test vectors generated by a simulation 
like that used for the zero-dB check, except that extremely 
noisy symbols (corresponding to Ea/No near -8 dB) were 
used to better exercise butterfly logic. Twenty chips that 
passed tests were packaged as engineering prototypes. The 
32 butterflies inside each of these gate arrays were then 
connected using a test fixture with wires connecting chip 
pins as the ACS part of a (7,116) Viterbi decoder. All 
20 gate arrays passed the zero-dB check. As a result, 
600 chips were ordered to build two prototype BVDs, each 
one with 256 gate arrays, 16 gate arrays on each of two 
spare boards, and 12 spare chips. ~ k e  zero-dB check was 
also used to test individual boards, each with 16 gate ar- 
rays, when the boards were wired using a special edge 
connector as the ACS part of an (11,1/6) Viterbi decoder. 

IV. Locating Bad Metric Wires (Connections) 
During BVD debugging, procedures were needed to ver- 

ify that VLSI chips already installed in the system were 

still working, and that all connections between chips were 
correct. Thus, a "traceback read" procedure was im- 
plemented, based upon the zero-dB check, to match a 
group of traceback bits written to the entire traceback 
memory, against values computed during a software sim- 
ulation. Also, new procedures were devised for locating 
broken or missing metric wires (open circuits) and short- 
circuited metric wires in the BVD. These tests (1) examine 
traceback bits computed inside butterflies and stored in 
memory, (2) were required to debug backplanes, and thus 
(3) are now part of the BVD software. All of the above 
tests start by resetting the decoder and then loading a 
particular set of butterfly labels into the chips. 

In the traceback read procedure, 510 sets of 6 symbols 
are processed so that every traceback memory location is 
written to and later read from. However, only the first 
wrong traceback bit can be reported, even though state 
metrics could be incorrect during decoder cycles prior to 
the one for which the first wrong bit is computed. Also, 
reading traceback memory cannot always be used to de- 
termine which of the two metrics input to the butterfly, for - .  
which a traceback bit error is reported, is incorrect. This 
problem could be reduced by repeating the procedure us- 
ing many different sets of symbols, which also helps to 
detect intermittent faults. A traceback bit error could be 
caused by one of the chips driving metric wires, by con- 
nections between chips, or by the chip receiving the two 
metrics (Fig. 2). Without a tester for chips, it is impossi- 
ble to isolate the fault, so the receiving and then driving 
chips are replaced in that order. If this does not solve the 
problem, the connection between chips is suspected. 

The procedures described next require that the VLSI 
chips, memory chips, and interface circuitry on every 
board operate perfectly. This is verified in the prototype 
(16-board) BVD by testing each board independently as 
an (1 1,116) decoder. 

A. Detecting Open-CircuitedIGrounded 
Metric Wires 

In the prototype BVD, or any subset of it wired as a 
(1(,1/6) Viterbi decoder, if a metric wire is open-circuited 
or grounded, the metric value will remain zero if the wire 
floats low, which is usually the case because there is noth- 
ing to drive the wire. This zero metric will propagate, with 
branch metrics added, to all state metrics after I< - 1 sets 
of 6 symbols are processed. The zero metric will continue 
to corrupt every other state metric. 

Detecting open-circuit metric wires is straightforward: 
the label 010101 is loaded into each butterfly, the decoder 
is reset, and six particular symbols are processed to force 



every ACS unit to select the "horizontal" branch input. 
Then for each state, a "traceback" bit is read from column 
0 of the memory and an error reported when the bit differs 
from the most significant bit of the state. In the case of 
an error, a diagonal branch was chosen so the state having 
a wrong traceback bit is reported, as well as the butterfly 
input 0 or 1 which caused the error. A similar procedure 
detects metric wires connected to power.1 

B. Detecting Short-Circuited Metric Wires 

When two or more metric wires are connected together, 
the resulting signal has an intermediate voltage (between 
0 and 5 volts) during arithmetic clock cycles in which the 
metric values output by VLSI chips drive the line differ- 
ently (recall that metrics are processed bit-serially). The 
resulting metric value may be lower, equal to, or higher 
than the correct value. However, when the wire is being 
driven high and low by two different metric output drivers, 
a logic low is usually interpreted by VLSI chip inputs. The 

' following example demonstrates a possible resulting metric 
C when two state metrics, labelled A and B, are shorted 
together: 

While an open-circuit metric may be detected during 
the first set of traceback reads, which occurs from column 
0 of memory, shorts are detected only after the second set 
of symbols has been processed because all metrics are the 
same constant after reset, so all column 0 traceback bits 
are correct if no wires are open and all circuitry works 
properly. Hence, no errors must be reported during an 
open-circuit metric test prior to running the short-circuit 
test described below. 

The algorithm described below locates with very high 
probability all metric wires having multi-level signals, but 
it cannot determine which wires are shorted together. 
Consider the set of 64 groups of six symbols, formed by 
taking a given group of 6 noisy symbols and inserting all 64 
possible 6-bit vectors in place of the 6 sign bits. For each 
group of 6 symbols in this set, the decoder is reset, 6 fixed 

I. M. Onyszchuk, "Finding Open and Short-circuited Metric Wires 
in the BVD," Interoffice Memorandum 331-91.2-014 (internal 
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 
March 18, 1991. 

noisy symbols are processed, and then the group is sent to 
the decoder. Every bit in column 1 of traceback memory 
is read to determine which metrics are corrupted by shorts 
(recall that column 0 is correct because the decoder passed 
the open-circuit test). When an incorrect traceback bit is 
read from memory, the butterfly input corresponding to 
this bit is assumed shorted because a corrupted metric 
usually has a lower value, so the decoder selects it instead 
of the correct path. After all 64 iterations are complete, 
one for each group of 6 symbols in the set of 64, the number 
of errors found at each of the two metric inputs is reported 
for every decoder state. 

For all runs of this algorithm on the BVD hardware, 
a multi-level signal has always been found on the metric 
input for which the largest number of errors was reported 
at  a given state. In fact, one of the two metric inputs to 
a state having wrong traceback bits nearly always had 0 
errors reported. The 64 groups of symbols have the ef- 
fect of creating all 64 possible sets of 4 branch metrics in- 
side a butterfly for 6 given input symbols. These different 
branch metrics help expose erroneous state metrics-sent 
along wires between chips-by propagating errors to the 
traceback bits, which are the only observables. Of course 
there is no guarantee that the algorithm will expose ev- 
ery short, but it has always worked in practice. In fact, 
the algorithm located touching pins on the backplane and 
in extender cards, caused by misalignment when boards 
were installed. In order to increase the probability that 
a short-circuited metric wire is detected, the above algo- 
rithm could be repeated with one or more additional, com- 
pletely different symbol sets and the errors accumulated 
before final reporting. 

V. Testing the Single-Board BVD 
For implementation in DSN stations, the 16 boards 

with 256 identical 32-butterfly gate arrays in the proto- 
type BVD are being compacted into 64 identical new VLSI 
chips to be mounted on a single backplane (Fig. 4). Each 
new chip contains 128 butterflies, 65,536 bits of static 
RAM for traceback, and circuitry for traceback, decod- 
ing, and testing. These will be interconnected with 5120 
wires on a single board. Key system design objectives 
include automatic checking of all metric wires between 
chips and testing chips individually, perhaps using on-chip 
self-test circuitry not yet designed, while the chips are in- 
stalled in the decoder. Due to the new VLSI chips, the 
arithmetic core of the single-board BVD will be more re- 
liable and about 4 times less expensive than the arith- 
metic core in the current BVD prototype. Furthermore, 
the maximum rate of the single-board BVD will be at least 
1.5 million bits/sec, at a 20-MHz system clock. 



Each of the new VLSI chips can operate as a com- 
plete (9,116) Viterbi decoder. Test circuitry has been de- 
signed to internally connect all 128 butterflies to form the 
ACS section. Every cell in the traceback memory can be 
checked individually. Thus, even while installed in the 
BVD, each chip may be tested separately. Of course, on- 
chip self-test circuitry, not currently part of the new chips, 
would also enable such testing; each chip could be com- 
manded using a special signal to test its internal circuitry 
and memory, and then provide a pass/fail signal. Chip 
self-testing has the advantage of verifying correct opera- 
tion using only 2 signals. Testing a chip using external 
symbols and signals requires perfectly working interface 
circuitry. However, none of the input or output drivers 
for metrics would be tested by either of these techniques. 
The method suggested below will expose a bad driver by 
using multiplexors inside ACS units in order to check met- 
ric wires between chips. 

Reading traceback memory is a difficult and time- 
consuming operation in the current prototype BVD. Al- 
though the tests have been successful and instrumental .in 
fault isolation, they are not foolproof and require manual 
interpretation. Therefore, a better method is required to 
test the decoder and to locate faults. Also, 160 of the 196 
signal pins on the new VLSI chips are used for metric wires. 
Thus, connecting a 16-bit parallel address bus to each chip 
might eliminate pins needed for chip testing either by the 
manufacturer or by the BVD software. In addition, there 
may not be enough space on the single-board backplane 
for address drivers and wires to all chip memories. 

The suggestion outlined below has been made in or- 
der to simply but thoroughly test every connection in the 
single-board BVD. Recall that a connection in the decoder 

consists of a VLSI chip metric output driver, the wire it 
drives to another chip, and the corresponding input driver 
on the other chip. There are 5120 such connections in 
the single-board BVD. By placing a two-input multiplexor 
at the input to each one of the four 12-bit state-metric 
registers in each butterfly, the registers may be chained 
together during a test mode. The four multiplexors to- 
gether require only about the same number of transistors 
as one of the 10 full-adders or one of the 60 flip-flops in 
a butterfly. The test mode could be used to check metric 
wires between chips after all chips have been successfully 
tested. Using the above multiplexors, a bit pattern may be 
loaded serially into state metric registers. If the decoder 
then processes 6 all-zero symbols, the pattern will be sent 
along metric wires between chips and into butterflies. The 
contents of all state-metric registers may then be read out 
bit-serially and used to identify bad metric wires directly. 
Traceback read operations are avoided, thereby reducing 
circuitry on the board, software, chip pins, and wiring of 
memory addresses to all VLSI chips. 

Naturally, a progressive testing method for the decoder 
should be used in which successive tests depend upon the 
decoder's passing all previous tests. The datapath for sym- 
bols should be checked first. Then simple checks could be 
run on one chip to verify that control signals are working. 
Next, each chip, including the internal traceback memory, 
would be tested individually. This might be accomplished 
by using on-chip self-test circuitry. Each chip could be ver- 
ified as a complete (9,116) Viterbi decoder. Then metric 
wires between chips could be checked using the procedure 
described above. Finally, the entire single-board decoder 
would be tested by comparing measured bit error rates 
for various noise levels against precomputed values from 
software simulations [3]. 
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Frame Error Rate of the NASA Concatenated 
Coding System 
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For a concatenated coding system, the effect of interleaving depth on interleaved 
frame-error rate is compiled by simulation. Comparisons are made for three different 
inner convolutional codes; all three systems have a (255,223) 8-bit Reed-Solomon 
code as an outer code. For all the inner convolutional codes tested, an interleaving 
depth smaller than 4 causes substantial loss. 

I. Introduction There are several reasons for this concatenated system. 

Communication between spacecraft and the DSN 
has, for many years, included error-correcting codes, also 
known as channel codes. A JPL, NASA, and Consulta- 
tive Committee for Space Data Standards (CCSDS) stan- 
dard for channel coding is the concatenated code shown in 
Fig. 1. On the spacecraft, data are first encoded with a 
-peed-Solomon code, which adds 32 parity bytes to each 
block of 223 (&bit) information bytes, and then the out- 
put of that block is encoded by a constraint length 7, rate 
112 convolutional code. On the ground, the process is 
reversed: a convolutional decoder using the Viterbi algo- 
rithm is followed by a Reed-Solomon decoder. Presently, 
the DSN performs the convolutional decoding and passes 
the convolutionally decoded data to the project for Reed- 
Solomon decoding; in the future (beginning with Mars Ob- 
server) the DSN will do Reed-Solomon decoding. This 
system was first used by NASA during Voyager 2's en- 
counters with Uranus and Neptune to protect compressed 
imaging data, and is typically used by a project to protect 
compressed data, because it is much more efficient than a 
convolutional code alone at  obtaining low bit error 
rates. 

The convolutional code with a Viterbi decoder is very 
good at dealing with extremely noisy data, while the Reed- 
Solomon code makes a medium channel extremely good, 
and identifies almost all of its own.errors. The channel 
errors which are not corrected by the convolutional code 
tend to occur in bursts. The hed-Solomon code is good 
at  correcting short bursts of errors because it considers any 
errors in one byte as one error. 

Because the error bursts in Viterbi-decoded data are 
often longer than one byte, the Reed-Solomon codewords 
are block interleaved to disperse error bursts over several 
codewords. Interleaving is best described by Fig. 2. The 
data stream is read into the array horizontally, and then 
bloek encoded vertically. Then the data stream is read out 
horizontally, as it was originally read in, and goes to the 
convolutional encoder. This means that a byte from one 
Reed-Solomon codeword is convolutionally encoded next 
to a byte from a different Reed-Solomon codeword. Be- 
cause of this, bursts of Viterbi decoder errors cause a small 
number of errors in each of several Reed-Solomon words 
instead of causing a large number of errors in one Reed- 



Solomon word. The horizontal dimension of the array in 
Fig. 2 is the interleaving depth, and the vertical dimension 
is the Reed-Solomon codeword size (255 for these uses). 
The whole array constitutes one interleaved frame. The 
interleaving depth for the CCSDS standards is five. 

Galileo is using an experimental constraint length 15 
convolutional code as the inner code in its concatenated 
system, and its Reed-Solomon code is interleaved to depth 
two. The constraint length 15 code was chosen to increase 
performance substantially compared to the standard con- 
straint length 7 code. But the error bursts from a con- 
straint length 15 code are typically about twice as long as 
those from a constraint length 7 code. On the other hand, 
the fact that (for historical reasons involving the length 
of data blocks) Galileo's Reed-Solomon code is interleaved 
to depth two means that it cannot handle long bursts of 
errors as well as it would with a larger interleaving depth. 

An earlier article [l] quantified the loss in coding gain 
from the use of a small interleaving depth for outer Reed- 
Solomon codes concatenated with long constraint-length 
convolutional inner codes. That article measured perfor- 
mance in terms of average bit error rates. For some ap- 
plications, bit error rate may not be the right measure of 
performance. Because bytes from one Reed-Solomon code- 
word are interleaved in the data with bytes from the other 
codewords in the same interleaved frame, it could be nec- 
essary to declare an entire interleaved frame in error when- 
ever a decoded word in the frame has a detected error. The 
effect of the interleaving depth on frame errors is not imme- 
diately clear. Once codewords are interleaved "enough," 
an additional increase in interleaving depth will not cause 
much decrease in Reed-Solomon word error rate, but frame 

error rates will rise because the frames are longer. One 
would expect the frame error rate, as a function of inter- 
leaving depth, to fall for a while, and then to rise towards 
1 as the interleaving depth goes to infinity; it is desirable 
to know where this turnaround takes place. Thus, the 
frame error rate statistics have been compiled in this arti- 
cle. A frame is declared in error if any Reed-Solomon word 
in the frame has more than the 16 byte errors which the 
code can correct. (In practice, a frame is not declared in 
error unless the Reed-Solomon decoder detects at least one 
word error in the frame, but almost every Reed-Solomon 
decoder error is detected, see [2].) 

II. Simulation Results and Analysis 
A study was conducted by simulation of a Gaussian 

channel at various signal-to-noise ratios using the Little 
Viterbi Decoder, a 100-bit-per-second decoder developed 
as a research tool by the Coding and Modulation Work 
Unit for the DSN Advanced Systems Program. The plots 
for various interleaving depth of frame error rates as a 
function of bit signal-to-noise ratio, Ea/No, are shown in 
Fig. 3 for the constraint length 7, rate 1/2 code. Figure 4 
shows the same thing with Galileo's constraint length 15, 
rate 1/4 code used as the inner code. Figure 5 uses the 
constraint length 15, rate 1/6 code described in [3], which 
will be used by the Comet Rendezvous/Asteroid Flyby 
(CRAF) and Cassini missions. As can be seen in the 
graphs, interleaving depths between 4 and 8 give the best 
performance. The graphs do not have as much data, and 
especially as much low error-rate data, as one might like, 
because of the great length of simulation time required to 
tell anything about error rates. 
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Initial Pointing Calibrations for the DSS 13 34-Meter 
Beam-Waveguide Antenna 

L. S. Alvarez 
Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

The beam pointing of the new DSS 13 beam-waveguide antenna at the Gold- 
stone Venus site was calibrated during the postconstruction performance testing 
period from July 1990 through January 1991. The pointing calibrations were based 
on errors measured on radio sources at  both the Cassegrain and centerline beam- 
waveguide focal points. The blind pointing performance goal of 5.0 mdeg, 3-sigma at 
Ka-band (32 GHz) was demonstrated to be met for low (< 10 mph) wind conditions. 

I. Introduction 
This article describes the beam pointing for the new 

DSS 13 34-m beam-waveguide (BWG) antenna at the 
Goldstone Venus site from July 1990 through January 
1991. An outline drawing of the DSS 13 antenna is shown 
in Fig. 1. During the calibration period, efficiency and 
pointing performance were characterized at X- and Ka- 
band frequencies (8450 MHz and 32 GHz, respectively) at 
both the f l  (Cassegrain) and f3 (centerline BWG) focal 
points illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The objectives of the DSS 13 pointing calibrations were 
(1) to meet the specifications stated in the project Func- 
tional Requirements Document, and (2) to provide a sys- 
tematic pointing-error model sufficient to carry out effi- 
ciency measurements. The beam-pointing accuracy re- 
quired in less than 10-mph wind is 8 mdeg for X-band and 
5 mdeg for Ka-band. These are 3-sigma blind-pointing 
specifications over the whole sky, with the pointing error 
defined to be the root sum square of the simultaneous er- 

rors sensed in the elevation and cross-elevation axes. It 
was decided that the 5-mdeg specification would be the 
goal for antenna pointing at both frequencies. 

II .  Pointing Calibration Overview 
The primary objective of the antenna beam-pointing 

calibrations is to generate a pointing-error-correction 
model to be loaded into the antenna pointing system so 
that systematic pointing errors can be compensated for 
during tracking operations. The basic iterative procedure 
is to first measure pointing errors on a collection of radio 
sources adequately distributed over the sky. The negatives 
of the measured errors, termed corrections, are then fitted 
by the method of least squares to a set of pointing-error 
model terms. The resultant coefficients are loaded into the 
antenna control subsystem (ACS) computer, which then 
generates real-time pointing corrections as a function of 
antenna azimuth and elevation position. The process is 
repeated until suitable and predictable pointing perfor- 



mance is attained. A detailed summary of the DSS 13 
f l  and f3 pointing calibration methods employed and final 
results obtained are given below. 

Ill. Beam-Pointing Measurements 
A boresighting technique developed in 1989-1990 by 

R. L. Riggs of the Ground Antennas and Facilities En- 
gineering Section was used to accurately point the an- 
tenna at the radio sources used in the calibration pro- 
cess. The method used was a "seven-point" boresight tech- 
nique. This method moved the antenna sequentially along 
the cross-elevation (xel) and elevation (el) axes, both on 
and off the source. In each axis, the antenna was com- 
manded to move off-source by 10 half-power (one-sided) 
beamwidths, one half-power beamwidth at the "3-dB" 
point, approximately 0.576 half-power beamwidths at  the 
"1-dB" point, and on-source. Then, similar position off- 
sets are executed for the other side. Noise-temperature 
measurements obtained at  each offset are normalized with 
respect to a baseline generated by the off-source measure- 
ments. 

The adjusted data points for a single axis are fit to 
a linearized exponential from which computed coefficients 
yield estimates of pointing error, half-power beamwidth, 
and peak temperature. Pointing measurements resulting 
from each axis scan are called scan errors. A pair of scans 
(one xel and one el) are considered to be one measure- 
ment point. The seven pointing offsets for each new scan 
are corrected for pointing errors found from the previous 
scans during the track. This is accomplished by centering 
those offsets about the running sum of the scan pointing 
corrections and then sending them as position offsets to 
the antenna via the ACS. The scan corrections are just 
the negatives of the scan errors. During the measure- 
ments, the principal outputs of the calibration software 
are an efficiency file and a pointing file. The efficiency file 
consists of time, azimuth, elevation, and xel and el esti- 
mates of half-power beamwidth, peak source temperature, 
and scan pointing error. The pointing file consists of az- 
imuth, elevation, and accumulated pointing corrections in 
the xel and el axes. Hereafter, the accumulated pointing 
corrections are referred to simply as pointing corrections. 

During the early period of the measurements described 
in this article, the boresight program resided in a PC and 
noise-temperature measurements were entered by an op- 
erator. Pointing the antenna was executed from the lo- 
cal control display (LCD). The basic calibration test con- 
figuration used is shown in Fig. 2. During 1990-1991, 
S. R. Stewart of the Ground Antennas and Facilities En- 

gineering Section integrated improved boresight and ra- 
diometer system software into a single PC-based module 
that both controls the radiometer system hardware and 
directly sends offsets to the antenna servos through the 
ACS maintainance port. A full (two-axis) boresight now 
takes approximately 7 min to complete. Further discus- 
sion on the boresight methodology and calibration instru- 
mentation may be found in [1,2] and in the DSS 13 BWG 
antenna Phase 1 Final Report.l 

IV. Systematic Pointing-Error Modeling 

A. Model Generation 

Pointing corrections are used to assess performance and 
also to create or update the systematic pointing-error mod- 
els. The plot of these numbers versus antenna position is 
theoretically the error path that the antenna beam would 
follow if no external corrections at all were loaded into the 
ACS after each boresight scan. This residual error path 
then represents just the imperfections of the present er- 
ror model in use and other antenna boresight corrections 
resident in the ACS, as well as random error contribu- 
tions. Its magnitude is thus a measure of the antenna 
blind-pointing performance. Assuming environmental ef- 
fects to be minimal and other ACS pointing compensation 
(e.g., squint, refraction) to be accurate, one may attribute 
the corrections to the inadequacy of systematic error mod- 
eling. The model-building process then proceeds by adding 
the corrections to those corrections generated by the a pri- 
ori model used in that particular track. These new values 
are called total corrections and are used to generate an 
updated error model. 

The Cassegrain-focus systematic pointing-error model 
for an elevation-over-azimuth mount antenna is shown in 
Table 1. As shown, the systematic pointing-error list in- 
cludes such contributors as encoder fixed offsets, azimuth 
plane tilt, gravitational flexure, and fixed source coordi- 
nate errors. A more thorough discussion of the param- 
eters as presented in a 1986 seminar2 may be found in 
[3]. PC-based pointing-model software utilized at DSS 13 
enables the merging of correction files from multiple star 
tracks into one total correction file. A second program 
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then performs a least-squares fit of the data to any com- 
bination of parameters selected from Table 1. The output 
is a new set of model coefficients ( P  values in Table 1) 
that can be manually entered into the ACS. The ACS will 
then compute pointing corrections fiom those parameters 
for any combination of azimuth and elevation. In general, 
the pointing correction modeling of DSS 13 followed the 
techniques and guidelines given in the 1986 seminar3 and 
in [4]. 

B. Measurement and Parameter Uncertainties 

The modeling process encompasses much analysis and 
engineering judgment. It involves data archiving and edit- 
ing correction files from the star tracks. Pointing errors 
generated by nonsystematic sources such as wind, thermal, 
refraction, mechanical, and radiometer anomalies must be 
recognized and edited out as much as possible. The total 
corrections should be repeatable and uncontaminated by 
these effects. In the parameter estimation, it is assumed 
that the pointing data provided by the microwave calibra- 
tion instrumentation are accurate and measurement un- 
certainty is small as compared with the magnitude of the 
data points. 

Small calculated pointing errors may be due to ran- 
dom errors in the system noise-temperature measurements 
rather than actual antenna mispointing. As discussed in 
121, the stability of the X-band fiont-end test package sys- 
tem noise temperature on the ground was very good, with 
no discernible changes greater than 0.02 K. Depending on 
the antenna elevation and the strength of the particular 
radio source being observed, the propagation of 0.01 to 
0.1 deg K would result in an uncertainty in the pointing- 
error estimate of no more than a few tenths of a millide- 
gree. Of greater concern is the on-source temperature mea- 
surement uncertainty introduced by the dynamics of the 
antenna structure and axis servos. In higher than aver- 
age wind. conditions (10-20 mph), the signal jitter (due 
to mechanical oscillations) observed during measurements 
on the side of the antenna beam is significantly increased. 
Through observations of the elevation axis encoder, the 
mechanical pointing errors in such conditions were seen to 
approach 2.0 mdeg peak-to-peak (1-sigma). This value is 
of the same order of magnitude as the preliminary analyt- 
ical results reported in [5]. To minimize errors incurred in 
the estimates of the static pointing and efficiency variables 
(especially at the Ka-band frequency), system tempera- 
tures are integrated over a user-specified time interval [2], 
generally on the order of 3-10 sec. Consistent logging of 
the weather data enabled the flagging of wind-corrupted 
pointing corrections. 

Ibid. 

The quality of a generated model is also dependent 
on the distribution of the measured beam-pointing errors. 
The linear dependence of the columns of the measurement- 
distribution matrix that forms the least-squares problem is 
strongly dependent on the sky distribution of the observa- 
tion points [dl. To ensure a satisfactory matrix condition 
that leads to accurate estimation of all the parameters in 
Table 1, radio sources at different declinations must be 
tracked to ensure full ranges of both azimuth and eleva- 
tion. Various numerical statistics in the modeling program 
allow assessment of this matrix condition as well as the 
performance of the parameter fit in terms of estimation 
residuals. 

\I. Pointing Calibrations at f l  
All the f l  pointing-error modeling was based on X-band 

tracks. Four iterations of the Cassegrain-focus model were 
made during the first three months of the f l  calibrations. 
The final model was obtained during the week of post- 
holography X-band calibrations, with the antenna main 
reflector panels in their final adjustment condition. It was 
based on tracks of the radio sources DR21 and 3C274 (dec- 
linations 42.3 and 12.4 deg, respectively). Consecutive 
tracks on these declinations showed the most repeatabil- 
ity in the pointing, while data from other sources were 
degraded by high winds (greater than 15 mph) and an- 
tenna mechanical malfunctions. The total corrections for 
each beam axis along with the fl model predictions are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The azimuth corrections (which 
are applied to the azimuth axis servo) are computed from 
the cross-elevation corrections and are illustrated in Fig. 5. 
The model coefficient and their theoretical standard de- 
viations derived from the least-squares covariance matrix 
are shown in Table 2. 

The constant declination and hour angle error param- 
eters P6  and P21 are not included because they were es- 
timated with insignificant magnitude. Only P2  was esti- 
mated, since the simultaneous estimation of P I  and P2 
resulted in large matrix condition. The elevation correc- 
tions imply a negative fixed encoder offset and large resid- 
ual squint compensation as indicated by P8. The different 
paths for the rising and setting over the tracks shown in 
Fig. 3 are due to the azimuth dependence of the eleva- 
tion correction required for the azimuth plane tilt mod- 
eled by the P 4  and P 5  terms. Theodolite measurements 
of the DSS 13 azimuth track indicated only a slight plane 
tilt of 2 mdeg, where, as seen in Table 2, the tilt coeffi- 
cient is estimated to be almost 8 mdeg. The additional 
error magnitude was possibly due to an intermittent el- 



evation position-encoder error.4 An apparent motion of 
the elevation bearing relative to the encoder resulted in a 
hysteresis-like position-error signature relative to  the di- 
rection of elevation motion. These errors were sensed as 
a function of azimuth during the star tracks. Since the 
f l  calibrations, the magnitude of the problem has appar- 
ently been reduced by redesign of the coupling between 
the antenna structure and the encoder. 

Not many data points at  azimuths greater than 300 deg 
were available to use in the modeling. As a result, the 
model's predictive capability in that region of the sky is 
degraded, as shown in Figs. 3-5. This also increased the 
overall standard deviations of the model estimation residu- 
als. They were 2.0 mdeg in xel and 2.6 mdeg in el, resulting 
in a large root-sum-square standard deviation of 3.3 mdeg. 

Figure 6 shows the azimuth-elevation plane trajecto- 
ries of the star tracks over which the DSS 13 pointing 
performance will be illustrated. The data points are ac- 
tual boresight measurement locations. Figure 7 illustrates 
the beam-pointing corrections resulting from a Ka-band 
track of 3C274 at f l ,  whose trajectory is shown in Fig. 6. 
The measurements were taken in low winds (5-9 mph) and 
clear skies. The Cassegrain-focus model described above 
was used during the track. The beam corrections are de- 
fined to be the root sum square of the elevation and cross- 
elevation corrections as computed by the calibration pro- 
gram. As illustrated, the f l  model predicts very well at  the 
high elevations but is degraded at the lower end. Refrac- 
tion uncertainties at the lower end degraded pointing and 
systematic error modeling during the entire f l  calibrations. 
As seen in Fig. 3, very few data points below 20 deg eleva- 
tion were deemed reliable enough to be incorporated into 
the measurement distribution. The corrections in Fig. 5 
are typical of those sensed during other star tracks at both 
lower and higher declinations in a favorable environment. 
The scan-to-scan errors sensed approximately every 10- 
15 min (obtained by differencing the sequential corrections 
in Fig. 7) are mostly on the order of 1 mdeg or less. The 
3-sigma blind-pointing tolerance of 5.0 mdeg was demon- 
strated to be met at elevations greater than 17 deg. 

VI. Beam-Waveguide Pointing Errors 
The calibration of the f3 beam pointing of DSS 13 is 

unique in that it involves errors contributed by imperfec- 
tions of the BWG system. Static mirror misalignments 
and deflections of the mirrors as a function of antenna ori- 
entation induce pointing errors that may be sensed at the 

Britcliffe et al., op. cit. 

f3 focus. The pointing calibration approach was to first 
estimate these errors during the mirror-alignment stage, 
and then, if possible, try to compensate for them with the 
existing Cassegrain-focus pointing model. 

During the center-fed BWG mirror alignment, center- 
ray laser theodolite deflection measurements were obtained 
by M. J.  Britcliffe of the Ground Antennas and Facilities 
Engineering Section. From the antenna pedestal room, a 
laser at f3 was focused onto a target 100 in. below the 
antenna hub through all the BWG flat-plate alignment 
mirrors. The optical measurement configuration is shown 
in Fig. 8. The antenna was then moved in azimuth and 
elevation, and the laser focus was sketched on the target. 
A static misalignment of a mirror or feed in the pedestal 
room below the antenna track will result in an azimuth- 
dependent circular trace relative to  the mirror set angles of 
azimuth = 340 deg and elevation = 45 deg. In eleva- 
tion movement, the deflections of the BWG mirror that 
is mounted next to the antenna hub (MI in Fig. 8) cause 
a change in the alignment of the BWG system and result 
in pointing errors above and below the 45-deg set angle. 

The measured displaced center ray-traces were treated 
as a translated f l  feed in a Cassegrain antenna, from which 
crude first-order pointing-error predictions were then com- 
puted. This modeling approach ignored any equivalent 
Cassegrain f l  feed rotations resulting from an angled cen- 
ter ray impinging on the target. The cross-elevation beam 
errors were estimated to vary as a function of cos (el) and 
sin (az-340 deg). The expected variation of the elevation 
errors was with respect to cot (el) and cos (az-340 deg). 
Constant beam shifts were also expected in each axis. Ex- 
panding the sin (az-340 deg) and cos (az-340 deg) terms 
and reviewing the xel- and el-basis terms in Table 1 indi- 
cates that the parameters P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, P7, and 
P9  would accommodate estimation of the new pointing 
errors introduced by the centerline BWG system. Note 
that the P 6  term typically deals with source declination 
error; however, its functional form aids in accommodating 
the expected BWG mirror-misalignment effects. The only 
term in the above expansion not available in the current 
xel error model is a cos (az) function. 

VII. Pointing Calibrations at f3 
During the X-band calibrations at f3, the f l  pointing 

model discussed earlier was used. The residual pointing 
errors remaining at f l  are shown in Fig. 7 and are then 
an uncertainty baseline for quantification of the new er- 
rors sensed at f3. The f3 pointing corrections in el and 
xel measured on a 3C84 track (declination 41.5 deg) are 



shown versus elevation in Figs. 9 and 10. As indicated, 
the deflections of the first (and to a lesser extent, second) 
BWG mirror with elevation change produces beam errors 
at f3, primarily in the xel axis. An apparent discontinuity 
in the azimuth bearing rack and encoder gearing interface 
produces a jump in the cross-elevation corrections at ap- 
proximately 62 deg azimuth. From the trajectory of source 
3C84 shown in Fig. 6, this corresponds to approximately 
40 deg elevation for clockwise azimuth travel and 73.5 deg 
elevation for counterclockwise motion. The former clock- 
wise crossing consistently yielded a larger shift in azimuth 
(of roughly 9.5 mdeg) and was first observed during the 
f l  calibrations. A shift in the elevation corrections is also 
discernible at roughly 41 deg elevation; however, it was 
not found to be repeatable. 

Of the measurement sets obtained during the week of 
X-band star tracks, only the 3C84 track shown and a full 
3C274 track were deemed suitable for calibration purposes. 
High winds and a malfunctioning subreflector servo posi- 
tioner contaminated the remainder of the pointing data. 
The former tracks were added to the f l  pointing-model 
corrections to yield total antenna corrections. After edit- 
ing, they were fitted to the parameters P2-P9, yielding 
the f3 model presented in Table 3. A comparison of the 
coefficients above with the f l  model indicates that most of 
the BWG pointing deflections were picked up by the P2  
through P5  terms and the additional P6  term. 

There was very little change in the elevation error coef- 
ficients. The f3 model fit had residual standard deviations 
of 2.23 mdeg in xel and 1.91 mdeg in el. These residuals are 
defined to be the differences between the total el and xel 
corrections and the computed model predictions for each 
track, and are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Both residual 
signatures in each axis are similar, with the exception of 
the discontinuities at about 40 deg elevation for the 3C84 
track. The residuals also indicate that larger than desir- 
able model uncertainties remain in both axes at the lower 
elevations, as well as at  the meridian crossings. 

This model was used in one more X-band track and 
the subsequent Ka-band calibrations. The el and xel cor- 
rections for the 3C123 X-band and two combined 3C84 
Ka-band tracks, whose trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 6, 
are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. These postcalibration mea- 
surements were taken in winds less than 10 mph and were 
typical of the tracks at  f3 in a favorable environment. The 
Ka-band measurements, in general, tended to be more 
scattered. The pointing-correction signatures remaining 
for both tracks shown are similar in elevation, thus sug- 
gesting no azimuth dependence. They also still resemble 
the general signature of the source 3C84 elevation correc- 

tions needed before the f3 calibration shown in Fig. 9. The 
cross-elevation residual pointing adjustments in Fig. 14 dif- 
fer at low elevation and at the meridian crossings. The 
shifted 3C84 corrections below 40 deg elevation demon- 
strate the inability of the pointing model in Table 1 to ac- 
commodate the large clockwise azimuth discontinuity d i s  
cussed above. The cause for the divergence of the 3C84 
(northern meridian crossing) and 3C123 (southern merid- 
ian crossing) corrections in Fig. 14 is still not known. 

Beam-pointing corrections computed from the measure- 
ments shown in Figs. 13 and 14 are illustrated in Fig. 15. 
The majority of the scan-to-scan pointing errors sensed for 
each track are less than or equal to 1.5 mdeg. The larger 
accumulated beam corrections, which were analyzed in the 
orthogonal axes above at the higher and lower elevations, 
were predicted by the f3 pointing-model estimation resid- 
uals. Efforts to resolve and compensate for the remaining 
f3 pointing errors are ongoing and may lead to augmenting 
the f l  Cassegrain-focus pointing model with extra terms. 
However, as illustrated in Fig. 15, the model terms shown 
in Table 1 were capable of meeting the DSS 13 f3 blind- 
pointing requirement of 5 mdeg at elevations greater than 
25 deg. 

VIII. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
The methods employed and the final results obtained 

for the initial pointing calibrations of the DSS 13 BWG 
antenna from July 1990 through January 1991 have been 
presented. The primary objective for this first phase of 
the DSS 13 antenna project was to meet a 5.0-mdeg blind- 
pointing specification under low (less than 10 mph) wind 
conditions at both the f l  and f3 focal points. Point- 
ing measurements (made simultaneously with efficiency 
measurements) demonstrated that this goal was achieved 
over a wide range of azimuths and at elevations greater 
than 17 deg at f l  and greater than 25 deg at f3. It was 
also shown that the current Cassegrain-focus systematic 
pointing-error model residing in the DSS 13 ACS was able 
to accommodate the pointing degradations introduced by 
the centerline BWG, at least to the level of accuracy re- 
quired for the initial performance testing. 

The DSS 13 antenna pointing calibration effort pre- 
sented in this article is preliminary. A more thorough 
analytical modeling effort of the center-fed BWG system 
pointing corrections needs to be pursued. Repeatability of 
the remaining pointing correction residuals at f3 offers en- 
couragement that further predictive performance may be 
achievable by augmenting the Cassegrain-focus systematic 
error model with new terms. With respect to station ca- 



pabilities, the pointing will have to be continuously moni- 
tored and recalibrated through the many mechanical and 
microwave upgrades and experiments planned for this re- 
search and development antenna. For example, the beam 
pointing was observed to  have shifted 30 mdeg in Jan- 
uary 1991 after minor optical realignment of the ellipsoidal 
BWG mirror in the pedestal room. All the pointing-model 
software used in the preliminary calibrations is now resi- 
dent at DSS 13. However, further training of DSS 13 per- 
sonnel is recommended to ensure maintenance of the initial 
levels of accuracies achieved. 

The characterization of pointing performance in higher 
wind conditions and at the lower elevation angles is still 
incomplete. On windy days (greater than 15 mph), it 
was observed that the DSS 13 beam pointing (measured 

roughly every 10 min) does not yet meet the 5.0-mdeg 
3-sigma blind-pointing goal. The dynamic pointing errors, 
as sensed through the apparent noise-temperature jitter, 
were a problem at  Ka-band and necessitated larger ra- 
diometer integration time intervals. More pointing mea- 
surements need to be taken in conjunction with the ana- 
lytical investigations initiated in [5] in order to study and 
credibly quantify these wind-induced performance degra- 
dations. Likewise, more star tracking at the lower eleva- 
tions is needed to classify the low-elevation pointing er- 
rors in terms of refraction uncertainty and/or mechanical 
deficiencies in the pointing model. The option for real- 
time surface weather inputs to the ACS refraction model 
is not yet implemented. This utility needs to be thoroughly 
tested and its performance measured against the default 
refraction model resident in the DSS 13 ACS. 
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Table 1. Systematic pointing error sources and model terms 

Model function 
Error source 

Cross-elevation error Elevation error 

Az encoder fixed offset P2 cos (el) - 
Az/el skew 
Az axis tilt 

Az axis tilt 
Source decb 

P3 sin (el) - 
P4 sin (el) cos (az) -P4 sin (az) 
P5 sin (el) sin (az) P5 a s  (az) 

P6 sin (w) P6 sin (el) cos (az) 

Elc encoder fixed offset - p7 
Gravitational flexure - P8 w s  (el) 

Residual refraction 

Source HAe 

- 
P21 cos (dec) 

Pg cot (el) 
- 

a Az refers to azimuth angle. P refers to parameter value. 
Dec refers to declination angle. HA refers to hour angle. 
El refers to elevation angle. 

Table 2. f l  systematic pointing-error model coefficients 

-- - 

Coefficient Value, mdeg Standard deviation, mdeg 

- -  - 

Table 3. f l  systematic pointing-error model coefficients 

Coefficient Value, mdeg Standard deviation, mdeg 
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Fig. 3. f l  total elevation corrections versus f l  model predictions. 
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Fig. 4. f l  total cross-elevation corrections versus f l  model predictions. 



Fig. 5. f l  total azimuth corrections versus f l  model predictions. 
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Fig. 6. Radio source trajectories for DSS 13 pointing performance assessment. 
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Fig. 9. Elevation pointing corrections for 3C84 track, DOY 311, 1990, X-band at f3. 
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Modeling and Simulations of the DSS 13 Antenna 
Control System 
W. Gawronski and J. A. Mellstrom 

Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

A model of the antenna control system for the azimuth and elevation axes of the 
DSS 13 antenna is developed. This model is used for simulation of elevation and 
azimuth dynamics, cross-coupled dynamics, and radio-frequency pointing error due 
to both input commands and wind disturbances. This model also serves as a tool for 
the antenna controller design. A modal state-space model of the antenna structure 
was obtained from its finite-element model with a free-rotating tipping structure and 
alidade. Model reduction techniques applied separately for the antenna structure, 
elevation and azimuth drives, and rate-loop model reduce the system order to one- 
third of that of the original, while preserving its significant dynamic properties. 
Extensive simulation results illustrate properties of the model. 

I. Introduction 
The control system model for the elevation drive of the 

DSS 13 antenna was described in [I]. This article ex- 
tends the previous approach to the full control system of 
the antenna (in azimuth and elevation), and extends the 
structural model for modes up to 10 Hz. This article also 
describes the wind disturbance model used to study this 
important source of antenna pointing error. The antenna 
structural model for the 90-deg elevation angle is obtained 
from the antenna's finite-element model with a free'rota- 
tion in azimuth and elevation. A linear structural model 
is analyzed. Nonlinear effects due to dry friction are not 
considered. A state-space model is used to describe the 
control system and its components. 

The structure and the drives, as well as the rate-loop 
model, have some purely imaginary poles or poles at zero 

(the latter poles have integrating properties). Known re- 
duction techniques fail when applied to systems with inte- 
grators. A balanced reduction technique, developed here 
for the systems with integrators, was applied to reduce the 
order of the structural model, elevation and azimuth drive 
models, and subsequently the rate-loop model. The order 
of the resulting reduced model is one-third of the origi- 
nal's, while the modeling error is small in comparison to 
the system dynamics. 

The presented approach is an analytical base for com- 
puter software development. This software is designed as a 
tool for simulations of antenna dynamics due to the input 
commands and disturbances, for control system analysis, 
and for the position control algorithm design. Extensive 
simulations have been performed and described to illus- 
trate the overall system properties. 



11. Str~t=%ksra! Model where I ,  is the identity matrix of-dimensions m x m. De- 
tails of the derivation bf A, are presented in [I]. Numer- 

The antenna structural model for elevation control pur- 
ical values of Q, Z,  and other parameters are given in 

poses was described in [I]. In this article, structural mod- 
Appendix A. 

eling is expanded for the antenna in both elevation and 
azimuth motions. New developments specific t o  the joint 2. Matr ix  Cs The following outputs of the an- 
azimuth and elevation modeling are presented; the reader 

tenna structure are considered: elevation angle 8,, ele- 
is referred to [I] for the approaches used in the elevation 

vation rate 8,, elevation pinion rate Ope, azimuth angle 
control system model. The state-space representation de- 
noted by a quadruple (A, B , C ,  D) is a set of first-order Oa, azimuth rate 9,, azimuth pinion rates ePa1 and Bpa2, 

differential equations pointing error angle in elevation € , I ,  pointing error angle 
in cross-elevation and subreflector x, y, and z posi- 
tions qS,,qsy, and q,,. Thus, the antenna output matrix 

x = A x + B u ,  y = C a : + D u  Cs consists of twelve rows: 

where the state vector x is of dimension n x 1, the in- 
put u is of dimension p x 1, the output y is of dimension c: = ICST~,~ ,T~, . . . ,C ,T~~ ,c,T121 (5) 

q x 1, and the matrices A, B ,  C ,  and D are of dimensions 
n x n,  n x p, q x n,  and q x p, respectively. where 

A. Full Model Csl is the elevation encoder reading 

In this section the state-space quadruple in modal co- 
ordinates (A,, B, , C, , D,) for the antenna structure is de- Cs2 is the elevation rate 

termined. The state vector of the structure x, consists of 
modal displacements q, and modal velocities us, CsB is the elevation pinion rate 

(2) 
Cs4 is the azimuth encoder reading 

Cs5 is the azimuth rate 
From the finite-element model, generated by the JPL- 
IDEAS code1, m = 21 modes are obtained. The first and Cs6 and CS7 are azimuth pinion rates 
the second modes are rigid-body modes with zero natural 
frequency. The modes are determined for r selected points C,g and C,g are the pointing errors in elevation and 
of interest; thus, ba = [ $ a l , ~ i a , - . . , ~ j T ] T , i  = 1 , . . . , 21  . cross-elevation 
The antenna structural model is generated from the nat- 
ural frequencies w; and mode shapes $a. Modal damp- CSlo,Csl1, and CsI2 are the subreflector z ,y ,  and z 
ing of the structure <a is assumed to be = 0.005 for positions 
i = 1, .  - - ,21. The antenna structure is free to rotate about 
the elevation and azimuth axes. The first two rows (the elevation angle and rate) are de- 

termined as follows. In the finite-element model, the node 
1. Mat r ix  A,. Denote at the bull gear center has a label nb = 5380 and the node 

at distance R to nb has a label nc = 41212 (see Fig. 1). 
a = diag(wi), Z = diag(Ci), i = 1,2, . , m (3) The high stiffness of the bull gear and the close location of 

the two nodes allows one to determine the elevation angle 

then the system matrix A, for the antenna structure is aS a rigid-body 

0, = Ync - Ynb - (Cncy Q) - CnbyQ))qs (&ey - 4nby)qs - - - 
(4) R R R i 

-a2 -2zi-l 
where R is the bull gear radius and Cncy and Cnby denote 

R. Levy and D. Strain, JPL-IDEAS Finite Element Analysis and row vectors with one nonzero element. ~l~~ nonzero ele- Design Optimization Program, Document NPO-17783 (internal 
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, oc- merit of Cncy is equal to 1 and is located in the position 
tober 1988. in q, corresponding to the y displacement of node nc. The 



nonzero element of Cnby is equal to 1 and is located in the Cs8=[CereO] Csg=[CerxO] 
position corresponding to the y displacement at node nb 

(Gel 
- 

in the vector q,. Thus, q5ncy and are 

where q5incy is the ith mode component at node nc in the 
y direction and is the ith mode component at node 
nb in the y direction. From this, it follows that: 

For the determination of the pinion rate measurement 
matrix Cs3, denote the velocity at pinion housing up (at 
node nu), bull gear velocity vb at node no (see Fig. I),  and 

. their projections v l  and v2 onto a ~lane~tangential to the 
bull gear at node no. For the pinion rate Bpe = (vl-v2)/rPe 
and for v l  = Culv, and 212 = C,2vs from the JPL-IDEAS 
code, one obtains 

3. Matrix B,. The inputs to the structure are: 
an elevation-axis drive torque, two azimuth-axis drive 
torques, and a wind disturbance force. The elevation-axis 
drive torque is applied to the elevation bull gear by the 
pinion, as shown in Fig. 1. A node labeled no = 86302 in 
the finite-element model is the point of contact between 
the pinion and the bull gear, while a node with the label 
nu = 86881 is located at the joint between the supporting 
truss structure and the pinion housing. The rigid pinion 
housing includes two drive systems. Consider forces at 
nodes no and nu and their components tangential to the 
bull gear at node no (Ftno) and at  node nu (Ftnu). As- 
suming a rigid pinion, the torque applied to the pinion of 
the gearbox is 

where rpe is the elevation pinion radius. From the JPL- 
IDEAS code, one obtains the relative tangential displace- 
ment Aqte of nodes no and nu, in modal coordinates, 

where v, is a modal velocity defined in Eq. (2) and CSoe = 
Cul - Cu2. Therefore, Bpe = Cjpevs = [0 Cspe]xS, where 
Cspe = Csoe/rpe, finally giving Aqte = Qtno - Qtnu = Csoeqs 

C.93 = [o Cspe] (6b) where the matrix Csoe has been already described. Thus, 
the matrix BSoe for the force AFte = Ftno - Ftnu is 

The matrix Csoe is directly obtained from the JPL-IDEAS 
code. 

Bsoe = M~lc,T,e  

The azimuth position angle is obtained as 8, = Caq,, r~ e 

where Ca is a result of the JPL-IDEAS code and, thus, 
8, = [C, Olx,, 8, = [0 C,]x,. Therefore, and the matrix Bse for the elevation torque is 

cs4=[caO],  cs5=[Oca]  ( 6 ~ )  

Bse = [B".] ( 7 4  
The last seven rows of Cs are obtained from the finite- 
element model. For azimuth pinion rates Opal = 
[0 Cpal]xS, epa2 = [0 Cpa2]xs, pointing errors eel = [Cere 01, The matrices Bsal and Bsa2 for the azimuth-axis drive 

= [Cerx 01, and subreflector positions qsx = [C,, 01, torques are obtained as follows. The tangential displace- 
qsy = [Csy 01, and qsz = [Css 01, thus, vents of the azimuth pinion contact points are given by 



where qil and qt2 are the tangential displacements, CSa1 
and CSa2 are determined from the JPL-IDEAS finite- 
element model, and q, is the modal displacement vector 
of the structure. Thus, the azimuth-axis drive input ma- 
trices are 

Wind disturbances are applied as wind forces from the 
x and y directions (x is the elevation axis direction and y 
is a horizontal direction orthogonal to the elevation axis). 
The input matrices B,, and BWy for the wind forces are 
obtained from the JPL-IDEAS model; hence, the wind 
input matrix is 

4. Matrix Ds. Matrix D, is a zero matrix of dimen- 
sions q x p, where q is the number of outputs and p is the 
number of inputs to the structure. 

B. Model Reduction 

The structural model under consideration consists of 
21 modes or 42 states. However, some of these modes 
are insignificant and can be eliminated. Observability and 
controllability properties are used to determine modes for 
elimination. A balanced representation [2] is a state-space 
representation with its states equally controllable and ob- 
servable, and the Hankel singular value is the measure 
of the joint controllability and observability of each bal- 
anced state variable. The states with small Hankel sin- 
gular values can be deleted, since they are weakly excited 
and weakly observed at  the same time, causing a small 
modeling error. For flexible structures with small damp- 
ing and distinct poles, the modal representation is almost 
balanced, cf. [3,4,5]. Each mode has almost the same con- 
trollability and observability property; hence, each mode 
can be considered for reduction separately. For a structure 
with m modes, matrix B, has 2m rows and matrix C, has 
2m columns. Denote b, as the last m rows of B,, c, as the 
first m columns of C,, and c, as the last m columns of C,, 
then bSi is the ith row of b,, cqi is the ith column of cq,  
and c,i is the ith column of c,. The Hankel singular value 
for the ith mode is given by Eq. (53) of [4] and Eq. (14) 
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Care should be taken when determining Hankel singular 
values. Units should be consistent, otherwise some inputs 
or outputs receive more weight in Hankel singular value 
determination than necessary. Consider, for example, the 
azimuth encoder reading in arcseconds and the elevation 
encoder reading in degrees. For the same angle, the numer- 
ical reading of the azimuth encoder is 3600 larger than the 
elevation encoder reading; hence, the elements for the az- 
imuth output are much larger than those for elevation. On 
the other hand, some variables need more attention than 
others: the pointing error and encoder readings are the 
most important factors in the antenna performance; hence, 
their importance has to be emphasized in mode evaluation. 
For these two reasons, consistency of units and variable 
importance, the weighting factors wbi > 0, wqi > 0, and 
w,i > 0 for i = 1, . - - , m are introduced. Typically, weights 
are set to 1. However, for more important variables, the 
weight is set larger than 1. 

For each mode, the Hankel singular value is determined 
and used to decide the number of modes in the reduced 
structural model. For the rigid-body modes, Hankel sin- 
gular values tend to infinity; hence, rigid-body modes are 
always included in the reduced model. Hankel singular 
values, with all weights set to one, of the 19 flexible modes 
of the antenna model are plotted in Fig. 2. 

The reduced order model consists of 10 modes: two 
rigid-body modes and eight elastic modes, with natural 
frequencies 3.1240, 3.4880, 4.1140, 4.4450, 6.5820, 7.1540, 
7.4880, and 9.112 Hz (shadowed in Fig. 2). The transfer 
functions of the full and reduced models of the antenna are 
shown in Fig. 3, indicating that the reduced model repre- 
sents properties of the original system. At this stage, wind 
disturbances are not included in the model and, therefore, 
are not considered in model reduction. One should note, 
however, that for a model with disturbances included, a 
different reduced model will be obtained, as shown in Sec- 
tion VI of this article. 

Il l .  Drive System Model 
Three antenna drives, the elevation drive (ELD) and 

two azimuth drives (AZD1 and AZD2), are analyzed. Each 
of the drives has three inputs: rate command (Ooe or 
Boa)., torque bias (vase or vbsa1, vbsa2), and pinion rate Ope 
or and the following outputs: torques (T, or 



Tal, Ta2) and bias voltages (vcl, vC2) to balance the load 
between two azimuth drives. The amplification parameter 
k, is given in Appendix A. 

A. Full Model Two systems' Go's are located in the drive system, see 

The structure of each drive is the same, as shown in 
Fig. 4: the first one with inputs vll, O,, outputs TI, iol, and 

Fig. 4. The structure consists of two identical subsystems state vector x21; and the second One with '12, ' P ,  

denoted Go (which model the motor, amplifier, gearbox, outputs T2, iO2, and state vector 2 2 2 .  The equations for 

tachometer, and rate-loop compensation electronics), the these 'ystems are 

command amplifier G,, and the torque share bias loop. 
The subsystem Gc is shown in Fig. 5. Denoting the first 
state variable xl = vl, the Gc subsystem's state equation x21 = AOxzl + Bllvll + B126, 
is 

1 i02 J 
The equations for subsystem Go are derived in [I]. The 
inputs are a biased rate command (vl) and pinion rate 
(0,). An additional brake parameter 6, will be discussed The amplifier for the bias signal has an input of Av, 
later. The outputs are motor current (i,), motor angu- and an output of vu. Denoting x3 = vu, this amplifier's 

lar velocity (w,) , and torque (T) . These outputs are the state-space equation is obtained 
fifth, sixth, and seventh states, respectively, in the follow- 
ing state-space equations for subsystem Go 

x3 = -rcl 23 + kc t f r r< '~vC (13) 

The nodal equations complete the set of the drive- 
io = Aozo + Bi lv l+  B120, = Cox0 (10) system model equations 

where T = T i + T 2 ,  Ti=C11~21,  T2=C11~22 (14a) 

Denoting the state vector x z  = Ex?, xT1, x;~, x:] and com- 
bining Eqs. (9) through (14), one can write the equations 

0 for the drive system as follows: 

B ~ ~ ~ [ O ~ O O O O O ] ,  B T , = [ O O O O O O  -kgxNxN] ~m = Amxm + Bmum, ym = Cmzm (15) 

. . 
Cll = [0 0 0 0 0 0 11, C12 = [00 0 0 1 0  01 where U: = [Oo Op vbias], YT, = [T vC wml  wmz], and 



- l T  O 1 IV. Rate-Loop Model 

6. Model Reduction 

The drive system model is reduced by applying the bal- 
ancing principle. The system has a pole at zero; hence, 
the grarnrnians and Hankel singular values do not exist, 
but tend toward infinity. It  is shown in Appendix B that 
the balanced representation exists for the case of poles at  
zero. The reduction using antigrammians can be com- 
pleted. Note that the reduction of a triple (A, B,  C) leads 
now to the quadruple (A,, B,, C,, D,). This fact has to be 
taken into account when deriving the rate-loop model. 

The drive system has 16 state variables. The plots 
of the singular values of the balaneed antigrarnmians for 
the elevation and azimuth drive systems are shown in 
Fig. 6. The singular values of component number 5 and 
greater are large in comparison to the remaining compo- 
nents. Therefore, the reduced system consists of five state 
variables (one state with the pole at  zero). The transfer 
functions of the reduced and full elevation drive systems 
are compared in Fig. 7 (transfer function for the azimuth 
drives are similar). From Fig. 7, one can see that the re- 
duced model almost exactly approximates the full model. 

In this section a rate-loop model with active azimuth 
and elevation drives is presented. Also, a model with an 
active elevation drive and with activated azimuth brakes is 
derived, along with a model with an active azimuth drive 
and with elevation brakes activated. The obtained rate- 
loop models are reduced to obtain the smallest acceptable 
model. 

A. Full Model 

The rate-loop model of the antenna is shown in Fig. 8. 
The model consists of the antenna structure model and 
models of three drives: the elevation drive (ELD) and two 
azimuth drives (AZD1 and AZD2) described above. 

Combining the equations for structure and the ELD, 
AZD1, and AZD2 with the nodal equations for the rate- 
loop model as in Fig. 10, one obtains the following equa- 
tions (where the term D appeared as a result of model 
reduction). For the elevation drive, 

For azimuth drive AZD1, 



For azimuth drive AZD2, xs = Asxs + BseTe + BsalTa~ 

xa2 = Arna~az + [Bmoa Bmpaz Bmbaa] Bpaz I ibsaj The nodal equations are 

+ [ ~ a o t   apt ~ a b s t  ] 1;' 1 ea2 = eoa + V a a  = Boa + ka(vc1 - VCZ) 
(18b) 

Daov Dapv Dabsv 
vbsa2 = e o a  + kaCmc(xa1 - x a ~ )  (20b) 

For the antenna structure, 

Ys = csxs 

For the state vector x z  = [xz xzl x:2 x:], the input url = . . 
[eoe Boa vbse vbsal V b s a Z  fwindIT, the output yrl = 18, 6alT, 

(19a) and the state triple (Arl, Brl, Crl) is found 

B. Rate-Loop Model With Active Elevation or Azimuth 
0 0 0 C,1 Brakes 

( 2 1 ~ )  
0 0 0 Csl Most frequently, the antenna dynamics are simulated 

with elevation and azimuth drives active simultaneously. 

Brl = 

- Bmoe 0 Bmbse 0 0 0 - 

0 Bmoa 0 Bmbsa 0 0 

0 Bmoa 0 0 Bmbsa 0 



There are situations, however, when either the azimuth or 
elevation brakes are on and only one antenna drive is ac- 
tive. There are two ways of modeling the brake action in 
this case. In the first way, the numerical value to the pa- 
rameter K ,  shown in Fig. 5, is set. For an active brake, the 
tachometer shaft is still, hence w, = 0. This is obtained 
by setting rc = 0 in Fig. 5. For the case where the brake 
is off, one sets K = 1. Despite its simplicity, this approach 
leads to an unnecessarily large model. The dynamics of 
the drive with the active brakes are included in the model, 
although the drive is not active. This disadvantage is re- 
moved by deriving separate models for the antenna with 
active brakes. 

Block diagrams of the antenna control systems with ac- 
tive brakes are shown in Fig. 9. For the active elevation 
brakes, the elevation torque Te is due to elastic deforma- 
tion of the pinion shaft, hence, 

Thus, the equation for the antenna structure is 

and the following matrix for active elevation brakes is ob- 
tained: 

For the case of active elevation brakes, the state variable 
xe representing the elevation drive is zero. These states are 
no longer necessary, and may be removed from the state 
vector x,?. As a result: the first row and column of matrix 
Arl are deleted and the matrix As is replaced with A,,; 
the first row and the first and third columns of matrix Br1 
are deleted (no Te and vase inputs); and the first column of 
matrix C,? is removed. The block diagram of the rate-loop 
system with active elevation brakes is shown in Fig. 9(a). 

As in the case for elevation, the torques at the az- 
imuth drive, due to active azimuth brakes, are determined 
through the azimuth drive's stiffness and pinion angle of 
rotation 

The resulting structure equation is 

Thus, the structure matrix with azimuth brakes active is 

0 
Asa = As + 

B1CsPa1 + B2Cspa2 0 

For the case where the azimuth brakes are active, the 
state variables xal and xa2, representing the states of the 
azimuth drives, are zero. These states may be removed 
from the state vector xrl. The rate-loop matrix A,? in 
Eq. (21a) in this case has the second and the third rows and 
columns deleted and the matrix As is replaced with As,; 
the matrix Br1 has its second and third rows, and second, 
fourth, and fifth columns deleted (no Ta1,Ta2, and ubsa 

inputs); and matrix Cr? has its second and third column 
deleted. The block diagram of the rate-loop system with 
active elevation brakes is shown in Fig. 9(b). 

C. Model Reduction 

Some of the poles of the rate-loop model are at zero; 
hence, the reduction procedure from Appendix B is ap- 
plied. Note that the state triple (A,?, B,?, C,?) is returned 
as a quadruple (ATl, B,?, C,?, D,?) after reduction 

Singular values of the balanced antigrammiails of the 
rate-loop model ape shown in Fig. 10. The rate-loop model 
designed from the reduced structural, elevation drive, and 
azimuth drive models consists of 35 states. It is reduced 
to 27 states--singular values of states 28 through 35 are 
large enough to have these states reduced. The frequency 
response of the reduced model is compared with the re- 
sponses of the full model in Figs. 11 and 12 (the full model 
consists of a full antenna structural mode, and full azimuth 
and elevation drive models-all together 90 states). 



V. Position Loop Model 
The rate-loop system, with the position loop closed, is 

shown in Fig. 13. A proportional-plus-integral (PI) con- 
troller is applied. Consider first the series connection of 
the rate-loop system and the controller, as in Fig. 13(a). 
Define new state variables xei and xai 

xei = ee0 and kai = ea0 (25) 

and the state vector xo for the series connection xz = 
[xFr xei sail. The system output is 

and Be and Ba are the first and the second columns of 
Brr. 

For the closed-loop system 

210 = Ycom - Yo (29) 

where y,T,m = [eecom eacom] is a command signal. Intro- 
ducing Eq. (29) to Eq. (28), one obtains 

where de,, dea, dae, and daa are entries of Dr1 obtained in 
Eq. (24). The input is u: = [ee0 eao] and the inputs to xcl = A C ~ X C I +  Bel~com + Bclwfw 
the rate-loop systems are 

Yo = Cclxcr + Dcl~com 

r e  = kppeeeo + kiiexei and ra  = kppaeao + kiiaxai (26) The closed-loop system matrices are 

where kppe, kiie, kppa, and kiia are proportional and inte- 
gral parameters of the controllers. The equations for the 
rate-loop systems are 

krl = A r l ~ r l +  Bere + Bars (27) and the wind input matrix Bclw is obtained from the sixth 
(Br16) and the seventh (Br17) columns of Bpi 

Combining Eqs. (25), (26), and (27), one obtains 

ko = Aoxo + Bouo and yo = Coxo + Douo (28) BclW = I 0 
0 1 

where 

The closed-loop system performance is illustrated in 
Figs. 14 and 15 in the frequency domain, and in Figs. 16 
and 17 in the time domain. 

VI. Wind Disturbance Simulations 
In order to evaluate the antenna pointing error due to 

wind disturbances, two separate problems need to be inves- 
tigated. First, wind forces acting on the antenna structure 
should be determined. Wind properties have been stud- 
ied in [6,7], although wind forces acting on the antenna 
structure are not yet satisfactorily known. Secondly, the 
antenna model for simulation of the pointing error due to 



wind disturbances should be developed. In this section, 
the latter problem is considered, presenting the wind dis- 
turbance simulation tools and simulation results for the 
assumed wind force properties. 

The wind input t o  the antenna model is applied through 
the input matrix Bwind given in Section 11. The entries of 
this matrix are large in comparison to the entries of the 
remaining input matrices B,,, BSa1, and B,,z for the el- 
evation and azimuth pinion torques. The large values of 
Bwdnd appeared since the wind acts directly on the tip- 
ping structures, while torques act indirectly through the 
gearboxes, being reduced by the gearbox ratios. The large 
value of Bwind is a dominant factor in the reduction of the 
structural model; hence, it is compensated for by setting 
the appropriate weighting for the wind input-in this case 
the wind input weight is The input matrix Bwind 
is determined for a wind speed of 100 mph, and for this 
speed a unit wind force of Fow = 1 lb is applied. The force 

. Fw (lb) for the speed vw (mph) is 

vw Fw = cr;Fow and a, = - 
100 (32) 

The reduction procedure for the model with wind distur- 
bances is similar to that presented above, however, the 
results are different. The plot of the Hankel singular val- 
ues for the structure with the wind input is presented in 
Fig. 18. Comparing this plot with the one in Fig. 2 shows 
that a different set of modes plays the most important role 
in the system reduction. The wind input to the rate-loop 
model and the position loop model is given in Sections IV 
and V, respectively. The magnitude of the transfer func- 
tion from the wind in the x and y directions to the eleva- 
tion and cross-elevation pointing errors is shown in Fig. 19. 
The figures show that the flexible part of the antenna has 
a significant part in the pointing error balance. 

Two kinds of antenna pointing error due to wind distur- 
bances have been simulated: static error due to constant 
wind pressure, and dynamic error due to wind turbulence. 
The following results for the static wind load are obtained. 
For a 30-mph x-direction wind, the-elevation pointing er- 
ror is 2.1 mdeg and the cross-elevation pointing error is 
8.9 mdeg. For a 30-mph y-direction wind, the elevation , 

pointing error is 0.5 mdeg and the cross-elevation pointing 
error is 0.08 mdeg. The small pointing error due to the 
wind in the y direction is a result of the integrating action 
of the controller. 

The dynamic wind force is generated as a random 
white-noise process pre-filtered by a filter with the spectral 
properties presented in Fig. 20. The obtained spectrum is 
an arbitrarily selected wind spectrum, a rough approxima- 
tion of the Davenport model of the wind for a filter with 
f,,, = 0.1 Hz, where f,,, is the frequency of maximal 
value of the spectrum. Simulations have been performed 
for the position loop model consisting of 39 states. The 
forcing function is shown in Fig. 21, with a root mean 
square (rms) value equal to 0.018 lb (20 percent of the 
static pressure). The antenna pointing errors, in both ele- 
va:ion and cross-elevation, are presented in Fig. 22. For an 
x-direction wind, the rms error in elevation is 0.61 mdeg, 
and in cross-elevation it is 2.45 mdeg. For a y-direction 
wind, the rms error in elevation is 2.87 mdeg, while in 
cross-elevation, it is 0.21 mdeg. Note that the static point- 
ing error is dominant for the x-direction wind, and the dy- 
namic pointing error is dominant for the y-direction wind. 
The pdirection static action of the wind is sensed by the 
elevation encoder and is compensated for by the PI con- 
troller, while the static x-direction wind and the dynamic 
wind are barely registered by the encoder and are thus not 
compensated for by the controller. Again, the dynamic 
pointing error, due to some arbitrariness in selecting the 
filter, is an approximate result. More studies on wind force 
properties need to be done. 

VII. Conclusions 
In this article the modeling procedures and reduction 

techniques for the DSS 13 antenna structure and its control 
system have been presented. Through balancing the sys- 
tem controllability and observability properties, a reduced 
system model has been obtained. Antenna dynamics, rate- 
loop dynamics, and dynamics of a system with a closed 
position loop have been simulated. The model allows one 
to simulate elevation dynamics, cross-coupled dynamics in 
azimuth and elevation, and the dynamic radio-frequency 
pointing error due to command inputs and wind distur- 
bances. 
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Fig. 1. Forces and velocities at the bull-gear-pinion connection. 
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Fig. 2. Hankel singular values for the antenna structure. 



FREQUENCY, Hz 

Fig. 3. Magnitudes of the transfer function of the full (42 states) (solid line) and the 
reduced (20 states) (dashed line) models of the antenna structure. 
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Fig. 3 (contd). 



Fig. 4. Drive system model. 
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Fig. 5. Drive subsystem Go. 
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Fig. 7. Magnitudes of the transfer function of the full (16 states) and reduced 
(5 states)lrive systems for the elevation drive input: rate command. 



Fig. 8. Rate-loop model. 
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Fig. 9. Rate-loop model with active (a) elevation brakes and (b) azimuth brakes. 
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Fig. 10. Singular values of the balanced antigrammians for the rate-loop model. 
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Fig. 11. Magnitudes of transfer function for the full (90 states) and the reduced (27 states) 
rate-loop model with elevation rate command input: (a) elevation rate, (b) elevation 
motor rate wm, (c) elevation torque, (d) azimuth rate, (e) A21 motor rate wm , and 
(f) A21 torque. 



Fig. 11 (contd). 



Fig. 12. Magnitudes of transfer function for the full (90 states) and the reduced (27 states) 
rate-loop model with azimuth rate command input: (a) elevation rate, (b) elevation motor 
rate w, , (c) elevation torque, (d) azimuth rate, (e) A21 motor rate w, , and (f) A21 
torque. 
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Fig. 12 (contd). 
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Fig. 13. Position loop system: (a) open and (b) closed. 
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Fig. 14. Magnitudes of transfer function for the position loop system with elevation com- 
mand: (a) elevation encoder reading, (b) elevation torque, (c) azimuth encoder reading, 
(d) A21 torque, (e) elevation pointing error, and (f) XEL pointing error. 
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Fig. 14 (contd). 



Fig. 15. Step responses of the position loop system with elevation command at 1 radian: 
(a) elevation encoder reading, (b) elevation torque, (c) azimuth encoder reading, (d) A21 
torque, (e) elevation pointing error, and (f) XEL pointing error. 
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Fig. 16. Magnitudes of transfer function for the position loop system with azimuth com- 
mand: (a) elevation encoder reading, (b) elevation torque, (c) azimuth encoder reading, 
(d) AZ1 torque, (e) elevation pointing error, and (f) XEL pointing error. 



Fig. 16 (contd). 
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Fig. 17. Step responses of the position loop system with azimuth command at 1 radian: 
(a) elevation encoder reading, (b) elevation torque, (c) azimuth encoder reading, (d) AZ1 
torque, (e) elevation pointing error, and (f) XEL pointing error. 
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Fig. 17 (contd). 
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Fig. 18. Hankel singular values for the antenna structure with 
the wind input. 
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Fig. 19. Magnitudes of transfer functions of the closed-loop system: (a) from the wind 
force in x-direction to the elevation pointing error, (b) from the wind force in x-direction 
to the XEL pointing error, (c) from the wind force in y-direction to the elevation pointing 
error, and (d) from the wind force in y-direction to XEL pointing error. 
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Fig. 19 (contd). 
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Fig. 21. Wind force acting on the tipping structure for wind 30 mph and with 
fmax = 0.1 Hz and rms (fwind) = 0.18. 
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Fig. 22 (contd). 



Appendix A 

Parameters 0% the BSS 13 Antenna 

The structural parameters for the DSS 13 antenna are: 

cr = 25 deg 

Ci = 0.005 for i = 1 , .  . - ,21 

node numbers are nc = 5380, no = 86,302, nu = 86,881, and nb = 41,212 

fl = diag ( 0, 0 1 12.4344, 13.1067, 19.6287, 19.9805, 21.9158, 
25.8490, 27.9288, 28.6011, 34.9094, 35.5126, 36.8760, 41.3559, 
42.3047, 44.9499, 47.0485, 48.1292, 49.4675, 52.9547, 57.2524) 

Mm = diag ( 214.3607, 296.0889, 692.2613, 11.3445, 244.8719, 62.6765, 65.7475, 
799.5434, 17.9187, 18.6408, 18.9721, 24.6747, 53.4131, 7.8255, 

9.7606, 37.4093, 38.2110, 27.3915, 25.5052, 7.5668, 200.0856) 

rmh.1 matrix = [ h ,  4 2 ,  . . . , $211, where 4i = ith mode shape and di = [4il, 4i2,.  . . , 4ip]T, where 4ij = j th  component 
of the ith mode. 

The rate-loop system parameters for the DSS 13 antenna are: 

k1 = 716.197 V sec/rad 

k ,  = 15.72 Ib/A for elevation 

km = 15.36 lb/A for azimuth 

ka = 1.79 V sec/rad 

k,  = 0.8 V/V 

ktaeh = 0.0384123 V sec/rad for elevation 

ktaeh = 0.037337 V sec/rad for azimuth 

k,  = 80 V/sec V for a range of 49-83 

kgo = 1.5 x lo7  Ib/rad for elevation 

kg ,  = 2.0 x lo7 lb/rad for azimuth 

kct fr  = 0.33 

ket = 0.11111 

kbs = 0.66 

TI = 0.0063662 sec 

r2 = 0.094 sec 

r3 = 0.002 sec 

7-4 = 0.00484 sec 

rs = 0.0021 sec 

7 6  = 0.7304 sec 

N = 354 for elevation 

N = 595 for azimuth 



Jm = 1.236 lb/sec2 for elevation 

Jm = 1.0848 lb/sec2 for azimuth 

Ra = 0.456 Q for elevation 

Ra = 0.668 Q for azimuth 

La = 0.01 1 H for elevation 

La = 0.0144 H for azimuth 



Appendix B 

Model Reduction for Systems With Integrators 

Model order reduction methods for stable linear sys- 
tems are based on joint controllability and observability 
tests, through balancing of system grammians [2]. For lin- 
ear unstable systems, various techniques based on prop- 
erties of the controllability and observability grammians 
have been developed [8,9,10]. Consider a system with in- 
tegrators whose output is an integral of an input. It  has 
a pole (or poles) at  zero, consequently, its controllabil- 
ity and observability grammians do not exist, and model 
reduction based on its grammian properties cannot be exe- 
cuted. Systems with integrators, however, are controllable 
and observable, hence, these properties can still be used 
for model reduction. In this appendix the reduction algo- 
rithm for systems with integrators is derived, and systems 
with integrators are defined as follows. 

Definition B.1. A linear system with the state- 
space representation (A, B,  C, D),  A € %nXn,  B € Snxp,  
C E % Q X n ,  and D E SqXP, is a system with integrators if 
its n - m poles are stable, the remaining m poles are at  
zero, and it is observable and controllable, see [ll].  It  is 
assumed also that A is nondefective [12] (geometric mul- 
tiplicity of poles at  zero is m). 

Systems with integrators are linear systems commonly 
encountered in control design and analysis. This appendix 
presents a reduction method, by introducing antigrammi- 
ans. 

Definition B.2. For a controllable and observable 
triple (A, B ,  C),  the matrices Vc and Vo satisfying the fol- 
lowing Riccati equations: 

are the controllability and observability antigrammians. 

Note that the grarnrnians for a system with integrators 
do not exist, but antigrammians do; for an unobservable 
or uncontrollable system antigrammians do not exist, but 
grarnmians do. The existence of antigramrnians is ex- 
ploited for the balancing and model reduction of systems 
with integrators. 

For a stable, controllable, observable, and balanced sys- 
tem the grammians as well as the antigrammians are equal 
and diagonal 

where I' = diag(-yi) and II = d i a g ( ~ i )  for i = 1,2, .  . .,n, 
and satisfy the following equations: 

The representation (Ab, Bb, Cb, D) is balanced. 

Proposi t ion B.1. For a balanced system with integra- 
tors one obtains II = diag(O, II,), where Om is an m x m 
zero matrix, and Ab is block-diagonal, Ab = diag(0, Ab,). 

Proof. Consider A, B ,  and C in the form 

A = diag(0, A,), BT = [B: B:], C = [Cr C o l  (B-4) 

Matrix A in the form of Eq. (B-4) always exists due to 
m poles at zero, and B and C exist due to nondefectiveness 
of A. From Eq. (B-la) it follows that: 

For stable controllable and observable systems 
Vo = WW,-~ and Vo = W r l ,  where Wc and W, are con- Krr Br = 0, Cr Vorr = 0, Vcro = 0, V,,, = 0 (B-5) 
trollability and observability grammians and satisfy the 
Lyapunov equations where Vc and V, are divided conformably to A: 

AWc + WcAT + BBT = o Krr Vcr0 Vorr Voro 
(B- 1 b) V, = V - 

W o A + A T ~ o + ~ T ~ = O  



For a controllable and observable system (by Definition 
B.l) the matrices B,. and C, are of full rank, thus it fol- 
lows from Eq. (B-5) that Vcrr = 0, V,,, = 0, and that  
Vc = diag(0, V,,,), V, = diag(0, V,,,), which in bal- 
anced coordinates gives II = diag(0, II,). a 

Proposition B.2. A balanced representation of a sys- 
tem with integrators (Ab, Bb,  C b ,  D)  is obtained by the 
transformation T b  

where 

The transformation TI turns A into block-diagonal form 
A1 = diag(0, A,), e.g., into real modal form 

and the transformation T2 is represented by the form T2 = 
diag (I, Tho), where I, is an identity matrix of order m, 
and Tb, balances A, 

Proof. Immediate, by introducing Eq. (B-5) into 
Eq. (B-3a). a 

The antigrammian 11 of a balanced system with inte- 
grators is ordered increasingly 

where ni > 0 and ni+l > ni for i = 1 , .  . . , n,  with the first 
m singular values a t  zero, ni = 0 for i = 1 , .  . . ,m .  The 
system is reduced by truncating the last n - k states of the 
balanced representation and leaving its first k states. Let 
the matrices Ab, Bg, and Cb be partitioned conformably 

Al l  A12 = A22] 1 Bb = [::I i Cb = [ClC2] 

then the reduced system representation (A,, B,, C,, 
D,) is A, = All ,  B, = B1,Cr = C1, and D remains un- 
changed. The system can also be reduced by the enhanced 
low-frequency approximation, see [13,14] 

(B- 12) 
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A Portable Ka-Band Front-End Test Package for Beam- 
Waveguide Antenna Performance Evaluation- 

Part I. Design and Ground Tests 
T. Y. Otoshi, S. R. Stewart, and M. M. Franco 

Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

As described in previous articles, a unique experimental method was used to 
test the new Beam Waveguide (BWG) antenna at Deep Space Station 13 in the 
Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex near Barstow, California. The 
methodology involved the use of portable test packages to make measurements 
of operating noise temperatures and antenna efficiencies (as functions of antenna 
pointing angles) at the Cassegrain focal point and the final focal point located in 
a subterranean pedestal room. Degradations caused by the BWG mirror systems 
were determined by making comparisons of the measured parameters at  the two 
focal points of the antenna. Previous articles were concerned with the design, 
performance characteristics, and test results obtained with an X-band test package 
operating at 8.45 GHz. This article discusses a Ka-band test package designed for 
operation at  32 GHz. Noise temperature measurement results are presented for the 
I<a-band test package in an 'bn-the-ground" test configuration. 

Previous articles [1,2] have given detailed descriptions 
of the test package design, performance characteristics, 
and test results for the X-band package in "on-the- 
ground" and "on-the-antenna7' test configurations at 
8.45 GHz. It was shown that the X-band test package was 
used successfully to test the new DSS 13 BWG antenna at 
8.45 GHz. 

This article is the third in a series of reports on the 
measured performance of the new BWG antenna. In this 
article, the design of a test package developed for Ka- 
band is described. In addition, measured operating noise 

temperatures for the Ka-band test package in the on-the- 
ground test configuration are presented. A companion ar- 
ticle, "Part 11," in this issue presents the results of tests 
performed on the new BWG antenna with the Ka-band 
test package. 

11. Ka-Band Test Package Design 
Figure 1 shows the system block diagram of the Ka- 

band test package. Depicted are typical Cassegrain front- 
end microwave components, such as a horn, polarizer, 
round-to-rectangular transition, and a waveguide switch. 
When the Ka-band WR28 switch is in the antenna path 



configuration, the switch connects the horn assembly to 
a WR28 coupler followed by a cryogenically cooled high- 
electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) and a downcon- 
verter. The insertion loss of the path between the horn 
aperture and the input of the HEMT at  32 GHz is 0.27 dB 
rt0.02 dB. 

When the switch is in the ambient-load path config- 
uration, the switch connects an ambient thermal refer- 
ence load to the HEMT. System linearity calibrations are 
performed with a remotely controlled noise diode assem- 
bly. Noise temperature calibrations are performed with 
an ambient-load thermal reference termination, in which 
is embedded a digital readout thermometer. For this Ka- 
band test package, the microwave signal is downconverted 
to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 60 MHz and sent via 
a coaxial cable to a power-meter total-power radiometer 
system. 

The requirement of testing the antenna at F1 and F3 
required the test package to be convertible from a 29- to 
23-dBi horn configuration. The conversion is accomplished 
through the use of horn extensions of the same taper going 
from an aperture diameter of about 5.122 in. to 1.986 in. 
Figures 2 and 3, respectively, are photographs of the fab- 
ricated and assembled Ka-band test package in its 29-dBi 
horn configuration for testing the system on the ground. 
The test package in the 29-dBi horn configuration, as mea- 
sured from the bottom of the lower frame to the horn aper- 
ture, is about 8.5 ft high, while the 23-dBi configuration 
is about 14.3 in. shorter. 

The Ka-band HEMT assembly shown in Fig. 2 is a 
four-stage amplifier with an overall gain of 24.4 dB and 
an effective input noise temperature of 56.6 K. Following 
the HEMT assembly are waveguide components and a Ka- 
band downconverter assembly (Fig. 3). A block diagram 
of the Ka-band downconverter assembly is given in Fig. 4. 
The vital components of this downconverter assembly are 
a stainless steel WR28 guide section for thermal isolation, 
a 32-GHz bandpass filter, a 3.5-dB noise figure mixer, an 
IF bandpass filter, and a thermoelectric temperature con- 
troller. The system operates double sideband, where input 
signals in the bands (31.89 to 31.99-GHz) and (32.01 to 
32.11 GHz) become downconverted to an IF band of 10 to 
110 MHz, whose center frequency is 60 MHz. 

Early in the development stage, considerable gain insta- 
bility problems were experienced with the Ka-band down- 
converter. The problems were finally overcome with the 
installation of the thermoelectric temperature controller 
(see Fig. 3), which maintained the temperature inside the 
downconverter to within f 0.4 deg C. After installation of 

the thermoelectric cooler, the gain change during a typical 
day was reduced from 0.95 dB to about 0.13 dB. 

The Ka-band noise diode assembly (Fig. 5) provides 
an injection signal of about 81 K into the HEMT and is 
used to check system linearity. Measurements of the excess 
noise injected are made when the waveguide switch is first 
in the antenna position and then in the ambient load po- 
sition. The difference in the excess noise measured in the 
two waveguide positions provides a means for determining 
noise-temperature measurement-system nonlinearity. 

Ill. Radiometer System 
Although the radiometer computer system is not part 

of the test package, the test package had to be designed 
specifically to interface with the computer-controlled ra- 
diometer system. For either the X- or Ka-band test pack- 
ages, the downconverted output is sent to the computer- 
controlled radiometer system via a coaxial cable. 

Figure 6 is a block diagram showing the interface be- 
tween the Ka-band test package and the total-power ra- 
diometer system. The IF noise power is measured with 
a Hewlett-Packard 436A Power Meter. An IBM personal 
computer sends commands to change the waveguide switch 
to a thermal reference load position and reads the digital 
information on the thermal reference load to a resolution of 
J10.01 deg C. Power meter readings at the zero and arn- 
bient load positions provide a calibration curve of power 
meter readings versus operating noise temperature. The 
computer commands the noise injecting diode to turn on 
and off in the ambient load and antenna positions, and 
performs calculations of system linearity, gain changes, 
and operating noise temperature. Calibrations are per- 
formed every 30 minutes or as often as commanded, and 
operating noise temperatures are computed every second 
or integrated over a desired time interval and then dis- 
played on the screen and at the line printer. The data are 
automatically stored on the computer disk file. 

For good operation for this particular Ka-band test 
package with respect to power meter resolution and system 
linearity, it was found that the input to the power meter 
sensor should be about 700 nanowatts when the waveguide 
switch was in the antenna path configuration. The ad- 
justment of power levels was achieved with appropriate 
padding in the system and use of a variable IF attenuator 
in front of the power meter sensor. 

Calibration and error analyses equations for the cali- 
bration method of this measurement system are based on 



equations given in [3]. An option is available in the com- 
puter data reduction program to correct the measured op- 
erating noise-temperature values for nonlinearity [4]. More 
discussions of the calibration method and associated errors 
are given in Appendix A. 

1V. Test Results 
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show examples of the overall 

system performance of the Ka-band test package on the 
ground at DSS 13 when the thermoelectric temperature 
controller was in operation. The symbols show data points 
for rnini-calibrations performed every 30 min. During 
the 25-hr test period shown, the linearity factor remained 
nearly constant between 0.99 and 0.98. The gain factor 
varied between 1.00 and 0.99, which corresponds to a peak- 
to-peak gain change of only 0.04 dB. As may be seen in 
Fig. 7(b), the ambient-load physical temperature varied 
from a minimum of 2.7 to 16.1 deg C. Comparisons of the 
ambient-load physical temperature and gain factor plots 
show that they are correlated. Tests have shown that for 
ground tests, the outside air temperature and ambient- 
load physical temperatures track within a few deg C. 

Noise-temperature symbols are used in the following 
equations, as well as in a table of results. For the reader's 
convenience, the symbols are defined in Table 1. When 
the test package is on the ground, the general expression 
for the operating noise temperature is 

Under standard conditions at  32.0 GHz, the component 
values are TLg = 2.0 K, Tatm = 7.02 K, Twg = 
17-67 K, Themt = 56.6 K, Tfup = 1.8 K, Latm = 1.02683 
(corresponding to 0.1150 dB), and Lwg = 1.06414 (cor- 
responding to 0.27 dB). Substitutions of the values into 
Eq. (1) result in a predicted Top of 84.5 K. 

Table 2 shows a tabulation of the Ka-band measure- 
ments for ground observations from October 12, 1990 
through January 31, 1991. The grand average of the Top 
values shown in Table 2 is 84.7 K, with a peak-to-peak de- 
viation of +1.6/ - 1.7 K. The uncertainty associated with 
the grand average is estimated to  be of 1.5 K (one stan- 
dard deviation). This measured value of 84.7 K is in close 
agreement with the predicted value of 84.5 K. 

Included in Table 2 are tabulations of the observation 
periods, the measured operating noise-temperature values, 

weather information, and normalized values after correc- 
tions were made for weather and the waveguide physical 
temperature values. This table shows the methodology 
used for normalizing zenith operating noise-temperature 
data to standard conditions. The normalized value of Top 
is computed from 

where Top, Talmr Tug, and Latm are, respectively, the aver- 
age measured Top, computed Tatm, Twg, and Latm values 
given in Table 2. The values used for normalizing the mea- 
sured values were Tatm,, = 7.02 K (for a 32-GHz Goldstone 
average clear atmosphere) and Latm,, = 1.02683 (corre- 
sponding to 0.1150 dB). Other Ka-band (32.0 GHz) values 
used for normalizations were TLb = 2.0 K, Lwg = 1.06414 
(corresponding to 0.27 dB), Twg,, = 17.67 K for the above 
Lwg, and a standard physical waveguide temperature of 
20 deg C. 

At Ka-band, weather changes can cause significant vari- 
ations in atmospheric noise contributions to operating 
noise temperatures. As may be seen in Table 2, the appli- 
cations of weather corrections enabled significant improve- 
ments to be made to the operating noise temperatures for 
purposes of comparisons for measurements made at time 
periods separated by days and months. 

Figure 8 shows curves of Ka-band atmospheric noise 
temperatures as functions of typical weather parameters 
during a calendar year at  DSS 13. I t  is of interest to note 
that at  Ka-band, typical weather conditions during the 
year at DSS 13 can cause the atmospheric noise tempera- 
tures to vary from 4.5 to 31.2, which represents a peak-to- 
peak variation of about 27 K. Method 1 of computer pro- 
gram SDSATM7M.BAS1, described in [2], was the method 
used to derive values for Fig. 8. Method 1 was also used to 
make weather corrections for the noise temperature results 
presented in this article. 

V. Coneluding Remarks 
Numerous Ka-band total-power radiometer tests on the 

ground showed'that with a thermoelectric temperature 

Courtesy of S. D. Slobin of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasa- 
dena, California. SDSATM7M.BAS is a modified version of 
SDSATMI.BAS, but gives the same answers. 



controller for the downconverter, gain changes were held ma1 0.5-hr interval and by using the mini-calibration data 
to less than 0.2 dB over a 24-hour period, which is about to compute near-real-time corrections for gain changes. 
as good as can be expected with a Ka-band total-power The combination of using a radiometer with small gain 
radiometer. Even when gain changes were large (before changes and performing more frequent mini-calibrations 
installation of the thermoelectric temperature controller), enabled better quality noise-temperature data to be ob- 
some of the gain instability problems were overcome by tained than was originally thought possible from a Ka- 
performing mini-calibrations more frequently than the nor- band total-power radiometer system. 
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Table 1. Definitions of symbols and abbreviations 

Symbol Definition 

RH 

HEMT 

Lws 

Effective noise temperature contribution to Top from 
the cosmic background radiation, K. This value is a 
function of frequency and will differ from the actual 
cosmic background noise temperature of 2.7 K [5Ia. 
Cosmic background radiation noise temperature, 
nominally 2.7 K 
Planck constant 

Frequency, Hz 

Boltzmann constant 

Atmospheric noise temperature, K 
Noise temperature due to waveguide loss between the 
horn aperture and the input flange of the HEMT, K 
Effective noise temperature of the HEMT as defined at 
the input flange of the HEMT, K 
Effective noise temperature of the follow-up receiver 
(downconverter + cables + power meter, etc.) as 
defined at the input flange of the HEMT, K 
Operating noise temperature as defined at the 
input flange of the HEMT, K 
Relative humidity 

High-electron-mobility transistor 

Loss factor for the waveguide between the horn aperture 
and the input flange of the HEMT, power ratio > 1 
Loss factor of the atmosphere, power ratio > 1 

1: hf 
a TCb1 = Tcb [em(z) - where r = -. (See details in [5].) 

kTcb 



Table 2. Ka-band (32-GHz) measured zenith operating noise temperatures corrected tor weather and waveguide noise changes. 
Ka-band test package is on the ground. 

Average Average Computed Computed Physical Normalizeda 
Observation Measured Weather Tatm , Latm, Waveguide 

Twg, 
K Top l 

Top, K During Obsv. K ratio Temp., deg C K 

10/12/90 85.5 896.3 mb 6.83 1.0258 18.9 17.61 85.7 
DOY 285 17.9 deg C (0.1104 dB) 
0900-1250 UT 15.8% RH 

11/09/90 ~ 7 . 5 ~  903.6 mb 8.58 1.0324 15.0 17.38 86.3 
DOY 313 14.9 deg C (0.1386 dB) 
1500 UT 31.7% RH 

01/19/91 83.9 895.8 mb 7.91 1.0303 6.7 16.88 83.9 
DOY 019 7.12 deg C (0.1296 dB) 
1000-1500 UT 44.3% RH 
01/31/91 80.5 903.1 mb 5.50 1.0211 1.3 16.55 83.0 
DOY 031 5.3 deg C (0.0906 dB) 
0300-1000 UT 13.7% RH 

Grand average = 84.7 
Peak deviations = +1.6/-1.7 

a Normalized Top values were computed through the use of Eq. (2). 

The Ka-band waveguide was cleaned and realigned in the test package. 
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Fig. 1. Ka-band test package system. 



Fig. 2. Ka-band test package in its 29-dBi horn configuration for testing the system on the roof of the Telecommunications Building: 
(a) showing Ka-band HEMT and (b) showing Ka-band ambient-load thermal reference and downconverter. 



Fig. 3. Partial view of the post-HEMT assembly, including waveguide, downconverter, and thermal electric cooler assemblies. 
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Fig. 4. Ka-band downconverler assembly. 
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Fig. 7. Mini-calibration data during January 18 and 19, 1991. The Ka-band test package is 
outside of Building G60 (the Administrative and Laboratory building) at DSS 13: (a) gain and 
linearity factors and (b) operating noise and ambient temperatures. 
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Fig. 8. Ka-band atmospheric noise-temperature contributions versus relative humidity and 
ground-level air temperature at DSS 13. (Courtesy of S. Slobin, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California.) 



Appendix A 

Calibration Method and Error Analysis 

This Appendix is written in response to numerous re- The excess noise due to the noise diode is computed and 
quests to describe the calibration system in more detail, the difference of excess noise measured in the two switch 
and also to provide calibration and error analysis equations positions provides a measure of the system's nonlinearity. 
applicable to the test package noise-temperature measure- An option in the computer program is provided for making 
ment system. The measurement method and total-power corrections for nonlinearity through the use of equations 
radiometer equations follow those originally developed by derived by Stelzried in [4]. 
Stelzried [3]. 

The principle of operation of the calibration system is 
illustrated in Fig. A-1. Two power meter readings are 
required to establish a linear power meter reading ver- 
sus operating noise temperature calibration curve. The 
first required point of the curve corresponds to the power 
meter reading and an effectively zero112 operating noise 
temperature when the power meter is zeroed by means of 
a remotely controllable coaxial switch that is terminated 
with a coaxial termination (Fig. 6). The second required 
point on the calibration curve corresponds to the power 
meter reading and the operating noise temperature when 
the waveguide switch is operated to be in the "ambient- 
load" path position (configuration). In this switch posi- 
tion, the waveguide ambient load becomes the input ter- 
mination of the HEMT. The ambient load for this calibra- 
tion system is used as the primary thermal noise reference 
standard. Based on the assumption that the calibration 
curve is linear, the two points are used to determine the 
constants (slope and intercept) of the calibration curve. 

For purposes of performing an error analysis of the mea- 
sured value of the operating noise temperature (on the 
antenna), the following calibration equations are applica- 
ble. It should be pointed out that in the main body of this 
article, Top was used to denote the operating noise temper- 
ature in the antenna configuration. In the analysis below, 
Topa and T o p h  are used to denote operating noise temper- 
atures for the antenna and ambient-load system configu- 
rations. The following general equations are applicable to 
the X- or Ka-band test package noise-temperature mea- 
surement systems: 

P o p  a 
T o p o  = Toph-  

P o p  h 

when the measurement system is used for measur- where many of the symbols have already been defined else- 

ing antenna operating noise temperatures, waveguide where in this article. Definitions for symbols not previ- 

switch is operated to be in the antenna path position. The ously defined are q e  = ambient load physical tempera- 

power meter value is read by the computer and then the ture in deg C, P o ~ h  = Power meter reading in nW when 

operating noise temperature (on the antenna) is computed the waveguide switch is in the ambient-load path position, 

from the power meter reading and the constants of the lin- and = power meter reading in nW when the wave- 

ear calibration curve. guide switch is in the antenna path position. 

It is assumed that the operating noise temperature in 
the ambient load configuration is well below the saturation 
point on the curve shown in Fig. A-1. A linearity check is 
accomplished by turning the noise diode on and off when 
the waveguide switch is first operated to be in the antenna 
path position and then to the ambient load path position. 

Typically, this reading is less than 3 x K for a system having 
an overall gain of 60 dJ3. The exact value can be calculated from 
an equation given by Stelzried2. 

C. T. Stelzried, "DSS 13 Radiometer System Status and Per- 
formance," Interoffice Memorandum CTS-90-001 (internal docu- 
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, January 
30, 1990. 

For this particular calibration technique to be useful 
in practice, it is required that Te be known accurately 
at the HEMT input flange, where Te is defined above by 
Eq. (A-3). For Te to be known accurately, it is neces- 
sary for Themt  to be measured extensively in the labora- 
tory prior to the installation of the HEMT assembly into 
the test package. Furthermore, it is assumed for this cal- 
ibration method that T h e m t  does not change with time or 
with test package motions or antenna motions. It has been 
found, based on two or more years of operation in the field, 
that T h e m t  does not change significantly with time or an- 
tenna motion and the above assumptions are valid ones. 
Hence, the cooled HEMT is an ideal low-noise amplifier to 



use for the noise measurement technique employed for the 
test package calibration system. The follow-up receiver 
noise temperature contribution (as defined at  the HEMT 
input) is usually measured after installations through the 
use of a Yon-on method. This follow-up noise temperature 
contribution is also required to be constant with time. If 
the HEMT gain is sufficiently high (> 30 dB) and the 
follow-up receiver effective input noise temperature is less 
than 500 K, the follow-up receiver contribution will be less 
than 0.5 K. Therefore, there is less probability that insta- 
bilities in the operating noise temperature measurements 
will come from the follow-up contribution. 

Another requirement for the calibration system is that 
the ambient-load physical temperature Tpc can be mea- 
sured to a high degree of accuracy (better than 
0.2 deg C). If the requirements for both Te and Tpc are 
met, then updated measurements of Tpc enable updated 
values of Toph to be calculated and enable gain changes 
in the radiometer system to be isolated. Then, correc- 
tions can be determined for gain changes and applied to 
raw (uncorrected) measured operating noise temperature 
values to obtain what the computer program has labeled 
as "corrected system temperatures." Unfortunately, this 
terminology has caused some confusion in data compari- 
son because Stelzried [4] also uses the same term to mean 
an operating noise temperature corrected for both gain 
changes and nonlinearity. The process of obtaining up- 
dated values of Tpc and corrected Top is accomplished au- 
tomatically at any desired periodic interval or instanta- 
neously upon command by an experimenter through the 
use of a single computer keystroke operation. The proce- 
dure for obtaining data for an updated noise temperature 
calibration curve (Fig. A-1), making corrections for gain 
(and linearity, if desired), is referred to as a "mini-cal" 
(mini-calibration) operation2. 

If Te is not known accurately or changes with time, the 
errors produced on the measurement of Top can be calcu- 
lated from the equations given below. Errors caused by 
other error sources, such as uncertainties of the ambient- 
load physical temperatures and power-meter reading er- 
rors can be calculated from the error analysis equations 
presented below. 

Following the method given in [3], the root sum square' 
(rss) of the individual error contributions to the overall 
Topa measurement error is 

where SQrCT denotes square root and the general symbol 
of the form Eylm is used to denote the error in the value 
of y due to an error in x. 

Then, 

Equations for ETopalmm are involved and will not be pre- 
sented in this Appendix. Computer programs for a per- 
sonal computer have been written for the mismatch error 
equations given by Otoshi [6]. Sufficiently good estimates 
of the worst-case errors due to mismatch can be obtained 
through the use of simplified error formulas given in 131. 

In the above, it can be seen that in order to mini- 
mize the error on the measurement of Topa, it is desir- 
able to make the ratio of Toph/Topa as large as possible. 
This goal is achieved in practice by selecting an accurate 
hot reference load noise temperature that is much higher 
than the antenna noise temperature to be measured and 
by using a receiver with a low value of Tea For the case 
where the ambient reference termination provides the hot- 
source reference noise temperature, it is desirable that the 
ambient-load operating-noise temperature be at least 10 
times higher than the antenna operating-noise tempera- 
ture. Examples of X- and Ka-band test package error cal- 
culations are given in Table A-l. 



Table A-1. Examples of errors in measurement of antenna 
operating noise temperature 

X-Band Ka-Band 
- - - -  

Measured or known parameter values 

Topa 30 K 87 K 

T e  13.4 K 58.4 K 

T~ 293.16 K 293.16 K 

Toph 306.56 K 351.56 K 
Pops 700 nW 700 nW 

P o ~ h  7153 nW 2829 nW 

la estimate of individual error sources 

ETPC 0.2 deg C 0.2 deg C 

ETe 0.2 K 0.5 K 

Epopaa 2.4 nW 2.4 nW 

Epopha 15.3 nW 6.7 nW 

Error source contributions 

E ~ o p a / ~ p c  0.02 K 0.05 K 

ETopa/Te 0.02 K 0.12 K 

E ~ o p a / ~ o p a  0.10 K 0.30 K 

E ~ o p a / ~ o p h  0.06 K 0.21 K 

Topa rss error 0.12 K 0.39 K 

aAssume that the power meter accuracy in nanowatts is given 
by k(1 + 0.002 x PMR), where PMR is the power meter 
reading in nanowatts. 
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Fig. A-1. Example of a calibration curve for X- or Ka-band test package radiometer system. 
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A Portable Ka-Band Front-End Test Package for Beam- 
Waveguide Antenna Performance Evaluation- 

Part II: Tests on the Antenna 
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Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

In "Part I" of this article, a description was given of a Ka-band test package 
developed to enable testing of the new DSS 13 34-m beam-waveguide (BWG) an- 
tenna at  32 GHz. Test results were given for the Ka-band test package in an 
"on-the-ground" test configuration. This article, "Part II," is a companion article 
concerned with Ka-band test results for the test package in an "on-the-antenna" 
test configuration. Included are Ka-band zenith noise-temperature values, tipping- 
curve data, and subreflector test results obtained at the Cassegrain focal point F1, 
as  well as at  the final BWG focal point F3 (located in a subterranean pedestal 
room). Test results show that, through the use of the Ka-band test package, the 
B WG antenna performance was successfully evaluated at  Ka-band. The Ka-band 
test package operated well in all of the different antenna test configurations. 

1. Introduction Gequency bands. The methodology involved the use of 

As described in [I], a new 3 4 m  beam-waveguide 
(BWG) antenna has been built at Deep Space Station 13 in 
the Deep Space Communications Complex at Goldstone, 
near Barstow, California. This new antenna is the first 
of the NASA tracking antennas to use a BWG design. 
A recent photograph of the newly constructed antenna is 
shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the various focal points 
(Fl ,  F2, and F3) of the center-pass mode of this new 

portable test packages that could be transported to the 
various focal points (see Fig. 2). Measurements of operat- 
ing noise temperatures and antenna efficiencies were made 
as functions of antenna elevation and azimuth angles at 
the different focal points of the BWG antenna. Compar- 
isons of data measured at the different focal points enabled 
determinations of the performance degradations caused by 
various mirrors in the BWG system. 

BWG antenna. The experimental test program includes 
I 

I 
testing the new antenna at X-band (8.45 GHz), Ku-band P"vi~us gave ofX-band test pack- i 

(12 GHz), and Ka-band (32 GHz). age measurements in "on- the-ground" and "on-t he- 
antenna" test configurations. The results of Ka-band test 
package measurements in an on-the-ground test configu- 

As described in previous reports [1,2], a unique meth- ration were presented in a companion article, "Part I," in 
odology was used to test the new antenna at the different this issue [3]. 



This present article, "Part 11," is the fourth of a series of 
reports on the results of measurements obtained through 
the use of portable microwave test packages to evaluate 
the performance of the new BWG antenna. Presented in 
this article are Ka-band zenith operating noise tempera- 
tures measured at focal points F1, F2, and F3, as well as 
Ka-band tipping curve and subreflector test data. Beam- 
waveguide antenna efficiencies measured with the X- and 
Ka-band test packages at F l  and F3 are presented in an- 
other article in this issue [4]. Another related article in 
this issue is concerned with the BWG antenna-pointing 
data obtained with the X- and Ka-band test packages [5]. 

!Is Installations 
Figure 3 shows the Ka-band 29-dBi horn test package 

installed on the antenna at  the Casssegrain focal point F1. 
The structure shown supporting the Ka-band test package 
is a universal F1 mounting assembly that allows any of the 
three 29-dBi horn configuration test packages (X- ,Ku-, or 

' Ka-band) to be interchanged and installed. 

After completing measurements of noise temperature 
and antenna efficiencies at  F1, the Ka-band test package 
was removed and then reconfigured to a 23-dBi horn con- 
figuration and installed at F3 (Fig. 4). The mounting ta- 
ble shown is a universal F3 mounting assembly that can 
support any of the test packages (X-, Ku-, or Ka-band) 
and provides three-axis adjustment of the test package lo- 
cation. Adjustments of k 3  in. can be made along three 
orthogonal axes (i.e., the vertical direction, the radial di- 
rection towards and away from the BWG hub center, and 
the other transverse direction). 

111. Test Results 
A. Zenith Operating Noise-Temperature 

Measurements 

Figure 5 shows plots of gain factor, linearity, and oper- 
ating noise temperatures when the 29-dBi horn test pack- 
age was mounted at F1. Figure 5(a) shows that over the 
16-hour test period, the gain factor varied from 0.999 to 
0.993, corresponding to a peak-to-peak gain change of only 
0.03 dB. Figure 5(b) shows that during this same test pe- 
riod, the change in operating noise temperature was ap- 
proximately 0.6 K peak-to-peak. 

Figure 6 shows typical plots obtained when the test 
package was mounted at F3. Over a 14-hour period, the 
gain factor varied from 0.995 to 1.005, corresponding to a 
peak-to-peak gain change of about 0.04 dB. The change 
in operating noise temperature was approximately 0.8 K 
peak-to-peak. 

It was fortuitous that Ka-band tests were done during 
winter months when the weather was cold and the humid- 
ity low. As may be seen in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), the operat- 
ing noise temperatures were reasonably constant for tests 
at both F1 and F3. It should be pointed out that in these 
plots, the ambient-load physical temperatures are corre- 
lated with the outside air temperatures at  F1 (an outdoor 
environment), but uncorrelated when the test package is at 
F3 (an indoor environment). At Ka-band, operating noise- 
temperature values are very sensitive not only to outside 
air temperature and relative humidity, but also to vari- 
able cloud cover, atmospheric inversion layers, and uneven 
heating of the atmosphere. 

For the operating noise-temperature values shown in 
Figs. 5(b) and 6(b), corrections were made for gain 
changes, but not for nonlinearity, which was typically less 
than 1 percent. Since the uncertainty of the linearity cor- 
rections are themselves about f 1 percent, the small lin- 
earity corrections, if made, would not significantly enhance 
the quality of the operating noise-temperature data shown 
on these particular plots. 

A summary of results of Ka-band zenith operating noise 
temperatures for the ground and F1, F2, and F3 locations 
is given in Table 1. The value shown in the table for each 
test configuration is the grand average of the average op- 
erating noise temperatures determined for the individual 
observing periods. The total span of time over which ob- 
servations were made is about four months. Each grand 
average value shown in Table 1 is estimated to have an 
uncertainty of h1.5 K (one standard deviation). 

Zenith operating noise temperatures for the F2 focal 
point were extrapolated from antenna tipping-curve tests 
and from a star track. Therefore, the confidence level of 
the data at F2 is not as high as at the other focal point 
locations where more data were obtained. Tests were done 
at F2 for diagnostic purposes to investigate a "hysteresis- 
like" characteristic on antenna efficiency measurements. 
The value obtained at F2 is included in Table 1 to enable 
interesting comparisons with values obtained at other focal 
points. 

One of the primary goals of the experiment was to de- 
termine the amount of BWG antenna degradations caused 
by the mirror system. The methodology proposed to de- 
termine the degradations was to take the difference of val- 
ues obtained at the various focal points. Table 2 shows 
differential noise temperatures for the various configura- 
tions. The "F1 - ground" configuration data have a value 
of 7.1 K due primarily to scattering from the subreflec- 
tor and tripod, leakage through the main reflector surface, 



and spillover from the main reflector. Another cause of 
noise temperature increase at F1 is a temporary perforated 
plate having 318-in.-diameter holes was used to cover the 
bypass shroud opening (Fig. 3) on the main reflector sur- 
face. Even though this plate is reflective at X-band, it 
begins to approach transparency at Ka-band frequencies. 
The ground noise contributions due to leakage through this 
perforated plate are, therefore, greater at 32 GHz than at  
8.45 GHz. The amount of noise contribution might be es- 
timated from information provided in [2] for the shroud 
opening (when uncovered) at 8.45 GHz. More noise might 
also have been contributed by numerous pieces of masking 
tape (Fig. 3) covering panel-adjustment bolt holes on the 
main reflector surface. The numerous pieces of masking 
tape, used to post panel-adjust information, were not re- 
moved after completing holography measurements at F1. 
Although the masking tape pieces might not have affected 
holography or X-band measurements, they might have in- 
creased reflector surface noise temperature contributions 
at Ka-band. 

Comparisons of the "F3 - F1" values before and after 
mirror realignments show that realignment of the mirrors 
resulted in a lowering of the operating noise temperature 
by 3.8 K. The final "F3 - F1" value of 6.8 K provides a 
realistic measure of the degradation caused by six mirrors 
(including the ellipsoid) of the BWG system. 

Table 3 is a worksheet showing how the final values 
summarized in Table 1 were derived. Shown are the obser- 
vation periods, the measured operating noise-temperature 
values, weather information, and normalized values after 
corrections were made for weather and waveguide physical 
temperatures. In Table 3, the normalized Top was com- 
puted from 

where Top, Tatm, Twg, and Lot, are, respectively, the av- 
erage measured Top, computed Tatm, Twg , and Lat, val- 
ues given in Table 4, and where other noise-temperature 
symbols are defined in Table 1 of "Part I" [3]. The 
Ka-band (32.0 GHz) values used in Eq. (1) were TLb = 
2.0 K [3], Tat,,, = 7.02 K (for a Goldstone average 
clear atmosphere1), Latm,, = 1.02683 (corresponding to 

'Deep  Space Network/Fldght Project Interface Design Handbook, 
Document 810-5, Rev. D, vol. I, sec. TCI-30 (internal document), 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, June 1, 1990. 

0.1150 dB), Lwg = 1.06414 (corresponding to 0.27 dB), 
Twg,, = 17.67 K for the above Lwg, and a standard physi- 
cal waveguide temperature of 20 deg C. 

At Ka-band and higher microwave frequencies, weather 
changes can cause significant variations in the atmospheric 
noise contributions to the operating noise temperatures. 
In "Part I" [3], curves were presented showing that at Ka- 
band, typical weather conditions at DSS 13 during the year 
can cause the atmospheric noise temperatures to vary from 
4.5 to 31.2 K, which represents a peak-to-peak variation of 
about 27 K. As may be seen in Table 3, the applications 
of weather corrections enabled significant improvements to 
be made in the comparisons of operating noise tempera- 
tures for the different test configurations-even when the 
measurements were performed on different days or months 
of different test configurations. 

B. Cassegrain and BWG Antenna Loss Factors 

It is of interest to determine equivalent loss factors for 
the BWG system. Stelzried and Otoshi [6] have shown that 
loss factors of very low-loss antenna waveguide components 
can sometimes be determined from radiometric methods 
when it is not possible to use conventional insertion-loss 
measurement techniques. 

The derivations of the equations for BWG-antenna loss 
factors are straightforward, but lengthy, and will not be 
presented here. However, the basic equations needed to de- 
rive the loss factor equations will be presented. Let LF1 be 
defined as the loss factor associated with dissipative losses 
at the Cassegrain reflector surface, LF2 the loss factor of 
the BWG section between F1 and F2, and LFs the loss 
factor of the BWG section between F1 and F3. The fol- 
lowing basic equations apply for the measurements made 
with the test packages: 

Tib Tsky = - + Tatm 
Latm (2) 



T b w g , F 3  = (1 - L, Tp (7) 
section, the above loss factors are useful for extracting the 

LF3 atmospheric noise temperatures from tipping-curve data 
obtained at the various BWG focal points. 

(8) C. Tipping Curves 

Tipping-curve tests were performed at F1, F2, and F3 
T s k y  Tbwg F1 Top,~l  = ----- + -- + Ttp (9) at various azimuth angles for the test package. A few of 

L ~ l L c g  Lwg the tipping curves are shown in Fig. 7. Most of the tipping- 
curve data at 32 GHz were obtained at an azimuth angle - 

Tsky T b w g , ~ l  Tbwg ~2 of 50 deg, because, at this azimuth, the ground is at a 
Top,F2 = + - + +% (lo) very low (1-deg) elevation angle. For most large antennas L F I L F z L ~ ~  L F Z L ~ ~  Lwg 

in the DSN, it has not been possible to accurately extract 
atmospheric noise temperatures from tipping-curve data. 

Tbwg F1 8 w g  F3 
T o p , ~ 3  = T s k ~  + , I , + zP (11) However, it was reported in [2] that it was possible to ex- 

L F I L F ~ L w ~  Lwg tract X-band atmospheric values from tipping curves that 
agreed with theoretical values to f 0.2 K. A plausible ex- 

Substitutions of Eqs. (2) through (8) into Eqs. (9) planation for this good agreement is the low scattering 
through (11) and algebraic manipulations lead to the loss cross-sections of the newly designed slim tripod legs on 
factor expressions of this new BWG antenna. 

1 
For a flat-Earth model, the equation for extracting the 

(12) zenith atmospheric noise temperature from tipping-curve 
= , - [Lwg(A?bp)lg] data is derived as 

Tp - Tsky 

r 1 

where j = 2 or 3. The expressions for the differential 
operating noise temperatures are where 

(ATop)lg = Top,Fl  - Top,g (I4) 
$el = the elevation angle, deg 

Top(+,1) = the operating system temperature measured 

(ATop)21 = Top ,F2  - Top,F1 (I5) at $el K 
Top(90) = the operating system temperature measured 

(ATop)31 = TO~,FS - TO~,FI (16) at $,, = 90 deg or at zenith, K 

The above loss factor equations are functions of ele- 
vation angle, but measured Top values are generally only 
available for the zenith test configuration. The following 

; example is given for a zenith test configuration. Substitu- 
i tions of Table 2 and Eq. (1) values into the above equa- 
l tions result in LFI = 1.02732 (Cassegrain reflector asso- 

ciated dissipative losses), LF2 = 1.0204 (for BWG dis- 
sipative losses between F1 and F2), LF3 = 1.04251 (for 
BWG dissipative losses between F1 and F3, for F3 be- 
fore mirror realignment), and LFB = 1.02686 (for BWG 
dissipative losses between F1 and F3, for F3 after mirror 
realignment). As will be demonstrated in the following 

Latmz = the loss factor for the zenith atmosphere. An 
estimate of this value can be made by using 
the loss factor for a standard atmosphere, or 
a better estimate can be obtained by using 
the SDSATM7M.BAS program2 

TLb = the effective contribution to Top from the cos- 
mic background, K 

Lant = the loss factor from the Cassegrain antenna 6 

aperture to the input to the HEMT, K 

Courtesy of S. Slobin of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
California. SDSATM7M.BAS is a modified version of SDSATM4. 
BAS, but gives the same answers. 



The above equation should not be used for values 
close to 90 deg or less than 10 deg. In practice, it has 
been found that Eq. (17) is most accurate when used with 
tipping-curve data in the region of a 30-deg elevation angle. 
For the special case of ?,be, = 30 deg, Eq. (17) becomes 

At 32.0 GHz and under clear Goldstone Ka-band atmo- 
sphere conditions, the last term contributes only 0.05 K. 
For this BWG antenna, values of Lant were calculated 
from values of LF1, LF2, LF3, and LWg given previously 
in Eqs. (12) and (13) and the following equations: 

For F1 : La,t = L F ~ L ~ ~  (19) 

For F2 : Lant = L F ~ L F ~ L w ~  

at 32 GHz are higher that the computed values by 2.4 + 
0.51-0.7 K. 

For interest, the more rigorous method given by 
Eqs. (12), (13), (19), (20), and (21) was also used to ex- 
tract X-band atmospheric noise temperatures from tipping 
curve data reported in [2]. It  was found that the agree- 
ment between measured values and computed values at 
8.45 GHz is now +0.1/-0.3 K, instead of the f 0.2 K devi- 
ations reported previously [2]. 

The tipping-curve results at  X- and Ka-band indicate 
that either: (1) The theoretical weather model at Ka-band 
is not as good as at X-band for predicting atmospheric con- 
tributions from weather data, or (2) the tipping-curve data 
at Ka-band is corrupted more than at X-band by elevation- 
aggle-dependent noise contributions from tripod leg scat- 
tering, subreflector spillover, main reflector spillover, and 
leakage through the antenna panels. 

For F3 : Lant = LF1LF3Lwg @I1 

Substitution of values already presented in this article 
into Eqs. (19) through (21) gives: for F1, Lant = 1.09322 
(corresponding to 0.387 dB); for F2, Lant = 1.1155 (corre- 
sponding to 0.475 dB); for F3 before mirror realignment, 
Lant = 1.1397 (corresponding to 0.568 dB); and for F3 
after mirror realignment, Lant = 1.1226 (corresponding to 
0.502 dB). 

The reader is reminded that the Lant values for the 
various focal points all contain the Cassegrain reflector 
loss factor LF1 = 1.02732 (corresponding to 0.117 dB) and 
Lwg = 1.06414 (corresponding to 0.27 dB). For the above 
values of Lant, it was assumed that the antenna associated 
loss factors do not change significantly between zenith and 
30-deg elevation angles, and therefore, the values for these 
loss factors could be derived from zenith conditions. For 
more accuracy, the dependence of these loss factors on 
elevation angle might have to be considered. 

Table 4 is a worksheet showing the methodology used 
to extract atmospheric noise contributions from operating 
noise temperatures measured at zenith and 30-deg eleva- 
tion angles at the various BWG focal points. Also shown 
is a comparison of the measured Tat, as obtained through 
the use of Eq. (18) with the computed Tat, as obtained 
through the SDSATM7M.BAS program, which is based 
on the weather data shown. Analysis of the results in 
Table 4 will show that the measured atmospheric values 

(20) D. Subreflector Tests 

Figure 8 shows a Ka-band subreflector defocus curve 
measured at F1 at an average elevation angle of 45 deg. 
To obtain this curve, the antenna tracked radio source 
3C274, which had a source noise temperature of about 
2.2 K at 32 GHz. Measurements of operating noise tem- 
peratures were made as functions of subreflector defocus 
positions. The Ka-band antenna-pointing model computer 
program was relied upon to keep the peak of the antenna 
beam pointed at the radio source. At the time the F1 
subreflector curve measurements were made, a good ex- 
perimental procedure had not yet been developed and, 
therefore, the experimental data are not very good for the 
sidelobe regions or for the main beam below -10 dB. How- 
ever, it can be seen that over most of the main beam of 
the subreflector defocus curve, good agreement is obtained 
between a theoretical model and the experimental curve. 
The theoretical curve is based on a Geometric-Theory-of- 
Diffraction/Jacobi-Bessel antenna p r ~ g r a m . ~  

Figure 9 shows subreflector data measured at F3 for 
an average elevation angle of 45 deg. To obtain this curve, 
the antenna tracked radio source 3C84, which had a source 
noise temperature of about 4 K at 32 GHz at the time of 
these tests. To obtain data for this experimental curve, an 
improved test procedure was developed and implemented. 
Boresight measurements were performed more often (at 
least twice) during the subreflector test, which took about 

P. Cramer, "Calculated DSS-13 Subreflector 2-Axis Focus Curves, 
Feed at Fl," Interoffice Memorandum 3328-90-0355 (internal doc- 
ument), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Septem- 
ber 20, 1990. 



two hours to perform. Sufficient numbers of off-source and 
on-source measurements were taken to allow for correc- 
tions of measurement system drifts. Also shown in Fig. 9 
is a theoretical defocus curve for 32 GHz and a 45deg rig- 
ging angle. It can be seen in Fig. 10 that good agreement 
was obtained between Cramer predictions and the exper- 
imental data down to about -15 dB for the main beam. 
Good agreement was also obtained for some regions of the 
sidelobe patterns. 

It should be pointed out that even though Cramer's 
predictions were made for F1 and the experimental results 
in Fig. 9 are for F3, there is reasonably good agreement 
between theory and experiment. For a properly designed 
and aligned BWG mirror system, the subreflector defocus 
gain curves at F3 should be nearly identical to those at F1. 
Therefore, a 2-defocus subreflector test at F3 provides a 
good method for verifying the integrity of the BWG sys- 
tem. 

A 2-defocus subreflector test is also useful for reveal- 
ing whether multipath signals exist within a large antenna 
system [7,8]. Scrutiny of the subreflector defocus data near 
the peak of the main beam (Fig. 10) indicates no unusual 
humps. The absence of humps and ripples on the main- 
beam defocus curve shown in Fig. 10 indicates that the 
magnitudes of any multipath signals within the BWG sys- 
tem are small (for a 100-MHz bandwidth measurement). 

To obtain accurate subreflector defocus data below the 
20-dB level (Fig. 9) while tracking a 4 K source, the ra- 
diometer needs to provide resolutions and accuracies of 
better than 0.04 K. In addition, the Ka-band antenna- 
pointing model should be good enough to allow blind 

pointing and remain on the peak of the source to within 
k2 mdeg. 

E. Overall Performance 

The overall performance characteristics of the Ka-band 
test package are summarized in Table 5. The performance 
data are based on observed test data in a worst-case field 
environment, as well as on error analyses equations given 
in the Appendix to "Part I" [3] and also [9]. Examination 
of Table 5 reveals that the Ka-band test package perfor- 
mance was good in terms of resolution, gain stability, and 
linearity. 

The test package was subjected not only to mechanical 
stresses during radio source tracking at various elevation 
angles at  F1, but also to ambient temperatures ranging 
from 0 to 40 deg C and transportation to and from the 
ground locations F1, F2, and F3 several times. Test data 
in Table 1 showed that the long-term stability and repeata- 
bility of data for the various test configurations were very 
good. 

IV. Concluding Remarks 
The objective of determining the amount of degrada- 

tions due to the BWG mirrors has been met. The Ka- 
band test package operated well in all of the different 
test configurations. Zenith operating noise temperatures, 
tipping-curve data, and subreflector defocus curves were 
successfully obtained at F1 and F3. As reported else- 
where, the Ka-band test package also enabled high-quality 
and reliable data to be obtained for antenna efficiency and 
antenna-pointing tests. 
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Table 1. Summary of Ka-band zenith operating noise temperatures at DSS 13 
from October 12, 1990, through January 31, 1991 

Config. 
Observation 

Dates 

Grand 
Averagea 

Peak 
Deviations 

From Grand Avg., 
K 

Ground 10/12/90,11/09/90, 84.7b 
01/19/91,01/31/91 

F1 10/13/90, 10/14/90, 91.8 
01/11/91 

F2 01/16/91, 01/17/91 97.Oc 

After mirrors and ellipsoid realigned on December 18, 1990 

aN~rmal i~ed  Top values were computed through the use of Eq. (1). 

Ground values were reported in "Part I" [3]. The measured ground value of 
84.7 K agrees closely with the predicted value of 84.5 K under standard condi- 
tions. 

CNo calibrations longer than 10 min were done at F2 with the antenna left at 
zenith. 

This number cannot be compared with the above F2 value. It is probable that 
the new F2 value is also lower after the mirror realignment, but a measurement 
was not made. 

Table 2. Differential zenith operating noise temperatures for 
various test configurations at 32 GHz 

Configurations 
Differenced 

F1 - Ground 

F2 - F1 

F3 - F1 

After mirrors and ellipsoid realigned 
on December 18, 1990 

Notes: See Table 1 for F1, F2, and F3 values. 
Do not compare the values for F3 - F1 after De- 
cember 18, 1990, with the value for F2 - Fl., be- 
cause the value at F2 might have become lower, 
but was not remeasured. 



Table 3. Ka-band (32 GHz) measured zenith operating noise temperatures corrected for weather and waveguide noise changes 

Average Average Computed Computed Physical Normalizeda 
Observation 

Config. Measured Weather Tatm, Lotm, W G Temp., 
Twg 
K Top l 

Period 
Top, K During Obsrv. K ratio deg C K 

10/13/90 92.1b 894.1 mb 6.83 1.0256 22.8 17.85 92.1 
F1 DOY 286 22.8 OC (0.1097 dB) 

0046-0122 UT 12.09% RH 

10/14/90 92.0 892.0 mb 7.62 1.0286 23.6 17.89 91.2 
F1 DOY 287 19.9 OC (0.1225 dB) 

0700-0800 UT 19.0% RH 

01/11/91 93.9 901.7 mb 9.56 1.0368 8.6 16.99 92.2 
F1 DOY 011 5.2 OC (0.1570 dB) 

0006-0900 UT 72.8% RH 

01/16/91 97.45C 893.8 mb 7.98 1.0304 19.7 17.66 96.6 
F2 DOY 016 11.6 OC (0.1299 dB) 

0330 UT 34.4% RH 

01/17/91 97.53d 902.9 mb 7.21 1.0274 18.4 17.58 97.4 
F2 DOY 017 10.0 OC (0.1176 dB) 

1730-1832 UT 28.5% RH 

11/11/90 102.2 901.5 mb 6.76 1.0255 20.7 17.72 102.4 
F3 DOY 315 17.3 OC (0.1095 dB) 

0300-0800 UT 15.5% RH 
12/18/90 102.0 896.1 mb 6.69 1.0256 17.4 17.52 102.5 

F3 DOY 352 5.5 OC (0.1099 dB) 
1200-1700 UT 31.6% RH 

After m h ~ o r s  and ellipsoid realigned on 91 DOY 018 

01/23/91 98.5 895.7 mb 5.97 1.0229 21.3 17.75 99.4 
F3 DOY 023 6.3 OC (0.0981 dB) 

0400-0500 UT 20.3% RH 
01/25/91 98.2 896.1 mb 7.22 1.0276 22.2 17.81 97.9 

F3 DOY 025 8.0 OC (0.1181 dB) 
0530-0600 UT 33.4% RH 

01/30/91 97.1 899.2 mb 5.40 1.0207 20.7 17.72 98.6 
F3 DOY 030 4.1 OC (0.0891 dB) 

0330-0600 UT 13.8% RH 

a Normalized Top values were computed through the use of Eq. (1). 

Average zenith values during tipping curve tests. 

Extrapolated from 3C84 STAR track off source at  83.76 deg elevation. 

From rise-set tipping curve data a t  120 and 50 deg azimuth. 



Table 4. Measured and computed zenith atmospheric noise temperatures at Ka-band (32.0 GHz) 

Azimuth Computed Meas. Top(=) ~ e a s . ~  ComputedC 
Observation Average 

Config. Angle, Latmz, LZnt 9 -Top(gO), Tatm, Tatmr ATatmr 
Period Weather ratio ratio 

deg K K K 
K 

10/12/90 
F1 50.0 DOY 285 

1746-1822 U T  
11/12/90 

F3 50.0 DOY 316 
2213-2236 U T  

01/17/91 
F2 120.0 1991 DOY 17 

1730-1800 U T  
01/17/91 

F2 50.0 1991 DOY 17 
1803-1835 U T  

1.0256 1.0932 
(0.1097 dB) (0.387 dB) 8.11 8.92 6.83 2.09 

1.0270 1.1397 
(0.1158 dB) (0.568 dB) 8.46 9.69 7.22 2.47 

1.0277 1.1155 
(0.1186 dB) (0.475 dB) 8.92 10.00 7.26 2.69 

1.0273 1.1155 
(0.1169 dB) (0.475 dB) 9.01 10.10 7.16 2.94 

After mirrors and ellipsoid realigned on 91 DOY 018 

01/23/91 898.1 mb 1.0244 1.1226 
F3 50.0 1991 DOY 23 9.3 OC (0.1046 dB) (0.502 d B )  7.12 8.04 6.39 1.65 

1705-1748 UT 21.3% RH 

"See Eqs. (19) through (21). 

See Eq. (18). 

Computed values obtained from computer program SDSATM7M.BAS. 

Table 5. Ka-band test package performance characteristics 

Parameter Performance Achieved 

Receive polarization 

Receive fi-equencies 

Top for test package on ground at DSS 13, 
zenith clear sky 

Measured Top resolution for the above Top, 
T = 1 sec, 100 MHz bandwidth 

Gain stability over 0 to 40 deg C ambient 
temperature range 

Total calibration nonlinearity error 

Radio source temp. T,  measurement 
accuracy (T3 is obtained from a A measurement) 

Overall Top measurement accuracy? K 
l o  < To* <l50 K 

Right circular polarization, left circular polarization 
(if reconfigured) 

31.865-32.085 GHz determined from laboratory tests 

85 Ka 

< 0.2 dB peak-to-peak, < 0.05 dB/hr (thermoelectric 
temperature control) 

< 2% 

f i0.06 + 0.020xTS] K for 2 < T, < 10 K 

major part of the total is due to 56.6 K from the HEMT and 17.7 K.from 
waveguide losses. 
Based on error analysis, calibration errors, and estimated mismatch errors. 



Fig. 1. The new constructed BWG antenna. 
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Fig. 3. Ka-band 29-dBi horn test package and mounting assembly 
installed at F1. 

Fig. 4. Ka-bend 23-dB1 horn test peckage and mounting table 
installed a8 F3. 

REAR VIEW 

Fig. 2. The BWG antenna shown with focal points F1, F2, and F3. 
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Fig. 5. Mini-cal data taken on January 11, 1991, with the Ka-band.29-dBi horn test package 
mounted at F1: (a) gain factor and linearity factor and (b) operating noise temperature and 
ambient load temperature. 
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Fig. 6. Mini-calibration data taken on December 18, 1990, with the Ka-band 23-dBi horn test 
package mounted at F3: (a) gain factor and linearity factor and (b) operating noise temperature 
and ambient load temperature. 
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FREQUENCY = 32 GHz 
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Fig. 7. Ka-band (32 GHz) tipping curves at Fly F2, and F3. 



Fig. 8. Ka-band (32 GHz) subreflector 2-defocus curve measured at F1. 
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Fig. 10. Expanded detail of the main beam of the F3 Ka-band subreflector defocus curve 
(see Fig. 9). 
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Efficiency measurements at 8.45 and 32 GHz (X- and Ka-bands, respectively) 
have been carried out on the new 34-meter diameter beam waveguide antenna now 
in use at  the NASA Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex. The use 
of portable test packages enabled measurements at  both the Cassegrain and beam 
waveguide focal points. Radio sources (quasars and Venus) were used as calibrators, 
and updated determinations of Aux and source size correction were made during the 
period of the measurements. Gain and efficiency determinations as a function of 
elevation angle are presented, and the effects of the beam waveguide system and 
antenna structure are clearly seen. At the beam waveguide focus, an 8.45-GHz peak 
efficiency of 72.38 percent was measured; at 32 GHz, 44.89 percent was measured. 

1. I n t r o d ~ ~ t i ~ n  reflector, while the f3 focal point is located about 35 me- 

From July 1990 through January 1991, the new 
34-meter diameter beam waveguide (BWG) antenna at 
the NASA Goldstone Deep Space Communications Com- 
plex in the Mojave Desert was tested as part of its post- 
construction performance evaluation. This research and 
development antenna, designated Deep Space Station 13 
(DSS 13), is the prototype for a new generation of Deep 
Space Network (DSN) antennas utilizing the BWG-type of 
antenna feed system. Figure 1 shows the mechanical and 
microwave optics designs of the antenna. 

ters and six additional reflectors away in a subterranean 
pedestal room. The BWG type of design enables the si- 
multaneous use of numerous different feeds in the rela- 
tively well-controlled conditions of the pedestal room, as 
contrasted with the present DSN configuration with feed- 
horns, waveguide components, and low-noise amplifiers in- 
stalled above the surface of the dish, where maintenance 
and modification tasks are considerably more difficult. In 
addition, increased system noise temperature due to rain 
on the feedhorn covers and dichroic plates has been elirni- 
nated. 

Efficiency and pointing performance were characterized The performance evaluation methods described in this 
at 8.45 and 32 GHz (X- and Ka-bands, respectively) at article are unique in that a direct experimental measure- 
both the Cassegrain (fl) and BWG (f3) focal points. The ment was made of the antenna efficiency and gain degra- 
f l  focal point is located close to the vertex of the main dation caused by the BWG mirror system. The tests in- 



volved the use of X- and Ka-band portable test packages 
that were installed at either focal point f l  or f3. To the 
authors' knowledge, this is the first known use of portable 
test packages to determine gain and efficiency at various 
locations in the microwave optics path of an antenna. 

Section I1 of this article presents the boresight measure- 
ment technique and pointing correction methodology used 
in looking at calibration radio sources of both known and 
unknown flux and source size correction values. Section I11 
describes the methodology of antenna efficiency determi- 
nation. Section IV presents methods for atmospheric at- 
tenuation correction. Section V presents characteristics of 
the radio sources used during the boresight measurements. 
The last sections present the results of the measurements 
and final deduced values of flux and source size correction 
for the not-well-known calibration radio sources. 

II. Boresight Technique 
Critical to the proper performance of the measurements 

was the use of a boresighting procedure to accurately point 
the antenna at the radio sources used in the calibration 
process. The method used was a seven-point boresight 
technique. This method moved the antenna sequentially 
in both the cross-elevation (XEL) and elevation (EL) di- 
rections both on and off the source. In each direction, 
the antenna was positioned off-source ten half-power (one- 
sided) beamwidths; one half-power beamwidth at the 3-dB 
point; approximately 0.576 half-power beamwidth at the 
1-dB point; on source; and then similar offsets on the other 
side. For example, at  X-band with the 34meter antenna, 
the full 3-dB beamwidth is 65 mdeg. The offsets used were 
325, 32.5, 18.7, and 0 mdeg in each direction. At Ka-band, 
with a full 3-dB beamwidth of 17 mdeg, the offsets were 
85, 8.5, 4.9, and 0 mdeg. 

For each scan, an off-source baseline is generated from 
the two off-source points. A Gaussian curve (relative to 
the baseline) is fitted to the five remaining on-source points 
and the peak value of the curve is calculated. Also, the po- 
sition of the peak is calculated as a measure of the pointing 
error for that scan. One pair of scans (one XEL and one 
EL) is considered to be one measurement or data point. 
The seven pointing offsets for each new scan are corrected 
for pointing errors found from the previous similar scan, in 
order to maintain pointing throughout a track. As an ex- 
ample, if for a particular a priori pointing model installed 
in the antenna control subsystem it is found that from 
boresight-to-boresight a consistent +3-mdeg pointing er- 
ror is found in the elevation scans, then this correction is 
made from scan-to-scan in order to maintain pointing. Af- 
ter 10 boresights, a 30-mdeg total pointing error relative to 

the model will have been found, although the scan-to-scan 
pointing error will not exceed 3 mdeg. For the purposes 
of the efficiency measurements, it is thus assumed that 
perfect pointing is maintained for all scans and that the 
small calculated pointing errors are due to random errors 
in the system operating noise temperature measurements, 
rather than due to actual mispointing. No efficiency cor- 
rections for any small pointing errors were made in these 
measurements. Obviously bad data points were discarded. 

Two data files are generated during the measurements: 
an efficiency file and a pointing file. The efficiency file 
consists of time, antenna azimuth and elevation, and XEL 
and EL estimates of half-power beamwidth, peak-source 
noise temperature contribution, and scan pointing error. 
The pointing file consists of time, antenna azimuth and 
elevation, and pointing correction. Pointing correction is 
a cumulative value calculated from the sum of the point- 
ing errors determined from the previous boresights. For 
example, if the first three boresights found +3, +2, and 
+4 mdeg pointing errors (relative to the a priori point- 
ing model) in the elevation scans, the total accumulated 
pointing correction needed after the third boresight would 
be -9 mdeg. This correction is used in the generation of a 
new systematic pointing-error correction model for use in 
future measurements. With a perfect pointing-error cor- 
rection model, the scan-to-scan pointing errors would be 
small and of random sign. 

This boresight technique was developed at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory as a computer-assisted interactive 
program utilizing simultaneous operation of a personal 
computer and the antenna local control and display (LCD) 
console for pointing the antenna, determining and entering 
pointing offsets, entering noise temperature data, calculat- 
ing radio source peak-noise contribution, and determining 
antenna pointing errors. 

Ill. Antenna Efficiency Determination 
For a radio source of known flux density, the increase in 

system noise temperature as determined by the boresight 
measurements is a measure of the antenna efficiency. As 
defined here, the efficiency is referenced to the input of the 
low-noise amplifier (cooled high-electron-mobility transis- 
tor, HEMT) and includes the losses of the feed system. 
Alternative methods specify efficiency at the aperture of 
the feedhorn or at  the antenna aperture itself. The term 
aperture efficiency refers to antenna gain relative to that of 
a uniformly illuminated circular aperture having the same 
diameter as the antenna, e.g., a 70-percent efficient an- 
tenna has 1.549-dB less peak gain than does the circular 
aperture. 



The radio-source noise temperature increase measured k = Boltzmann constant 
by the antenna is given by [I]: T = blackbody disk temperature, K 

where 

q = antenna aperture efficiency 

S = radio source flux, watts/m2/Hz 

A = antenna area, m2 

k = Boltzmann constant, 1.38062 x J/K 
(Wsec/K) 

C, = source size correction, typically 1.0 for point 
sources, up to -1.5 for extended sources, including 
planets 

Cp = pointing correction, assumed = 1.0 

The flux, S ,  is typically given in units of "Janskys," 
where 1 Jansky (Jy) = 1 x w / m 2 / ~ z .  

Measured AT is compared with the quantity [(SA)/ 
(21cCT)] to give antenna efficiency. Thus: 

TlOO is what would be measured by a perfect antenna 
looking at a point source emitting the same flux as the 
observed radio source. C, is a function of the source struc- 
ture at a particular frequency and the antenna pattern of a 
particular antenna at that frequency. For a particular an- 
tenna, frequency, and radio source, the T1OO/CT can thus 
be specified. 

For a planet, the flux is determined from the black- 
body disk temperature and the angular size of the source 
(which changes as the distance between Earth and the 
planet changes). 

The flux is given by [2] : 

where 

X = wavelength, m 

$2 = solid angle subtended by source = ( n ~ ~ ) / ( 4 R ' )  

D = planet diameter, km 

R = distance to planet, km 

IV. Correction for Atmospheric Attenuation 
AT is an on-off source measurement, and the Earth's 

atmosphere attenuates the true source contribution that 
would be measured under vacuum conditions. The to- 
tal atmospheric attenuation was estimated from surface 
weather conditions during all measurements. The surface 
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity at the site 
were recorded every half hour. Typical zenith values of at- 
tenuation at Goldstone under average clear-sky conditions 
are: 

Ka-band : A,,, = 0.115 dB 

The attenuation in decibels at elevation angle 6 is modeled 
as: 

Azen A(6) = - 
sin (9) 

The loss factor at  that elevation angle is: 

The "vacuum AT" then becomes: 

A T  = L(9)AT measured 

V. Radio Source Flux Values and Size 
Corrections 
At both X- and Ka-bands, radio source 3C274 

(Virgo A) is considered a principal calibrator, although 
at  Ka-band, Venus is considered well-known enough to be 
used as a primary source also. At both X- and Ka-bands, 
the principal calibrators are used to establish the peak an- 
tenna efficiency near the antenna rigging angle (40-50 deg 



elevation). As these sources typically do not rise to high 
elevation angles, other sources which do are also used to es- 
tablish the shape of the efficiency curve with the elevation 
angle. High declination sources, such as 3C84 and 3C123, 
are used for this purpose. As their fluxes are not well- 
known (or the sources are variable), the efficiency curves 
generated are normalized to the peak values determined 
by the principal calibrators. 

Table 1 summarizes the flux, size correction, and other 
factors associated with the radio source calibrators used 
during the DSS 13 X-band calibration measurements. It 
should be noted that radio sources 3C84 and 3C273 are 
known to be variable; however they are point sources and 
are useful for pointing model development. 

Vl. Efficiency Measurements: X-Band at f l ,  
September 1990 

By using the peak efficiency value determined by 3C274 
to define the antenna performance, it was found that the 
efficiencies as determined by the other sources (using the 
T1OO/CV values above) varied by as much as 40 percent. 
Adjustments were made separately to the data points of 
each source to normalize their curve-fitted peak values to 
the 3C274 curve-fitted peak value. Table 2 gives the re- 
quired efficiency adjustments and the deduced flux and 
T1OO/Cr values thus obtained. In the case of point sources 
(3C84, 3C273), the adjustment reflects a flux error. For 
non-point or extended sources (DR21, 3C123) the adjust- 
ment could be due to either flux or source size-correction 
errors (which are at present unable to be separated); thus 
only the deduced T1OO/Cr value is given. It should be 
noted that the variable sources (3C84, 3C273) may vary 
considerably over a period of weeks, thus the T1OO/Cr 
values found represent, at  best, interim values. 

The zenith atmosphere attenuation corrections made 
during these measurements ranged from 0.036 dB to 
0.046 dB, during clear weather. The X-band peak effi- 
ciency of the DSS 13 antenna at  f l  was determined to be 
75.35 percent at an elevation angle of 45.63 degrees. This 
corresponds to a peak gain of 68.34 dBi at 8450 MHz. 

The above efficiency value was measured in the post- 
holographic condition of the antenna, with the main re- 
flector panels in their final adjustment condition. After 
initial acceptance of the antenna in July 1990, preliminary 
X-band f l  efficiency measurements were made. These mea- 
surements yielded a peak efficiency of 71.88 percent. Thus, 
the panel adjustment increased efficiency by 3.5 percent- 
age points (a 0.21-dB improvement) in addition to reset- 
ting the rigging angle to near 45 deg instead of the initial 

58 deg. (These values are shown in Table 8, along with 
the results of all other post-holographic measurements.) 
Figure 2 shows the pre- and post-holographic compari- 
son. The tolerances shown in Fig. 2 include the effects 
of random measurement error and curve fitting method- 
ology only. Other effects which are common to both sets 
of measurements (source flux and size correction) are not 
included, so as to emphasize the fact that the 0.21-dB 
improvement shown is indeed statistically significant. Fig- 
ure 3 shows the X-band fl efficiency curve along with the 
adjusted data points. 

Vll. Efflekency Measurements: X-Band sat 113, 
November 1990 

By methods similar to those described above, X-band 
f3"measurements were made two months later. The radio 
sources used were restricted to three: 3C274, 3C84, and 
3C123. Atmospheric attenuation at zenith varied from 
0.035 dB to 0.037 dB, a lower and smaller range than in 
September, undoubtedly due to lower water vapor contri- 
bution. By using 3C274 as the standard gain calibrator 
and the other two sources to provide shape information, 
it was found that the efficiency of the beam waveguide 
system was somewhat lower than at fl. The final peak 
efficiency was determined to be 72.38 percent at an eleva- 
tion angle of 40.21 deg, a decrease of 2.97 percent. The 
corresponding f3 gain is 68.17 dBi. Table 3 gives the de- 
duced flux and T1OO/Cr values determined during the f3 
measurements. 

It is seen that the T1OO/Cr value of 3C123 appears to 
have decreased 1.51 percent, and that of 3C84 appears to 
have decreased 2.12 percent in the two months between 
September and November 1990. Again, these changes are 
relative to 3C274, and because they are both small, they 
may not be significant. As 3C123 is not considered to be 
variable, the 1.51 percent change may be due to noise in 
the data. 

Figure 3 shows the adjusted data points and individ- 
ual curve fits for the three sources (3C123 and 3C84 ad- 
justed). It appears that the fits for 3C123 and 3C84 are 
significantly different at high elevation angles (at meridian 
.transit). Because of the different declinations of these two 
sources, 3C123 passes south at meridian transit and 3C84 
passes north, although both are only 6 deg from zenith. It 
is now believed that the different efficiency values at high 
elevation are azimuth-related and are due to a misalign- 
ment of the ellipsoidal and flat mirrors at the bottom of 
the beam waveguide system. At meridian transit, these 
two sources have 180 deg different azimuths. Note that 



3C274, which also passes south of the antenna at meridian Venus used was 12,240 km [6]. During the Ka-band f l  
transit (although at  only 67 deg elevation), has a curve fit measurement period, Venus was near superior conjunction, 
more like that of 3C123, which also passes south. and the distance from Earth to Venus changed very little, 

from about 1.70 to 1.72 AU. Table 4 gives the values used 
in the Ka-band calibration at fl .  

VIII. Efficiency Measurements: Ka-Band at 
f 1, October 1990 Using the Table 4 T1OO/Cr values for the sources listed, 

The four radio sources used for Ka-band measurements 
were 3C274,3C84,3C273, and Venus. The 3C274 flux ap- 
pears to be well known, as determined in a recent analysis 
at JPL.l The source size correction was calculated by in- 
tegrating the antenna beam (0.017-deg beamwidth) over 
a frequency-extrapolated map of the source. The source- 
size correction thus determined was 1.273. The flux of 
3C84 was unknown, but a starting value was used based 
on 32-GHz measurements carried out on the Goldstone 
70-meter antenna (DSS 14) in 1989 [5]. In that report, a 
flux of 43.71 Janskys was deduced with reference to mea- 
surements made by using 3C274 and Venus as standard 
calibrators. It was found during the f l  measurements that 
this value required substantial adjustment to bring the Oc- 
tober 1990 efficiency measurements into agreement with 
those determined by Venus and 3C274. 

Flux from Venus was calculated from the expression 
given above in Section 111. The source size correction, C,, 
for a disk is calculated from:2 

where 

X = (r2)/(2u2) 

r = angular radius of disk, deg 

u = 0,/2.3548, deg 

0, = full 3-dB antenna beamwidth, deg 

T1OO/Cr is calculated as usual from 

TlOO S A  -=- 
Cr 2hCr 

as described above. 

A value of 475 K was used for the blackbody disk tem- 
perature of Venus [5,6]. The planetary disk diameter of 

the f l  efficiency as determined by using Venus, was found 
to be 51.50 percent. By using 3C274, the efficiency was 
found to be 53.12 percent. As both sources are regarded to 
be standard calibrators, the results were averaged, yielding 
a final f l  efficiency value of 52.31 percent at an elevation 
angle of 44.82 deg. The corresponding gain is 78.33 dBi. 
The zenith atmospheric attenuation during the measure- 
ment period ranged from 0.133 dB to 0.233 dB. Adjust- 
ments in the flux and T1OO/Cr values of 3C84 and 3C273 
were made in order to match the efficiency found above. 
Table 5 gives these adjustments. 

It should be noted that the adjustments for 3C274 and 
Venus are shown as needed only to establish an average 
peak gain value. As the sources are considered to be stan- 
dard calibrators, the adjustments do not imply new flux 
or T1OO/Cr values. 

Figure 4 shows the adjusted data points and the curve 
fit for the Ka-band fl measurements. 

IX. Efficiency Measurements: Ka-Band at f3, 
January 1991 

Ka-band measurements at f3 during December 1990 
showed a very apparent efficiency anomaly, which unfor- 
tunately became known as the "hysteresis effect," because 
it was initially thought to be due to a mechanical inelas- 
ticity (which turned out not to be the case). After numer- 
ous tests, it was determined that the most likely cause of 
this effect was a misalignment of the ellipsoidal mirror in 
the pedestal room. Realignment of the mirror was done 
in early January 1991. It was then decided to re-do the 
Ka-band f3 measurements throughout that month. Only 
Venus, 3C274, and 3C84 were used for these tests. Ta- 
ble 6 gives the flux and T1OO/Cr values used during the 
Ka-band f3 measurements. Note that a dummy value of 
T1OO/Cr = 10.000 is used for 3C84 (based on 9.629 de- 
duced at fl). The real value would be determined after 
comparison with the Venus and 3C274 efficiency results. 

P. H. Richter, Virgo-A Flux Density, JPL Interoffice Memoran- Zenith atmospheric attenuation during these tests var- 
durn 3393-90-137 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California, October 18, 1990. ied from 0.096 dB to 0.120 dB, substantially lower than 

2 p. H. Richter, personal c o m ~ c a t i o n ,  J~~ propulsion ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  during the f l  tests. Weather during the tests was clear 
Pasadena, California, October 1,1990. and very cold, with very low absolute humidity. Table 7 



gives the efficiency adjustments needed and the deduced 
values of flux and T1OO/Cr. Note that although adjust- 
ments are shown for Venus and 3C274, the given values 
of flux and T100/C, are not changed from the initial val- 
ues given above, as they are considered to be calibration 
standards. 

The peak Ka-band f3 efficiency was determined to be 
44.89 percent at an elevation angle of 45.41 deg. This 
corresponds to a gain of 77.66 dBi. 

Several things should be noted about Table 7. Com- 
pared with the Ka-band f l  measurements, the 3C274 and 
Venus adjustment directions have been reversed. The ad- 
justment for 3C84 is based on an assumed T1OO/Cr value 
of 10.000, a dummy value. The final deduced flux and 
T100/C, values for 3C84 vary only by 1.24 percent from 
those determined in the f l  measurements, even though the 
source is variable and three months time had elapsed. This 

. may hint at the period of variation of the source. 

Figure 4 shows the adjusted data points and the curve 
fits for the three calibration sources. Again, the spread 
of curve fits at the high elevation angles shows the ef- 
fect of possible ellipsoidal mirror misalignment. Note that 
the mirror alignment for the Ka-band f3 tests is differ- 
ent from that for the X-band f3 tests in November 1990. 
As compared with the X-band curve fits, the southern- 
passing sources (3C274, Venus) straddle the curve fit of the 
northern-passing source (3C84), rather than being above 
it. Because of the low declination of Venus during the f3 
tests (resulting in low peak-elevation angle), the curve fit 
at high elevation angles may be in error, thus giving this 
result. 

X. Final Results 
Table 8 gives a summary of the final gain and effi- 

ciency measurements described above. In addition, the 
estimated 1-a errors are given, as well as shown in Figs. 3 
and 4. The errors are due to source flux uncertainty, source 

size-correction error, data noise, curve fitting, and reduc- 
tion methodology. For purposes of comparison, Fig. 5 
shows all data sets and curve fits together. The frequency- 
dependent effect of main-reflector structural deformation 
is clearly seen in this figure. 

Table 9 gives the coefficients of the final antenna ef- 
ficiency curve-fit polynomials used in the generation of 
Figs. 3,4, and 5. 

Table 10 gives final radio-source flux and T1OO/Cr val- 
ues deduced from the efficiency measurements described 
above. When two different values have been found from 
f l  and f3 measurements, the value presented here is the 
average of the two. These values are, at least, a starting 
point for future measurements. In the case of standard 
calibrators (3C274, Venus), no new values are given. The 
T100/C, values given for non-point sources are valid only 
for use in the calibration of 34meter diameter antennas 
with X- and Ka-band beamwidths of 65 and 17 mdeg, re- 
spectively. The C, values were calculated by using these 
beamwidths. Care should be taken in calibration mea- 
surements when the antenna beamwidth varies from these 
numbers. Simple modeling is typically not accurate. 

XI. Conclusion 
This article has presented a complete review of the ini- 

tial 8.45- and 32-GHz efficiency calibration of the new 
NASA Deep Space Network beam waveguide antenna at 
the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex. The 
novel technique of using portable test packages to evaluate 
antenna performance at various locations in the microwave 
optics path has proved to be straightforward to implement 
and successful in operation. At the beam waveguide focus, 
8.45- and 32-GHz peak efficiencies of 72.38 and 44.89 per- 
cent, respectively, were achieved. The efficiency determi- 
nations presented here met the functional requirements of 
the DSS 13 project and agreed well with predictions which 
considered feed illumination and spillover, waveguide and 
mirror losses, and beam waveguide effects. 
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Table 1. Radio sources used for 8.45-GHz (X-band) calibrations at fl and f3, 
September 1990 and November 1990 

Peak Elevation 
Declination, 

Source 
J2000.0 

a t  DSS 13 Flux, Jy c v  TIOO/Cr, K 
LAT = 35.25 deg 

aP. H. Richter, Virgo-A Flux Density, JPL Interoffice Memorandum 3393-90-137 (internal 
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 18, 1990. 

P. H. Richter, personal communication, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 
July 26, 1990. 

'The values as shown in [dl reduced by 0.076 dB as per [3] calibration analysis of 70-meter 
antenna gain, and [4]. 

*M. Klein, et al., DSN Radio Source List for Antenna CaZib~atdon, JPL Document D-3801, 
Rev. B (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, September 25, 
1987. 

Table 2. Efficiency adjustments, deduced flux, and TlOO/Cr 
values: 8.45 GHz (X-band) at f l ,  September 1990 

Efficiency 
Source Adjustment 

Deduced Deduced 

Needed 
Flux, J y T1OO/Cr, K 

Table 3. Efficiency adjustments, deduced flux and T100/Cr 
values: 8.45 GHz (X-band) at f3, November 1990 

Efficiency 
Source Adjustment Deduced Deduced 

Needed 
Flux, Jy T1OO/Cr, K 

a Extended 

Nonpoint 

Variable, point 

a Extended 

Nonpoint 

' Variable, point 



Table 4. Radio sources used k r  32 GHz (Ka-band) calibrations at f l ,  October 1990 

Peak Elevation 
Declination, Distance, 

Source 
J2000.0 

at  DSS 13 Flux, Jy cr TlOO/C,, K 
LAT = 35.25 deg 

3C274" 12.391 67.1 16.22 1.273 4.190 

3 C ~ 4 ~  41.512 83.7 43.71 1.000 14.372 

3C273b 2.052 56.8 29.54 1.000 9.713 

Venus 199Oc 

Oct 01 +1.6 1.69539 56.4 27.323 1.00828 8.914 

Oct 10 -2.9 1.70591 51.9 26.987 1.00818 8.806 

Oct 20 -7.9 1.71302 46.9 26.764 1.00811 8.733 

Oct 30 -12.5 1.71538 42.3 26.690 1.00809 8.709 

"P. H. Richter, Vi~go-A Flux Density, JPL IOM 3393-90-137 (internal document), Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 18, 1990. 

M. S. Gatti, M. J .  Klein, and T. B. H. Kuiper, "32-GHz Performance of the DSS 14 70-Meter 
Antenna; 1989 Configuration," TDA Prog~ess Report 42-99, vol. July-September 1989, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, pp. 206-219, November 15, 1989. 

Declination of date 

Table 5. Efficiency adjustments, deduced flux, and TIOD/Cr 
values: 32 GHz (Ka-band) at f l ,  October 1990 

Efficiency 
Deduced Deduced 

Source Adjustment 
Needed 

Flux, Jy TlOOIC,, K 

30274" 0.98475 16.22 4.190 

Venusb 1.01573 Table 4 Table 4 

3C84' 1.49278 29.281 9.628 

3C273' 0.94022 31.418 10.331 

a Extended 

Nonpoint 

Variable, point 



Table 6. Radio sources used for 32-GHz (Ka-band) calibrations at f3, January 1991 

Peak Elevation 
Declination, Distance, 

Source 
J2000.0 

at DSS 13 Flux, Jy CV T1OO/Cr, K 
LAT = 35.25 deg 

3C274" 12.391 67.1 16.22 1.273 4.190 

3C84b1c 41.512 83.7 - 1 .OW 10.000 

Venus 1991d 

Jan 01 -22.5 1.63496 32.3 29.380 1.00891 9.579 

Jan 10 -20.2 1.61115 34.6 30.255 1.00918 9.862 

Jan 20 -16.8 1.58115 38.0 31.414 1.00953 10.236 

Jan 30 -12.6 1.54728 42.2 32.804 1.00995 10.685 

"P. H. Richter, Virgo-A Flux Density, JPL IOM 3393-90-137 (internal document), Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 18, 1990. 

bM. S. Gatti, M. J. Klein, and T. B. H. Kuiper, "32-GHz Performance of the DSS 14 70-Meter 
Antenna; 1989 Configuration;" TDA Progress Report 42-99, vol. July-September 1989, Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, pp. 206-219, November 15, 1989. 

Dummy value for T1OO/Cr based on 9.628 found at fl. 

Declination of date 

Table 7. Efficiency adjustments, deduced flux, and T100/Cr 
values: 32 GHz (Ka-band) at f3, January 1991 

Efficiency 
Deduced Deduced 

Source Adjustment 
Needed 

Flux, Jy T1OO/Cr, K 

3C274& 1.03417 16.22 4.190 

Venusb 0.96804 Table 6 Table 6 

3C84' 1.02592 29.643 9.747 

"Extended 
Variable 
Variable, point 

Table 8. DSS BWG antenna X- and Ka-band final peak gains and efficiencies 

Gain, dBi Efficiency, percent 
- 

8.45 GHz, X-band 

fl pre-holography a t  58.03 deg elevation 68.14 71.88 

fl post-holography at 45.63 deg elevation 68.34 75.35 

f3 post-holography at 40.21 deg elevation ' 68.17 72.38 

Estimated 1-0 errors 0.14 dB 2.3 
- - 

32 GHz, Ka-band 

f l  post-holography a t  44.82 deg elevation 78.33 52.31 

f 3  post-holography at 45.41 deg elevation 77.66 44.89 

Estimated 1-0 errors 0.33 dB 3.6 



Table 9. Coefficients of poiynomial expressions for DSS 13 BWG antenna 
X- and Ka-band efficiencies without atmosphere 

Efficiency, without atmosphere = ao + a1 0 + a202 
where 0 = antenna elevation angle, degrees 

Efficiencv 

Table 10. Final radio source flux and TlOO/Crvalues deduced from 
DSS 13 34-m antenna-efficiency measurements 

Frequency Source Flux, Jy CT T1OO/CT 

8.45 GHz 3 ~ 2 7 4 ~ 1 ~  44.555 1.087 13.477 
X-band 3C123~ - - 3.092 

DR21C - - 6.523 

3C84b1d 32.67 1 .OOO 10.629 

3~273'1~ 29.30 1 .OOO 9.635 

32 GHz 3 ~ 2 7 4 ~ 1 ~  16.22 1.273 4.190 
Ka-band 3 ~ 8 4 ~ 1 ~  29.462 1 .OOO 9.688 

3C273= 31.418 1 .OOO 10.331 

Venusa l b  ld -see text- 

" Calibration standard, no new values deduced 

f l  and f3 measurements 

f l  measurement only 

Variable source 
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Fig. 1. Mechanical and microwave optics designs of NASAIJPL 
DSN beam waveguide antenna at Goldstone, DSS 13. 

Fig. 2. DSS 13 8.45 GHz (X-band) efficiency at f l ,  pre-holography 
(bottom) and post-holography (top), without atmosphere. 
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Fig. 3. DSS 13 8.45 GHz (X-band) efficiency at f l  and f3 focal points, without atmosphere. 



Fig. 4. DSS 13 32 GHz (Ka-band) efficiency at f l  and f3 focal points, without atmosphere. 
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Fig. 5. DSS 13 X- and Ka-band efficiencies at f l  and f3 focal points, without atmosphere. 
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DSS 13 Phase II Pedestal Room Microwave Layout 
T. Cwik and J. C. Chen 

Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

This article describes the design and predicted performance of the microwave 
layout for three-band operation of the beam waveguide antenna DSS 13. Three 
pedestal-room microwave candidate layout designs were produced for simultaneous 
X-/S- and X-/Ka-band operation. One of the three designs was chosen based on 
given cons train ts, and for this design the microwave performance was estimated. 

I. Introduction 

I This article describes the design and predicted perfor- 
mance of the microwave layout for three-band operation of 
the beam waveguide (BWG) antenna DSS 13 [I].' This de- 
sign is part of the Phase I1 implementation of the antenna. 
The relevant microwave system is shown in Fig. 1 for a sin- 
gle feed in the pedestal room. The object of this work was 
to create pedestal-room microwave layouts for simultane- 
ous X-/S- and X-/Ka-band operation. The center-band 

I frequencies S-band (2.295 GHz), X-band (8.450 GHz), and 
, Ka-band (32.000 GHz) were used in this design. Because 

the antenna had already been constructed, the obvious 
constraints of pedestal room size, BWG geometry, etc. 
were in place for this work. The size and shape of all BWG , 

I mirrors, including the basement ellipse, were set, although 
I this mirror will be allowed to  rotate to view different feed 

systems. 

'M. Britcliff, ed., DSS-13 Beam Waveguide Antenna Project: 
Phase I Final Report, JPL D-8451 (internal document), Jet Pro- 
pdsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, May 15, 1991. 

11. Candidate Designs 
Based on the above constraints, three candidate designs 

for the pedestal room were generated. The final design will 
take up some sector of the pedestal room floor, allowing 
for the possibility of the S-/X- and X-/Ka-band systems' 
having different optical paths, switched by the rotating 
ellipsoidal mirror. The defining constraint which emerged 
from the generation of these designs was the minimization 
of the area containing the apertures in the X-/Ka-band 
dichroic plate. (The dichroic plate has an inner aperture 
filled area along with an outer solid skirt.) This constraint 
will be examined in more detail in Section 111. 

A. Single-Sided, Vertical S-Band Design 

The first design considered placed the S-, X-, and Ka- 
band horns vertically along one side of the ellipsoidal mir- 
ror (Fig. 2). S-/X- and X-/Ka-band dichroic plates and a 
Ka-band flat plate reflect the specific bands to the phase 
centers at f3. The S-/X-band dichroic plate will be re- 
moved for X-/Ka-band operation since it is not designed 



to pass the Ka-band. Vertical placement of the three horns 
preserves a single-plane 60-deg optical geometry. The im- 
mediate drawback of this design is the lack of room for a 
conventional S-band horn to be physically located in the 
existing pedestal room (Fig. 2 inset). The horn itself, with- 
out associated subsystems, extends approximately 66 in. 
below the existing pedestal room floor. Profiled S-band 
horns, which reduce the horn length, were also considered, 
but these did not eliminate the need for excavation of the 
pedestal room. 

8. Single-Sided, Horizontal S-Band Horn Design 

To eliminate the need to excavate the pedestal room, 
the second design places the S-band horn horizontally, as 
shown in Fig. 3(a). To preserve the correct electromagnetic 
optical design, the S-band horn and S-/X-band dichroic 
plate are both rotated in two planes. After considering 
the horn and plate to be fixed together, the proper orien- 
tation results from a 90-deg rotation up from the vertical 
to horizontal planes, and a rotation in the horizontal plane 
by 35.3 deg toward the ellipsoidal mirror. The S-band horn 
is now lying in the x-y plane at an angle such that rays 
from the horn reflect off the dichroic plate and down at a 
60-deg angle to the ellipsoidal mirror. The plan view of 
this layout is shown in Fig. 3(b). 

C. Double-Sided, Horizontal S-Band Design 

The third candidate design is motivated by the close fit 
between feed systems and dichroic plates in the previous 
design. Depending on the feed support and associated am- 
plifier and microwave subsystem, more space than shown 
is needed around the three feedhorns. For example, for an 
ultra-low noise amplifier Ka-band system, the dewar sur- 
rounding the Ka-band horn may extend 9 to 15 in. out 
from the center of the Ka-band horn, physically interfer- 
ing with the X-/Ka-band dichroic plate. To gain more 
space, the double-sided design was produced, as shown in 
Fig. 4(a). The X-band feed system is duplicated, and the 
S-/X-band system is positioned along an optical path dif- 
ferent from the X-/Ka-band system. This design relaxes 
the tight fit between feed systems and dichroic plates. The 
plan view of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 4(b). The 
45-deg angle between the X-IS- and X-/Ka-band optical 
paths is chosen to allow clearance between the systems and 
to minimize the floor area used. 

D. Computer-Aided Design of Candidate Designs 

drawn into the pedestal room, and the various compo- 
nents added. Estimated thicknesses of the flat and dichroic 
plates were included as well as the backing of the ellipsoidal 
mirror. Feedhorn mounting fixtures and the envelopes of 
anticipated microwave subassemblies were similarly added 
and color-coded by frequency band. The three candidate 
designs were drawn separately and optic rays were added 
to define the optical envelope of the layout. The CAD 
system can continuously rotate and zoom the image on 
the screen, allowing visualization of the design from differ- 
ent viewing angles and distances, and has the capability 
of measuring distances among components. To provide a 
hard copy of this visualization, a video recorder was used 
to create an 8-min video of the three designs as the images 
were rotated and ~ o o m e d . ~  This video is available from 
the authors for viewing. 

III. X=/Ka-Band Dichroic Plate Constraint 

The dichroic plates needed in the above layouts are for 
simultaneous Ka-band (pass band) and X-band (reflect- 
ing band), and X-band (pass band) and S-band (reflecting 
band) operations. It was found that the X-/Ka-band plate 
was a defining constraint of the layout. 

The location and the size of the dichroic plates in the 
layouts are dependent on the spillover loss, mechanical lay- 
out, cost, and the constraints of fabrication. The dichroic 
plates need to meet three criteria: (1) The size is electro- 
magnetically big enough to minimize the spillover loss- 
the bigger the dichroic plate, the lower the spillover loss 
at  a given location. (2) The closer the plate is to the focal 
point of the ellipsoidal mirror, the smaller the spillover loss 
is for a given-size plate. Hence, the dichroic plate is placed 
as close to the focal point of the ellipsoid as possible to re- 
duce the plate size and minimize spillover loss, but to give 
enough clearance to other components in the mechanical 
layout. (3) The cost of the dichroic plate is roughly pro- 
portional to the number of holes on the plate. Therefore, 
the size of the dichroic plate has to remain within the bud- 
get and under a 38-in. diameter, which is the maximum 
size that can be fabricated. 

The layout for the X-/Ka-band system is shown in 
Fig. 4(a). The X-/Ka-band dichroic plate is a 28-in.- 
diameter round plate with approximately 12,000 holes and 
is 28 in. away from the focal point of the ellipsoidal mir- 
ror in the pedestal room. The mechanical layout shows no 

Because of the three-dimensional geometry. as well - -, 

as the close fit between components in the designs, a T. Cwik, J. Chen, and G. Hale, "DSS 13 Phase 11 Microwave Lay- 
out Designs," videotape, Ground Antennas and Facilities Engi- 

design (CAD) system was used draft neering Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 
each of the three candidates. The ellipsoidal mirror was August 1990. 



blockage and clearance to all nearby components, giving 
the minimum size for the X-/Ka-band plate. 

IV. Design Choice 

Based on the above constraints and layouts, the third 
candidate was chosen for implementation. The first can- 
didate was ruled out because of the need for excavating 
the pedestal room. Of the second and third candidates, 
the third was chosen because of maximum room among 
components. If floor space becomes a premium, the com- 
ponents can be rearranged into the second design, allowing 
for future systems to be implemented. 

V. Predicted Performance 

The gain of the antenna for the chosen design layout 
was estimated by physical optics (PO) integration of cur- 
rents induced on the mirrors. The breakdown of gain and 
spillover losses in the beam waveguide and a benchmark 
calculation at fl are shown in Fig. 5 for the three bands. 
The estimate for a given frequency is found from a suc- 
cession of PO integrations, beginning with a calculation of 
the fields reflected from the ellipse due to a feed pattern 
at  f3. This field distribution is the input pattern used in a 
PO-PO integration through the two parabolas Pl and P2. 
Flat mirrors Fl and F2 are neglected in this calculation. 

The field distribution emerging from PI is then the in- 
put to a PO/Jacobi-Bessel calculation for the field radiated 
from the sub-/main reflector system. The listed gain at f3 
is the result of this series of calculations. Spillover es- 
timates past the BWG mirrors are also listed in Fig. 5. 
Spillover past the basement mirrors (B) is the amount 
of energy spilling past the mirrors in the electromagnetic 
path at the given frequency. For example, at the X-/Ka- 
band side, the Ka-band feed distribution sees the Ka-band 
flat plate and X-/Ka-band dichroic plate, while the X-band 
field distribution sees only the X-/Ka-band dichroic plate. 
Spillover past the flat plates Fl and F2 was estimated in- 
directly from a separate calculation, rather than from the 

succession of PO calculations. For a benchmark estimate, 
the antenna gain due to a 29-dBi horn pattern referenced 
at fi is included. 

Extra analysis was extended to the S-band system be- 
cause of the loss of gain relative to a theoretical feed pat- 
tern at fl. The central conclusion drawn was that the 
S-band field defocuses as it propagates through the BWG. 
That is, for a 22.4dBi S-band horn referenced to f3, the re- 
sulting field propagated through the BWG and referenced 
to fl is not a 29-dBi amplitude field with corresponding 
phase distribution that properly illuminates the sub-/main 
reflector system, producing maximum gain. The defocus- 
ing mainly results as the feed pattern is magnified by the 
ellipsoidal basement mirror. Ideally, the 22.4dBi feed pat- 
tern at  f3 should refocus into a 29-dBi pattern referenced 
to f2. This field would then propagate through the next 
BWG section to properly refocus at fl with no change of 
gain. It was found that the S-band field refocuses approx- 
imately 90 in. above the f 2  focus, improperly illuminating 
the next section of the BWG. 

Numerical experiments were made to move the focus 
back toward f2. A method was developed which partially 
accomplished this by defocusing the horn at f3, while 
changing its gain. For example, by defocusing the horn 
away from the S-/X-band dichroic plate and increasing 
the horn gain, the resultant focus could be pulled back to- 
ward f2. Although this technique could modify the horn 
focus relative to f2 ,  the change in overall antenna gain was 
not significant enough to add the defocusing to the design. 
The conclusion drawn from the S-band study was that the 
ellipsoidal mirror, being approximately 20 wavelengths at 
S-band, is simply not large enough to focus the field near 
f2 and therefore properly illuminate the next section of 
the BWG. 

VI. Epilogue 
Implementation of this design began in the first quarter 

of 1991. Further Ka-band design work is being considered 
due to dichroic plate cost and size of the ultra-low noise 
amplifier and associated dewar. 
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Fig. 1. Beam waveguide optics of DSS 13. 



S-BAND HORN 

Fig. 2. Pedestal room optics for single-sided, vertical S-band horn design. Inset shows detail of vertical S-band 
horn with existing floor. 
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Fig. 3. Single-sided horizontal S-band horn geometry: (a) pedestal room optics and (b) plan view. 
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Fig. 4. Double-sided horizontal S-band horn geometry: (a) S-IX- and X-IKa-band and (b) plan view with 45-deg offset angle. 
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Fig. 5. Beam waveguide geometry and predicted performance for double- 
sided design. 
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A Carrier-Arraying Demonstration at Goldstone for 
Receiving Pioneer 11 Signals 

T. T. Pham, M. K. Simon, and T K. Peng 
Telecommunications Systems Section 

A carrier-arraying technique was demonstrated at Goldstone in May 1990. The 
Block III receivers o f  two 34-m antennas, DSS 12 and DSS 15, were arrayed together 
to  receive S-band (2.3-GHz) signals from the Pioneer 11 spacecraft. Carrier phases 
in the two receivers were synchronized by the analog phase-lock loops, and carrier 
signals were added at an intermediate frequency to enhance tracking performance. 
The receiver at DSS 15, which had been unable to Jock up and track the pioneer 11 
signal by itself due to a wider tracking loop bandwidth and a higher system tem- 
perature, was now able to track the carrier and produce usable baseband signals. 
The receiver at DSS 12 achieved a reduction of  the rms phase error, increasing 
the telemetry symbol SNR by an average o f  0.35 dB. The baseband signals from 
both antennas were then synchronized and combined using the existing Baseband 
Assembly, thereby achieving a total symbol SNR increase o f  2.5 f 0.7 dB relative 
to  DSS 12 alone. Baseband combining would have been impossible without carrier 
arraying in this case. In analyzing the performance o f  carrier arraying, previous 
models only treated the rms phase errors caused by the ground receiver thermal 
noises. But as very narrow tracking loops were employed, the contribution o f  phase 
noises transmitted from the spacecraft or generated in the ground-receiver oscilla- 
tors should be included. In this article, a more comprehensive model is presented 
to  permit evaluation of  both thermal and phase-noise effects. The analysis agrees 
well with observed data. 

Consultant, M. H. Brockman and Associates. 

Consultant, Mainstream Engineering. 

CDI Consultants. 



1. introduction scribes the data received from the spacecraft and discusses 

The Deep Space Network (DSN) has the capability to 
combine baseband signals from several antennas by using 
the Baseband Assembly (BB A). Baseband combining de- 
pends on baseband signals to be demodulated at each an- 
tenna, which requires the receiver at  each antenna to be in 
lock. Some distant spacecraft, such as Pioneer 10 and 11, 
have signal levels so low that only the 70-m antenna with 
the narrowest (3-Hz bandwidth) receiver tracking loop can 
track these signals with adequate performance, as shown 
in Table 1. As of May 1990, the 3 4 m  standard (STD) an- 
tenna could receive these signals using a 3-Hz loop, with 
unsteady performance. However, the 3 4 m  high-efficiency 
antenna (high efficiency at 8.4 GHz but not at 2.3 GHz) 
was unable to acquire or track the signals at all because of 
its higher system temperature and wider loop bandwidth. 

The technique described in this article, as depicted con- 
ceptually in Fig. 1, enabled both of the 34m antennas 
to lock onto the weak carrier signals and produce base- 
band signals in an engineering demonstration conducted 
at Goldstone, California. The local oscillator signal s f  
DSS 12, a 34-m STD aitenna station, was sent to DSS 15, 
a 34-m high-efficiency (HEF) antenna station, to aid car- 
rier acquisition and tracking there. Since the Doppler fre- 
quency difference between the two stations was small (less 
than A6 Hz), a very narrow loop could be used at DSS 15 
to track the carrier. The carrier signal from DSS 15 was 
then sent at an intermediate frequency (IF) to DSS 12 to 
be combined with the carrier signal at DSS 12. Receiver 
performance at both antennas was improved. 

The general term carrier arraying is used to refer to 
both carrier-aiding and carrier-combining operations. In 
this demonstration, carrier aiding enabled DSS 15 to ac- 
quire and track the spacecraft signal. Carrier combin- 
ing further improved tracking performance at DSS 12 and 
DSS 15. 

This carrier-arraying technique was first suggested in 
[I]. The performance was analyzed in detail in [2], in- 
cluding the effects of thermal noises from the ground sta- 
tions. Specific design parameters for antennas with differ- 
ent gainltemperature (G/T) ratios were suggested in [3]. 
Hardware modules implementing this technique were first 
installed in the receiver development laboratory at JPL 
and tested in January 1990. The same modules were then 
installed at DSS 12 and DSS 15 in April 1990 for field 
testing. Pioneer 11 telemetry signals were successfully re- 
ceived by the system on May 3 and 6, 1990. 

Section I1 describes the configuration of the carrier ar- 
ray system used in the demonstration. Section I11 de- 

the observed effects of carrier arraying on receiver perfor- 
mance. Section IV includes a comparison of actual data 
with the calculation of an enhanced mathematical model. 
This model, given in detail in Appendix A, permits eval- 
uation of both thermal noise and phase-noise effects. Sec- 
tion V includes the conclusions. Appendix B includes an 
analysis of the optimal choice of weighting factors for car- 
rier combining. Also given are the equations from the ex- 
isting phase-lock-loop and carrier-arraying theories rele- 
vant to this study. 

I I .  System Description 
A. Configuration 

A detailed block diagram of the modified Block I11 re- 
ceivers at DSS 12 and DSS 15 is given in Fig. 2. The 
modification includes modified or new hardware modules 
for carrier arraying and three fiber-optic lines connecting 
the two receivers: the 70-MHz local oscillator (LO) from 
DSS 12 to DSS 15, the 10-MHz IF signal from DSS 15 to 
DSS 12, and the 100-MHz frequency reference from DSS 15 
to DSS 12. A series of switches was used to allow the re- 
ceivers to operate in either "normal" or "carrier array" 
mode, identified as "N" or "A" in Fig. 2. Normal mode 
permits the receiver to provide regular flight support with- 
out using the array modules. 

During the demonstration, the first LO into the S-band 
mixer at DSS 15 was always aided by the DSS 12 LO signal. 
The DSS 15 carrier was combined with the DSS 12 carrier 
at 10-MHz IF by a switch at DSS 12. The combiner was 
switched in and out several times to measure the effect of 
carrier combining. 

At DSS 12, the downlink signal was first amplified by 
the maser low-noise amplifier, with a system noise tem- 
perature around 20 I( at zenith. The signal was down- 
converted with a reference signal coming from the carrier 
tracking loop. The output at 50 MHz was further down- 
converted to 10 MHz. One of the 10-MHz IF distribution 
amplifier outputs was used for baseband demodulation. 
The other 10-MHz IF signal passed through a 550-Hz pre- 
detection filter into the carrier tracking loop. This filtered 
10-MHz IF signal could be combined with a similar signal 
from DSS 15 by the action of the carrier combiner switch. 
The power levels of the two combining carriers were kept 
relatively constant by the automatic gain control (AGC) 
in the Block I11 receivers. The 70-MHz LO signal from this 
carrier tracking loop was distributed to DSS 15 to drive 
its first local oscillator. 



At DSS 15, the received S-band signal was first am- 
plified by the high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) 
low-noise amplifier with a noise temperature around 35 K 
at zenith. It was then mixed with the reference signal 
originating from DSS 12, producing a 50-MHz IF at the 
S-band mixer output. The 50-MHz signal was again mixed 
with a 60-MHz signal from the phase-locked loop to pro- 
duce a 10-MHz IF. This IF signal was further converted 
to baseband. A separate branch of this signal was filtered 
through a 4950-Hz predetection filter, and subsequently 
a much narrower filter, for carrier tracking. The 10-MHz 
IF signal after the 4950-Hz filter was also distributed to 
DSS 12 for carrier combining. 

Primary modifications to the existing Block I11 re- 
ceivers for carrier arraying included the following: 

1. The 3-Hz Tracking Loop at DSS 12. The car- 
rier tracking loop had a threshold loop bandwidth (2BLo) 
of 3 Hz and a loop damping factor (ro) of 4. This loop 
bandwidth was narrow enough to provide sufficient carrier 
signal-to-noise ratio in the loop and large enough to track 
the carrier in the presence of Doppler uncertainty without 
aiding. 

2. The 0.13-Hz Tracking Loop at DSS 15. Since 
the operating noise temperature at DSS 15 was higher than 
that at DSS 12, a narrower tracking loop with a threshold 
loop bandwidth (2BLo) of 0.13 Hz was used to reduce the 
phase error due to thermal noise. Such a narrow loop 
was adequate to track the carrier signal because it only 
had to track the Doppler frequency difference between the 
two antennas. Most of the Doppler frequency shift due to 
Earth rotation was tracked out by the 3-Hz loop of the 
DSS 12 receiver through the common 70-MHz LO. 

3. Common Frequency Reference Between 
DSS 12 and DSS 15. The receivers at DSS 12 and 
DSS 15 shared the same source of reference frequency 
through a fiber-optic link. This common reference elimi- 
nated any potential phase drift between the two IF signals 
to be combined and any apparent Doppler in the DSS 15 
receiver due to a drifting 70-MHz LO. 

4. Gain Modification To Reduce the Interfer- 
ence of Spurious Signals. When an initial attempt was 
made at DSS 15 to acquire the low-level Pioneer carrier 
signals, spurious signals of significant power relative to 
the carrier were detected. One spurious signal adjacent to 
the 50-MHz IF interfered with the signal acquisition. A 
20-dB amplifier had to be installed upstream from the 
mixer to reduce the spurious signal effect to an accept- 
able level. As carrier arraying is only needed when the 

signal level is near the thermal noise threshold, low-level 
spurious signals that have no adverse effect on other oc- 
casions can actually interfere with the signal reception in 
this case. This experience highlighted the need for care- 
ful testing of spurious signals before committing the new 
system to flight support. 

5. Operational Procedure 

Prior to the tracking, the telemetry detector phase was 
adjusted to remove any bias. The carrier combiner was 
adjusted to align the phases of the two signals and set the 
weighting factors for combining. The factors were set to 
unity in this demonstration. Later analysis, given in Ap- 
pendix B, indicated that a different choice of weighting fac- 
tors could have been used to optimize the signal-to-noise 
ratio in the tracking loop at DSS 12. That choice would 
have increased the carrier tracking loop SNR (Pc/NoBL) 
by 0.13 dB. 

Because of the narrow tracking loop employed, it was 
not possible for DSS 15 to acquire the signal indepen- 
dently. The acquisition process always started with the 
receiver at DSS 12. After phase lock, DSS 12 sent its first 
LO to DSS 15. The DSS 15 receiver was then tuned to 
compensate for the frequency difference between the two 
stations, allowing the DSS 15 receiver to acquire the sig- 
nal. Carrier combining was ready to be activated after 
both stations established lock. 

111. Data Received From the Spacecraft 

A. Results 

1. May 3, 1990. Figure 3 presents the symbol SNR 
(ST,/No) of the carrier-arrayed and baseband-combined 
telemetry measured on May 3. The telemetry rate was 
16 bits per sec convolutionally coded, or 32 symbols per 
sec modulated on a 32-kHz subcarrier. Each data point in 
Fig. 3, and later in Figs. 4(a) and 5, represents measure- 
ments at the interval of 60 sec. At all times, the DSS 15 
receiver was carrier-aided from DSS 12. Carrier combin- 
ing was activated in periods 8:45-9:30 GMT and 10:OO- 
.10:15 GMT and was deactivated from 9:30-10:OO GMT. 
Only the performance of the DSS 12/DSS 15 baseband- 
combined telemetry was directly measured. DSS 12 or 
DSS 15 telemetry symbol SNR could not be individu- 
ally measured due to equipment constraints. During this 
period, the system operated in a 3-way mode with up- 
link signals transmitted from DSS 61, a 34-m antenna in 
Madrid, Spain. The system noise temperature at zenith 



was recorded as 21.2 K at DSS 12 and 35.4 K at DSS 15. 
However, the effective noise temperature was 3 K higher 
since the signals were received in the elevation range of 
4246 deg. 

On this date, the DSS 14 station also tracked Pioneer 11 
spacecraft and its measured symbol SNR is presented in 
Fig. 4(a). A drop of 0.3 dB was observed from l-way to 
3-way operation. 

Normally the received carrier signal level is measured 
with the AGC signal provided by the receiver. This mea- 
surement was not made at DSS 12 because the receiver 
gain was changed and was not calibrated due to lack of 
time. Instead, the carrier signal level at DSS 12 was 
inferred from the -166.2 f 0.3-dBm level measured at 
DSS 14, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Since the receiving an- 
tenna gains are known to differ by 7.3f0.3 dB: the carrier 
power at DSS 12 was estimated to be -173.5 f 0.4 dBm. 
All uncertainties are referenced to la. 

2. May 6, 1990. A more comprehensive set of mea- 
surements was made, as shown in Fig. 5. The DSS 12 
telemetry and the baseband-combined DSS 12/DSS 15 
telemetry were individually measured, and l-way and 3- 
way telemetry data were both available. Carrier combining 
was activated and deactivated many times to observe its 
effects. 

The system noise temperatures at zenith were 25.6 K at 
DSS 12 and 36.5 K at  DSS 15 (an increase in the noise tem- 
perature at DSS 12 was a result of the microwave switches 
having been configured in a diplexed mode, as compared 
with the nondiplexed configuration on May 3). For the ele- 
vation range in which data were taken, i.e., 21-47 deg, the 
effective noise temperature at DSS 12 was 32.1-28.6 K at  
DSS 12 and 43.0-39.5 K at DSS 15. In the l-way mode, the 
track started with receiver carriers combined from 6:45- 
8:15 GMT. Carrier combining was turned off in the next 
15 minutes from 8:15-8:30. At 8:35, the spacecraft sig- 
nals changed to 3-way mode. In the next one and a half 
hours, the carrier-combining option was again activated 
twice from 9:OO-9:45 and 10:OO-10:15. 

Note that the symbol SNR dropped by 0.2 to 0.3 dB 
when the spacecraft signal changed from l-way to 3-way ' 

mode as a result of transponder uplink noise. Note also 
that the baseband-combined data in the 3-way mode on 
May 6 were about 0.9 dB lower than the data on May 3. 

Deep Space Network/Flight Project Interface Design Handbook, 
810-5, Rev. D,  vol. 1, modules TCI-10 and TCI-30 (internal doc- 
ument), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, June 1, 
1990. 

This was caused by the difference in the system noise tem- 
perature (0.8-dB difference at 40-deg elevation) on two dif- 
ferent passes. 

3. Statistical Analysis of Received Data. In ana- 
lyzing the data, a least-squared-fitting algorithm that in- 
cluded the known elevation-angle dependence on antenna 
gain and system temperature was used to generate best- 
estimate curves. Any measurement of telemetry symbol 
SNR was modeled as the input symbol SNR minus a degra- 
dation in the receiver, minus another degradation in the 
subcarrier demodulation and symbol synchronization pro- 
cess, plus a baseband-combining gain, if appropriate. The 
input symbol SNR was determined from the measured car- 
rier power, a known modulation index, and a known func- 
tional dependence on elevation angle. The degradation 
in subcarrier demodulation and symbol synchronization 
w& assumed to be 0.8 dB when the Subcarrier Demodula- 
tor Assembly/Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SDAISSA) 
was used and 0.3 dB when the BBA was used.5 The 
baseband-combining gain reflected the algebraic sum of the 
symbol SNRs of the two baseband signals, assuming that 
the two signals were optimally combined [4]. The algo- 
rithm solved the receiver degradation as an unknown con- 
stant in the least-squared sense, thus defining the curve. 

Only data collected under the same configuration 
(l-way versus 3-way, carrier-combined versus noncom- 
bined, single-station versus baseband-combined) were fit- 
ted together as an ensemble. The results of these fittings 
are the curves given in Figs. 3, 4(a), and 5. 

B. Discussions 

1. Effect of Carrier  Arraying o n  DSS 15 Perfor- 
mance. The 70-MHz local oscillator from DSS 12 enabled 
the DSS 15 receiver to acquire and track the carrier sig- 
nal and demodulate the telemetry baseband. Symbol SNR 
of the DSS 15 telemetry was not measured directly. How- 
ever, it could be inferred from the DSS 12 telemetry syrn- 
bol SNR and the known difference in system tempera- 
ture. After using this inferred value to calculate the sym- 
bol SNR of the baseband-combined telemetry of DSS 12 
and DSS 15, the estimate agreed with the measurement to 
within 0.2 dB. 

2. Effect of Carrier Combining on t h e  DSS 12 
Telemetry. In the stand-alone mode, DSS 12 performed 
very close to the prediction. For example, the measured 
symbol SNR was 0.1 dB at 8:15 GMT on May 6 (Fig. 5), 

E d . ,  module TLM-30. 



while the predicted value was 0.3 dB based on G/T and the !!f. PPerformancPe of Data Compared With 
estimated symbol SNR degradation in the system. When Analvical Model 
the carriers were combined, the symbol SNR at DSS 12 
increased by 0.35f 0.5 dB (Fig. 5 or Table 4, 3-way mode). A- An Improved Mathematical Model for Carrier 
This is consistent with the estimated 0.4-dB improvement Arraying 
based on a model given in Section IV below. Since telemetry degradation in the carrier demodula- 

tion process depends on the mean-squared value of the 

3. Effect of Carrier  Arraying and Baseband 
Combining Together. Carrier arraying enabled DSS 15 
to lock up the receiver and produce telemetry baseband 
signals. Baseband combining added DSS 12 and DSS 15 
signals together, resulting in an observed 2.15 k 0.5-dB 
increase in symbol SNR relative to DSS 12 telemetry (Ta- 
ble 4, l-way). Given the G/T ratios of both antennas and 
the estimated comparable degradations in both systems, 
this baseband-combining gain is consistent with expecta- 
tions. 

4. Telemetry Degradation W h e n  the Spacecraft 
Downlink Changes From l -Way to 3-Way Mode. 
The 0.2-0.3-dB degradation observed in Fig. 5 is not sur- 
prising since the phase noise generated on the spacecraft 
downlink due to thermal noise on the uplink contributed 
an additional amount of phase error in the ground receiver 
carrier tracking loop. This phenomenon, which was also 
observed independently at DSS 14, is explained in [5]. 

total phase error that appears at the output of the phase 
detector, every source of carrier phase error contributes 
to telemetry degradation. Existing mathematical models 
only address the contribution of the thermal noise refer- 
ring to the front end of the ground receiver [2]. Yet, it is 
known that phase noises contained in the received space- 
craft signal and phase noises generated in the ground re- 
ceiver (normally in the voltage-controlled oscillator [VCO]) 
also contribute to the phase error. In the months follow- 
ing the demonstration, the mathematical model given in 
[2] was extended to take into account phase noises gen- 
erated on the spacecraft and in the receiver VCO. This 
extended model is described in detail in Appendix A. Ap- 
plication of the model to the specific array environments 
at  DSS 12 and DSS 15 is explained below. 

1. Mean-Squared Phase  Er ro r  in t h e  First Re- 
ceiver (DSS 12). For a two-receiver system, the mean- 
squared phase error observed in the main receiver (DSS 12) 
in an array configuration can be expressed as 

where 8, = the telemetry modulation index 

Hl(s) = the closed-loop transfer function of the SA*~ = the noise spectral density of the spacecraft 
DSS 12 receiver phase noise and the DSS 12 receiver VCO 

phase noise (independent sources) 
H2(s) = the closed-loop transfer function of the 

DSS 15 receiver S$R2 = the noise spectral density of the DSS 15 re- 
ceiver phase noise 

PI, P2 = the total received power at DSS 12 and 
DSS 15, respectively 

This equation is taken from Eq. (A-15) of Appendix A - .  - - 
Nol, No2 = thermal noise spectral densities of DSS 12 with two antennas ( N  = 2), unity carrier combining 

and DSS 15 weighting factor (P = I), and the same amplitude of car- 



rier signals (y = 1). As a result, the carrier-array gain G, tion needs to be given to the choice of loop bandwidth. The 
as defined in Eq. (A-16), equals 2 when the carriers are lower the loop bandwidth, the more contribution can be 
combined and 1 when the carriers are not combined. expected from the VCO. If the VCO or spacecraft phase 

noise dominates, a tracking loop of larger bandwidth is 
The first term in Eq. (1) is the contribution of thermal better. On the other hand, a narrower loop is desirable if 

noise from DSS 12. The second term is the thermal noise thermal noise becomes dominant. 
contribution from the DSS 15 receiver to the DSS 12 re- 
ceiver through carrier combining at  IF. Spacecraft phase 
noise and DSS 12 VCO phase-noise contribution are seen When the 10-MHz IF from DSS 15 is not combined 

in the third term. The fourth term describes the contri- with that of DSS 12, the second and fourth terms become 
zero and the factor G becomes unity. The equation then bution of the DSS 15 receiver phase noise, which affects 

DSS 12 through carrier combining. reduces to the well-known phase error expression for a sin- 
gle receiver. 

Notice that the effects of the spacecraft and VCO phase 
noise are filtered with a high-pass function [l - H(s)], 2. Mean-Squared Phase Error in the Second 
whereas thermal noise is filtered through a low-pass func- Receiver (DSS 15). Similarly, the phase error in the 
tion H(s). Since the phase-noise spectral density at  the second receiver at  DSS 15 is summarized in the following 
VCO output is often modeled as l/ f3, careful considera- equation: 

where all parameters are defined as in Eq. (1). 

This equation is taken from Eq. (A-25) in Appendix A. 
The first term is the thermal noise coming from the DSS 12 
receiver through the first LO. The second term consists of 
two parts, both caused by thermal noise in the DSS 15 
receiver itself. The first part, Hl(s)[ l-  Hz(s)], passes the 
receiver thermal noise from DSS 15 to DSS 12 via carrier 
combiner and then back to the DSS 15 through the first 
LO. The second portion, H2(s), is the well-known effect of 
the thermal noise from the DSS 15 front end to the DSS 15 
receiver itself. The third term represents the phase-noise 
contribution from the spacecraft and DSS 12 VCO through 
the first LO. The DSS 15 receiver VCO phase-noise con- 
tribution is shown in the last term. 

B. Predicted Phase Errors in the +Way Mode 

is assumed to vary as C/  f3, where f is the frequency offset 
from the carrier, and c is a coefficient that depends on the 
phase-noise characteristics of the VCO and the frequency 
multiplier following it. The value of c for Pioneer 10, a 
similar spacecraft, was previously determined from mea- 
surements to be approximately 4 s  x lob4 [6]. The coef- 
ficient for the Block I11 receiver VCO, with a frequency 
multiplier of 96 as used at DSS 12, was determined to 
be 4.4 x in [7]. The coefficient for the DSS 15 re- 
ceiver was much smaller because of a smaller frequency 
multiplier of 3, instead of 96, used for the carrier-arraying 
tracking loop. The value of c for the receiver at DSS 15 
was therefore reduced by a factor of (3/96)2 to 4.3 x 
The carrier-to-noise density ratio (Pc/No) used in the cal- 
culation reflected the actual condition during the demon- 
stration. The calculated mean-squared phase errors con- 
tributed by all sources at  the DSS 12 receiver are given in 
Table 2. 

This model was used to estimate the mean-squared 
phase errors in both receivers for this demonstration. The Several comments can be offered. First, the thermal 
phase-noise spectral density from the spacecraft oscillator noise effect of the DSS 12 receiver was reduced in the 



carrier-combined mode because of the presence of a lim- 
iter. Specifically, as the 10-MHz IF signal from DSS 15 
was injected into the carrier combiner at DSS 12, noise of 
the 4950-Hz bandwidth from DSS 15 came with it. This 
resulted in a higher suppression of signal power and, in 
effect, the loop gain and loop bandwidth were reduced, as 
reflected in Eqs. (A-18) and (A-19). Secondly, the trans- 
fer function HI( f)[l - Hz( f)] for the thermal noise of the 
DSS 15 receiver has effectively the same bandwidth as that 
of HI (f ), making the DSS 15 thermal noise equally impor- 
tant as that of DSS 12. Thirdly, the contribution from the 
spacecraft oscillator turned out to be relatively small, be- 
cause the oscillator phase-noise density decreases sharply 
with frequency, as l/f3. Its effect on the phase error de- 
pends on 1 - Hl(f), which is a high-pass filter, attenuat- 
ing all but an insignificant portion of the oscillator spec- 
trum. This high-pass filter also limits the contribution of 
the DSS 12 VCO noise, which also varies as c/  f 3. The con- 
tribution of the DSS 15 VCO phase noise was estimated 

. to be small due to the small frequency multiplier following 
the VCO. 

To estimate the symbol SNR degradation due to the 
root-mean-squared phase errors in the receiver, the statis- 
tical average of cos2 q5 was used: 

Symbol SNR degradation = < cos2 q5 > (3) 

where q5 represents the phase errors discussed above, with 
zero mean and a standard deviation equal to the total 
root-mean-squared error given in Table 2. By using this 
formula, the symbol SNR degradations can be estimated 
with and without carrier combining, as given in Table 2. 

As for the DSS 15 receiver, similar calculations were 
made based on Eq. (A-25) of Appendix A. The results 
are presented in Table 3. Estimated degradations are also 
given. 

C. Predicted Phase Errors in the 3-Way Mode 

In the 3-way mode, the estimates given in Table 2 
remain the same except for the spacecraft phase-noise 
contribution. In this case, the spacecraft phase noise 
was dominated by the effect of the transponder thermal 
noise in the uplink. The bandwidth of the phase-noise 
power spectrum was equal to that of the spacecraft car- 
rier tracking loop, with one-sided bandwidth BL of 54 Hz 
(2BLo = 21 Hz at threshold), much larger than the ground 
receiver loop bandwidth. More precisely, the two-sided 
phase spectral density at the ground receiver input was 
O . ~ I - ~ ~ H , , ( ~ ) ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ / P ~ ~ ~ ,  where H,,(f) was the closed- 
loop transfer function of the spacecraft receiver, I< was 

the downlink to uplink frequency ratio (240/221), No,, 
was the spacecraft noise temperature (1039 K), and PC,, 
was the uplink carrier signal level received at the spacecraft 
(-135.5 dBm on May 3 and May 6, 1990). The spacecraft 
employed a predetection filter of 1900 Hz. By using these 
parameters in the third term of Eqs. (1) and (2), the phase 
error contributed by the uplink thermal noise is estimated 
to be 0.19 rad in either receiver, as noted at  the bottom 
of Tables 2 and 3. This contribution caused an additional 
loss of -0.14 dB in both receivers. 

D. Comparison Between Model and Observed Data 

Table 4 provides a summary of the discussions above. 
The actual and expected performances under different con- 
ditions are compared. The discrepancies are within 0.2 dB 
in most conditions. Two inconsistencies are apparent in 
Table 4: 

(1) The observed baseband-combining gain in the 3-way 
mode was significantly lower than the 1-way mode 
(1.4 versus 2.1 dB) or the prediction (2.3 dB). The 
phase noise coming down from the spacecraft, as 
caused by the uplink thermal noise, may have af- 
fected baseband-combining efficiency in a way not 
yet understood. Traditional calculation of baseband- 
combining optimal gain assumes the signals from dif- 
ferent antennas to be correlated and noises to be 
uncorrelated. In this case, that assumption may not 
be valid because the noises received by these anten- 
nas from the same spacecraft were not necessarily 
uncorrelated. The more pronounced impact of cor- 
related noise in a 3-way mode was likely caused by a 
wider noise spectrum of the spacecraft-tracking loop, 
as compared with the narrow l/ f spectrum in the 
1-way mode. The effect of correlated noise from the 
spacecraft or the propagation media on baseband 
combining needs further investigation. 

(2) Measurements conducted in the laboratory at JPL 
prior to the Goldstone demonstration showed a 
larger carrier-combining gain than had been pre- 
dicted, as seen in Table 4. In the laboratory, two in- 
dependent receiver channels with independent ther- 
mal noise sources and fiber-optic links were used to 
simulate conditions at DSS 12 and DSS 15. The 
baseband signal, from a single receiver or a resistive 
baseband combiner, was sent to the Compatibility 
Test Area (CTA21) for detection. The laboratory 
tests differed from the field demonstration in two re- 
spects: (a) Doppler was not simulated, the signal 
frequency was fixed throughout the test, and (b) no 
phase noise was introduced in the input carrier sig- 
nal, only white Gaussian thermal noise was added. 
These two effects, however, did not explain the 



0.9-dB difference in Table 4. This test was not 
repeated because the carrier-arraying modules had 
been removed from the receiver, which was needed 
for other purposes. It is suggested that the next 
carrier array experiment should examine the differ- 
ence, if any, between laboratory test results and the 
analytical prediction of a model such as the one pre- 
sented here. 

E. Cycle Slips Observed in Laboratory Testing 

Another indicator of carrier tracking loop performance 
near threshold is the frequency of cycle slips. This pa- 
rameter was not measured at Goldstone because of time 
limitation, but the effect was simulated in the laboratory 
at 4-dB carrier margin. Carrier arraying significantly re- 
duced the frequency of cycle slips, as shown in Fig. 6. 

V. Conclusions 
The demonstration conducted at Goldstone in May 

1990 showed that an antenna with an inadequate G/T can 

indeed track a weak signal by carrier arraying with another 
antenna and produce telemetry baseband. Baseband- 
combining techniques can then be used to achieve a higher 
telemetry signal-to-noise ratio. 

This demonstration marked the first time that carrier 
arraying was tried in the DSN to receive a spacecraft sig- 
nal. The full benefit of combined aperture of two antennas 
was realized by using carrier arraying and baseband com- 
bining together. Lessons learned in this demonstration are 
applicable to the design of the next generation of DSN re- 
ceivers. 

Optimal design of a carrier-arraying system should con- 
sider all sources of phase errors, including both thermal 
and phase noises. An analytical model is presented to 
aHow such evaluation. Predictions based on this model 
agree well with the Pioneer 11 data received, except for 
baseband-combining gain in the 3-way mode. Further in- 
vestigation is needed to characterize the effect of correlated 
phase noise on the efficiency of baseband combining. 
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Table 1. Pioneer 11 signal and noise conditions at Goldstone, 
10-deg elevation, May 1990 

7@m, 34-m STD, 34-m HEF, 
Item 

DSS 14 DSS 12 DSS 15 

PC, a m a  -167 -174 - 174 

Top t K 30.5 33.5 47.5 

No, dBm/Hz -183.8 -183.3 - 181.8 

~ B L o ,  Hz 3 1 2 ~  12 
Carrier marginb 
(PcI~NoBLo),  a 12.0 - 1.5' -3.0 

&Pioneer 10 signal level is about 5.5 dB lower than that of 
Pioneer 11. 

During the carrier arraying test, a 3-Hz bandwidth loop was 
used for DSS 12, with a carrier margin of 4.5 dB. 

'Carrier margin for reliable signal acquisition and tracking 
should exceed 7 dB. 

Table 2. Predicted DSS 12 receiver rms phaseerror, cr, 
contributed by various sources in the l-way mode, rad 

Source 
Carrier not Carrier 
combined combined 

Thermal noise, DSS 12 0.53 0.29 

Thermal noise, DSS 15 0 0.30 

Phase noise, spacecraft 0.055 0.053 

Phase noise, DSS 12 VCO 0.10 0.099 

Phase noise, DSS 15 VCO 0 0.033 

Total, rss 0.54 0.43 

Symbol SNR degradation -1.21 dB -0.79 dB 

Note: Spacecraft phase-noise effect would be 0.19 rad rms for 
the 3-way mode. 

Table 3. Predicted DSS 15 receiver rms phase error, o, 
contributed by various sources in the 1-way mode, rad 

Source 

- - 

Carrier not Carrier 
combined combined 

Thermal noise, DSS 12 

Thermal noise, DSS 15 

Phase noise, spacecraft 

Phase noise, DSS 12 VCO 

Phase noise, DSS 15 VCO 

Total, rss 

Symbol SNR degradation 

Note: Spacecraft phase-noise effect would be 0.19 rad rms for 
the 3-way mode. 

Table 4. Comparison between observed and predicted 
pertormance 

Item Observed Predicted 

Carrier-combining gain, dB 

l-way 0.31 f 0.4 0.42 

3-way 0.35 f 0.5 0.40 

Baseband-combining gain, dB 
l-way 2.15 f 0.5 2.35 

3-way 1.40 f 0.5 2.35 

Degradation from l-way to %way, dB, 
DSS 12 or combined -0.26 f 0.5 -0.14 

Laboratory test without Doppler 
or phase noise 

Carrier-combining gain, dB 1.27 f 0.7 0.35 

Baseband-combining gain, dB 2.10 f 0.6 2.35 



Fig. 1. Configuration of carrier-arraying demonstration. 
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Fig. 3. Symbol SNR of combined telemetry on May 3, 1990. 
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Appendix A 

The Effects of Spacecraft and Ground Receiver VCO Phase Noise 
on the Performance of Carrier-Arrayed Receivers 

Consider the carrier-arraying system illustrated in Fig. A-1, its mathematical equivalent in Fig. A-2, and the equivalent 
with phase-noise effects in Fig. A-3. (These figures are taken directly from [2] where station and oscillator phase noise 
was not accounted for.) Assume now that each of the voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) has an associated phase 
noise, namely gRi(t); i = 1,2, .  . . , N.  Then the instantaneous frequency B(t) of the ith VCO output, referenced to zero, 
is now related to the ith VCO input zi(t) by 

where a dot over a variable denotes differentiation with respect to time and Kvco, denotes the gain of the ith VCO. 
Letting p denote the Heaviside operator, that is, px = dxldt, then in terms of the ith loop filter input si(t),  Eq. (A-1) 
can be rewritten as 

By expressing &(t) in terms of the parameters characterizing the various loop input signals, then analogous to 
Eq. (A-1) in [2], the estimated carrier phase at the output of the VCO of station 1 is now 

N N 

cos em sin el + - el) + c &pa cos em sin (8, + +Ti - --a - 81) + c AN, + +R, 
P ( i = 2  i=l I 

ei = the carrier phase at station i; i = 1,2,. . . , N 

gTi = the phase noise of the spacecraft signal received at  station i; i = 1,2,. . . , N 

pi = the weight associated with the signal from station i at the input to the carrier combiner; = 1 

8, = the modulation index 

Ni = a Gaussian noise process with one-sided power spectral density Noi; i = 1,2, .  . . , N 

I(i = the total gain in the ith loop 

Assume now that the time delay between the various stations is small as compared with the reciprocal of the 
bandwidth of the phase-noise process associated with the spacecraft signal. Then +Ti = +T can be set for all i = 
1, 2,. . . , N. If the loop at station 1 is now linearized (i.e., assume that sin x = x), then Eq. (A-3) simplifies to 

N N 
"(P) [(ficos em) + +T - 61) + ( e p i  cos ern) (ei + +T - . - 91) + ~i , + h, el = 
P i=2  i=l I 



Similarly, for station i; i = 2,.  . . , N (after linearization), 

Solving for ei in Eq. (A-5) yields 

" I + [ l  - Hi(p) ]$~~;  i = 2,3,. .. , N fl cos 8 ,  

where Hi(p) is a closed-loop transfer function defined by 

Ki Fj ( p )  fi cos 0, 
Hi (P) = ; i = l , Z ,  . . . ,  N 

p + I6  Fi (p) fi cos 0, 

Substituting Eq. (A-6) into Eq. (A-4) gives 

where yi = d m .  Finally, letting = qT - qhRi represent the differential phase noise for the ith station and then 
solving Eq. (A-8) for 81, 

H~(P)  b1 + $T + ~ C O S  N1 0, + i=2 5 P i ~ i  [I-  ~i (P)] (8, + cNi + A+~)]  
Pi cos 0, = N 

By comparing Eq. (A-9) with Eq. (A-7) in [2], Fig. A-2 can be immediately redrawn to include the effects of phase 
noise. The resulting equivalent linearized representation is illustrated in Fig. A-3. 

Now the phase error in loop 1 is given by 

41 = 01 + $T - 8, 

Substituting Eq. (A-10) into Eq. (A-9) and simplifying gives the desired result: 

(A- 10) 



The mean-square phase jitter evaluation is provided below. The mean-square phase jitter in loop i; i = 1,2, . . . , N ,  
is defined by 

gZ 4 i = ~ { [ m i ( s )  - ~{$i ( s ) ) ]  [mi(-.) - E{$i(-s))] ) (A- 12) 

. where E denotes statistical expectation and s is the Laplace transform operator. By using Eq. (A-11) in Eq. (A-12), 
one obtains for loop 1 

(A- 13) 

where 

(A- 14) 

are the twesided power spectral densities associated with the phase-noise processes. In arriving at the third equation 
of Eq. (A-14), it has also been assumed that the transmit and receive phase-noise processes are uncorrelated. The first 
two terms of Eq. (A-13) are identical to Eq. (16) in [2]; the remaining two terms reflect the added degradation due to 
the various spacecraft and VCO phase-noise sources. 



Under the assumption Hi (s) = H2(s); i = 3,4 . . . , N,  Eq. (A-13) simplifies to 

1 - Hl (s) 
2 N 

Hl(S)[l - H2(s)l 
+ & J 11 + Hl(s)[l - H~(s)](G - 1) I sn'l ('Ids + c i=2 '"' & J I I + Hl (s) [I- Hz (s)](G - 1) 

(A- 15) 

where 

(A- 16) 

The remaining step is to express Eq. (A-15) in terms of the loop dynamic parameters, such as damping and noise 
bandwidth. To do this, consider the case of second-order loops with imperfect integrating filters, i.e., 

(A- 17) 

Substituting Eq. (A-17) into Eq. (A-7) and recalling that the loop damping parameter ri for the ith loop is defined 
by 

one obtains 

where BLi denotes the loop noise bandwidth for the ith loop. 

The phase error in loop i; i = 2,3, .  . . , N, is given by 

(A- 18) 

(A- 19) 

where q5,i represents the phase error in loop i relative to that in loop 1. Using Eqs. (A-6)-(A-11), one obtains for loop 
i; i = 2 , 3  ,..., N ,  



where 

Assuming again that Hi(s) = H2(s); i = 3 ,4 , .  . . , N,  then analogous to Eq. (A-15), the total mean-squared phase 
error in loop i is 

where G and G - 1 are as in Eq. (A-16), and in addition 

[l - Hz(s)][l+ Hl(s)[l - Hz(s)I(G{ - 1)I ' ds Noi 
27r j 1 + Hl(s)[l-  Hz(s)](G - 1) 2Pi cos2 0, 



For N = 2, Eq. (A-23) simplifies to 

where now 

Note that in the presence of the bandpass limiter in the receiver system, the limiter performance factor I?, defined in 
Eq. (B-5) of Appendix B, should be included in the thermal contributions (first and second term) in Eqs. (A-15) and 
(A-25). 



Fig. A-I. Configuration for arrayed network with carrier and baseband arraying. 

Fig. A-2. An equivalent linear representation of carrier-arraying 
system for phase jitter analysis. 



Fig. A-3. An equivalent linear representation of carrier-arraying system 
for phase jitter analysis (phase-noise effects included). 



Appendix B 

Optimum Design of Carrier-Arrayed Receivers With 
Different IF Filter Bandwidths 

I. Background 
A brief summary of the key results from [2], which is 

referenced later, is given here. 

For i = 1,2, . . . , N,  let pi denote the weights applied to where r is the limiter performance factor approximately 
each signal entering the carrier combiner, Pci denote the given by 
received carrier powers of the station input signals, BLi 

I 

denote the single-sided loop noise bandwidth of each re- r z  1 + Pin 
ceiver in the absence of arraying, and Noi denote the noise 0.862 + pin 03-51 
power spectral densities of the receivers. Furthermore, for 
simplicity, assume that the loop gains and loop filters for 
stations 2,3, . . . , N are identical. b hi^ is tantamount to and & is the loop bandwidth with carrier arraying, which 

I assuming that the receiver closed-loop transfer functions, is given 

Hi(s), i = 2,3, . . . , N are identical, or equivalently that 
Hi(s) = H2(s) for i = 3,4,. . . , N.  Then, in the pres- - l + i  BLl ence of carrier arraying, the mean-squared phase jitter of BL = - 

1 + ('3-6) 
I receiver 1 (the aided station) is given by 

where 

Here, pin is the input SNR to the bandpass limiter of 
station 1, namely 

Pin = 
G2Pc1 

N N and F is the loop damping of receiver 1 with carrier array- 
G = C P ~ R = ~ + C P ~ Y ~  ; n = g  (B-2) ing, which is now given by 

i=l i=2  

I - W t i  is the array "gain" and BL is the loop bandwidth of re- r =  4% (B-8) 
ceiver 1 in the presence of arraying, which is related to the 

I loop bandwidth of receiver 1 in the absence of arraying 
BL1 by with ti, the limiter suppression factor, approximated by 

Here, rl is the loop-damping parameter of receiver 1 in Once the station receiver parameters have been defined 
the absence of arraying, and r = Gri is the same parame- for the unarrayed configuration, the mean-squared phase 
ter in the presence of carrier arraying. jitter of the arrayed system, as given in Eq. (B-4), can be 

minimized by proper selection of the combiner weights Pi; 
Consider now the effect of a bandpass limiter preced- i = 2, 3 , .  . . , N.  The procedure for accomplishing this is 

ing each loop with IF bandwidths BIFi; i = 1, 2, . . . , N .  discussed below. Note that the results described here dif- 
Equation (B-1) then becomes fer from those discussed in [2] where it was assumed that 



all IF filters had the same bandwidth. In the latter case it 
is possible to obtain an analytical characterization of the 
optimum weights, see Eq. (32) of [2]. Unfortunately, in 
the case of unequal IF filter bandwidths (e.g., the DSS 12 
receiver has an IF bandwidth of 550 Hz whereas that of 
the DSS 15 receiver is 4950 Hz), it is not possible to ana- 
lytically perform the optimization since the effective loop 
SNR is no longer a monotone increasing function of pi, as 
was assumed in [2]. 

II .  Analysis 
Without going through the details here, it was shown 

in [2] that when a bandpass limiter precedes the loop in 
each station (not indicated in Fig. I), then the effective 
loop SNR, p ~ 1 ,  of station 1 is given as the reciprocal of 
Eq. (B-4), namely, 

with r, BL, pi,, and f defined in Eqs. (B-5)-(B-8). These 
same parameters can be related to their values at thresh- 
old as follows. Letting the subscript "0" on a parameter 
denote its value at  threshold, and defining the threshold 
condition (carrier arraying is assumed to be absent) by 

then from Eq. (B-7), with N = 1 and G = 1, 

Here, hLO and fo are, respectively, the values of loop band- 
width and damping factor associated with receiver 1 at 

threshold (no carrier arraying) and are specified in a given 
design, e.g., for DSS 12, BLO = 1.5 HZ and fo  = 4. 

Since the radio loss associated with the data detec- 
tion process is minimized by maximizing the loop SNR 
of the aided station, Eq. (B-lo), one should select the set 
of weights {Pi; i = 2, 3,. . . , N )  to achieve this goal. If the 
IF bandwidths of the receivers were all equal (as assumed 
in [2]), i.e., BIFi = BIF for all i, then one can find an 
analytical expression for these weights. The technique for 
doing this depends on recognizing that, for this case, p ~ 1  is 
a monotonic increasing function of pi,,; thus, maximizing 
p ~ l  with respect to the set of Pi's is equivalent to maxi- 
mizing pi,, with respect to the same parameters. When 
this is done, the following optimum set of weights results: 

While in principle, this same optimization can be ac- 
complished for the case where the IF filter bandwidths are 
different, finding an analytical expression for the optimum 
weights is difficult. One reason is that p ~ 1  is no longer a 
monotonic increasing function of pi,, and thus one must 
directly maximize p ~ 1  with respect to the set of Pi's. 

To slightly simplify matters, consider the DSS 121 
DSS 15 case where only two stations are involved, i.e., 
N = 2. Under these circumstances, Eq. (B-10) becomes 

where 

(B- 15) 

Differentiating Eq. (B-14) with respect to P2, keeping 
in mind tha; r is also a function of P2 through pinl, see 
Eqs. (B-5) and (B-7), and equating the result to zero gives 
the optimum value of pa. Finding the analytical solution 
for this optimum P2 is difficult. One can simplify matters 
somewhat by noting that for small pi,, (as is typically 
the case of interest), rl can be replaced by its value at 



pi,, = 0, namely rlo = 110.862 = 1.16. Secondly, when 
y2 is not too small, the term involving the square root 
in Eq. (B-14) will be reasonably large as compared with 
unity. Making these approximations, Eq. (B-14) simplifies 
to 

The table below evaluates the optimum Pz, as deter- 
mined from Eq. (B-20), for various values of 7; = Pc2/Pc1 
and I<NZ = 1. 

where C is a constant that is independent of pa. Thus, 
1 the optimum value of pz can be approximately obtained 

by maximizing the quantity 

with respect to P2. Before giving this result, note that 
if IC2 = 1 (i.e., equal IF bandwidths), then Eq. (B-17) 
reduces to 

which, when maximized with respect to P2, yields the so- 

I 
lution in Eq. (B-13), i.e., 02 = yz/I<~z.  

Returning now to Eq. (B-17) with IC2 # 1, then differ- 
entiating with respect to P2 and setting the result equal 

I to zero gives the solution 

For the DSS 12/DSS 15 case, Br4 = 550 Hz and 
BIF2 = 4950 Hz. Thus, I<2 = 9 and Eq. (B-19) becomes 

Note that these optimum values of P2 exceed unity, which 
was the value assumed in [2]. 

To determine the sensitivity of the receiver performance 
to the optimum choice of P2, examine a plot of p ~ 1  versus 
P2 for a fixed set of system parameters. These parame- 
ters are usually determined for a given carrier margin M,  
which is defined as the operating signal-to-noise ratio in 
the threshold loop bandwidth with no arraying, namely, 

which, in view of Eq. (B-11), becomes 

i.e., the ratio of the operating carrier power to its threshold 
value. Using Eq. (B-12) in Eq. (B-14), the loop SNR of 
station 1, p ~ 1 ,  can be written in terms of M as 

where the value of pi,, needed in Eq. (B-5) to compute Fl 
.is given in terms of M by 

Figure B-1 is a plot of p l ; ~  versus p2 for three values of 
9@1<$, - 17,@y2~~N2 - 8P2KN2 - 7 2  = 0 (B-20) carrier margin and the following parameters: 



T o =  4 

BIFl = 550 Hz and BIF, = 4950 Hz 

k = Boltzmann constant (1.38 x W/Hz-K) 

TI = 25.6 K and T2 = 25.6 K 

Figure B-2 is a similar plot for a set of parameters typ- 
ical of the current DSS 12/DSS 15 design at  a 30-deg ele- 

. vation angle: 

F0 = 4 

BIFl = 550 Hz and BIFz = 4950 Hz 

k = Boltzmann constant (1.38 x W/Hz-K) 

TI = 30.6 K and T2 = 41.5 K 

Tabulated below are the optimum values of P2 and the 
corresponding maximum values of p ~ 1  as determined from 
Figs. B-1 and B-2, respectively. Also included for compar- 
ison are the values of p ~ l  corresponding to P2 = 1. 

From Fig. B-1: 

From Fig. B-2: 

3.0 dB 1.0 7.08 
1.35 7.26 

Thus, for the above two examples, it is possible to gain as 
much as a 0.5-dB improvement in loop SNR by an opti- 
mum choice of P2. 
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AVLBI Data Performance in the Galileo Spacecraft 
Earth Flyby of December 1990 

D. L. Gray 
Navigation Systems Section 

The performance of the delta very long baseline interferometry (A VLBI) data 
type during the recent Earth flyby of the Galileo spacecraft is presented. First, the 
data are given significance by showing why the mission design requires an accurate 
flyby. Then, the data's performance is analyzed, including its operational features, 
as well as its accuracy. Finally, the effectiveness of these data in improving the 
accuracy of the flyby is shown. Comparisons are made between the expected and 
actual performances of the data. The processing time, reliability, and accuracy of 
these data were very good, and a solid gain was made in the encounter accuracy. 

I. Introduction during this encounter was performed earlier,' and a study 

Delta very long baseline interferometry (AVLBI) has 
been used as an operational data type on each of the recent 
deep space projects, e.g., Voyager, Magellan, Ulysses, and 
Galileo. (An alternative name that is often used is ADOR, 
which stands for delta differential one-way range.) Re- 
cently, a number of hardware and software improvements 
have been made to improve the reliability, accuracy, and 
turnaround processing time required for this data type. A 
short history of the VLBI system and its improvements 
is given in Appendix A. A diagram of the data flow is 
shown in Fig. 1. It would be useful to have a report on the 
operational performance of the AVLBI data since these 
improvements have been made available. 

- 
of the effect of using connected-element interferometry 
data was reported in this publication [I]. This was the first 
of two Galileo flybys of the Earth, labelled Earth gravity 
assist 1 (EGA l) ,  which occurred on December 8, 1990, at 
a 960-km altitude. It yielded an unusual opportunity to 
assess the value of Earth-based radio data on the approach 
to Earth (i.e., the radio data became an encounter-relative 
data type). A series of AVLBI's was performed on the ap- 
proach, and the purpose of this article is to assess the per- 
formance and usefulness of those AVLBI's in supporting 
the encounter. Where appropriate, the figures reproduce 
the original Galileo Navigation Team presentation mate- 
rial. 

AVLBI data complement the basic radio Doppler data 
The projects differ in their nicely because they are purely angular measurements (as 

need for the data the Decem- seen from the Earth), while the Doppler data are most 
ber 1990 Galileo flyby of the Earth provides an example 
where the recent improvements were used and the AVLBI 

D. W. Murrow, "S-Band ADOR Data for Earth One Flyby," JPL 
data ~romised to be extremely useful for the Earth flyby. Interofice Memorandm GLLNAV-~~-~O (internal document), Jet 
A study of the expected benefit of including AVLBI data Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, June 8,1989. 



accurate in the radial direction. Since this article con- 
cerns AVLBI performance, only the two angular dimen- 
sions will be reported. For large distances out on an 
Earth encounter trajectory, these angular dimensions cor- 
respond to the classical B-plane2 coordinates. Keep in 
mind that the high-gain antenna was not opened, and that 
the AVLBI's were of the single-frequency-band type at 
2.3-GHz (S-band) frequency, rather than the dual- 
frequency-band type at 8.4 GHz/2.3 GHz (X-band/ 
S-band), for which the spacecraft was designed. The 
2.3-GHz data type is of additional interest given the recent 
problem in unfurling Galileo's high-gain antenna, since the 
same type of AVLBI data may be needed for later portions 
of the mission (especially given the likelihood that there 
would be little or no optical navigation data). 

II. Mission Design 
Because of the radioisotope thermoelectric generator 

(plutonium loaded) used to generate power for the space- 
craft, an extra margin of safety was required against any 
chance of impinging on the Earth's substantial atmo- 
sphere. A typical mission requirement at each event on 
the encounter trajectory would be to keep the probability 
of impacting the encounter body to <_ 0.01 (or equivalently 
5 1.0 percent). Even this number is often relaxed some- 
what if there would still be time (if necessary) to design 
and perform an emergency corrective maneuver before the 
encounter. However, for the two Galileo-Earth encoun- 
ters, a requirement that the probability of impact always 
be 5 was levied, and the consequences were ana- 
lyzed in the Galileo Navigation Plan3. This very conser- 
vative requirement led to a sequence of three intermediate- 
biased aimpoints and six trajectory correction maneuvers 
(TCM's) on the approach trajectory. The resulting ma- 
neuver spacings and altitudes are shown in Fig. 2, and the 
sequence of B-plane aimpoints is shown in Fig. 3. 

Since the Earth flyby was used to shape the spacecraft's 
trajectory, any spatial miss in the encounter would require 

to produce contours of constant propellant penalty in the 
Earth B-plane. The constant propellant penalty contours 
are very flattened in the radial direction, due primarily 
to the high cost of correcting the resulting timing errors. 
As a rough estimate of the cost, in the radial direction a 
10-km miss in the B-plane requires a 10 m/sec penalty in 
propellant to correct after the flyby, while in the tangential 
direction a 10-km miss only requires a 2 m/sec penalty to 
correct. Since the Galileo propellant budget is very tight, 
even a 10 m/sec fuel savings will increase the confidence 
level of completion of the nominal Jupiter tour or, alter- 
nately, increase the length of a possible extended mission. 

A timeline of the AVLBI's scheduled and performed is 
given in Fig. 4. Note that the AVLBI data in support of a 
given maneuver stop well before the date of the maneuver, 
to allow time for design and implementation. 

Ill. AVLBI Performance 
A. Processing Time 

There are several measures to be used in assessing 
AVLBI performance as an operational data type. The 
simplest of these is the processing delay time. Twelve 
hours were allocated, following the completion of acqui- 
sition, for delivery of processed data to the Project navi- 
gation computer. This total allocation was broken down 
as follows: 2.5 hr for playback, 5 hr for correlation, 1 hr 
for conditioning and delivery to the Navigation Team, and 
3.5 hr for internal margin. Actual delay times were about 
2 hr for the playback, 4 hr for the correlation, and 10 min 
for the conditioning and delivery-well within the require- 
ment. Actually, processing time of about this length was 
demonstrated in 1982, but was not a requirement until 
the Magellan Project. The Voyager Project AVLBI data- 
processing time was typically several days, in order to save 
money. 

B. Scheduling Requirements 
a significant propellant penalty to correct later. Propellant 

A second measure of performance is the difficulty of 
penalty has been defined for Galileo as the increase in pro- 

scheduling a AVLBI observation, as judged by the require- 
pellant required to complete the mission with 90-percent 

ments the scheduling places on the Deep Space Network. 
confidence. The propellant penalty for any miss was calcu- 

One factor is the amount of Deep Space Station time re- 
lated> given the maneuvers planned after the Earth . quired. Table 1 shows the steDs and tirne intervals reauired 

to perform a single AVLBI observation, which, even if no 
The B-plane is perpendicular to the direction of the incoming 
spacecraft trajectory asymptote. Its origin is at the center of the data are be taken, adds up to 
encounter body, and the B-plane coordinates of the spacecraft en- of dedicated time for each of two antennas. Note that, 
counter are computed on the trajectory asymptote (as though the for most of this time, it is either impossible or impracti- encounter body did not cause any bending). 

cal to be receiving data from the spacecraft. (By com- 
Galileo Navigation Plan, Project Document 625-566, Revision A 
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali- ~ a r i s ~ n t  when Doppler and ranging data are taken, simi- 
fornia, October 1989. lar pre- and post-calibration times are required, but other 



downlink data are normally received while the navigation the 27 attempts, or 85-percent reliability. This 85-percent 
data are obtained.) Another requirement is to perform reliability is quite good, and it will be interesting to see 
the observation during the relatively short period of sta- whether future AVLBI's will maintain such a rate. 
tion overlap, which makes it impossible to adjust the start 
time by any large amount when scheduling conflicts oc- B. Accuracy 
cur. To make matters worse, with the ~ a k l e o  high-gain 
antenna unavailable, it has been necessary to use the large 
antennas of the 70-m subnet for these observations. Fi- 
nally, the Galileo sequence command charging algorithm 
is such that nine commands are charged to the naviga- 
tion total for each AVLBI carried out (or five commands 
for the later observations, which were performed without 
turning off the telemetry). 

Since DSN antenna time is severely oversubscribed, it 
is necessary to justify that these data are needed in spite 
of the relatively difficult requirements for scheduling the 
time. Often the basis for the need is not readily appar- 
ent and must be defended in detail. An example of this 

. is a request for a specific pair of observations by P. Kalle- 
meyn and V. P~l lmeier ,~  the text of which is included as 
Appendix B. Even after the schedule has been agreed to, 
there are likely to be unexpected cancellations. On the 
timeline of Fig. 4, each cancelled AVLBI observation is 
indicated. The six cancelled observations were lost to the 
high-priority needs of other projects, which means these 
observations did not have a high enough priority to sur- 
vive, given the competition for deep-space antenna time. 
The scheduling is done in an interactive, iterative fashion, 
so to some extent early cancellations were replaced by us- 
ing requests for later data. However, as discussed later, 
an important result of using AVLBI data may have been 
weakened by these cancellations. Fortunately, the desir- 
ability of some AVLBI observations was clear in this case, 
otherwise even more might have been cancelled. 

C. Reliability 

The reliability of the AVLBI datahas an indirect effect 
on the ease of scheduling, since extra observations have to 
be scheduled to make up for any expected loss rate. Fig- 
ure 4 also indicates the four or five5 AVLBI observations 
that failed, out of 27 attempts. Probably the fairest assess- 
ment of reliability would be to assume four failures out of 

P. Kallemeyn and V. Pollmeier, "Rationale for a ADOR Pair Two 
Days After TCM7," JPL Interoffice Memorandum GLL-NAV-91% 
051 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
California, June 7, 1990. 

The last east-west baseline observation was delayed and about to 
fail when J. Border supplied, in real time, an alternate quasar 
with later viewing available. This observation was not used in the 
time-pressured orbit estimate that immediately followed (due to 
setup time and additional analysis needed to verify use of the new 
quasar), but was used in later reconstruction operations. 

Achieved accuracy of the data is the best known mea- 
surement of performance. First, a detailed orbit estimate 
is made, estimating the spacecraft's initial state, its ac- 
celerations, and any other parameters that may affect the 
values of the observables (which are Doppler, range, and 
AVLBI measurements). When this is done, a test of the 
quality of the result is obtained by comparing the ac- 
tual measurements taken with those measurements that 
would be predicted by using the fitted parameter values. 
The differences among these predicted and actual measure- 
ments are called residuals. These are plotted for the earlier 
AVLBI observations in Fig. 5, resulting in a standard de- 
viation of 0.20 m.6 Since Doppler data were also fitted in 
the computer run used to obtain Fig. 4, the AVLBI scat- 
ter is somewhat conservative as a measure of its precision, 
but does not include any bias error. In order to discuss 
the performance of these AVLBI observations, it would 
be useful at this point to have an analytic estimate of the 
expected accuracy. 

Three analytic estimates of the expected AVLBI ac- 
curacy for Galileo have been made. The first is from 
the Galileo Navigation Plan, assuming the system as de- 
signed (with a high-gain antenna and dual frequency with 
8.4 GHz), and it results in an expected scatter of 0.14 m 
with a total accuracy of 0.30 m. After it was realized that 
some observations would be made with the present space- 
craft configuration, a second estimate was made in May 
1990' for this EGA 1 approach under a variety of possible 
conditions. For the most likely conditions, with a conser- 
vative assumption of 0.60 m on the expected ionospheric 
error, the component uncertainties are shown in Table 2, 
and the result was an expected total error of 0.74 m. An 
ongoing general effort is made to improve the AVLBI data 
type (see e.g., [2]), and after this accuracy estimate was 
published, a specific effort was made to refine and im- 

A short explanation is needed here since AVLBI errors may be 
expressed in any of three related dimensions: nanoseconds, meters, 
or nanoradians, as diagrammed in Fig. 6. The measurement is the 
spacecraft delay (difference in signal arrival time between the two 
'antennas) minus the quasar delay, so the most direct units are 
nsec. However, using an approximate conversion of 6 x lo6 m for 
the projected length of the baseline and 0.3 m/nsec for the speed 
of light makes a typical accuracy of 1.0 nsec equivalent to 0.3 m or 
50 mad. 

J. S. Border, "ADOR Observation Parameters for 1990 Galileo 
Earth Approach," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-025 (in- 
ternal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califor- 
nia, May 10, 1990. 



prove the calculation of the dominant ionospheric delay 
effects [3].qg The new analysis predicted an ionospheric 
error of only 0.09 m. This change alone would reduce the 
expected total error to 0.45 m, but a better understanding 
of instrumental effects, plus the use of 70-m (rather than 
34m) antennas further reduced the expected error. After 
the encounter, a third analytic estimate of the expected 
errors was made,1° with the component uncertainties also 
included in Table 2, for a total expected error of 0.21 m. 

The third analytic estimate (of 0.21-m uncertainty) is 
very close to the observed scatter (of a 0.20-m standard 
deviation). Note that these both omit the bias uncertainty 
due to the quasar position error. Taking these factors into 
account, the observed scatter of 0.20 m and the Galileo 
Navigation Plan estimate of a 0.30-m total uncertainty will 
be used as best estimates of the achieved single-observation 
uncertainty. The resulting single-observation uncertainties 
(along the baseline) of the AVLBI data arc are shown in 
Table 3. 

With a pair of observations (one N-S plus one E-W 
observation), one can estimate the spacecraft position in 
two dimensions. Since the two baselines are not orthogo- 
nal, the resulting two-dimensional accuracy is a function 
of the direction in the B-plane, as shown in Fig. 7.'' The 
intent of Fig. 7 is to supply multipliers for use in extend- 
ing the single-dimension scatter and uncertainty accuracies 
given above (or the corresponding encounter accuracies 
from Table 3) to two dimensions. A pair of observations 
will have an uncertainty ranging from 0.77 times the single- 
observation uncertainty (in the most favorable direction) 
to 1.85 times the single-observation uncertainty (in the di- 
rection of maximum uncertainty). For example, at the end 
of the usable data arc, Table 3 gives the accuracy of an ob- 
servation as equivalent to 0.85 km mapped to encounter. 
A pair of these observations has a maximum uncertainty of 
1.85 x 0.85 km, or 1.6 km. Unfortunately, the direction of 
maximum uncertainty corresponds approximately to the 

A. J. Mannucci, "Checking Faraday Ionosphere Calibration Us- 
ing TEMPO Passes," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-025 
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali- 
fornia, October 16, 1990. 

A. J. Mannucci, "Temporal Statistics af the Ionosphere," JPL 
Interoffice Memorandum 335.1-90-056 (internal document), Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 25, 1990. 

lo J. S. Border, "Galileo S-Band ADOR Measurement Accuracy for 
' 

First Earth Approach, October-November 1990," JPL Interoffice 
Memorandum 335.1-91-012 (internal document), Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 23, 1991. 

l1 For an Earth encounter asymptote, the angles made by the base- 
lines (as seen from the spacecraft) correspond to B-plane angles. 
These baseline angles are not constant, but only vary by a few de- 
grees over the course of any observation and also over the period 
of the AVLBI data arc. 

radial direction for the EGA 1 flyby aimpoint, which is 
bad for both propellant cost and safety. However, a ra- 
dial spacecraft delivery error of 1.6 km would result in no 
noticeable increase in impact danger and a 1.0-m/sec pro- 
pellant penalty. For comparison, a study from the Galileo 
Navigation Plan of the effectiveness of the Doppler data is 
shown in Fig. 8. For the same data cutoff time, the worst 
direction (B R) Doppler uncertainty is 12.9 km, more 
than eight times that of a AVLBI pair. Next, the effect 
on encounter accuracy must be discussed. 

IV. Effect on Encounter 
The a posteriori reconstructed delivery error of 8.4 km 

is plotted in Fig. 9, together with the computed (solid 
line) and adjusted (dashed line) delivery uncertainty el- 
lipkes. (Due to known difficulties in fitting the orbit data, 
an adjustment factor of 1.5 was used to enlarge the com- 
puted uncertainty ellipse.) An attempt was also made to 
construct what would have happened if no AVLBI data 
had been available, and the resulting Doppler-only error 
and uncertainty ellipses have also been plotted in Fig. 9. 
First, note that the size of the reconstructed delivery error 
is much larger than the AVLBI maximum final position 
uncertainty of 1.6 km, although its direction is near to the 
maximum AVLBI uncertainty direction shown in Fig. 7. 
Thus, there would appear to be a significant growth in er- 
ror due to propagating the trajectory from the last AVLBI 
observations to the encounter. The size of the delivery 
error was also larger than the computed encounter uncer- 
tainty ellipse. This behavior suggests the possibility of 
an inadequately modelled error source, which is thought 
to be primarily the sum of small errors in modelling so- 
lar pressure effects plus Trajectory Correction Maneuver 7 
(TCM7) modelling errors. A discussion of this topic is 
given below. 

A. Estimating Acceleration and Velocity Changes 

Both Doppler and AVLBI data can be affected by many 
possible error sources, but there is an important difference 
between the two. While AVLBI is a direct measure of 
angle, Doppler depends on its time history to infer posi- 
tion in the B-plane. Since a time history is also needed 
to estimate any accelerations or velocity changes acting 
on the spacecraft, it is difficult to estimate any velocity 
changes or accelerations in the B-plane by using Doppler 
data alone. In fact, an inadequate modelling of the solar 
pressure and other nongravitational accelerations led to a 
similar problem with the orbit determinatiqn delivery 27 
(OD 27) estimate, just before the Earth encounter AVLBI 
data were initiated, as shown in Fig. 10. 



One of the things it was hoped the AVLBI data would 
do was to better estimate these accelerations, so it is fair 
to ask why a better job was not done. An answer can 
be seen from an analysis of Fig. 4. The original planning 
for AVLBI scheduling provided a time interval of 70 days 
before the orbit data cutoff for TCM7 (with an increased 
amount of data in the last 23 days). This was the only 
opportunity to use AVLBI data to estimate the nongrav- 
itational accelerations with a minimum of other perturba- 
tions (such as TCM's, science turns, and momentum cor- 
rections) in the data arc. Failure of the first two observa- 
tions reduced the available time interval to 55 days, which 
is only a small loss. However, the cancellation of six se- 
quential E-W baseline observations reduced the available 
time interval with pairs of observations to just 11 days. 
When the last N-S observation in this group failed, the 
effective time interval was reduced to just 8 days. 

A sample calculation is shown in Appendix C to il- 
. lustrate how drastically the short effective time interval 

reduces accuracy when estimating an acceleration. Using 
realistic times and AVLBI measurement accuracies leads 
to a resulting encounter uncertainty of 13.7 km due to the 
poorly estimated uncertaintysimilar to the size of the ac- 
tual encounter error. This is a rather simplistic example. 
In reality, the encounter error is thought to be a combi- 
nation of several velocity and acceleration estimate errors. 
However the example does show how drastically the abil- 
ity to estimate the solar pressure effect can be reduced by 
shortening the measurement arc. 

The importance of the cancelled E-W AVLBI observa- 
tions can also be seen by comparing the encounter error 
and covariance ellipse in Fig. 9 with the AVLBI uncer- 
tainty plot in Fig. 7. The encounter covariance ellipse 
is narrower than the AVLBI uncertainty plot, due to the 
shortage of E-W observations relative to N-S observations. 
Furthermore, the ellipse's semimajor axis (and also the 
encounter error itself) points much closer to the anti-N-S 
baseline direction than to the maximum AVLBI uncer- 
tainty direction. Thus, the trajectory was well resolved 
along the N-S baseline, but much less well resolved in the 
direction perpendicular to it. That this should be true 
in spite of & even distribution of N-S and E-W obser- 
vations in the latter portion (where the observations are 
most accurate) attests to the predominance of velocity and 
acceleration estimation errors in this encounter. 

B. Comparison With Doppler Solution 

In June 1990, when this campaign of AVLBI data was 
recommended, it was calculated that the expected increase 
in propellant margin would be 10 m/sec (10 m/sec is equal 

to 9.4 kg of propellant). By comparison, based on the ac- 
tual delivery, the increase in propellant margin reported by 
the Navigation Team was 5 m/sec. While smaller than the 
expected value, this increase is within the range of results 
that would be expected in drawing one sample from the 
distribution of likely encounter deliveries. To show how 
this encounter might have fared without the AVLBI data, 
the effect of using the best Doppler-only orbit solution was 
plotted in Fig. 9. Even though the Doppler-only delivery 
error was almost three times as large (at 22 km), it was 
in a direction where corrections would have a low propel- 
lant cost. Thus, the savings would have been only about 
5 m/sec. However, if the AVLBI data had been about 
three times as effective in estimating the spacecraft orbit 
in a direction perpendicular to the N-S baseline, then a 
10-m/sec propellant savings would have been realized. 

A final insight into the orbit estimation process can 
be gained by analyzing the AVLBI residuals at the sec- 
ond (TCM8) orbit cutoff, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 
Figure 11 shows the result when only the Doppler data are 
used to estimate the orbit. In this case, the AVLBI residu- 
als drift off rather badly, reaching values of about 15 m by 
the end of the data arc. This shows that the Doppler data 
are not very good for estimating the changes in velocity in 
the B-plane. Notice that the drifting becomes especially 
bad after TCM7. By contrast, after adding in the AVLBI 
observations to the fitting process, the residuals are much 
smaller, as shown in Fig. 12. However, these residuals are 
still noticeably larger than the set obtained for the earlier 
cutoff, as shown in Fig. 5, indicating some difficulty in fit- 
ting the additional changes in velocity now included in the 
data arc. It is apparent that the E-W baseline residuals 
show some remaining trend after the fitting process, but it 
was not obvious at the time how to eliminate this trend. 
Keep in mind that a very limited time period was available 
for the orbit determination processing so that the design 
of TCM8 could proceed on time. After the fact, it soon 
began to appear that a better solution could have been 
made by restricting any variation in the reconstruction of 
the TCM7 AV, and forcing an additional adjustment to 
be made in either the solar pressure terms or some other 
nongravitational acceleration term. 

V. Conclusions 
A mostly successful AVLBI campaign was carried out 

in support of the Galileo EGA 1 encounter. The process- 
ing time, reliability, and accuracy of these data were very 
good, and a solid gain was made in the encounter accuracy. 
The final result would probably have been even better if it 
were not for the cancellation of all the early observations 
on the E-W baseline. 
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Table 1. DSS time requirement for AVLBI support 

1. Load MDA and station-pointing 
predictions 

2. DSP pre-calibration 

3. Ranging pre-calibration 
4. AVLBI collection 

Spacecraft observation 
Slew 
Quasar observation 

Slew 
Spacecraft observation 

. 5. Post-calibration 
Total 

45 min 
30 min 

30 mina 

Table 2. Galileo S-band ADOR error budget tor first 
Earth approach: original and revised (lo) 

Error Source 
May 1990 Revised, 

Prediction, c m  cm 

5 minb 
3 minC 

10 minb 

3 minC 
5 minb 

15 min 
~2 h 

(2.5 hr if with ranging) 

Spacecraft signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) 14 6 

Quasar SNR 26 9 

Phase ripple 31 15 

Baseline 2 2 

Tropospherea 9 4 

Ionospherea 60 9 

Solar plasmaa 1 1 

a Only if Doppler and ranging data are to be taken. Not needed 
if this is a stand-alone pass. 

Minimum observation time is determined by accuracy re- 
quirement and signal power level. 

Required slew time depends on the separation between the 
spacecraft and quasar. 

Root sum square 74 21 

a Sometimes combined and called media. 

Table 3. AVLBI data characteristics 

Days to Range to Earth, Scatter,& ~ c c u r a c ~ , ~  
Encounter lo6 km km km 

Data Start 90 87 2.90 4.35 

48 43 1.43 2.14 

40 35 1.17 1.76 

Data End 20 17 0.57 0.85 

a Scatter = 0.20 m x rangelbaseline, where baseline = 6 x lo6 m. 
Accuracy = 0.30 m x range/baseline. 
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Fig. 3. B-plane aimpoints. 
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Fig. 9. B-plane delivery uncertainty and error. 
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Fig. 11. AVLBI residuals for second cutoff of the 
Doppler-only solution. 

Fig. 12. AVLBl residuals for second cutoff of the 
Doppler-plus-AVLBI solution. 
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Appendix A 

A Shofl History of the VLBl System and Its Improvements 

The first AVLBI measurements of interplanetary 
spacecraft were made in the late 1970's by using radio 
astronomy equipment referred to as the Block 0 VLBI Sys- 
tem. Data were recorded on videotape and shipped to a 
correlator facility for processing. The facility was located 
on the campus of the California Institute of Technology. 
Typical throughput time was four weeks. In 1981, the in- 
terim Block I VLBI System was developed by the DSN. 
This system consisted of computer-controlled data record- 
ing at the stations on nine-track tape, a satellite link to 
transmit the recorded data to the Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory, and a correlator at  the Network Operations Control 
Center for data processing. Turnaround time as short as 
six hours was demonstrated, but constraints on schedul- 
ing data playbacks yielded a typical throughput time of 
72 hours. 

In 1986, the Narrow-Channel Bandwidth VLBI System 
replaced the interim Block I VLBI System to provide op- 
erational support for spacecraft navigation. Analog filters 
were replaced by digital filters. This change reduced key 
instrumental errors by a factor of two and improved over- 
all system accuracy. The system configuration was auto- 
mated and driven by station predicts (a computer data set 
consisting of the predicted antenna-pointing directions as 
a function of time). The option to record data on disk 
or tape was provided. The reliability of the system was 
improved in 1988 by developing a station-predicts-driven 
system for antenna pointing during AVLBI activities and 
by automating a procedure to detect and swap faulty chan- 
nel downconverters. In 1989, the data playback rate was 
increased by a factor of two, reducing throughput time to 
less than 12 hours. 



Appendix B 

Example of a Detailed AVLBI Justification 

Subject: Rationale for a ADOR Pair Two Days After 
TCM7 

The Galileo Project Navigation Team has requested the 
Mission Control Team to negotiate tracking coverage to 
provide two ADOR activities after TCM7. If this negoti- 
ation is successful, it will mean TCM7 is "bracketed" by 
two pairs of baselines-the first one day before and another 
two days after. There are three reasons for this request. 

First, the limited amount of time between the end of 
TCM7 and the TCM8 data cutoff (9 days) allows little 
time to develop a solution for plane-of-sky components 
for the maneuver. Since ADOR provides immediate in- 

. formation in the plane-of-sky, it follows that a pair of 
ADOR's after the maneuver will result in a better solution 
for TCM7 than can be obtained by Doppler. 

Second, one may ask, Won't the ADOR pair sched- 
uled on DOY 323 provide this plane-of-sky information? 
The answer is yes, it will, but this DOY 323 pair occurs 

three days after a SITURN (science turn) and retropropul- 
sion module flushing. Any residual AV from the SITURN 
may appear as errors in TCM7. With no plane-of-sky mea- 
surement between TCM7 and the SITURN, the solution 
for TCM7 may become corrupted and that, in turn, will 
lead to a degraded B-plane solution. 

A third reason for this request deals with redundancy 
for post-maneuver ADOR7s. A ADOR activity is a com- 
plicated affair, involving spacecraft and ground configura- 
tions to be coordinated to the minute. The Navigation 
Team requires at least two successful baseline pairs follow- 
ing the TCM for any of the ADOR to be of use. With 
no baseline pair on DOY 319, a single point failure af- 
ter TCM7 will endanger the success of the entire ADOR 
campaign. 

In short, placement of a ADOR baseline pair two days 
after TCM7 will not only provide for a better OD solution, 
but will reduce the risk of suffering from the loss of one 
post-TCM7 ADOR. 



Appendix C 

Sample Calculation-Uncertainty of Estimation of Acceleration 

To estimate an acceleration a by differencing two po- 
sition measurements Ax1 taken over a time interval Atl, 
one has 

The effect of that acceleration on a position at encounter 
Ax,, propagated forward for a time interval Atz from the 
last measurement, would be 

To obtain the effective uncertainty in Axl requires taking 
the root sum square of the uncertainties at the ends of the 
time interval. In addition, the worst-case multiplier 1.85 
from Fig. 7 will be used to obtain an upper bound (i.e., 
assuming an estimate is to be made in the most uncertain 
direction). Thus, using sig to denote the uncertainty, 

resulting acceleration estimate propagated the last 16 days 
to encounter. The inputs are 

At, = 50 days, At2 = 16 days 

the measurement uncertainty is 

and the resulting encounter uncertainty is 

sig(Ax,) = 0.59 km 

Now, for comparison, let the first measurement be taken 
48 days before encounter. The inputs are 

At1 = 8 days, At2 = 16 days 

the measurement uncertainty is 

Then, the resulting uncertainty in the encounter condi- 
tions is given by 

For the first example, consider AVLBI measurements 
taken at 90 days and 40 days before encounter, with the 

and the resulting encounter uncertainty is 

which is similar to the size of the actual encounter error 
in the B-plane. Thus, the accuracy is seen to be very de- 
pendent on the size of the effective measurement interval. 
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Two possible algorithms for the carrier-to-noise power (Pc/No) estimation in the 
Block V Receiver are analyzed and their performances compared. The expected 
value and the variance of each estimator algorithm are derived. The two algorithms 
examined here are known as the I-arm estimator, which relies on samples from only 
the in-phase arm of the digital phase-lock loop, and the I&-arm estimator, which 
uses both in-phase and quadrature-phase arm signals. The I&-arm algorithm is 
currently implemented in the Advanced Receiver I1 (ARX II). Both estimators are 
biased. The performance degradation due to phase jitter in the carrier tracking 
loop is taken into account. Curves of the expected value and the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the Pc/No estimators versus actual Pc/No are shown. From this, it is clear 
that the I-arm estimator performs better than the I&-arm estimator when the data- 
to-noise power ratio (Pd/No) is high, i.e., at  high Pc/No values and a significant 
modulation index. When Pd/No is low, the two estimators have essentially the 
same performance. 

I. Introduction shown in Fig. 1. The sampling rate before the half-band 

In the Block V Receiver, Pc/No estimates are made 
filters (HBF'S) is 40 MHz.   he output of the HBF's has 
been decimated by two so that the new rate is one half 

from accumulated samples in the carrier tracking loop. 
These estimates are used in various ways. Besides giv- 

of 40 MHz (f, = l/Ts = 20 MHz). The signals, in and 
qn (shown below), are then accumulated over IC samples, 

ing knowledge of the actual Pc/No and as an indicator of 
resulting in Ij and Qj, which are the inputs to the Pc/No 

when the loop is in-lock, the estimates can also be used 
estimator to be implemented in software. The sampling 

in the Conscan process. (In Conscan, the pointing error 
rate of Ij and Qi is f,/K = l/Tu, where Tu = KT, is 

of the Deep Space Network, DSN, ground antennas is re- 
the carrier tracking loop update time, and can range from 

duced by conically scanning the antennas around a bore- 
about 10 Hz to 10 kHz. 

sight. The present Conscan technique uses automatic gain 
control, AGC, samples of the ground receiver as a mea- 
sure of the carrier power; but, if the noise power is fairly 
constant over several scan cycles, the Pc/No estimates will 
serve the equivalent purpose.) 11. Estimator Algorithms 

Assuming the carrier tracking loop is locked onto the 
A simplified block diagram of the section of the digital received carrier frequency, the in-phase and quadrature- 

phase-lock loop (DPLL) preceding the Pc/No estimator is phase baseband signals (at sampling instant n) at the out- 



put of the HBFs (neglecting higher order terms that are nq(n) and are, therefore, also independent Gaussian ran- 
filtered out by the HBF's) are, respectively [I], dom variables with a mean of zero and a variance of 

2 -  2 - N  - 
gQ - o/(2KTS) = No/(2Tu). 

in = ACOS 4, + f i d n  Sin (wscnTs + 8,) sin 4, 
The I&-arm estimator algorithm is [I] 

+ ni (n) (1) 

and 

qn = A s i n  4, + f i d n  sin (wsCnTs + 8,) cos 4, 

where PC is the carrier power, 4, is the phase error in the 
carrier tracking loop (assumed to be constant over one es- 

1 timation period for all calculations), Pd is the data power, 
d, represents the independent data samples that equal f 1 

I with equal probability, and 5in(wScnT, + 8,) represents a 
sample of a square-wave subcarrier with arbitrary phase 
en. 

In this case, ni(n) and nq(n) are the noise terms from 
the in-phase and quadrature-phase channels, respectively, 
and are assumed to be statistically independent Gaussian 
random variables with a mean of zero and variance of a2 = 
Nol(2Ts). 

I As seen in Fig. 1, the in and q, signals are accumulated 
to give Ij and Qj, respectively. Thus, 

and 

(j+l)K-1 

ddn 5in (wsCnTs + 8,) cos 4 + nQ (j) Qj =, ,ZK fi 

where the random variable RY~ is the Pc/No estimator and 
L equals the number of DPLL updates in the estimation 
period. 

By inserting Eqs. (3) and (4) into Eq. (5), it can be 
seen that the numerator of Eq. (5) essentially works to av- 
erage out the zero mean noise samples nr(n), resulting in 
an estimate of the carrier power (assuming a small phase 
error). In the denominator of Eq. (5), the Q-arm estimates 
are first squared, then averaged. Assuming that the sub- 
carrier frequency w,, is large as compared with 1/T, and 
the data power is not too high, the first term in Eq. (4) 
will be small and, thus, the denominator of Eq. (5) will 
be a scaled estimate of the sum of the squares of nQ(n), 
which equals the noise power. (In reality, the effect of the 
data power is important, as will be seen in the analysis 
below.) 

The I-arm estimator algorithm [2] is 

i (4) ' where 6 is the Pc/No estimator and L is defined as above. 

where the sin& terms have been neglected under the as- By inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (6), it can be seen that 
sumption that the tracking error is very small (i.e., the the numerator of Eq. (6) is the same as that of Eq. (5). 
loop is in lock). In addition, 4, and 8, have been re- However, the denominator, which reduces to an estimate 
placed by 4 and 8, respectively, under the assumption of of noise power, does not depend on the data power and, as 
constant phase over an observation interval. Both nI(j) shall be seen below, is the major advantage of the I-arm 
and nQ(j) are formed by averaging samples of ni(n) and estimator over the I&-arm estimator. 



Il l .  First and Second Moments of the lQ- and 
I-Arm Estimators 

For simplicity, the following intermediate variables are 

Using Eqs. (7), (8), and (9), Eqs. (5) and (6) can be , 

written as 

and 

A 

RI = 
X 

( 2  - LX) 
(11) 

The statistics of the estimators are not trivial, since in 
both cases the numerator and the denominator are corre- 
lated. (In the case of the IQ-arm estimator, the numera- 
tor and denominator are correlated, even though they are 
obtained from in-phase and quadrature-phase arms, since 
both arms have terms that contain the phase error 4.)  

(lo) where the overbar indicates the statistical average and 
the covariance of X and Y is defined as cov(X,Y) ? - 
E{(X - X) (Y - L) = XY - FT. The expected value 
operator is represented by E{.). For the I-arm estimator, 
the equations are identical, except that Y is replaced with 

The method usedkre  to fig the statistics is to expand 
the expressions for RIQ and RI (each of which is a func- 
tion of two random variables whose moments are shown 
below) in a two-dimensional Taylor series and then to find 
the expected value and variance of the expanded series. 
The higher order terms of the Taylor series expansion are 
ignored. Using this approach, the expected value of the 
IQ-arm estimator can be approximated by the following 
expression [3,4]: 

The moments of X ,  Y, and 2, which are necessary for 
the computation of Eqs. (12) and (13), are shown here (see 
the Appendix for the derivations). 

' 

A- A- Defining g2 = cos2 + and $4 = cos4 +, the first-order mo- 
ments are given by 

Eq. (14) shows that the numerators of both estimators, 
Eqs. (5) and (6), are, in fact, a positively biased estimate 
of the carrier power (neglecting phase error). Also, the 
estimate of noise power in the IQ-arm case, given by a 



scaled version of Eq. (15), is biased. The I-arm estimate 
of the noise power, however, is unbiased. 

The second-order moments are given by (23) 

- 6No 
and the variance is 

x2 = g 4 ~ , 2 +  -g2Pc + 3  2 LTu 292 PC 

and the covariances by where A = 2LTug2(Pc/No)+1 and B = 2Tug2(Pd/No)+K. 

(20) 
The mean for the I-arm estimator is cov (X, Y )  = K - I  (94 - 922) PdPC 

N,2 cov ( X ,  Z )  = L (94 - 922) P: + 2 ~ l ~ ~ o ~ ~  pC + - 
2 LT? u 

and the variance is 

L - 3  2 

var ($1 = (9. - -922) L - 1  (2) 
In the case of the Block V receiver, the DPLL is a 

third-order loop whose phase error has a probability den- 292 PC 1 
sity function characterized, approximately, by a Tikhonov 

+ Tu ( L  - 1) -+ No 2T.2 L (L  - 1) (26) 
distribution (for zero detuning) [5]. For this case, 92 and 94 
are obtained by using the relation cosnq5 = [In(a)] /[ Io(a)]  
[5] where, for high loop signal-to-noise ratio ( p  = The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the estimators is de- 

Pc/NoBL),  a is approximated by p [5]. Thus, fined here as 

-2 
R 

1 I2(P) S N R  (R)  = - c0s2q5= -+  - v a  ( R )  (27) 

2 2Io(P) 

It should be noted that for Pd/No equal to zero and 
L >> 1, the IQ-arm estimators expected value and variance 
reduce almost exactly to that of the I-arm estimator. 

By inserting Eqs. (14) through (22) into Eqs. (12) and 
(13), the mean for the IQ-arm estimator, after simplifying, IV. Discussion of the Results 
is 

The performance of the estimators is shown in Figs. (2)  - - \ ,  

- and (3). Figure 2 shows RG and SNR (RYQ) versus the - Ii'A 
RIQ = - + ?!&! { [(, - ) g4 - ] ( )  carrier-tenoise power (PC/No) in dB-Hz for a typical mod- 

2LTuB LB3 ulation index such as that used by the Galileo spacecraft, 



i.e., A = 76 deg where tan2 A = Pd/Pc. Figure 3 depicts - 
5 and SNR ( 5 )  versus Pc/No in dB-Hz. The effect 
of the data power Pd in the I&-arm estimator becomes 
critical when the data power is large, which, for a A = 
76 deg, occurs at high values of Pc/No. At this point, 
the mean of the I&-arm estimate begins to diverge rapidly 
from the true value, in contrast to the mean of the I-arm 
estimate, which asymptotically approaches the true value. 
(This contrast is more clearly seen when comparing the 
SNR curves.) At low P,/No the I- and IQ-arms are essen- 
tially identical. The expected values of both estimators 
approach a positive asymptote at low values of Pc/No as a 
result of the positive bias in the estimator, which decreases 
with increasing L. Also, the effect of the loop bandwidth 
BL on both estimators can be seen. This is the result of 
tracking loop jitter at low Pc/No caused by the gz and g4 
terms in Eqs. (23) through (26). (When BL gets larger, 
the phase error variance increases causing 92 and g4 to 
decrease, thus, biasing the estimates.) 

The I-arm estimator SNR approaches an asymptotic 
value at high Pc/No values as a result of the bias in the 

estimator. This asymptotic value increases proportion- 
ately with the estimation length, L. (For Pc/No >> 1 and 
L >> 1, S N R ( ~ )  -+ L/2). To illustrate the meaning of 
the SNR in Fig. 3, consider the point Pc/No = 40 dB-Hz 
where SNR(R) = 24 dB. This means that the expected 
value of R is 12 dB above the standard deviation of R (or - 
cfi = 10-1.2~). Thus, the tolerance on the estimator read- 
ing is 10,000 (1 f which is approximately equal to 
40 f 0.27 dB. 

V. Conclusions 
In this article, the expected value and variance of two 

Pc/No estimators were derived and plotted. The results 
show that the I-arm estimator performs better than the 
I&-arm estimator when Pd/No is high, which occurs for 
high values of Pc/No and significant modulation index. (In 
Fig. 2, this happens when Pc/No exceeds 38 dB-Hz.) Also 
the effect of the positive estimator bias and loop jitter, 
which increases for higher values of BL, is to degrade the 
performance of both estimators at low values of Pc/No. 
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Fig. 2. Mean value and SNR of the IQ-arm estimator. 



Appendix 

Derivation of Equations 

For ease of notation, define g, !-. - 

I. Evaluation of the First Moments 
The first moments given in Eqs. (14) through (16)  are derived, using Eqs. (3) and (7), as follows: 

The expression for P contains products of d,, sin (wscnTs + 0 )  and cos 4. It is assumed that each of these terms is 
independent of the others. Here, Sin (w,,nT, + 0 )  is represented by 5, (recall this is the square-wave subcarrier term). 
Thus, for example, 

since 5,5, = 1 and E{d,d , )  = Snm, where S,, is the two-dimensional Kronecker delta function. 

Using Eqs. (4 )  and (8) yields 

Using Eqs. (3) and (9) yields 



II. Derivation of Second Moments 
The second moment of X, using Eqs. (3) and (7), is: 

Equations (A-6) through (A-11) are needed to compute E{Y'). 

n = m # p = r  or 
n = p # m = r  or 

~ { d ~ d ~ d ~ d ~ }  = { if { n = r # m = r  or 
n = m = p = r  

0 otherwise 

or, in a more mathematical form, 

where tinmpr is the four-dimensional Kronecker delta function, which equals unity only when n  = m  = p  = r.  



Using Eq. (A-8), 

If nj represents independent, Gaussian, zero mean random variables, then 

(A-9) 

(A- 10) 

Using Eq. (A-lo), 

= (L' + 2L) 4 (A- 11) 

Using Eqs. (4), (8), (A-9), and (A-11) yields 

(A- 12) 

The second moment of Z is given, from Eqs. (3) and (9), by 



The cross-correlation of X and Z is found as follows, from Eqs. (3), (7), and (9): 

Using Eq. (A-lo), the expectation of the fourth-order noise cross-terms in Eq. (A-14) is 

(A- 13) 

(A- 15) 

where a; = No/2Tu. 

Thus, using Eqs. (A-14) and (A-15), 



(A- 16) 

The cross-correlation of X and Y is found in a similar way, by making use of Eqs. (3), (4), (7), (8), (A-2), and (A-lo), 

L-1 (j+l)K-1 ( j+l)K-1 

L K C dn 5 n cos 4 n ~  ( j )  + n$ ( j )  
j=O n=jK m=jK n=jK I I 

(A- 17) 
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JPL 1990-3: A 5-nrad Extragalactic Source Catalog Based 
on Corn bined Radio lnterferometric Observations 

0. J. Sovers 
Tracking Systems and Applications Section 

A combined analysis merges 17,000 DSN Very Long Baseline Interferometric 
(VLBI) observations with 303,000 observations from the Crustal Dynamics Project 
(CDP) and the International Radio Interferometric Surveying (IRIS) project. Ob- 
servations from the Radio Reference Frame Development (RRFD) and Time and 
Earth Motion Precision Observations (TEMPO) programs through late 1990 form 
the DSN VLBI data set. The combined analysis yields angular coordinates of  ex- 
tragalactic radio sources with a precision of a few nanoradians, as compared with 
5- to 10-nrad precision for coordinates derived in the past solely from DSN data. 
The improvement in the combined analysis is due to the new Mark III DSN data, 
as well as to increased statistical strength from the large volume of  observations 
from non-DSN experiments. Such a unified analysis is made possible by recent 
improvements in parameter estimation software efficiency. The terrestrial refer- 
ence frame is based on joint VLBI experiments employing both DSN and CDP 
antennas, and on specifj.ing the coordinates of  VLBI antennas in a proper geocen- 
tric coordinate system by means of Global Positioning System (GPS) collocation of  
VLBI, LLR, and SLR (Lunar and Satellite Laser Ranging) sites. Approximately 200 
sources, fairly uniformly distributed over the sky at declinations ranging from -45 to 
+90 deg, form the 1990-3 catalog, and show formal uncertainties smaller than 
5 nrad. At this level of precision, it is critical to estimate corrections to the In- 
ternational Astronomical Union (IAU) models o f  precession and nutation, and the 
1990-3 source positions should only be used in conjunction with these corrections. 
Furthermore, at this level, a number of  ignored effects, such as tropospheric tur- 
bulence and source structure, may cause errors equal to or greater than the formal 
uncertainties. Attempts to assess the influence of unmodeled systematic errors by 
comparing source positions with catalogs derived from independent analyses of  par- 
tially independent data place a lower limit of 2 to 3 nrad on currently achievable 
accuracies. This leads to a realistic estimate of the true level of accuracy o f  approx- 
imately 5 nrad for this combined radio source catalog. 



1. Introduction The combined VLBI database consists of 319,734 ob- 

This work emerged from a comparison of the mod- 
els and analysis techniques employed by Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) and JPL groups [I]. Subsequently, 
it became of interest to determine whether adding non- 
DSN data to the analyses for radio-reference frame de- 
velopment could compensate for the reduced availabil- 
ity of the DSN antennas for Very Long Baseline Inter- 
ferometry (VLBI) in the late 1980s. A further goal was to 
determine how much is to be gained by adding non-DSN 
data to the databases determining previously published 
JPL source coordinates [2,3], as well as to the more re- 
cent DSN-only data including several thousand Mark 111 
observations [4]. By mid-1990 the total number of VLBI 
observations available for processing at JPL had exceeded 
300,000. Recent improvements in JPL analysis software 
have made it possible to perform least-squares estima- 
tion involving hundreds of thousands of observations and 
tens of thousands of parameters within a few days of CPU 
time on VAX-780-class computers. It was therefore de- 
cided to generate a radio source catalog from all the VLBI 
data available in order to assess its suitability for meeting 
navigation requirements. 

Three current projects demand celestial or terrestrial 
reference frames at or exceeding the accuracy levels of cur- 
ient frames. Proposed Galileo tracking requirements spec- 
ify a radio reference frame stable to 5 nrad, while prelimi- 
nary specifications for Ka-band tracking of Cassini tighten 
this requirement to 3 nrad. The TOPEX-POSEIDON 
project requires 3-cm three-dimensional baseline accuracy, 
with 5-cm alignment with the geocenter. This translates 
to 3 nrad on the California-Australia baseline. Thus, nav- 
igation requirements in the near future are more stringent 
than the accuracy level of 10 nrad for the DSN reference 
frame published in 1988 [2], and also go beyond the more 
recent DSN source catalogs [3,4]. 

The Crustal Dynamics Project (CDP) and Interna- 
tional Radio Interferometric Surveying (IRIS) programs 
always perform multiple baseline experiments, with much 
more frequent observing sessions than those of the 
DSN. Consequently, the number of CDP+IRIS observa- 
tions is more than an order of magnitude larger than 
the number of DSN observations generated by the Radio 
Reference Frame Development (RRFD) and Time and 
Earth Motion Precision Observations (TEMPO) projects 
at JPL. The CDP and IRIS networks also provide a 
considerably different geometrical coverage of the Earth 
than the three DSN complexes, and may thus serve to 
expose any systematic effects which depend on network 
geometry. 

servations. In addition to being one of the largest data 
sets used for estimation of astrometric and geodetic pa- 
rameters, it also provides a diverse set of baseline lengths 
and orientations. A long-standing weakness of all current 
VLBI data is the paucity of observations by stations in 
the southern hemisphere. This is especially true of the 
CDP and IRIS measurements throughout the 1980s; the 
DSN has benefitted from the Tidbinbilla station, which 
permits sky coverage down to -45-deg declination. On 
the other hand, all the non-DSN data have been acquired 
with Mark I11 recording systems, which have only recently 
(1988) been introduced into the DSN. The larger DSN an- 
tenna diameters and lower system temperatures, however, 
produce markedly reduced system noise and observable er- 
rors in current DSN Mark I11 data relative to CDP and 
IRIS data. 

Aside from possible systematic errors, the radio source 
positions reported here form one of the best-determined 
extragalactic source catalogs presently available, which is 
a candidate for a fundamental reference frame. Discus 
sions are under way in various International Astronomical 
Union (IAU) working groups, which are expected to adopt 
(in 1994) a radio reference frame to replace the present 
optical-based frame as the fundamental reference frame for 
astrometry. Such considerations are driven by the realiza- 
tion that uncertainties of the best optical measurements 
presently exceed the best radio interferometric uncertain- 
ties by at least an order of magnitude: <5 nrad (radio) 
versus ~ 1 0 0  nrad (optical) [5]. When the next generation 
of optical astrometric measurements of galactic sources be- 
comes available from the Hipparcos project [6], optical un- 
certainties are expected to be reduced to 10 nrad. Unlike 
the extragalactic radio sources, however, most galactic op- 
tical objects show considerable proper motion. As a result, 
the source positions reported here form a more stable ref- 
erence frame than Hipparcos. During the next few years, 
additional experiments by the astrometry groups at the 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the U.S. Naval Ob- 
servatory (USNO), as well as other current projects, are 
expected to improve precision further and to provide more 
nearly uniform sky coverage by including southern herni- 
sphere observations. 

. This article presents a description of the analysis of 
combined VLBI observations. Section II summarizes the 
interferometric data from the four projects that are em- 
ployed to generate the combined source catalog. Details 
such as distribution of observing sites, noise characteris- 
tics, and elevation angles serve to characterize the observa- 
tions. VLBI modeling, analysis, and parametrization are 
discussed in Section 111, while Section IV gives a sum- 



mary of the results most pertinent to specification of radio 
source coordinates for spacecraft navigation. Section V 
attempts an assessment of the influence of unmodeled sys- 
tematic errors in order to arrive at realistic estimates of 
the true level of accuracy of the combined radio source 
catalog . 

11. VLBI Data 
Only data from experiments employing hydrogen maser 

frequency standards and dual-frequency (S- and X-band, 
2.3 and 8.4 GHz) ionosphere calibration are considered 
here. This means that no data prior to 1978 are included. 
Mark I11 VLBI systems [7] were used in acquiring all the 
CDP and IRIS data, and Block I systems [8] were used 
in TEMPO, while Mark I1 systems1*2 were employed in 
RRFD experiments until late 1988 to early 1989, with 
Mark I11 used thereafter. 

A short summary of the four observing programs that 
are considered in this article is presented in Table 1. Fur- 
ther details concerning data acquisition, reduction, and 
analysis are given in [9] for the GSFC CDP data, and in 
any current IRIS monthly bulletin [LO] for the National 
Geodetic Survey IRIS data. Here, NSt, is the number of 
unique stations, and NbSr is the number of unique base- 
lines. Note that no distinction is made among various 
antennas at the three DSN complexes (marked with as- 
terisks). The number of observing sessions is N,,,; these 
are normally of 24hr duration (except for the post-1987 
RRFD and the 3-hr TEMPO sessions), and may involve 
as many as seven stations. The number of unique sources 
observed in each program is N,,,. The major thrust of 
the first three observing programs of Table 1 is geodetic, 
while the RRFD program is predominantly astrometric, 
as can be seen from the NbSl and N,,, columns. An order 
of magnitude more observations of relatively few sources 
by CDP, zind especially IRIS, may contribute more to de- 
termination of short-period nutation amplitudes than to 
improving the accuracy of source positions. Finally, Nabs 
is the number of pairs of delay (D) and delay-rate (DR) 
measurements that are included in the analysis. The anal- 
ysis described here used data available in the fall of 1990; 
by early spring of 1991, the number of RRFD MkIII obser- 
vations had tripled, and they are being incorporated into , 

the database for a future source catalog. A total of 230 
extragalactic radio sources contributed observations. The 

E. J. Cohen, "VLBI Bandwidth Synthesis Manual," JPL Track- 
ing Systems and Applications Section report (internal document), 
June 1979. 
E. J. Cohen, "VLBI Rack Manual," JPL Tracking Systems and 
Applications Section report (internal document), May 1980. 

number of observations per sourTe ranges from a maxi- 
mum of 23,656 (for 4C 39.25) to 1 (for five sources for 
which RRFD observations had only recently begun). 

Two broad characterizations of the data involve data- 
noise and elevation-angle distributions. Table 2 shows 
the root-mean-square delay data noise (formal uncertainty 
from correlation processing) for each observing program, 
as well as the additional noise (constant for each baseline 
in a given observing session) that was root-sum-squared 
with the observable noise in order to approximate chi- 
square per degree of freedom = 1 in the least-squares fit 
(see Section 111). Note that for TEMPO data, additional 
noise is introduced as an RSSed fraction of the total tropo- 
spheric delay contribution for each observation 141, rather 
than as an RSSed constant for each observing session. The 
RRFD data are subdivided into Mark I1 and Mark I11 cate- 
&ries because there is a large difference in their data qual- 
ity. While the data quality also generally improves with 
time from the late 1970s to 1990 for all observing pro- 
grams, there is no such clear demarcation for CDP, IRIS, 
or TEMPO. 

It can be seen that both the data noise and additive 
noise are considerably lower for CDP and IRIS data than 
for RRFD MkII and TEMPO data. The RRFD MkIII 
data, on the other hand, exhibit the lowest value in both 
categories. Comparison of data noise and additive noise is 
not straightforward because of variations in scan lengths 
and fractions of low-elevation observations among the ob- 
serving programs. Variation of the additive noise may 
indicate problems either with the receiving or recording 
systems, correlation processing, data editing, or the post- 
correlation software that generates the observables. Noise 
added to account solely for unmodeled physical effects is 
not expected to vary with the type of data if similar ob- 
serving schedules are used. The strength of the DSN data 
as a whole lies in the larger antennas and variety of sources 
observed, as well as the generally longer baselines and more 
complete declination coverage. The DSN observations also 
benefit from quieter receiving electronics, given equivalent 
recording systems. These characteristics permit the 17,000 
DSN observations to make a nearly equivalent contribu- 
tion, on the whole, to that of the 300,000 CDP+IRIS ob- 
servations in the combined fit. 

Low-elevation-angle observations were avoided in early 
non-DSN VLBI experiments because of problems in mod- 
eling the large tropospheric delays at  low elevations. As a 
result, there is a scarcity of data at elevation angles below 
15-20 deg in the early CDP and IRIS data. ,The DSN ex- 
periments, partly because they were performed over longer 
baselines, routinely involved observations down to the an- 



tenna limits of 6-deg elevation throughout their entire his- 
tory. Now that improved troposphere models are avail- 
able [11,12], and it is commonly accepted that rnismodel- 
ing of the time-varying tropospheric delay is a limiting er- 
ror source in interpretation of VLBI results [13], and that 
low-elevation observations help to model and reduce the 
static part of this error, CDP and IRIS experiments also 
routinely acquire substantial numbers of low-elevation ob- 
servations. Table 3 shows an overall summary of the four 
observing programs in terms of the fractions of observa- 
tions involving elevation angles smaller than 10, 20, and 
30 deg (fro, fZo, and f30, respectively) at any participating 
station. It may be seen that both fio and fZo are larger by 
approximately a factor of 3 for RRFD and TEMPO than 
for CDP and IRIS observations. Well over half of the DSN 
observations are made at  elevations below 30 deg. 

Two analyses of comparably large VLBI data sets have 
been recently carried out by Ma and co-workers [14,15]. 

. These two catalogs are based respectively on 237,000 and 
461,000 observations, with the second including NAVNET 
(the geodetic VLBI program of the USNO) and southern 
hemisphere astrometric data in addition to CDP and IRIS 
experiments. There is necessarily considerable overlap be- 
tween those two databases and the one used in the work 
described here. Comparison of estimated source positions 
indicates the magnitude of discrepancies due to differences 
in observables, modeling software, and analysis techniques. 

Il l .  Modeling and Data Analysis 
With some exceptions, theoretical modeling of the ob- 

served delays and rates conforms to the specifications con- 
tained in the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) 
standards [16]. The data quality demands a model for 
the Earth's precession and nutation that goes beyond the 
current IERS and IAU standards [17]. Details are given 
below, and a more complete description of modeling is 
given in the document concerning the JPL VLBI software 
"MODEST" [18]. Briefly, the calculations are performed 
in solar system barycentric coordinates defined in terms of 
the mean equator of J2000.0. 

The clock and troposphere modeling options were the 
same as those used in the 1988 source catalog paper 121. 
The clock model was piecewise linear, with breaks intro- 
duced only in places where they appeared essential from 
inspection of the post-fit residual patterns. At most sta- 
tions, this averaged to  5 or 6 clock sections per 24 hr. 
Improved instrumental stability reduces this by at least a 
factor of 2 for RRFD Mark I11 data. Troposphere model- 
ing was piecewise constant, with a new value of the zenith 

delay estimated at each station for every 3 hr of obser- 
vations. It remains to be determined how much error in 
source coordinates is introduced by such parametrization. 

UT1 and polar motion (UTPM) values were fixed at 
those given by the uniformly smoothed time series of Gross 
and Steppe [19], which is consistent with the 1989 IERS 
UTPM reference frame [20]. These Earth-rotation param- 
eters are accurate to 1 to 2 nrad during the latter part 
of the time span covered by the VLBI data. The coor- 
dinates of the reference station (Gilmore Creek, Alaska) 
were taken from the CDP Annual Report for 1989 [9] at 
the epoch 1988.0. These coordinates are specified in terms 
of a current best-estimate geocentric system, established in 
recent years by means of comparison of VLBI, SLR, LLR, 
and GPS measurements [21]. Positions at epoch 1988.0 
are estimated for 30 stations (all but the reference sta- 
tion). Except for Gilmore Creek, time rates of change are 
also estimated for the coordinates of all stations for which 
the data cover a sufficient time span (19 stations in all). 

Note that the adoption of a terrestrial reference frame 
poses a consistency problem in analysis of large data sets. 
Considerable portions of the data used here have also gone 
into the results of all the references cited in the previous 
paragraph. Achieving truly independent fixes of the ter- 
restrial coordinate system and the UTPM series would ne- 
cessitate the adoption of results of techniques totally inde- 
pendent of VLBI. Satellite and lunar ranging techniques, 
however, are presently not capable of providing all the re- 
quired parameters at an acceptable accuracy level. 

Similar considerations apply, to a somewhat lesser de- 
gree, to the method used to circumvent the right ascen- 
sion reference problem for VLBI data. The origin of celes- 
tial coordinates was fixed by tightly constraining the right 
ascension and declination of OJ 287 and declination of 
CTD 20 to their values in the IERS 90C01 celestial refer- 
ence frame [20]. Instead of the usual single right ascension 
constraint, three coordinates are constrained in order to 
allow for improved nutation and precession models, and 
to make the overall orientation of the estimated coordi- 
nate system be close to IERS 90C01. It was noted from 
previous experience that alternative choices of terrestrial 
and celestial origins have little effect on the relative source 
coordinates. Nutation modeling is a known weak point 
of the present IERS standards, which use the 1980 IAU 
nutation series [17]. The position of the celestial pole is 
known to depart from the 1980 IAU value by as much 
as 25 nrad [4,22,23]. The quality of present VLBI data 
demands that this inadequacy be compensated by some 
means. Consequently, it was decided to estimate values of 
the precession constant and selected nutation amplitudes. 



Ecliptic longitude (+) and obliquity (E) define the posi- 
tion of the celestial ephemeris pole (CEP) at a given epoch. 
The estimated components of the nutation model were the 
amplitudes of the nutations with selected periods in both 
longitude and obliquity. There is evidence [24] that effects 
of ocean tides and friction at the core-mantle boundary 
cause small contributions to nutation that are out of phase 
with those of the current IAU model, which was derived 
for an oceanless Earth. Consequently both in-phase and 
out-of-phase components were considered. Amplitude cor- 
rections AA+ and AA, of a total of nine nutation periods 
were estimated: 18.6 yr, 9.3 yr, 365.3 d, 182.6 d, 121.7 d, 
27.6 d,  13.7 d, 13.6 d (respectively, terms 1, 2, 10, 9, 11, 
32, 31, and 33 of the total of 106 in the 1980 IAU series), 
and the free core nutation with a period of 433.2 d. These 
particular frequencies include at least all the terms which 
have been found to require amplitude corrections in pre- 
vious work [22,23]. Exploratory fits on various subsets of 
the present database have shown that the 18-yr, annual, 
and semiannual terms give a good representation of the 
daily corrections to the CEP position (At,$ and AE) deter- 
mined from the data. The remaining terms are included 
here in order to uncover other, possibly significant correc- 
tions. With 4 components per period, the total number 
of estimated nutation amplitudes was 36. In order to con- 
strain the celestial ephemeris pole at epoch J2000 to its 
nominal position, two angular offsets (rotations about the 
x and y axes) were also estimated. These represent, re- 
spectively, displacements of the CEP toward 18- and 0-hr 
right ascension. The method used here for defining the 
celestial reference frame and for estimating precession and 
nutation follows [4]. 

A linear least-squares algorithm is used to obtain op- 
timal estimates of the model parameters from data. The 
least-squares estimation is achieved with the square-root 
information filter (SRIF) algorithms of Bierman [25]. The 
software is presently implemented on VAX computers and 
workstations, which were used in the fit described in this 
article. Several days to a week of CPU time is required 
to complete the analysis. Disk storage requirements are 
also quite sizable ( ~ 0 . 5  Gbytes), mostly due to the large 
number of source coordinates that enter each fit as global 
parameters. To minimize CPU and storage requirements, 
the analysis was done in six sections: two CDP, three IRIS, 
and one RRFD/TEMPO, with no section containing more 
than 70,000 observations. The basic fit estimates 57,795 
parameters from the 319,734 pairs of delay and delay-rate 
observables. Of these, only the 460 source coordinates, 39 
nutation/precession quantities, and 294 station positions 
and rates were global parameters. The final combined re- 
sults are identical to what would be obtained by perform- 
ing the fit in a single step [25]. 

The least-squares parameter estimation is weighted by a 
covariance matrix of the observables that is diagonal. The 
diagonal elements are inversely proportional to the square 
of the observable error. Such effects as uncalibrated instru- 
mental errors, troposphere fluctuations [13], and source 
structure [26-281 introduce additional unmodeled noise. In 
order to partially account for these inadequacies, session- 
specific adjustable errors are introduced. As mentioned 
in Section 11, these are root-sum-squared with the observ- 
able errors, and adjusted in order to make the normalized 
chi-square for each session close to 1.0. For delays, this 
additive noise ranges from a few to tens of picoseconds 
for Mark I11 observations, to several hundred picoseconds 
for some of the early Mark I1 and Block I sessions. As 
mentioned before, the variation of additive noise may in- 
dicate possible problems in instrumentation, correlation, 
or postcorrelation processing that need to be investigated 
further. 

IV. Results 
The overall goodness of fit is indicated by root- 

mean-square (RMS) residuals of 123 psec for delays, and 
100 fsec/sec for delay rates. These are distributed among 
the component data sets, as shown in Table 4. Gener- 
ally, the residuals fall into two classes: Mark I1 (TEMPO 
and RRFD) and Mark I11 (CDP, IRIS, and RRFD). The 
noticeably better IRIS DR residuals may originate in 
the smaller proportion of IRIS low-elevation observations. 
Since this article focuses on the celestial reference frame, 
three categories of estimated parameters (clock, tropo- 
sphere, and station location) will not be considered in 
detail here. The first two categories (clocks and tropo- 
spheres) will be subject to future scrutiny in order to bet- 
ter characterize their stochastic behavior. Station coordi- 
nates at epoch 1988.0 are generally determined with for- 
mal uncertainties of 532 to 20 mm, and their linear time 
rates of change with uncertainties of ~1 to 5 rnm/yr. The 
rates agree with the Minster-Jordan AMO-2 [29] and NU- 
VEL [30] models of tectonic motion at the level of a few 
rnm/yr. Naturally there is an intimate relationship be- 
tween the models of UTPM and tectonic motion, which 
needs to be explored more critically in future work. 

Not counting the two reference sources (OJ 287 and 
CTD 20), coordinate estimates are made for a total of 
230 sources. Positions of 216 of these sources are listed in 
Table 5, including the number of observations, average ob- 
serving epoch, and correlation coefficient between right as- 
cension and declination. Note that the source coordinates 
are given in the traditional units of hours, minutes, and 
seconds for RA, and degrees, minutes, and seconds for dec- 



lination (6). Approximate conversion factors to nanoradi- nates of Table 5 must also model the celestial pole position 
ans are 72 cos(6) nrad/msec for RA and 4.8 nrad/mas for with the parameters of Table 6. 
6. Fourteen sources with la declination uncertainties that 
exceed m20 nrad are not included in Table 5. On the 
other hand, the Table includes 23 sources with fewer than 
10 observations, whose coordinates should be considered 
preliminary. Most of these are sources for which DSN ob- 
servations have been initiated only recently. Nevertheless, 
approximately half of these sources have a's smaller than 
5 nrad. To give the reader some idea of the quality of this 
catalog, it contains 40 sources that were observed more 
than 1000 times, 54 sources with formal declination un- 
certainties (aa) smaller than 1 nrad, and a majority (178) 
of the sources have < 5 nrad. The catalog is named 
JPL 1990-3, in conformance with the local naming con- 
vention which categorizes catalogs by date of analysis. 

Figures l(a) and (b) show histograms of the formal un- 
certainties of JPL 1990-3 divided into 0.25-nrad bins. For 

. comparison, similar histograms are shown in Figs. 2(a) 
and (b) for the current TEMPO catalog, JPL 1991-1 [4], 
which is based on DSN data through early 1991. It is seen 
that the errors of 1991-1 bear some resemblance to single- 
peaked distributions, while the heterogeneous nature of 
the observations entering 1990-3 spreads out the error dis- 
tributions considerably and introduces multiple peaks. 

Table 6 shows the precession and nutation parame- 
ters (in units of nanoradians) derived from the fit which 
yield JPL 1990-3. Note the highly significant precession 
correction. The x and y celestial ephemeris pole offsets 
are listed in the AA+ and AA, columns, and show that 
the CEP at J2000 is significantly shifted, approximately 
toward 5.5 hours RA. There are sizable significant cor- 
rections to the 1980 IAU nutation amplitudes at 18-yr, 
9-yr, annual, and semiannual periods, including a number 
of out-of-phase components. A number of the shorter- 
period nutation amplitudes are not significant, judging by 
the given formal uncertainties, but are included for com- 
pleteness. A long-standing problem in estimating preces- 
sion and nutation quantities is the short timebase of VLBI 
observations relative to the 18.6-yr nutation period. This 
leads to high correlations between precession and nuta- 
tion, and the problem is not expected to be fully removed 
until the data cover a full 18.6-yr cycle in the late 1990s. 
The formal uncertainties in Table 6 should be interpreted 
with these high correlations in mind (the largest correla- 
tion coefficient between precession and nutation is 0.93). 
Nevertheless, there is substantial agreement of these val- 
ues with comparable theoretical [31,32] and experimen- 
tal [22,33] estimates. Note that the quoted experimental 
results use data that partly overlap the data used here. 
It is stressed that any application using the source coordi- 

V. Consistency Tests and Accuracy 
Estimates 
The database involved in generating the radio source 

coordinates presented here is too large to permit many 
internal consistency tests to be carried out within a rea- 
sonable time span, with the computing facilities currently 
available. Therefore, assessment of the validity of the for- 
mal la statistical parameter uncertainties was performed 
by comparison of the estimated coordinates with those of 
a variety of other catalogs, based on data that overlap the 
present database to varying degrees. 

The first category of such catalogs includes those based 
only on RRFD and TEMPO data. The DSN catalogs 
JPL 1987-1 [2] and JPL 1991-1 [4] are selected for com- 
parison with JPL 1990-3. Catalog JPL 1987-1 contains 
positions of 128 sources, and is the last DSN catalog de- 
scribed in an external refereed publication. Note that 
data entering 1987-1 terminate in late 1985, well before 
the inception of DSN Mark I11 systems. Catalog JPL 
1991-1 is the current TEMPO catalog, based on RRFD 
and TEMPO data through early 1991, and thus includes 
more sources (241) and more than twice the number of 
RRFD Mark I11 observations used for 1990-3. 

The second category of catalogs includes those deter- 
mined by other research groups. There are many pos- 
sible candidates for comparison, of which only three are 
chosen. One important member of this category is the 
IERS catalog 9OCO1 [20], which combines individual CDP, 
IRIS, USNO, and JPL catalogs, with due attention paid to 
removal of rotational offsets and evaluation of formal un- 
certainties from disparate analyses. It contains the coordi- 
nates of 228 sources. Two GSFC catalogs were chosen to 
be representative of other external results. The first, here 
denoted GSFC89, is from [14]. It is based on 238,000 CDP 
and IRIS observations through early 1988 and contains 182 
sources. A somewhat premature attempt was made to tie 
these source coordinates to the optical FK5 frame, which 
accounts for the large (m25 nrad) rotation in right ascen- 
sion that is required to make this catalog coincide with any 
conventional radio catalog. A later Goddard catalog, de- 
noted GSFC9O [15], extends the CDP and IRIS database 
and adds NAVNET [34] and southern hemisphere astro- 
metric experiments, for a total of 461,000 observations of 
318 sources. 

Pairwise comparisons were made between the present 
source catalog and the above five collections of source 



positions derived from VLBI data. Prior to comparing 
the source coordinates, three-dimensional rotational off- 
sets were calculated and removed for each pair in order 
to account for the different right ascension and nutation 
reference points used in deriving each catalog. These ro- 
tational offsets are a manifestation of the different meth- 
ods used to define the orientation of the celestial reference 
frame for each catalog. Tables 7 and 8 give the magni- 
tudes of these rotational offsets (whose uncertainties are 
of the order of 0.1 nrad), as well as the X2 per degree of 
freedom ( ~ 2 , )  in the least-squares solution determining the 
rotational transformations. After the rotation is applied 
(to the catalog other than 1990-3), the right ascension dif- 
ferences are scaled to arc-length differences by applying 
the factor cos (declination), and then RMS differences are 
calculated for both source coordinates. Note that all the 
catalogs involved in the comparisons (with the exception of 
1987-1) were generated by fits that corrected the 1980 IAU 
nutation and precession errors by estimating either daily 
CEP orientation or nutation amplitudes and the preces- 
sion constant. 

Statistical analysis of uncertainties is problematic in 
cases like the present, where the same parameters are esti- 
mated from partially overlapping data. When this work is 
extended to include databases through 1991, a more com- 
plete statistical assessment will need to be performed. For 
the present, the covariance matrices for both catalogs are 
assumed to be diagonal, and the uncertainty of the dif- 
ference of a given coordinate is assumed to be the root 
sum square of the individual la uncertainties. In previous 
work, neglecting off-diagonal covariances somewhat under- 
estimated the true errors. 

From Table 7, it can be seen that agreement of JPL 
1990-3 with the other two JPL catalogs is reasonable, at 
the level of the formal uncertainties. Rotational offsets 
are as lqge as 7 nrad for 1987-1, but much smaller for 
the more recent 1991-1. This is a manifestation of preces- 
sion/nutation model deficiencies that were not as well cor- 
rected for 1987-1 as in more recent fits. Root-mean-square 
RA and declination differences are nearly consistent with 
the uncertainty level of the catalogs ( ~ 1 0  nrad for 1987-1 
and < 5 nrad for 1991-1 and 1990-3). The X:(RA) values 
of 2.0 and 1.8 indicate some problem with right ascensions 
that is not encountered with declinations. In order to test . 
whether the comparisons are being distorted by selection 
of sources, the two comparisons were repeated, including 
only sources that have formal a's smaller than 5 nrad in 
both catalogs. Results for rotational offsets and X2,'s are 
essentially unchanged, and the RMS differences decrease 
to approximately 4 and 3 nrad for 1987-1 and 1991-1, re- 
spectively. 

Comparisons with the IERS cztalog and two GSFC cat- 
alogs in Table 8 paint a more pessimistic picture than the 
intra-JPL comparisons. Rotational offsets are as large as 
10 nrad (the 24-nrad rotation of GSFC89 was already men- 
tioned above), RMS differences are slightly higher than 
5 nrad, and ~2 , ' s  range from 2 to 4. A 5-nrad cut on input 
catalog errors decreases the RMS differences slightly but 
raises the X:'s even further. This suggests that the for- 
mal uncertainties are underestimating true errors due to 
some systematic effects coming into play at the nanora- 
dian level. When the catalog formal a's are root sum 
squared with 2 nrad for all coordinates of each catalog 
pair in the comparisons, the ~2, ' s  are reduced to the 0.8-1.4 
range; a slightly larger additive error (3 nrad) is required 
in the IERS9O comparison. Until further work identifies 
the source of the 2-3-nrad systematic errors, these results 
place a lower limit on the accuracy achievable in source 
p*osition determinations. To be investigated are tropo- 
spheric covariance, the consequences of UTPM errors; a 
detailed comparison of modeling and analysis procedures, 
and proper motion or time-varying source structure. Ap- 
proximately 100 sources show formal position uncertainties 
of 2 nrad or smaller in the JPL 1990-3 catalog. Indica- 
tions are that the low a's are solely due to the extremely 
large number of observations, and do not properly reflect 
presently unidentified and unmodeled systematic errors. 

In conclusion, the addition of several hundred thousand 
non-DSN VLBI observations to the DSN data set in a fit 
determining a radio reference frame has the beneficial ef- 
fects of checking consistency of source coordinates derived 
from disparate sets of baselines and revealing modeling de- 
ficiencies at the 2-nrad level. Considerable improvement 
is seen in the formal uncertainties (Fig. 1 versus Fig. 2), 
nearly 50 percent of the 1990-3 uncertainties are brought 
below the level of presently unidentified systematic effects. 
A similar level of resolution may not have been reached 
solely with DSN data for another year or two. It appears 
that the true accuracy of the JPL 1990-3 catalog is ap- 
proximately at  the 5nrad level. 

VI. Conclusions 
Source angular coordinates of 216 extragalactic objects 

are derived from a database that includes the majority 
of the world's astrometric VLBI measurements through 
1990. Care has been taken to eliminate some known 
sources of systematic error, in particular the inadequacy 
of the present standard precession/nutation model. The 
formal uncertainties of these JPL 1990-3 source positions 
are predominantly smaller than 5 nrad. Consistency tests 
indicate that the formal errors are overoptimistic, espe- 



cially those below 2 to 3 nrad. The 2- to 3-nrad limit 
appears to be the point at which unknown systematics 
dominate. In spite of these systematics, comparisons with 
source coordinates from independent analyses of data that 
partly overlap the database used here show that the 1990-3 
positions agree at approximately the 5-nrad level. This 
catalog may thus be one of the first to exhibit true 5- 
nrad accuracy. Consistency with the non-DSN data in 
the analysis, with its greater variety of baseline orienta- 
tions and lengths, indicates that no serious systematic er- 
rors are present in the DSN-only data that might be in- 
troduced by the DSN baseline geometry, particularly the 
extremely long California-Australia baseline. Consistency 
with GSFC catalogs also provides an indirect verification 
that there are no outstanding discrepancies between JPL 
and GSFC modeling and estimation software at the 5-nrad 
level. 

The status of the 1990-3 reference frame relative to fu- 
ture mission requirements remains to be fully character- 
ized. When used with the CEP model of Table 6, the 
1990-3 source coordinates are expected to yield accurate 
source coordinates of date several years into the future. 
If the true accuracy of this catalog is at the 5-nrad level, 

as indicated by the above-mentioned comparisons, then 
it is very close to satisfying Galileo specifications. The 
TOPEX/POSEIDON S-/X-band and preliminary Cassini 
Ka-band (32-GHz) bnrad requirements are more difficult 
to meet; however, many of the errors in constructing a 
Ka-band reference frame should be the same as those for 
the present S-/X-band frame. It is expected that further 
analytical refinements and acquisition of additional VLBI 
measurements will permit achieving the 3-nrad level within 
the next few years. 

Future data analysis is planned along lines similar to 
that presented here, incorporating the more recent high- 
quality DSN Mark I11 data, as well as updates of the 
TEMPO, CDP, and IRIS databases. Empirical corrections 
for two of the known causes of systematic error (source 
structure and troposphere mismodeling) will be incorpo- 
rated in future parameter estimates. Including LLR data 
extending back to 1969 would also be of substantial help 
in reducing the precession-nutation correlations [33]. Such 
fits are expected to reduce source coordinate uncertainties 
further, to better characterize the true accuracies, and to 
satisfy future navigation requirements for a radio reference 
frame. 
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Table 1. Summary of VLBl observing programs 

Program Nstn Nbs I Time period Nses Nsrc Nabs 

CDP 31 144 791 8 - 89/12 1 78 76 134,627 

IRIS 8 24 841 1 - 901 6 452 31 168,119 

TEMPO 3* 3* 801 7 - 901 9 665 106 7,324 

RRFD MMI 3* 2* 78/10 -891 4 65 230 8,520 

RRFD MkIII 3' 2* 881 8 - 901 7 13  214 1,144 

Tot a1 34 147 78/10 - 901 9 1373 230 319,734 

*DSN Deep Space Communications Complex 

Table 2. Noise characteristics of VLBl data 

RMS data RMS added 
Program Nabs 

noise, psec noise, psec 

CDP 134,627 100 77 

IRIS 168,119 94 66 

TEMPO 7,324 464 260 

RRFD MkII 8,520 395 158 

RRFD MkIII 1,144 65 50 
-- 

Table 3. Elevation-angle distributions of VLBl data 

Program fio f20 f30 

CDP 0.020 0.129 0.278 

IRIS 0.023 0.111 0.218 

TEMPO 0.066 0.310 0.548 

RRFD 0.065 0.293 0.510 

Table 4. RMS delay and rate residuals of VLBl data 

Program Delay, psec Delay rate, fsec/sec 

CDP 96 113 

IRIS 86 81 

TEMPO 448 109 

RRFD MkII 336 134 

RRFD MkIII 87 117 

All 123 100 



W 
-J Q) Table 5. Source coordinates from combined VLBl measurements, 1978-90 

Right ascension Declination 
Mean observation Number of Error, Error, RA, dec. 

IAU name Common name epoch observations msec mas correlation 
hr min sec d m asec 

P 0008-264 

P 0013-00 

0016+731 

P 0019+058 

P 0048-09 

P 0104-408 
P 0106+01 

P 0111+021 

P 0112-017 

P 0113-118 

P 0119+11 

GC 0119+04 

DA 55 

0146+056 

P 0149+21 

P 0201+113 

P 0202+14 

P 0208-512 

0212+735 

GC 0221+06 

DW 0224+67 
P 0229+13 

CTD 20 

GC 0235+16 

OD 166 
GC 0250+17 
OD 094.7 

OE 400 

0306+102 

0309+411 

3C 84 

P 0317+188 

0326+277 

P 0332-403 

NRAO 140 

CTA 26 



Table 5 (contd) 

IAU name Common name 

0342+147 

NRAO 150 
CTD 26 
P 0402-362 
0406-127 

GC 0406+12 
P 0409+22 
P 0420-01 
VRO 41.04.01 
GC 0423+23 
P 0425+048 
0426+273 

3C 120 
P 0434-188 
P 0438-43 
0440+345 

P 0446+11 
P 0451-28 
0454- 234 

P 0458+138 
GC 0459+06 
0500+019 

P 0502+049 
0454+844 

P 0506+101 
P 0507+17 
P 0511-220 
P 0528+134 
P 0537-441 
P 0537-158 
0536+145 

0544+273 

DA 193 
0556+238 

0600+177 

P 0605-08 

Mean observation 
epoch 

1987.811 

1982.000 

1987.340 

1985.129 

1989.466 

1984.235 

1989.663 

1988.604 

1980.724 

1989.671 

1987.655 

1989.666 

1981.230 

1985.211 

1982.778 

1989.178 

1989.025 

1983.885 

1990.200 

1989.351 

1989.592 

1988.822 

1989.433 

1986.115 

1988.770 

1987.671 

1989.307 

1987.290 

1985.159 

1988.071 

1988.410 

1987.942 

1986.888 

1988.579 

1988.235 

1981.668 

Number of 
observations 

Right ascension 

hr min sec 

3 45 6.416506 

3 59 29.747309 

4 3 5.586178 

4 3 53.749821 

4 9 5.769566 

4 9 22.008692 

4 12 43.666847 

4 23 15.800686 

4 23 56.009869 

4 26 55.734795 

4 27 47.570328 

4 29 52.960754 

4 33 11.095490 

4 37 1.482675 

4 40 17.179842 

4 43 31.635271 

4 49 7.671068 

4 53 14.646607 

4 57 3.179160 

5 1 45.270744 

5 2 15.445878 

5 3 21.197086 

5 5 23.184755 

5 8 42.363876 

5 9 27.457073 

5 10 2.369150 

5 13 49.114277 

5 30 56.416737 

5 38 50.361164 

5 39 32.010201 

5 39 42.366028 

5 47 34.148983 

5 55 30.805620 

5 59 32.033134 

6 3 9.130286 

6 7 59.699158 

Error, 
msec 

Declination 

d m asec 

Error, 
lnas 

RA, dec. 
correlation 

-0.821 

-0.238 

-0.973 

-0.915 

-0.983 

-0.766 

-0.545 

-0.254 

-0.458 

-0.565 

-0.977 

-0.472 

-0.558 

-0.715 

-0.864 

-0.772 

-0.745 

-0.962 

-0.326 

-0.968 

-0.984 

-0.911 

-0.987 

0.019 

-0.888 

-0.704 

-0.794 

-0.400 

-0.912 

-0.395 

-0.911 

-0.700 

-0.395 

-0.553 

-0.913 

-0.766 



W a Table 5 (contd) 

IAU name Common name 
Mean observation Number of 

epoch observations 

Right ascension 

min 

13 

45 

0 

25 

25 

30 

38 

39 

41 

45 

46 

48 

50 

57 

8 

18 

25 

30 

41 

54 

2 

3 

14 

21 

22 

27 

27 

56 

14 

24 

37 

41 

44 

48 

58 

7 

sec 

57.692436 

24.099539 

1.525573 

16.807827 

50.639908 

19.112436 

7.393737 

18.033884 

10.703663 

33.059521 

25.874182 

36.109272 

52.045738 

6.642954 

15.535896 

15.999655 

50.338337 

52.086189 

24.365801 

48.874920) 

16.831095 

3.990097 

37.913448 

29.354017 

46.417778 

3.013901 

51.823792 

49.875427 

47.065491 

44.809582 

16.079710 

17.162470 

55.911251 

27.619911 

29.605196 

8.694243 

Error, 
msec 

0.210 

0.031 

0.043 

0.027 

0.041 

0.003 

0.009 

0.015 

0.062 

0.004 

0.032 

0.031 

0.030 

0.028 

0.148 

0.014 

0.006 

0.035 

0.252 

(0.000) 

0.129 

0.068 

0.044 

0.149 

0.206 

0.002 

0.160 

0.018 

0.029 

0.026 

0.009 

0.027 

0.036 

0.117 

0.002 

0.083 

Declination 

m asec 

6 45.40760 

21 51.20209 

9 21.70139 

25 13.74644 

54 56.54408 

41 12.60000 

42 18.99918 

37 4.61811 

12 0.22568 

11 12.69277 

49 2.13490 

0 24.11141 

31 4.82853 

56 34.85172 

51 9.88473 

22 45.41528 

9 24.52047 

10 59.82098 

53 42.17249 

6 30.64131) 

15 30.87777 

51 4.13771 

45 59.24608 

18 43.38887 

59 35.06447 

2 20.85215 

34 51.22625 

15 16.04907 

1 16.57087 

12 20.41663 

34 2.81403 

10 16.92338 

55 38.26318 

43 35.93801 

33 58.82394 

49 7.62063 

Error, 
mas 

2.82 

0.48 

0.80 

0.39 

0.71 

0.07 

0.21 

0.26 

0.54 

0.12 

0.52 

0.65 

0.57 

0.50 

2.29 

0.18 

0.13 

0.46 

1.67 

(0.00) 

1.60 

1.85 

0.68 

3.74 

2.14 

0.03 

2.19 

0.60 

0.39 

0.53 

0.14 

0.72 

0.66 

0.66 

0.08 

0.49 

RA, dec. 
correlation 

-0.989 

-0.783 

-0.805 

-0.916 

-0.889 

-0.306 

-0.686 

-0.892 

-0.977 

-0.463 

-0.708 

-0.553 

-0.740 

-0.803 

-0.998 

-0.365 

-0.636 

-0.943 

0.161 

(0.000) 

-0.971 

-0.237 

-0.975 

-0.920 

-0.976 

0.010 

-0.993 

-0.725 

-0.959 

-0.774 

-0.499 

-0.603 

-0.875 

-0.479 

-0.424 

-0.877 



Table 5 (contd) 

Right ascension Declination 
Mean observation Number of Error, Error, RA, dec. IAU name Common name 

epoch observations msec mas correlation 
hr min sec d m asec 



W 
QD 
o Table 5 (contd) 

Right ascension Declination 
Mean observation Number of IAU name Common name 

Error, Error, RA, dec. 
epoch observations msec mas correlation 

hr min sec d m asec 

P 1510-08 

P 1511-100 

P 1514-24 

P 1519-273 

P 1532+01 

DW 1548+05 

DW 1555+00 

DA 406 

P 1614+051 

P 1622-253 

GC 1633+38 

P 1637+574 

NRAO 512 

1642+690 

3C 345 
0s 092 

DW 1656+05 

P 1657-261 

OT-111 

GC 1717 

NRAO 530 

OT 465 

4C 51.37 

P 1741-038 

1749+701 

OT 081 

1803+784 

3C 371 

P 1821+10 

3C 390.3 

OV-213 

OV-235 

OV -236 

OV 239.7 

1928+738 

P 1936-15 



Table 5 (contd) 

IAU name Common name 

1954+513 

OV-198 

P 2008-159 

OW 637 

OW 551 

P 2029+121 

3C 418 

B2 2113+29B 

OX 036 

P 2128-12 

P 2131-021 

P 2134+004 

P 2145+06 

OX 082 

OX-192 

VRO 42.22.01 

B2.2201+31A 

P 2216-03 

3C 446 

P 2227-08 

2229+695 

CTA 102 

GC 2234+28 

OY-172.6 

P 2245-328 
3C 454.3 

GC 2253+41 

GC 2254+07 

P 2254+024 

P 2255-282 

GC 2318+04 

P 2320-035 

P 2335-027 

P 2345-16 

2351-154 

P 2355-106 

Mean observation 
epoch 

1989.238 

1986.285 

1988.844 

1987.616 

1981.630 

1984.093 

1988.150 

1986.307 

1989.107 

1988.831 

1988.885 

1985.852 

1986.433 

1984.142 

1985.260 

1986.403 

1983.433 

1987.052 

1985.274 

1988.855 

1988.423 

1985.129 

1988.735 

1985.112 

1984.167 
1986.145 

1983.351 

1989.614 

1988.749 

1990.205 

1988.970 

1985.216 

1989.570 

1984.839 

1989.367 

1987.701 

Right ascension 
Number of 

observations 
hr min sec 

Error, 
msec 

0.043 

0.023 

0.027 

0.032 

0.197 

0.062 

0.010 

0.010 

0.002 

0.025 

0.016 

0.002 

0.003 

0.039 

0.089 

0.003 

0.038 

0.003 

0.018 

0.026 

0.092 

0.013 

0.003 

0.019 

0.045 

0.002 

0.043 

0.159 

0.047 

0.008 

0.025 

0.024 

0.069 

0.038 

0.071 

0.033 

Declination 
Error, 
Inas 

RA, dec. 
correlation 



Table 6. JPL 3990-3 celestial ephemeris pole motion model 

- - -- 

AA@ A Ae 
Index 

Period, (in phase) (in ~hase )  
days (out of phase), (out of phase), 

mad mad 

Precession, - 10.4f 0.3 - 
mad/yr 

Offset -61.3f 1.6 9.4f 0.3 

Table 7. Comparisons of other JPL catalogs with JPL 1990-3 

Catalog 1987-1 1991-1 

Number of common sources 

RMS uncertainty for common sources 

JPL 1990-3: RAcos 6 and dec., nrad 

Other: RAcos 6 and dec., nrad 

Rotational offsets, nrad x 

Y 
Z 

X2 per degree of freedom 

RMS difference, mad: RAcos 6 

dec . 
x2 per degree of freedom: RAcos 6 

dec. 

Table 8. Comparisons of external catalogs with JPL 1990-3 

Catalog IERS9O GSFC89 GSFC9O 

Number of common sources 

RMS uncertainty for common sources 

JPL 1990-3: RAcos 6 and dec., nrad 

Other: RAcos 6 and dec., nrad 

Rotational offsets, nrad x 

x2 per degree of freedom 

RMS difference, nrad: RAcos 6 

dec. 

x2 per degree of freedom: RAcos 6 
dec. 
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30 -1 - DECLINATION 

ARC LENGTH ERROR, nrad 

Fig. 1. Distribution of errors in (a) right ascension (arc length) and (b) declination for source coordinates in the catalog JPL 1990-3. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
ARC LENGTH ERROR, nrad 

Fig. 2. Distribution of errors in (a) right ascension (arc length) and (b) declination for source coordinates in the TEMPO catalog 
JPL 1991-1. 
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Wideband Waveguide Polarizer Development for SET1 
P. Lee and P. Stanton 

Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section 

A wideband polarizer for the Deep Space Network (DSN) 34-meter beam- 
waveguide antenna is needed for the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) 
project. The results of a computer analysis of a wideband polarizer are presented 
in this article. 

1. Introduction loaded waveguide, the phase shift between them is propor- 

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) sky 
survey will scan a frequency range from 1 to 10 GHz, using 
the Deep Space Network (DSN) 34-meter beam-waveguide 
antennas. To minimize the number of feeds that accom- 
modate this broad frequency range, wideband components 
are necessary. In [I], a design for a wideband quarter-wave 
polarizer was presented. The polarizer consists of a rectan- 
gular waveguide with all four walls loaded with natural or 
artificial dielectrics. This article describes the performance 
of such a polarizer, as  analyzed with Hewlett-Packard's 
85180A High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), a 
software package that uses the finite-element method to 
analyze closed structures. 

I I .  Method 
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the polarizer. An inci- 

dent TElo mode excites a quasi-TElo mode in the loaded 
waveguide. An incident TEol mode excites a quasi-TEol 
mode, which has a different propagation constant from the 
quasi-TElo mode. As the two modes travel through the 

- 
tional to the difference between the propagation constants. 
Since the propagation constants are functions of frequency, 
the phase shift is also. It was found in [I] that by loading 
the four walls of the polarizer with dielectric, the differ- 
ential phase shift can be held constant to within a given 
tolerance over a wider bandwidth than in polarizers where 
only two opposing walls are loaded. 

The design parameters were chosen by assuming that 
the forms of the quasi-TElo and quasi-TEol modes in the 
loaded waveguide did not vary much from the TElo and 
TEol modes in an unloaded waveguide. Since the fields of 
the TElo and TEol modes are zero on the sidewalls par- 
allel to the Efield components, and since the dielectric on 

.the walls is thin, only the dielectric on the walls perpen- 
dicular to the E-field was considered when each mode was 
analyzed for the initial design. This simpler problem of a 
waveguide with only two walls loaded has been solved [2]. 

The polarizer was analyzed on a Sun SPARC 1+ work- 
station using HFSS software, revision A.O1.OO. The work- 
station has approximately 500 MB of hard-disk memory 



available in the user partition. The HFSS software ana- 
lyzes arbitrary closed structures with finite-element meth- 
ods. It computes the eigenmodes at each port by us- 
ing the number of modes chosen by the user. Then the 
S-parameters for the structure are calculated to within a 
tolerance set by the user. The finite-element mesh is re- 
fined over a number of passes until the desired tolerance 
is achieved. Once a mesh is created at one frequency, the 
same mesh can be used in a sweep over nearby frequencies. 
After HFSS calculates the S-parameters, it calculates the 
impedances at each port. 

The first step in analyzing the polarizer was to deter- 
mine the propagation constants of the quasi-TElo and 
quasi-TEol modes in the loaded waveguide. A 0.25411. 
long slice of the waveguide was used. Electric and mag- 
netic planes of symmetry were employed to reduce the 
cross-section to one quarter of its original size. By plac- 
ing the planes of symmetry as shown in Fig. 2(a), the 
.mode resulting from an incident TElo mode could be an- 
alyzed. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows the placement of the 
planes of symmetry used to analyze the mode resulting 
from an incident TEol mode. An adaptive pass was run at 
11.0 GHz to create the finite-element mesh, and then a fre- 
quency sweep was performed from 6.0 GHz to 16.0 GHz in 
0.5-GHz intervals. Adaptive passes were later run at the 
endpoint frequencies to check the validity of the mesh. The 
frequency range was chosen for measurement convenience 
and will be scaled to the SET1 frequency range later. 

The polarizer could not be analyzed as one structure 
because this presented too large a problem for the mem- 
ory in the workstation. An interface section consisting of a 
thin slice of the loaded waveguide and a thin slice of empty 
waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3(a), was analyzed instead. 
The HFSS software assumes that each port is connected to 
an infinitely long structure having the same cross-section 
as the port, so the effects of the interface by itself can 
be deduced from this structure. The S-parameters for 
this structure were calculated over the frequency range 
9.5 GHz to 15.5 GHz. HFSS has the capability of com- 
puting the S-parameters resulting from the 'addition of an 
extension to any port if the extension has the same cross- 
sectional geometry as the port. By using this feature, the 
S-parameters for the structure shown in Fig. 3(b) were 
computed. Finally, the S-parameters from the structures 
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) were combined to create the 
S-parameters for the entire polarizer, as shown in Fig. 3(c). 

I I I .  Results 
Figu~e 4(a) shows the computed propagation constants 

of the quasi-TElo and quasi-TEol modes in the loaded 

waveguide versus frequency. The difference between the 
propagation constants, shown in Fig. 4(b), varies less than 
1 percent between 11 GHz and 15.5 GHz. Running one 
adaptive pass on the HFSS software at 11.0 GHz and then 
sweeping over the entire frequency range seemed to give 
valid answers. The propagation constants calculated from 
the sweep varied a maximum of 0.01 percent from the 
propagation constants calculated from adaptive passes run 
at  the endpoints. 

In an empty waveguide, the eigenmodes on the surface 
of the input ports are independent of frequency; however, 
with the dielectric loading, this is no longer true [2]. Fig- 
ure 5 shows the quasi-TElo and quasi-TEol eigenmodes 
at the ports for (a) a loaded waveguide at 6.0 GHz, (b) a 
loaded waveguide at 16.0 GHz, and (c) an unloaded wave- 
guide. As the frequency increases, the modes in the loaded 
waveguide vary more from the TElo and TEol modes in 
an empty waveguide. At 16.0 GHz, sizable fields exist in 
the dielectric strips on the walls parallel to the fields of the 
empty waveguide modes. 

With the eigenmodes dependent on frequency, some 
complications occur which the HFSS software does not 
handle well when a frequency sweep is performed. The 
eigenmodes are computed at each frequency and then or- 
dered according to the propagation constants. The quasi- 
TElo and quasi-TEol eigenmodes in the loaded waveguide 
are ordered as the first and second modes at 9.5 GHz, but 
then are ordered as the first and third modes from some- 
where around 10 GHz and above. When analyzing the 
interface section, three modes were used to ensure that 
both the modes of interest were always included. The 
HFSS only plots the eigenmodes for the last frequency 
computed, so the user does not necessarily know what the 
mode ordering is at lower frequencies in the sweep. Also, 
HFSS will not compute impedances unless the user has de- 
fined impedance lines on the ports. The impedance lines 
are the lines connecting the points of maximum voltage 
difference on the ports, and are different for each mode. 
Only one set of impedance lines may be defined for all the 
frequencies in a sweep, and they must be defined in the 
same order as the corresponding modes. When the modes 
are switched during a sweep, the impedance lines are no 
longer valid at every frequency, and impedances will not 
be computed for any modes at any frequencies. 

The S-parameters for the interface section between a 
0.01-in. long slice of unloaded waveguide and a 0.1-in. long 
slice of loaded 'waveguide are plotted in Fig. 6. These 
S-parameters were used to construct the S-parameters for 
an entire polarizer of length 4.73 in. The S-parameters 
and differential phase shift for this polarizer are shown in 



Fig. 7. The magnitude of the Sll parameter is large, indi- 
cating a poor impedance match at the interface. Also, the 
differential phase shift is not very constant, which also may 
be caused by a poor impedance match at  the interface. To 
correct these problems, an input-matching section needs 
to be designed. 

In an initial attempt to design an input-matching sec- 
tion, the impedances given by HFSS were examined. HFSS 
computes the impedance three ways. The first impedance, 
Zpi, is derived from the input power and current calcu- 
lated in the field solution. The second impedance, ZPuI is 
computed from the input power from the field solutlon 
and the voltage across the impedance line on the port 
(the impedance line is defined by the user). The third 
impedance, Zui, is the geometric mean of the other two. 
These three impedances should be the same except for a 
multiplying constant; however, this was not the case. The 
three impedances, normalized to the 9.5-GHz values, are 
compared in Fig. 8. 

IV. Conclusions 
The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the polarizer 

design will function over a wide band. However, the return 
loss of the polarizer is quite high, and the differential phase 
shift is not as constant as desired. An input-matching sec- 
tion needs to be designed to correct both of these problems. 
The impedances as calculated by HFSS seem to be incon- 
sistent. The values for S-parameters and impedances given 
by HFSS need to be compared with actual measurements 
on a polarizer to verify the results. 

The HFSS software on the Sun SPARC 1+ work- 
station runs too slowly and uses too much hard-disk mem- 
ory to handle large problems. As the number of modes, the 
size of the structure, and the complexity of the structure 
increase, HFSS rapidly slows down and uses more mem- 
ory. Whenever possible, the problem needs to be broken 
down into smaller, more manageable pieces which can be 
recombined after analysis with HFSS. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the polarizer: (a) polarizer and 
(b) cross-section. 

Fig. 2. Placement of planes of symmetry: (a) to 
analyze mode resulting from a TElo mode input; 
and (b) to analyze mode resulting from a TEol 
mode input. 
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Fig. 3. Stages of polarizer analysis: (a) interface section consisting of a thin slice of the loaded waveguide 
and a thin slice of empty waveguide; (b) side view of original section with extension; and (c) side view of 
total polarizer. 
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Existing availability models of standby redundant systems consider only an oper- 
ator's performance and its interaction with the hardware performance. In the case 
of operational data systems in the DSN, in addition to an operatorsystem interface, 
a controller reconfigures the system and links a standby unit into the network data- 
path upon failure of the operating unit. In this article, a stochastic (Markovian) 
process technique is employed to model and analyze the availability performance of 
this class of communication systems. The link-controller 's performance and occur- 
rence of degradation due to partial failures are quantitatively incorporated into the 
model. Exact expressions of the steady-state availability and proportion-degraded 
performance measures are derived for the systems under study. The interaction 
among the hardware, operator, and controller performance parameters and that in- 
teraction's effect on data availability are evaluated and illustrated for an operational 
data-processing system. 

I. Introduction 
Extensive research and practical literature exists in re- 

lation to the analysis of human performance and reliability 
modeling of man-machine systems. -An up-to-date list and 
classification of the body of literature addressing human 
errors and their effect on the reliability and availability 
of engineering systems are provided in [I]. Human error 
is defined as a failure to perform a prescribed act (or an 
out-of-tolerance human action) that could result in dam- 
age to equipment or the disruption of scheduled operations 
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[2,3]. Categories and causal analysis of human errors are 
detailed in [4-61. 

Human performance is not easy to  quantify and predict. 
Rigby [7] stated that error is a function of human variabil- 
'ity; however, there are several other factors that may be 
considered in the analysis and quantitative measurement 
of human performance [8-101. The problem of human re- 
liability prediction has been discussed earlier by Meister 
[ll] and Regulinski [12]. Recent studies, such as those of 
Dhillon [13-171 and Gupta [18,19] have emphasized relia- 
bility and availability modeling of standby systems with 
human-initiated failures. In these efforts, the Markov pro- 



cess was employed to model the interaction of hardware 
and human performances. In these models, hardware units 
of only two states (operating and failed) were considered, 
and the impact of one type of human interface was incor- 
porated, that is, the performance of operating personnel 
only. One assumption common to these models is that the 
switch over to a standby unit (i.e., restoration of system 
operation) is instantaneous and perfect. 

In the telecommunication and data-processing systems 
implemented in the ground-based communication com- 
plexes of the DSN, there are two types of human- 
equipment interface. One type of interface involves an 
operator's monitor and control of an operational unit, and 
the second type requires a link controller's interface with 
a console display to perform system reconfiguration and 
restoration by linking a standby unit. Operator errors 
may cause failure (disruption of operation) or performance 
degradation of the operating unit. Errors made by the link 

' controller would usually increase the completion time of 
the reconfiguring and linking task. 

In this study, the stochastic operational behavior of 
two-unit standby data-processing systems at the DSN 
is investigated. In addition to operator-initiated out- 
ages, these systems are characterized by a noninstanta- 
neous restoration of their operation through a controller- 
performed linking process. The purpose of this analy- 
sis is to apply a Markov process technique to develop 
steady-state expressions for "operational" availability and 
proportion-degraded performance estimation and to im- 
plement them as relevant measures of performance for the 
systems under study. Of particular significance is the eval- 
uation of the impact of various levels of link-controller 
performance on the proposed performance measures at se- 
lected levels of operator error rate. 

II. The Human Role in Data-Processing 
Systems Operation and Maintenance 
In this study, a class of communication systems utilized 

during spacecraft tracking and data acquisition is defined. 
This class includes such systems as the receiver, teleme- 
try processing, command assemblies, and others. A typ- 
ical two-unit standby configuration used in ground-based 
stations is considered representative of these systems for 
reliability and availability modeling. 

In any configuration, an "operational" unit or assembly 
is viewed as a complex structure of hardware and human 
components. The human components and their activities 
include: 

1 .  Operator: Performs time-continuous operation and 
monitoring of equipment. The operator provides inputs 
and responses, performs tests and verifications, and mon- 
itors the operating unit. 

2 .  Link controller: Performs system reconfiguration 
and standby-unit linking upon failure of the operating 
unit. The link controller interfaces with a console dis- 
play to monitor data flow and link status parameters, and 
communicates with the operator when displayed messages 
indicate problems. 

Possible error categories associated with these human 
components and their tasks include: 

1 .  Operator errors: Errors of memory, errors of identi- 
fication and interpretation, and the cumulative impact of 
errors of operation [6,7]. 

2 .  Link controller errors: Errors of attention, errors 
of interpretation, errors of procedure and documentation, 
and errors of communication. 

The levels of maintenance associated with the systems 
under study include the following: 

1 .  Level 1 maintenance: This is performed mainly by 
the link controller following an initial diagnosis and re- 
port of anomalous condition by the operator. It requires 
the controller to provide a sequence of inputs or direc- 
tives contained within an application software to accom- 
plish system reconfiguration and linking of a standby unit 
into the operating path (i.e., system restoration). The re- 
configuration and link completion time is an indicator of 
the controller's level of performance. 

2 .  Level 2 maintenance: This is performed on site by 
maintenance personnel equipped with diagnostic and test 
capabilities. It involves diagnosis and fault isolation within 
the malfunctioning unit, removal and replacement of the 
faulty component, and verification of proper functioning 
of the repaired unit. 

Ill. Data-Processing Systems Reliability 
Definitions and Measures 

Most reliability definitions and concepts used in the 
classical reliability area are applicable to data-processing 
systems analysis. However, there are a few terms that are 
particularly pertinent. A brief description of these terms 
(to appear in the model) follows. 



The s y s t e m  outage occurs when both units in the 
standby configuration are disconnected for repair from var- 
ious failure modes. 

A temporary outage occurs when one unit has failed 
and the link controller is involved in the reconfiguration 
and linking task to restore system operation. 

Degraded refers to a unit's performance characterized 
by a full-capacity throughput associated with a higher er- 
ror rate per data block. 

Sys tem degraded occurs when an operating unit has be- 
come degraded for which the standby unit is inoperable. 

Temporary degraded occurs when the operating unit is 
in a degraded mode and the link controller is involved in 
restoring system operation. 

An integrated operational analysis of the data systems 
under study requires that all their aspects of behavior, 
which have been described earlier, need to be considered. 
Therefore, formal reliability analysis and modeling of these 
systems have been conducted and some of the relevant per- 
formance measures have been derived. Satisfactory system 
performance from the customer's point of view, namely, 
that of the using spacecraft, is affected by frequencies and 
durations of outages and degraded output. Thus, ade- 
quate measures of reliability may include the proportions 
of normal data and degraded data acquired, "combined" 
data availability, and the probability of system outage due 
to human errors. In the subsequent sections, the Markov 
process technique is employed to derive exact expressions 
for some of these performance measures. 

IV. Model Description and Assumptions 
The following are the specific assumptions of the pro- 

posed Markov model: 

1. The model represents a two-unit identical standby 
redundant system with operator-initiated failure and 
degraded states. 

2. The operating unit may fail due to either a hardware . 
fault or an operator error. The unit may also operate 
in a degraded mode due to partial hardware failures 
and/or noncritical operator errors. 

3. Various failure modes are statistically independent. 

4. Hardware and operator-initiated failure rates, as 
well as the degradation rate, are all constants. 

5. The link controller performs the reconfiguration and 
linking process. The completion time of this process 
is exponentially distributed. 

6. The physical repair of the failed or degraded unit 
(level-2 maintenance) is undertaken as soon as the 
reconfiguration and linking task is completed. The 
repaired unit is recovered directly to the fully oper- 
able or operating mode. 

7. Repair rates (i.e., level-2 maintenance completion 
rates) from various failure modes are constants. 

8. System operating policies require that the degraded 
unit of the system must not be repaired at its de- 
graded output during the linking process of the 
standby unit. 

9. The degraded unit of the system is regarded as failed 
(due to hardware or human-initiated failures) when 
providing degraded-unusable output; that is, when 
the error rate per data block is greater than a pre- 
viously specified criterion or tolerance limit. 

10. The failure rate of a unit in its standby mode is zero. 

11. A unit may exist in one of three possible states- 
operating, degraded, or failed (with total output 
loss). 

12. Initially, the system is in the fully operating state 
with one unit being in an operable standby mode. 

13. During system operation, only one change can take 
place in the state of the system at each instantaneous 
change or increment of time. 

V. Model Development 

A. Notation List 

The state-space diagram associated with the two-unit 
standby human-machine system is shown in Fig. 1. The 
following symbols are associated with this system model: 

Si denotes the ith state of the system, for i = 
0,1,2, - - .  ,15; i = 0 (one unit is operating, the 
other unit is in standby mode); i = 1 (one unit 
has failed due to a hardware failure); i = 2 (one 
unit failed due to an operator error); i = 3 (one 
unit is in a degraded state); i = 4,5,6 (one unit 
is linked, the other unit is under repair from a 
failure mode); i = 7,8,9 (one unit is under re- 
pair from a failure mode, the other unit is in a 
degraded state); i = 10 (both units are under re- 
pair due to hardware failures); i = 11,12 (both 
units are under repair--one from a hardware 



failure and the other from an operator-initiated 
failure); i = 13 (both units are under repair from 
operator-initiated failures); i = 14,15 (both 
units are under repair-one from a degraded 
mode, the other from a hardware failure and 
operator-initiated failure, respectively) 

Pi(t) denotes the probability that the system is in 
state Si at time t ,  for i = 0,1,2, .. . ,15. 

A j  is the constant failure or degraded rate of a unit 
due to the j th  failure mode, where j = 1,2,3, 
corresponding to hardware failure, operator-ini- 
tiated failure, and degraded modes, respectively. 

A; is the constant failure rate of the degraded unit 
due to the j th  failure mode, where j = 1,2, 
corresponding to hardware and human-initiated 
failure modes, respectively. 

ALj is the link controller's completion rate of the 
linking task of the standby unit given the j th 
failure mode, where j = 1,2,3, corresponding to 
hardware failure, operator-initiated failure, and 
degraded failure modes, respectively. That is, 
the link controller's completion rate of the level- 
1 maintenance task. 

p j  is the constant repair rate of a failed unit from 
the jth failure mode, where j = 1,2,3, cor- 
responding to the hardware failure, operator- 
initiated failure, and degraded modes, respec- 
tively. 

p4,p5 are the constant repair rates of either one of 
the two failed units from hardware failure and 
operator-initiated failure modes, respectively, 
that is, p4 = 2pl and p5 = 2p2. 

B. Model Formulation 

The following differential equations were developed by 
examining the discrete-space stochastic process described 
in Fig. 1: 

Pi(t) = ALlPl(t) - (A1 + A2 + A 3  +pl)P4(t) 

+ ~4P10(t) + ~2P12(t)+~.~3p14(t) 

Pi(t) = AL2P2(t) - (A1 + A2 + A 3  + p2)P5(t) 

+ ~11Pll (t) + ~5P13(t)+p3P15(t) 

Pi(t) = AL3P3(t) - (A1 + A2 + A 3  + p3)P6(t) 

+ /llP14(t) + 1l2P15(t) 

P'(t) = A3P4(t) - (A: + A; + pl)P7(t) 

PA(t) = A3P5(t) - (A: + A: + ~12)P8(t) 

pi (t) = A3P6 (t) - (A: + + ~3)P9( t )  

Pio(t) = AlP4(t) + Aip7(t) - ~4P10(t) 

Pil(t) = AlP5(t) + Aip8(t) - plPll(t) 

Pl,(t) = A2P4(t) + A;P?(t) - ~2P12(t) 

P13(t) = A2P5(t) + A;P8(t) - ~5Pl3( t )  

P:4(t) = + A:P9(t) - (PI + /13)P14(t) 

P&,(t) = A2P6(t) + AaP9(t) - ( ~ 2  + ~3)Pl5(t)  

with the following initial conditions at time t = 0: 

Po(0) = 1, Pi(0) = 0, for i = 1,2, - .  . , I 5  (2) 

Pl(t) = AlPo(t) - A ~ l P l ( t )  + AiP3(t) VI. Solution of the Model 
Considering the limiting or steady-state probabilities, 

Pl(t) = A2Po(t) - AL&(~) + A)2P3(t) the derivatives in the first set of equations (1) are set to 
zero. The relationship, Po + PI + . . + P15 = 1 is then 

PA(t) = A3Po(t) - (AL~ + A: + A;)P3(t) + plP?(t) utilized to obtain the following steady-state expressions: 

+ ~2P8(t)+~3Pg(t)  = Kipo, for i =  1 , 2 , - . . , I 5  (3) 



Po = 
1 

1 + 1i1 + K2 i- - + K15 
(4) 

67 = A2~3a7 + /13A3A', 
a7a9 

where Ki is a constant associated with state i and defined 
as follows: 

The steady-state probabilities given in Eqs. (3) and (4) 
can be used to develop system availability and reliability 
measures. These measutes include: 

1. Integrated steady-state availability denoted by As. 
A3X: A3X: 

Klo = (2 + =) K4, KII= (2 + -) K5 This measure combines both normal and degraded avail- 
a6p1 abilities and is given by 

2. The proportion of normal-performance, PN, is given by 
A3X: A3X', 

K ~ ~ =  ($+-)K~, a7as fis = ($+-)KG a9a7 

3. The proportion of degraded-performance, Po, is given 
by 

4. The probability of system failure (data outage) due to 
the cumulative impact of human errors, pH, is given by 

Equations (5) through (8) define the proposed availability 
model of the human-machine standby processing system. 



VII. Application and Analysis 
The steady-state availability model described in 

Eqs. (5) through (8) was implemented to evaluate the "op- 
erational" performance of several standby data-processing 
systems. The receiver, subcarrier demodulator assem- 
bly, and telemetry processing assembly (TPA) are exam- 
ples of these systems. They are utilized in spacecraft-to- 
station communications at  each Deep Space Communica- 
tions Complex. The following two applications demon- 
strate the usefulness of some of these measures for perfor- 
mance analysis of a TPA assembly as a selected configu- 
ration. 

A. Steady-State Availability Analysis 

Thus, operational availability can be achieved and/or 
improved through a proper trade-off among operator error 
rate, link completion rate (or level-1 maintenance comple- 
tion rate), and hardware failure rate. The optimal com- 
bination of reliability parameters (to be considered for fu- 
ture design reviews) is usually selected based on whether 
improvements are needed in the hardware area, operating 
personnel area, or both. 

B. Degraded-Performance Analysis 

The proportion of the degraded-performance measure 
given by Eq. (7) is applied to the TPA system by using 
the previously specified parametric values, except for the 
following parameters: 

For the application of the availability measure given by X 2  = 0.03 failurelhr, XL1 = XL2 = 4.0 link/hr 

Eq. (5) to the TPA assembly, integrated data availability X 3  = 0.002 to 0.03 failurelhr, 
was computed for the following specified parametric val- 
ues: XL3 = 0.5 to 3.0 link/hr 

X I  = 0.02 failure/hr, p1 = 0.3 repairlhr The pertinent numerical results indicate variation in 
the TPA annual degraded duration, which is plotted in 

X 2  = 0.002 to 0.03 failurelhr, p2 = 0.3 repairlhr Fig. 3. The plots demonstrate how system-degraded dura- 
tion increases when a unit partial failure rate X3 increases, 

X3 = 0.006 failurelhr, p3 = 0.2 repairlhr and the corresponding completion rate of reconfiguration 
and linking XL3 decreases. 

X i  = 0.002 failurelhr, p4 = 2p1 
If the TPA annual degraded throughput is desired not 

X i  = 0.003 failurelhr, p s  = 2p2 to exceed a total of 200 hours, then possible combinations 
of the required partial failure rate (i.e., degradation rate) 

XL1 = 3.0 link/hr by link controller and controller's completion rate of the reconfiguration task 
include, where other parameters remain the same: 

XL2 = 0.5 to 3.0 link/hr by link controller X3 5 0.006 , X L ~  2 0.5 

XL3 = 4.0 link/hr by link controller X3 5 0.010 , A L ~  > 1.0 

The numerical results pertaining to Eq. (5) indicate 
variation in the TPA system availability, which is de- 
scribed in Fig. 2. The plots demonstrate that TPA- 
integrated data availability decreases with increasing levels 
of operator-initiated outage rate X 2  and decreasing levels of 
the corresponding completion rate of reconfiguration and 
linking XL2.  

If the TPA operational availability requirement is 98.5 
percent, then possible combinations of hardware and hu- 
man reliability requirements include: 

X 2  = 0.002, XL2 = 1, X I  = 0.02, and other parame- 
ters remain the same 

X 2  = 0.004, XL2 = 2, X I  = 0.02, and other parame- 
ters remain the same 

When system-degraded performance occurs, the recon- 
figuration and linking process is usually performed care- 
fully or delayed for some time (provided that data through- 
put remains usable-degraded); therefore, XL3 is most fre- 
quently less than or equal to 1 link/hr. Thus, greater 
attention should be given to maintain X3 below 0.010 fail- 
ure/hr. This can be achieved through improvements of 
assembly design and its human interface and operational 
characteristics in order to reduce frequencies of partial fail- 
ures and noncritical operating errors. 

The other system performance measures, including the 
proportion of normal-performance and the probability of 
data outage due to human errors, are given by Eqs. (6) 
and (8), respectively. These measures can be applied to 
the TPA system in a similar fashion by using selected para- 
metric values. The variation in each measure as compared 



with the changing levels of Xz and X L ~  can also be graphi- 
cally demonstrated. It should be obvious that the propor- 
tion of normal-performance data acquired PN constitutes 
a significant portion of integrated (normal and degraded) 
data availability As. On the other hand, increasing oper- 
ator error rate X2 results in a higher probability of system 
failure due to operator errors. 

The graphical and parametric analyses of the proposed 
model, as described earlier, allow for presenting the prac- 
tical aspects of the model and assist in the interpretation 
of the results. 

VIII. Conclusions 
This article presented a stochastic (Markovian) avail- 

ability analysis of a class of human-machine communica- 

tion standby systems, namely, data-processing systems. 
In the developed model, the possibility of a degraded- 
performance occurrence was considered and the human 
task of noninstantaneous restoration of system operation 
was incorporated. Therefore, the proposed model is more 
general and adequate for the systems under study than 
existing models. 

The steady-state performance expressions derived in 
this study can be used in conjunction with appropri- 
ate plots to facilitate various failure mode sensitivities 
and trade-off analysis. Such analysis would support the 
decision-making process with regard to the optimal com- 
bination of the operator-error rate, the hardware failure 
rate, and the system restoration rate, which may result in 
a system "operational" availability that meets or exceeds 
a prespecified requirement. 
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Fig. 1. State-space diagram of system stochastic performance. 
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This article suggests a model for making long-range-planning cost estimates for 
DSN support of  future space missions. The model is a function of major mission-cost 
drivers, such as maintenance and operations, downlink frequency upgrade, uplink 
frequency upgrade, telemetry upgrade, antenna gain/noise temperature, radiomet- 
ric accuracy upgrade, radio science upgrade, and very long baseline interferometry. 

The model is derived from actual cost data from three space missions: Voyager 
(Uranus), Voyager (Neptune), and Magellan. The model allows one to estimate the 
total cost and the cost over time of  a similar future space mission. 

The model was back-tested against the three projects-Voyager (U), Voyager 
(N), and Magellan-and gave cost estimates that range from 17 percent below to 
19 percent above actual mission-preparation costs. The model was also compared 
with two other independent projects: Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (MJS later became 
Voyager) and Viking. The model gave total preparation-cost estimates that range 
from 15 percent above to 4 percent below actual total preparation costs for MJS 
and Viking, respectively. 



1. Introduction (4) (TEL) : telemetry upgrade 

A. Project Objectives (5) (GIT): antenna gainlnoise temperature 

The objective of this study is to develop a model that 
'can be used in the early planning stages to estimate the 
cost to prepare the DSN for future space-mission support. 
The proposed model captures the major cost drivers of a 
mission, such as its use of an uplink, a downlink, a very 
long baseline interferometry system, etc. The proposed 
model gives cost estimates that are functions of the cost 
drivers and the duration of a project, which are demanded 
by the project's unique mission. The results of this study 
expand on previous cost modeling that was cost-driver 
and mission independent. The previous work can be used 
in the earliest stages of cost estimating, before the cost 
drivers and unique mission characteristics are defined [I]. 

The present study focuses on the major cost drivers 
that make up the total preparation cost of a particular 

. project. Because of this focus, the total estimated project- 
preparation cost will reflect only those major cost drivers 
that pertain to that particular project, and thus a more 
project-sensitive cost estimate will be achieved. 

B. Overview of Article 

In Section 11, the preparation cost drivers for space 
missions are defined, and the methodology for collecting 
the cost data and the cost history is summarized. The 
portion of the model concerning the total mission's cost- 
preparation drivers (Model A) is developed in this Section. 
Model A is back-tested against the three missions [Voy- 
ager (Uranus), Voyager (Neptune) and Magellan], and an 
example is given to show how to use it. In Section 111, 
the aspect of the model concerning the cost drivers over 
a specific time period (Model B) is developed. Model B 
is back-tested against the three missions, and an exam- 
ple is given to show how to use it. In Section IV, as an 
"external" check, Model A is compared with two indepen- 
dent projects: Mariner JupiterISaturn (MJS, which later 
became Voyager) and Viking. 

11. Development of a Model Based on 

(6) (RIM): radiometric accuracy upgrade 

(7) (RIS): radio science upgrade 

(8) (VLBI): very long baseline interferometry 

(9) (OTH): other 

Here are the definitions of these cost drivers: 

1. (M/O). These are initial entry and management 
costs for the project, e.g., funding for (M/O) network func- 
tions, network-operations project support, and the Track- 
ing and Data System (TDS) manager for the project. 

2. (D/L). These are the costs of adding new receiver, 
antenna, and microwave capabilities to the DSN: provid- 
ing a new downlink frequency; giving additional perfor- 
mance capability to the existing receivers, antennas, and 
microwave instruments; increasing the number of channels 
provided by the existing antenna, receivers, and microwave 
instruments; etc. 

3. (U/L). These are the costs of adding new trans- 
mitter, antenna, and microwave capabilities to the DSN: a 
new uplink frequency; additional performance capabilities 
to the existing transmitters, antennas, and microwave in- 
struments, such as higher power, increased phase stability, 
etc. 

4. (TEL). These are the costs of upgrading the 
telemetry and signal-processing equipment: adding new 
technical capability; adding to the monitor and control 
capability; providing new techniques, such as baseband 
combining for antenna arrays; etc. 

5. (GIT) .  These are the costs of upgrading the ratio 
of the antenna gain to the receiving system noise tem- 
perature. (GIT) is a figure of merit for a telecommuni- 
cations receiving system. Included are costs of provid- 
ing new antennas, enlarging existing antennas, providing 
new/improved low-noise microwave amplifiers, providing 
antenna arrays, etc. 

Cost Drivers 
6. (RIM).  These are the costs associated with up- 

A. Definition of "Cost Drivers" .grading the accuracy with which the spacecraft location 

The DSN-preparation costs for each project have been Ean bemeasured.  his includes upgrad& to the data sys- 
tem equipment, improving DSN station location accuracy, collected into the following major cost-driver categories: 
improving time-synchronizing calibration throughout the 

(1) (MIO): maintenance and operations network stations, etc. 

(2) (D/L): downlink frequency upgrade 

(3) (U/L): uplink frequency upgrade 
7. (R/S). These are costs associated with upgrad- 

ing the DSN radio science performance. These include 



adding new and/or improved receivers and data-processing 
and recording equipment; improved frequency and timing 
equipment/calibration, etc. 

8. (VLBI). These are costs of implementing new, 
complete (VLBI) equipment for both 34-m Wide Chan- 
nel Bandwidth (WCB) and 70-m Narrow Channel Band- 
width (NCB) systems. Included are receivers, low-noise 
amplifiers, and support for the Radio Source Catalog and 
Universal Time Engineering. 

9. (OTH). These costs are for any miscellaneous tasks 
not fitting into one of the above cost-driver categories. In 
some cases, the costs allocated to a cost-driver category are 
so small as to be presumed to be of a miscellaneous nature. 
These costs have been placed in the (OTH) category in this 
article. See Section 1I.C for further details. 

B. Data Collection and Summary 

The annual cost obligations used in this article are 
taken from Telecommunications and Data Acquisition 
(TDA) Work Authorization Documents (WAD Obliga- 
tions Performance Reports), and do not include construc- 
tion of facilities (CoF) costs, spacecraft costs, transporta- 
tion costs, and/or other logistics costs.' All costs used 
in this article are adjusted for inflation to 1987 dollars by 
using the NASA Inflation Index. The preparation costs, 
grouped into cost drivers, for three projects-Voyager (U), 
Voyager (N), and Magellan-and the typical cost-driver 
values are shown in Table 1. The periods for tracking 
the preparation costs considered in this article are 1982 
through 1986 for Voyager (U), 1985 through 1988 for Voy- 
ager (N), and 1985 through 1988 for Magellan [I]. 

C. Development of Model A: The Total-Mission Cost- 
Drivers Model 

The assumption behind Model A is that the total prepa- 
ration cost for a mission can be estimated by the sum- 
mation of the typical cost-driver values given in Table 1 
that are relevant to that particular mission. A typical 
cost-driver value in the model is an effective average value 
that is calculated after assigning any cost-driver values 
in a particular category that are less than 15 percent of 
the maximum value to the "Other" cost-driver category. 
It is assumed that a cost value that is that low reflects 
miscellaneous changes to the system rather than a signif- 
icant cost-driver upgrade. For example, in Table 1, the 

"Obligations Performance Reports, 1982-1988," TDA work authc- 
rization documents (WADS) (internal documents), Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Pasadena, California. 

46 $K value for the (RIS) of Magellan is less than 15 per- 
cent of the 5,484 $K (R/S) value of Voyager (N); there- 
fore, this cost driver for Magellan is considered "Other." 
Consequently, the typical (R/S) cost-driver value will be 
the average of those of Voyager (U) and Voyager (N), or 
3,429 $K. The numbers in brackets in Table 1 were handled 
this way. Note that Magellan has 770 $K of miscellaneous 
costs in addition to the (RIM), 33 $K, and the (R/S), 
46 $K, included in the "Other" cost-driver category. 

D. Back-Testing the Total-Mission Cost-Drivers Model 

The total-mission cost-drivers model (Table 1) was 
compared with the actuals for the three missions: Voy- 
ager (U), Voyager (N), and Magellan, as shown in Table 2. 

A comparison of the actual preparation costs and those 
same costs, as predicted by Model A, for the three missions 
is shown in Table 3. 

The average mission-preparation cost of 34.8 $M, as 
estimated by the model, is the same as the actual aver- 
age cost. However, the difference in predicting individual 
mission-preparation costs ranges from 17 percent below to 
18.9 percent above actual costs for Voyager (N) and Voy- 
ager (U), respectively. The preparation costs estimated 
from the model are about 1.9 percent below the actual 
preparation costs for Magellan. 

E. How To Use Model A (the Total-Mission Cost- 
Drivers Model) 

Model A is developed from the historical cost data 
of three space missions: Voyager (U), Voyager (N),  and 
Magellan; the values of like preparation cost drivers are 
averaged. For example, to estimate the total preparation 
cost for a mission that has the cost drivers (RIM), (RIS), 
(VLBI), (U/L), (TEL), and (G/T), one determines the 
actual cost-driver value for each mission (in Table 1) and 
averages them to get cost-driver values for the model. A 
summary is given in Table 4. 

Model A gives the total preparation cost of a mission, 
but it does not give a profile of costs over time. Model B 
does give the cost profile over time. 

Ill. Model B: The Cost Drivers Modeled 
Over Time 

A. Development of a Model of Cost Drivers 
Over Time 

The average preparation cost over time for each major 
cost driver is calculated for each of the three missions: 



Voyager (U), Voyager (N), and Magellan. The individual 
cost-driver data are then regressed over time, and the best- 
fit equation is chosen. The best-fit equations are shown in 
Table 5, where is the cost in year t ,  (t = 1,2, ..., n); t 
is the number of the year in the DSN preparation-cost life 
of the mission; n is the total number of years of the DSN 
preparation; and the total cost of the DSN preparation is 
Y(t0tal) = CYt. 

B. Analysis of Model B: The Cost Drivers Modeled 
Over Time 

The best-fit equations for the cost-driver data are lin- 
ear for (U/L) and (VLBI); quadratic for (TEL), (G/T), 
and (RIM); and cubic for (MIO), (D/L), and (R/S). The 
equations have a goodness of fit (R2) that ranges from 81 
to 100 percent [2]. Figures 1 through 6 show the actual 
costs for each cost driver and those predicted by the equa- 
tions. (U/L) and (VLBI) cost-driver figures are not shown 

. since as of 1988, there were only two data points for each 
cost driver. This is the cutoff year of the data collected 
for the previous report on this research [I]. 

C. Back-Testing Model B: The Cost Drivers 
Modeled Over Time 

Model B was checked against the three missions: Voy- 
ager (U), Voyager (N), and Magellan. Table 6 shows the 
actual average annual preparation costs of the three mis- 
sions and those costs as predicted by the model. Table 7 
shows that the 33.6 $M average preparation cost for the 
three missions, as predicted by the model, is 1.2 $M below 
the actual average preparation cost of 34.8 $M. The differ- 
ence is about 3.4 percent. However, the difference in pre- 
dicting individual mission preparation costs ranges from 
22.5 percent below to 17.5 percent above actual prepara- 
tion costs-for Voyager (N) and Voyager (U), respectively. 
The difference in predicting preparation costs for Magellan 
is 5 percent. 

For planning purposes, a model that gives an accurate 
cumulative preparation cost for the life of the project is 
needed. For example, Fig. 7 shows the cumulative actual 
preparation cost over time and the cumulative preparation 
cost predicted by the cost-driver model for the Magellan 
mission, while Fig. 8 shows the cumulative actual prepa- 
ration cost over time and the cumulative preparation cost 
predicted by the cost-driver model for cost driver (TEL) 
of Magellan. 

In addition to comparing the actual preparation costs 
with those predicted by the model for a specific project or 
cost driver, the actual average preparation cost is also com- 
pared with the model's average for all three projects. For 

example, Fig. 9 shows the actual average preparation cost 
of a mission over time and the average preparation cost 
predicted by the model, while Fig. 10 shows the cumula- 
tive actual average preparation cost of a mission over time 
and the average cumulative preparation cost predicted by 
the model. 

D. How To Use Model B: The Cost Drivers Modeled 
Over Time 

Example 1. To estimate the annual preparation costs 
for a mission of five years that incurs all nine cost drivers, 
one looks up the model's results in Table 6 and sums the 
costs predicted by the model. A summary is given in Ta- 
ble 8. 

Example 2. To estimate the total preparation costs 
over time for a mission of five  ears' duration that has the 
following six cost drivers: (RIM), (R/S), (VLBI), (U/L), 
(TEL), and (G/T), one looks up the model's results in 
Table 6 and sums the costs predicted by the model. The 
results are shown in Table 9. 

This total value (50.5 $M) is close to the value (50.3 $M) 
predicted by Model A-the total-mission cost-drivers 
model, as described in Section 1I.E. The difference is about 
0.2 $M, or 0.4 percent above that predicted by Model A. 

Example 3. To estimate the preparation costs for any 
cost driver, such as (TEL), over a period of five years, one 
looks up the model's results in Table 6 and obtains the 
results shown in Table 10. This technique allows one to 
see the cost profile for this cost driver over time, and the 
same technique could be used for all the cost drivers for a 
proposed project. 

IV. External Check and Comparison With 
Independent Missions 

Model A was tested against two other independent mis- 
sions: Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (MJS) and Viking. 

The project MJS seems to have incurred all the major 
cost drivers that are covered in this article.' According to 
Table 1, the total cost for an average mission with a four- 
to five-year duration that incurs all the major cost drivers 
is 56.1 $M (1987 $M). Based on a previous study [I], it 
was concluded that the MJS mission (which continued for 
10 years) might be viewed as having two distinct phases. 
It seems reasonable to consider the cost estimate for such 

J. R. Hall, private communication, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California, April 1990. 



a mission as twice that predicted for the "standard" five- 
year mission. That results in a predicted cost of 112.2 $M 
(1987 $M), as compared with the actual cost of 97.5 $M.3 
The difference is about 15 percent. 

The project Viking did not use (VLBI); however, it used 
the other cost drivers.* The estimated total preparation 
cost for Viking predicted by Model A is then 56,079 $K 
- 4,436 $K = 51,643 $K (1987 $K), or about 51.6 $M, as 
compared with the actual cost of 49.7 $M. The difference 
is 3.8 percent. 

V. Summary 
A cost model has been presented in this article to give 

estimates for future DSN-preparation costs. The model 
has two components: A and B. 

Model A is called the total-mission cost-drivers model, 
and Model B models cost drivers over time. 

Model A estimates total DSN-preparation costs based 
on the average values of DSN cost drivers from three space 

missions: Voyager (U), Voyager (N), and Magellan. The 
model is concerned with those cost drivers that are relevant 
to a mission, and thus, the model is sensitive to mission 
objectives and uniqueness. Model A does a reasonable job 
of representing the actual preparation costs for Voyager 
(U), Voyager (N),  and Magellan. Based on back-testing 
of the actual three projects against the model, the results 
are in the range of 17 percent below to 19 percent above 
actual costs. Model A was also compared with two other 
independent projects, MJS and Viking. The model gave 
total-cost estimates that range from 15 percent above to 
4 percent below actual total costs for MJS and Viking, 
respectively. 

Model B estimates the annual preparation cost of each 
cost driver relevant to  a mission and also estimates total 
mission-preparation cost. The model is time and cost- 
driver sensitive and thus will capture future missions' cost 
dependence on both time and relevant cost drivers. Mod- 
el B also does a reasonable job of representing the actual 
preparation costs over time for Voyager (U), Voyager (N), 
and Magellan. Based on back-testing of the actual three 
projects against the model, the results are in the range of 
22.5 percent below to 18 percent above actual costs. 

J. W. Layland, private communication, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California, March 1990. 

D. J. Mudway, private communication, Jet Propulsion Labor* 
tory, Pasadena, California, April 1990. 

Both Model A and Model B are applicable to missions 
that do not exceed five years' duration and that have the 
cost drivers discussed in this study. 
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Table 1. Preparation cost drivers for three missions, and typical cost-driver values, 1987 $Ka 

Missions Typical 
Cost Drivers Cost-Driver 

Voyager (U) Voyager (N) Magellan Value 

M I 0  
D/L 
U/L 
TEL 

G / T  
RIM 

R/S 
VLBI 
0 ther 

- -  - 

Total 35,860 36,050 32,522 56,079 

'The bracketed numbers are discussed in Section I1.C. 

Table 2. Actual and Model A costs for three missions 

Voyager (U) Voyager (N) Magellan 
Cost 

Drivers Actual Model Actual Model Actual Model 

M/O 
R I M  
R/S 
D/L 
VLBI 

U/L 
TEL 

G / T  
Other 

Total 35,860 42,696 36,050 29,795 32,522 31,942 



Table 3. Summary of actual and Model A total preparation costs in 1987 $M 

Space 
Mission 

Actual Model A 
Model A 

Minus 
Preparation Preparation Error, % , 

Cost, $M Cost, $M 'Actual, A/ Actual A h $ M  

Voyager (U) 
Voyager (N) 
Magellan 

Average for all missions 34.8 34.8 0 0 

Table 4. Preparation costs predicted by Model A in 1987 $M 

Cost 
Driver 

Cost 
Predicted by 

Model A 

RIM 
RIS 
VLBI 

U/L 
TEL 

G I T  

Total 

Table 5. The best-fit equation for each cost driver 

Cost Drivers Model R2 

(M/O) 
(DIL) 
(UIL) 
P E L )  
(GIT) 
(RIM) 
(RIS) 
(VLBI) 

Yt = 352 - 318t + 144t2 - 18.6t3 

Yt = -3,053 + 4,558t - 1, 474t2 + 139t3 
Yt = 4,561 - 25t (for t = 3 and 4) 

Yt = -4,114 + 5,938t - 1, 011t2 

Yt = -2,175 + 5,880t - 1,053t2 

Yt = 104 + 229t - 48.1t2 
Yt = 1,339 - 2,207t + 1, 218t2 - 165t3 

Yt = -792 + 8606 (for t = 3 and 4) 



Table 6. Summary of actual average annual preparation costs for three missions and costs 
predicted by Model B, $K (1987 $). "A" = actual costs; "M" = Model B costs. 

Year TEL 

502 
813 

4,782 
3,718 
3,279 
4,601 

4,161 
3,462 

177 
300 

VLBI 

1,788 
1,788 

2,648 
2,648 

Other Total 

-- 

(M-A) -30 -498 0 -7 1 2 26 0 0 -506 

Table 7. Summary of the actual average annual preparation costs for three missions, 
and the costs predicted by Model B, $M (1987 $) 

Space 
Mission 

Actual Model B Model B 
Minus 

Preparation Preparation Error, %, 

Cost, $M Cost, $M 
Actual, A/Actual 

A in $M 

Voyager (U) 
Voyager (N) 
Magellan 

Average for all missions 34.8 33.6 -1.2 -3.4 

Table 8. Estimate of annual preparation costs for a five-year, ninetost-driver mission by 
Model B, $K (1987 S) 

- -- 

Actual Model B Model 
Cost-Driver Cost-Driver Minus Error, %, 

Year 
Total Cost, Total Cost, Actual, AlActual 

$K $K A in $K 

Total 56,079 55,573 -506 0 



Table 9. Estimate of annual preparation costs for a five-year, 
six-cost-driver mission by Model B, $M (1987 $) 

Cost 
Driver 

Cost 
Predicted by 

Model B 

RIM 
R/S 
VLBI 

UIL 
TEL 

G/T 

Total 50.5 

Table 10. Model B estimate of preparation cost of (TEL), 
SK (1 987 $) 

Year Predicted (TEL) 
Cost, $K 

Total 12,894 
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Fig. 1. Actual average maintenance and operations (MIO) costs 
versus costs predicted by Model B. 
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Fig. 2. Actual average downlink frequency upgrade (DIL) costs 
versus costs predicted by Model B. 
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Fig. 3. Actual average telemetry upgrade (TEL) costs versus 
costs predicted by Model B. 
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Fig. 4. Actual average antenna gain over system noise tempera- 
ture (G/T) costs versus costs predicted by Model B. 
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Fig. 5. Actual average radlometrlc accuracy upgrade (RIM) Fig. 7. Actual cumulative preparation costs and costs predicted 
costs versus costs predicted by Model B. by Model B for Magellan mission. 
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Fig. 6. Actual average radio science stability upgrade (RIS) 
costs versus costs predicted by Model B. PROJECTYEAR 

Fig. 8. Actual cumulatlve preparation costs and costs predicted 
by Model B for (TEL) cost driver of Magellan mission. 
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Fig. 9. Actual average preparation costs of a mission versus 
costs predicted by Model B. 
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Fig. 10. Cumulative actual average annual preparation costs of 
a mIsslon versus costs predicted by Model B. 
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